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Course outcome

Department of Tamil

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No.

Course Code

1.

15UTAL11

2.

15UTAC11

3.

15UTAC12

4.

15UTAA11

5.

15UTAN11

:
:

Tamil
UG

Course Name
Course Outcome
SEMESTER-I
 jkpo;ehL muR elj;Jk; NjHTfisr;
re;jpf;fj; JizGhpe;jJ.
 ftpij> fij vOJk; gilg;Gj; jpwid
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
Part I Tamil - I
ftpijAk; fijAk;
 ehl;Lg;Gwg;ghly;fisr;
Nrfhpf;f
Ntz;Lnkd;w vz;zj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 fij gbf;Fk; MHtk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 epidthw;wiyj; J}z;baJ.
 ebg;ghw;wiy tsu;f;f cjtpaJ
 gilg;ghw;wYf;F topNfhypaJ
 cstpay; rpe;jidj;jpwid
tsu;f;f
Core - I
cjtpaJ
,f;fhy ,yf;fpak;
 jw;fhy
,yf;fpag;
gilg;Gfis
thrpf;Fk; Mu;tk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 fl;Liu vOJk; jpwid Vw;gLj;jpaJ
 vOj;Jf;fspd;
gpwg;G
Kiwia
mwpaKbe;jJ
 ,yf;fzj;ij
vspikahff;
fw;f
Kbe;jJ
Core - II
 epidthw;wiy
tsu;j;Jf;
nfhs;s
,yf;fzk; cjtpaJ.
ed;D}y;(vOj;J)
 vOj;J khwwq;fshy; Vw;gLk; nghUs;
khw;wj;ij czur; nra;jJ
 vOj;Jf;fspd; ,izg;G gw;wpa mwpit
Vw;gLj;jpaJ
 goe;jkpou;fspd;
tuyhw;iw
mwpaKbe;jJ
 fiyfspd; tsu;r;rpia czuKbe;jJ.
Allied Course - I
jkpof tuyhWk;
 murpay; rhu;e;j epu;thf Kiwfspd;
gz;ghLk;
tsu;rr
; pia fhzKbe;jJ.
 gy;NtW
gz;ghl;bd;
jhf;fk;
jkpofj;jpy; cs;sJ.
 jkpo;
vOj;Jf;fspd;
mwpKfk;
Non-Major Elective-I
fpilj;jJ.
mhpr;Rtbj;jkpo; - I
 jkpo;r; nrhw;fspd; nghUs; NtWghl;il
czu Kbe;jJ.

S.No.

Course Code

6.

15UTAN12

7.

15UTAN13

8.

15UTAE11

1.

15UTAL21

2.

15UTAC21

Course Name

Course Outcome
 gFjp
I
jkpo;
gbf;fhj
khztHfSf;Fj;
jkpo;
,yf;fpak;
gw;wpa mwpKfk; fpilj;jJ.
Non-Major Elective-I
 jkpo; ,yf;fpaq;fis NkYk; fw;f
Nkk;ghl;Lj;jkpo; - I
Ntz;Lk; vd;w MHtj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaf;
fUj;Jf;fs;
top
epHthfj; jpwikia tsHj;Jf; nfhs;s
cjtpw;W.
 mr;Rj;Jiwapy;
njhopy;
KidNthu;ff
; hd Mu;tj;ij tsu;j;jJ.
 tpsk;guj;Jiw
rhu;e;j
gzpfis
mwpaKbe;jJ.
Non-Major Elective-I
,jopay;
 epUguhfr;
nry;tjw;fhd
Cf;fj;ij
Vw;gLj;jpaJ
 gjpg;ghrpupauhf
gzpGupAk;
tha;g;G
,Ug;gij czuKbe;jJ.
 mbg;gil fzpdp mwpT fpilj;jJ.
 fzpdpapd;
tsHr;rp
gw;wpAk;
mjd;
Njitfspd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ijg; gw;wpAk;
mwpaKbe;jJ.
 Operating System gw;wpj; njupe;Jnfhs;s
tha;g;ghf ,Ue;jJ.
 MS Word-y; Document creating, Copy,
Print
kw;Wk;
,ju
Tools
iag;
Enrichment Course - I
gad;gLj;JtJ gw;wp fw;Wf; nfhs;s
fzpdpj;jkpo;
- I
Kbe;jJ.
 mbg;gil HTML Tags kw;Wk; mjid
cgNahfpj;J
xU
Web Application
vt;thW cUthf;Fjy; vd;gJ gw;wp
mwptpidg; ngwKbe;jJ
 ,iza gad;ghL kw;Wk; mjpy; cs;s
Website
gw;wpj;
njupe;J
nfhs;s
cWJizahf ,Ue;jJ.
SEMESTER-II
 Md;kPfr; rpe;jidia Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 rka xUikg;ghl;bid czu;j;jpaJ
Part I Tamil - II
 gf;jpnewp kdijg; gz;gLj;jpaJ.
gf;jp,yf;fpaKk;
 Gjpdk;
gbf;Fk;
MHtj;ij
GjpdKk;
cUthf;fpaJ.
 thrpf;Fk; gof;fk; Vw;gl;lJ.
Core - III
 mwE}w;fis ,dq;fhz Kbe;jJ.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name
mw ,yf;fpak;;

3.

15UTAC22

Core -IV
,yf;fzk; - ed;D}y;
(nrhy;)

4.

15UTAA21

Allied Course - II
jkpoh; ftpd;fiyfs;

Non Major Elective-II
mhpr;Rtbj;jkpo; - II

5.

15UTAN21

6.

15UTAN22

Non Major Elective-II
Nkk;ghl;Lj;jkpo; - II

15UTAN23

Non Major Elective-II
Nghl;bj;Njh;Tj;jkpo; mwpKfk;

7.

Course Outcome
 mw,yf;fpaq;fs;
top
kdg;gf;Ftk;
mile;jJ.
 mwr;nray;fisr; nra;aj; J}z;baJ.
 jPa rpe;jidfs; kdij tpl;L ePq;fpd.
 mwk;
kdpjtho;it
Nkk;gLj;Jk;
vd;gij czu Kbe;jJ.
 gpioapd;wpj; jkpio vOjf; fw;Wf;
nfhs;sKbe;jJ
 ,yf;fzf; Fwpg;Gfs; %yk; Nghl;bj;
NjHtpw;Fj; jahuhf cjtpnra;jJ.
 nra;Aspd;
nghUisf;
nfhs;Sk;
Kiwia mwpaKbe;jJ
 caphpdg; ghFghl;il chpapay; %yk;
njupe;J nfhs;s tha;g;ghf ,Ue;jJ.
 Nfhapy; mikg;igf; fw;gjd; %yk;
epHkhzg; gzpf;F nry;Yk; topia
mwpaKbe;jJ
 ,ir MHtj;ijj; J}z;bw;W.
 ebg;ghw;wiy cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 XtpadhFk; MHtj;ij Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 fiyfisg;
ghJfhf;Fk;
czHit
cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 jkpo;
mwpahjtHfSf;Fj;
jkpo;
vOj;Jf;fis mwpe;J nfhs;sy;.
 vOj;Jf;fis ,izj;J thHj;ijfis
cUthf;ff; fw;Wf; nfhs;Sk; Kiw
mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 thHj;ijfis
,izj;J
thf;fpak;
cUthf;Fk; Kiwia fw;Wf; nfhs;Sk;
tha;g;G fpilj;jJ.
 gFjp
I
jkpo;
gbf;fhj
khztHfSf;Fj; jkpo; ,yf;fpak; gw;wpa
mwpKfk; fpilj;jJ.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaq;fis
NkYk;
fw;f
Ntz;Lk; vd;w MHtj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaf;
fUj;Jf;fs;
top
epHthfj; jpwikia tsHj;Jf; nfhs;s
cjtpw;W.
 Nghl;bj;
NjHTfSf;Fj;
jahuhf
cjtpw;W.
 ,yf;fzj;ijf;
fw;Wf;
nfhs;s

S.No.

8.

1.

2.

Course Code

15UTAE21

15UTAL31

15UTAC31

Course Name

Course Outcome

Kbe;jJ.
 khzth;fs; Windows 98 vd;Dk;
njhopy;
El;gj;ijg;
gw;wp
mwpa
Kbe;jJ.
 jha; tpz;Nlh kw;Wk; Foe;ij tpz;Nlh
,tw;iwg; gad;gLj;Jk; Kiwia mwpa
Kbe;jJ.
 File kw;Wk; Edit nkD gw;wpAk;
mtw;iwf;
ifahSk;
KiwfisAk;
njhpe;J nfhz;Nlhk;.
 njhiye;J Nghd Nfhg;Gfis Njjp
kw;Wk; tif mbg;gilap;y; vt;thW
Enrichment Course - II
NjLtnjd
Kiwahf
mwpe;J
fzpdpj;jkpo;
- II
nfhz;Nlhk;.
 fzpdpia
tpiuthfTk;
RUf;F
topapYk; ifahSk; Kiwia mwpa
Kbe;jJ.
 fzpg;nghwpapd;
epidtfk;>
Jizepidtfk;
gw;wpAk;
mjpy;
nra;jpfis Nrkpf;Fk; Kiw gw;wpAk;
mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 fzpg;;nghwpapypUe;J
nra;jpfis
efyhf;fk; nra;Ak; KiwiaAk; mwpa
Kbe;jJ.
SEMESTER-III
 fhg;gpa
mwf;fUj;Jf;fs;
tho;it
nrk;ikg;gLj;j
cjtpaJ.
rkaf;
Nfhl;ghLfis
mwpe;J
nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
Part I -Tamil - III
 rpw;wpyf;fpa
tiffis
mwpe;J
fhg;gpak;> rpw;wpyf;fpak;>
mitfisf;
fw;Fk;
MHtj;ij
ehlfk;
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 ebf;Fk; MHtj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 ehlfk; vOJk; gilg;Gj; jpwid
cUthf;fpaJ.
 ,iwabth;fspd; mw;Gjr; nray;top
,iw ek;gpf;if Nt&d;wpaJ.
 jyGuhz
tuyhw;wpid
mwptjd;
Core -V gf;jp,yf;fpak;
%yk; tho;tpay; rpf;fy; jPh;f;Fk;
,lq;fis
 mwpaKbe;jJ.
 jj;Jtf;
fUj;Jf;fspd;
top

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name






3.

15UTAC32

Core -VI
,yf;fzk; - ahg;G








4.

15UTAA31

Allied Course - III ehl;lhh;
,yf;fpak;






15UTAS31
5.


Skill Based Course - I
jkpoh;Nfhapy;fiytuyhW




6.

15UTAV31

Value Based Course - I



Course Outcome
ey;nyz;zq;fs; kdjpy; Njhd;wpd.
gf;jp ,yf;fpaq;fNs rpw;wpyf;fpaj;
Njhw;wj;jpw;Ff; fhuznkd czh;e;J
nfhz;Nlhk;
,yf;fzk;
Fwpj;j
mr;rj;ijg;
Nghf;fpaJ.
E}w;ghf;fis
kddk;
nra;jJ
epidthw;wiy tsh;f;f cjtpaJ.
vjph;fhyj;jpy;
Mrphpauhf
te;jhy;
vspikahf ,yf;fzj;ijf; fw;Wf;
nfhLf;fyhk;
vd;w
ek;gpf;if
Njhd;wpaJ.
nra;Aisg;
nghUs;
nfhs;Sk;
mZFKiwiaj;
njhpe;J
nfhz;Nlhk;.
Nghl;bj; Njh;Tfis vjph;nfhs;Sk;
ek;gpf;if cjpj;jJ.
kuGg;
ghf;fspd;
fl;likg;ig
mwptjd;
%yk;
mtw;iw
,dk;
fhZk; jpwikia cz;lhf;fpw;W.
ehl;Lg;Gw eldj;jpd; kPJ Mh;tk;
Vw;gl;lJ.
ehl;Lg;Gwf;
fiyiaf;
fw;Wf;
nfhLf;Fk;
Mrphpauhfr;
nry;Yk;
tha;g;G fpilj;jJ.
rpyk;ghl;lj;jpd;
%yk;
clw;gapw;rp
ngw Kbe;jJ.
ehl;Lg;Gwf;
iftpidg;
nghUl;fs;
nra;J nghUshjhuj;ij Nkk;gLj;j
gad;gl;lJ.
ehl;Lg;Gwf;
fiyfspdhy;
Clfq;fspy;
gzpf;Fr;
nry;Yk;
tha;g;G fpilj;jJ.
,irahrphpauhfr; nry;Yk; Mh;tj;ij
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
ehlfj;jpd;
%yk;
ebg;ghw;wiy
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
Xtpa Mrphpauhfr; nry;Yk; Mh;tj;ij
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
fiyfisg; ghJfhf;Fk; czh;it
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
gy
nkhopfisf; fw;Wf; nfhs;s

S.No.

1.

2.

3.

Course Code

15UTAL41

15UTAC41

15UTAC42

Course Name
nkhopngah;g;gpay;

Course Outcome
Ntz;Lk; vd;w Mh;tk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 nkhop ngah;g;ghsdhFk; gzp tha;g;G
fpilg;gij mwpe;J nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
SEMESTER-IV
 tho;tpay;
newpKiwfisf;
filg;gpbf;fg; gad;gl;lJ.
 gilg;ghw;wiy
tsHj;Jf;
nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
Part I -Tamil - IV
 ftpij
gbf;Fk;
gof;fj;ij;
gz;ila ,yf;fpaKk;
J}z;baJ.
ciueilAk;
 ciueil fw;wjdhy; fl;Liu vOJk;
gof;fk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 ciueilf; fl;Liufs; Gjpa Gjpa
nrhy;yhl;rpia
mwpe;J
nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
 fhg;gpa
mwf;fUj;Jf;fs;
tho;f;ifiar;
nrk;ikg;gLj;jg;
gad;gl;ld.
 fijkhe;jHfspd;
MSikapid
mwptjd; %yk; jdJ MSikapid
czu Kbe;jJ.
 fhg;gpar; Ritapid czuKbe;jjhy;
NkYk;
NkYk;
fw;Fk;
MHtk;
cz;lhdJ.
Core -VII
 FWq;fhg;gpak;
gilf;Fk;
fhg;gpa ,yf;fpak;
gilg;ghsdhf khw;wpaJ.
 fhg;gpak;
njhlHghd
fUj;juq;fpy;
fye;J
nfhs;sNtz;Lk;
vDk;
MHtj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 muRj;
NjHthzak;
elj;Jk;
NjHTf;fhdj; Jzpitj; J}z;baJ.
 fhye;NjhWk; Njhd;wpa fhg;gpaq;fspd;
top tho;f;if khWghl;bid ,d;iwa
 tho;f;ifNahL xg;gpLk; vz;zj;ijj;
J}z;baJ.
 mzp
tiffis
,dk;
fhz
Kbe;jJ.
Core -VIII
 mzpapd;
tiffis
,yf;fzk; - mzp
,yf;fpaq;fNshL
xg;gpLk;
rpe;jidia tsHj;jJ.
 mzpiag;
gbg;gjd;
%yk;
gilg;ghw;wiyj; J}z;baJ.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name








4.

15UTAA41

Allied Course - IV
,yf;fz tuyhW








5.

15UTAO41

Optional Course - I
1. fy;ntl;bay;






6.

15UTAO42

Optional Course - I
2. Rtbapay;





Course Outcome
fw;gidj; jpwid tsHj;jJ.
Nghl;bj;
NjHTfis
vjpHnfhs;s
cjtpfukhf ,Ue;jJ.
,yf;fzj;ijAk; vspikahfg; gbf;f
KbAk; vd;w cz;ikia czHe;J
nfhs;sKbe;jJ.
nrhw;rpj;jpuq;fs;
top
nrhw;fisf;
ifahSk;
yhtfj;ij
mwpe;J
nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
muR NjHTg; gzpfSf;Fj; jahH
nra;a Kbe;jJ.
mwpag;glhj
E}y;fis
mwpe;J
nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
ciuahrphpaHfspd;
ciutop
Ez;zwpit
tshJ;Jf;
nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
jkpoHfs;
fly;
fle;Jk;
nrd;W
jkpiog;
gug;gpa
nra;jpia
mwpe;jjdhy; jkpohHtk; kpFe;jJ.
,yf;fzk; gw;wpa Ma;T Nkw;nfhs;s
Ntz;ba rpe;jidia Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
tuyhw;W
Muha;r;rp
Nkw;nfhs;s
J}z;LNfhyha; mike;jJ.
fy;ntl;L rhHe;j E}y;fisf; fw;Fk;
MHtj;ij Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
fy;ntl;Lf;fhy
Muha;r;rp
Nkw;nfhs;tjw;F
cjtpahf
mike;jJ.
njhy;ypay;
Jiwapy;
gzp
tha;g;Gf;Fj; jahH nra;J nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
njy;ypay; Ma;thsuhfg; gzpahw;Wk;
tha;g;G cs;sJ vd;gij mwpe;J
nfhs;sj;J}z;LNfhyha; ,Ue;jJ.
Xiyr; Rtbfspy; ,lk; ngw;Ws;s
rpj;j kUj;Jtf; Fwpg;Gf;fs; %yk;
kUj;Jtk;
Fwpj;j nras;jpfis mwpe;J nfhs;s
Kbfpd;wJ.
Nrhjplk; Fwpj;j mwptpidg; ngw
cjTfpd;wJ.
Rtb thrpf;ff; fw;Wf; nfhs;tjd;

S.No.

1.

2.

3.

Course Code

15UTAC51

15UTAC52

15UTAC53

Course Name

Course Outcome
%yk;
gzp
tha;g;gpidg;
ngw
cjTfpd;wJ.
 Xiyr;Rtbfisj;
jahhpf;Fk;
Kiwfis
mwpe;J
nfhs;sg;
gad;gLfpd;wJ.
 mope;J tUk; Rtbfisg; ghJfhf;Fk;
Kiwapidf; fw;W Ntuy tha;g;igg;
ngw cjTfpd;wJ.
SEMESTER-V
 kiwe;J
nfhz;L
tUfpd;w
Ntshz;ikr; nra;jpfs; gytw;iw
kPl;LUthf;fk; nra;Ak; MHtj;ijj;
J}z;baJ.
 J}J
,yf;fpaq;fs;
top
jfty;
Core -IX
njhlHgpd; ghpzhk tsHr;rpia xg;gPL
rpw;wpyf;fpak;
nra;tjw;F topNfhypaJ
 J}J
,yf;fpak;
top
mf;fhy
ehfhpfj;ijf;fw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 ,aw;if
moFzHit
urpj;jjd;
%yk;
nkd;ikahd
kd
epiy
Vw;gl;lJ.
 tho;tpay; newpKiwfspd; gaid
czHe;J nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 cstpay; epiyia mwpe;jjd; %yk;
kw;wtHfsplk;
ele;J
nfhs;Sk;
Kiwiaf; fw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 FLk;g cwTfspd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ij
czu Kbe;jJ.
 nghUs;
,yf;fz
Muha;r;rpf;F
Core - X
toptFj;jJ.
,yf;fzk; -mfg;nghUs;
 jpUkzKiw
Njhd;Wtjw;fhdf;
fhuzj;ij czu Kbe;jJ.
 ,yf;fz Muha;rr
; pf;F top tFj;jJ.
 fhy
khWghl;bd;
%yk;
kdpj
tho;f;if
khWghl;il
czu
Kbe;jJ.
 epidthw;wiy tsHj;jJ.
 Nghl;bj;
NjHTfis
vjpHnfhs;s
cWJizaha; ,Ue;jJ.
Core - XI
 gpwnkhopg;
gilg;ghsHfspd;
jkpopy; ,e;jpa,yf;fpak;
MSikia
czHe;J
jdJ
MSikia Nkk;gLj;j cjtpaJ.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name








4.

15UTAC54

Core -XII
,f;fhyj; jkpo;kuG









5.

15UTAO51

Optional Course - II :
1. ts;Stk;







6.

15UTAO52

Optional Course - II :
2. fz;zjhrd;





Course Outcome
xg;gPll
; ha;Tf;F gad;gl;lJ.
gpwnkhopiaf;
fw;Fk;
MHtk;
Vw;gl;lJ.
Njrpa
xUikg;ghl;il
tsHf;f
cjtpaJ.
nkhopngaHg;ghsdhf cUthFtjw;F
toptif nra;jJ.
nkhopapay; fy;tpf;F tpj;jpl;lJ.
kugpyf;fzq;fis
tphpj;J
vOJtjw;F
toptFj;jJ.
ed;D}y;
kuigg;
GJg;gpf;f
topfhl;baJ.
xg;gpay; Ma;tpw;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
jha;nkhopf;
fy;tpapd;
Kf;fpaj;Jtj;Jtj;ij
mwpa
Kbe;jJ.
Nghl;bj; Njh;TfSf;Fj; jahh; nra;a
Kbe;jJ.
,yf;fz mwpit Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
ts;Stk;
tho;tpaiy
newpg;gLj;j
cjtpaJ.
jpUf;Fwis
mw,yf;fpaq;fNshL
xg;gPL nra;aj; J}z;baJ.
cyfj;jpUf;Fws;
Nguit
elj;Jk;
jpUf;Fws; NjHtpy; gq;F nfhs;s
cjtpaJ.
jpUf;Fws;
%yk;
epidthw;wiy
tsHf;f Kbe;jJ.
Nkilg;
Ngr;Rf;fspy;
gq;Nfw;f
cjtpaJ
gazf;fl;Liufs;
top
Rw;Wyh
nry;Yk; MHtj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
jj;Jtf;
fUj;Jf;fs;
%yk;
tho;f;ifiar;
nrk;ikg;gLj;j
Kbe;jJ.
jpiuapirg; ghlyhrphpauhf cUthf
Ntz;Lk;
vd;w
vz;zj;ij
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
,urid
Kiwj;
jpwdha;Tf;F
topNfhypaJ.
fz;zjhrdpd;
gilg;Gf;fs;
%yk;
MSikj;
jd;ikia
tsHf;f
Kbe;jJ.

S.No.

7.

8.

9.

1.

Course Code

15UTAS52

15UTAS51

12UVED51

15UTAC61

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Rw;Wyhj;Jiwapy; gzpahw;w tha;g;G
cz;L vd;gij mwpa Kbe;Jj.
Skill Based Course - II
 Rw;Wyh
rhHe;j
rhd;wpjo;
kw;Wk;
Rw;Wyhtpay;
gl;lag;gbg;Gfisf; fw;Fk; MHtj;ijj;
J}z;baJ.
 Rw;Wr;#oiyg;
ghJfhf;f Ntz;Lk;
vd;w vz;zj;ij Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaq;fisf;
fw;Fk;
MHtk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 gpwJiwg;
ghlq;fis
,yf;fpaq;fNshL
xg;gpl;L
Ma;T
nra;aj; J}z;baJ.
Skill Based Course - III
 gilg;ghsHfspd;
Nkyhz;ikr;
mwptpay;jkpo;
rpe;jidfis czu Kbe;jJ.
 goe;jkpoHfspd;
mwptpay;
rhHe;j
mwptpid
mwpe;J
nfhs;sj;
J}z;baJ.
 Rw;Wr;#oiyg;
ghJfhf;Fk;
Kiwiaf; fw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaq;fisf;
fw;Fk;
MHtk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 gpwJiwg;
ghlq;fis
,yf;fpaq;fNshL
xg;gpl;L
Ma;T
nra;aj; J}z;baJ.
 gilg;ghsHfspd;
Nkyhz;ikr;
Value Education
rpe;jidfis czu Kbe;jJ.
 goe;jkpoHfspd;
mwptpay;
rhHe;j
mwptpid
mwpe;J
nfhs;sj;
J}z;baJ.
 Rw;Wr;#oiyg;
ghJfhf;Fk;
Kiwiaf; fw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
SEMESTER-VI
 tho;tpay;
newpKiwfspd;
Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ijg; ngw Kbe;jJ.
 r%ftpay;
mZFKiwf;F
top
tFj;jJ.
Core -XIII
 cstpay; Ma;Tf;F mbNfhypaJ.
rq;f ,yf;fpak;
 mDgtKs;sth;fspd;
mwpTiufs;
tho;f;ifia nrk;ikg;gLj;j cjTk;
vd;gij mwpa KbfpwJ.
 rq;f ,yf;fpak; fw;Fk; Mh;tj;ij
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.

S.No.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Course Code

Course Name

15UTAC62

Core - XIV
,yf;fzk; - Gwg;nghUs;

15UTAC63

Core - XV
,yf;fpatuyhW

15UTAC64

Core -XVI
,yf;fpaj; jpwdha;T

15UTAO61

Optional Course-III :

Course Outcome
 cah;fy;tpf;Fr; nry;y Ntz;Lnkd;w
Mh;tk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 rq;f
,yf;fpaj;ij
MuhAk;
kdg;ghd;ikia cUthf;fpw;W.
 tho;f;ifapy;
nfhilg;gz;ig
cUthf;fpw;W.
 ,uhZtg;
gzpf;Fr;
nry;y
Ntz;Lnkd;w Mh;tk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 ehl;Lg; gw;iw Cl;baJ.
 gilf;
fUtpfisf;
ifahSk;
ghq;fpid mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 Gwk; rhh;e;j Ma;Tf;fl;Liufs; vOjj;
J}z;baJ.
 tPu czh;it Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 fhtyh; gzpf;Fr; nry;y J}z;baJ.
 Nghl;bj; Njh;TfSf;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
 jkpo;ehL muRg; gzpf;F gad;gl;lJ.
 E}yhuha;rr
; pf;F cjtpaJ.
 jkpohrphpah;
gzpf;Fr;
nry;y
gad;gl;lJ.
 tuyhw;W Muha;r;rpf;F tpj;jpl;lJ.
 gd;Kf
Ma;Tf;F
mbj;jskhf
,Ug;gij mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 cah;fy;tpf;Fr; nry;y Ntz;Lnkd;w
Mh;tk; Vw;gl;lJ.
 ,yf;fpa
tuyhW
E}y;
vOj
Ntz;Lnkd;w ce;Jjy; Vw;gl;lJ.
 jpwdha;T kdg;ghq;fpid Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
 E}y;
gy
fw;Fk;
Ntl;ifiaj;
J}z;baJ.
 tpkh;rdg; gzpf;Fr; nry;y tha;g;G
cs;sJ mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 Xg;gl
P ;L Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ.
 jpwdha;Tf;
fl;Liufs;
vOjj;
J}z;baJ.
 jpwdha;T nra;Ak; Kiwiaf; fw;Wf;
nfhLj;jJ.
 ,yf;fpaq;fis
Mo;e;J
gbf;Fk;
El;gj;ij cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 tpsk;guk; jahhpf;fj; J}z;baJ.

S.No.

Course Code
1.

Course Name
jfty; njhlh;gpay;








6.

15UTAO62

Optional Course-III :
2. xg;gpyf;fpa mwpKfk;








7.

15UTAS61

Skill Based Course - III
Ngr;Rf;fiy




8.

15UTAV62

Value Based Course - II
MSikj;jpwd;

Course Outcome
tpsk;gu thrfq;fs; vOJk; gzpf;Fr;
nry;y Kbe;jJ.
tpsk;gu
epWtdq;fspy;
gzpf;Fr;
nry;Yk; tha;g;ig cz;lhf;fpw;W.
tpsk;guj;jpd; Njitia czh;j;jpw;W.
tzpftpay;
Nehf;fpy;
tpsk;guk;
cs;sJ vd;gij czu Kbe;jJ.
Nkiyehl;L
,yf;fpaq;fis
fw;Fk;
Mh;tj;jpid Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
Xg;gpl;L Ma;Tf;Fj; Jiz epd;wJ.
Xg;gpyf;fpaj;
Jiwapy;
gzpahw;w
tha;g;gspj;jJ.
MSikj; jpwid tsh;f;f Kbe;jJ.
Ma;Tf; fl;L
; iufs; vOjj; J}z;baJ.
Nkilg;
Ngr;rhw;wiy
tsh;j;Jf;
nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
Clfq;fspy; gl;bkd;wq;fspy; tof;fhL
kd;wq;fspy;
NgRtjw;fhd
tha;g;ig
Vw;gLj;jpaJ.
cr;rhpg;Gj; jpwid tsh;j;jJ.
nghUs; <l;Ltjw;F toptFj;jJ.


 MSikj;jpwid
tsh;j;Jf;
nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ.
 gy;NtW
gilg;ghsh;fspd;
MSikia
xg;gha;T nra;aj; J}z;baJ.

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No.

Course Code

1.

15PTAC11

2.

15PTAC12

3.

15PTAC13

:
:

Tamil
PG

Course Name
Course Outcome
SEMESTER-I
 ,yf;fpa tiffs; thapyhf MSikj;
jpwidg; ngwKbe;jJ
 ,yf;fpa tiffs; %yk; gilg;ghspahf
khw Cf;fk; fpilj;jJ.
 ,yf;fpa tiffs; %yk; ebg;Gj; jpwikia
Core - I
tsu;j;Jf; nfhs;s tha;g;ghf mike;jJ
jw;fhy ,yf;fpak;
 gilg;Gf;fs; %yk; r%f elg;gpaiyg; Gupe;J
nfhz;L tho;f;iff;Fg;
gad;gLj;jKbe;jJ.
 ,yf;fpa
cstpay;
thapyhf>kdpj
czh;Tfisg; Ghpe;J nfhz;L thoitr;
rPh;nra;aKbe;jJ.
 mf;fhy kf;fspd; gf;f tpisTfsw;w ehl;L
itj;jpa
Kiw
gad;ghL
cilajhf
,Ue;jJ.
 iftpidg;
nghUs;fs;
gw;wpa
mwpthy;
iftpidg; nghUl;fisr; nra;a Cf;fk;
Core - II
fpilj;jJ.
ehl;lhu;
 ehl;Lg;Gwf; fiyQuhfp>nghUshjhu Nkk;ghL
tof;fhw;wpay;;
miltjw;fhd topia mwpaKbe;jJ
 rpWnja;t
topghl;L
Kiwia
czh;e;J>tho;f;ifapy; gpd;gw;w Kbe;jJ.
 ngauha;T njhlh;ghd Ma;it mwptjd;
%yk; Nkw;gbg;igj; njhluKbe;JJ
 goe;jkpo; E}w;fSf;F ciu vOJk; gzpia
Nkw;nfhs;s Cf;fkspj;jJ.
 ciuj;jpwd; Ma;TNkw;gbg;gpw;F cjtpahf
,Ue;jJ.
 muRg;
gzpj;Njh;Tfis
vjph;nfhs;s
cjtpahf
,Ue;
j
J.
Core - III
jkpo; ciueil
 Njrpa mstpshd tphpTiuahsh; jFjpj;
tuyhW
Njh;Tf;Fj; jahh; nra;J nfhs;s cjtpw;W.
 nkhoptsh;r;rp gw;wpa Ma;it Nkw;nfhs;s
cjtpahf ,Ue;jJ.
 fy;ntl;L ciueilia mwptjd; %yk;
njhy;ypay;Jiwapy; Ntiytha;g;G ngWk;
epiy.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

4.

15PTAC14

Core - IV
,yf;fpa
MSikfs;

5.

15PTAC15

Core - V
njhy;fhg;gpak; vOj;J

6.

15PTAO11

OPTIONAL - I
fzpdpj;jkpo; - I

Course Outcome
 gy;NtW gilg;ghsh;fspd; MSikj;jpwd;
%yk;
ek;gilg;ghf;f
MSikia
tsh;j;Jf;nfhs;s cjtpahf ,Ue;jJ.
 gy;NtW gilg;ghsh;fspd; tho;f;if %yk;
jkpo;j;Jiwiar;
rhh;e;j
gy;NtW
Ntiytha;g;G Kiwfis mwpe;Njhk;.
 gy;NtW gilg;ghsh;fs; gw;wpa jpwdha;Tf;F
top tFj;jJ.
 muRg;
gzp>tphpTiuahsh;
jFjpj;
Njh;Tfisr; re;jpf;f cjtpfukhf ,Ue;jJ.
 nkhopapay; rhh;e;j Nkw;gbg;gpw;F cjtpw;W.
 nkhopapay;
rhh;e;j
Ntiytha;g;gpw;F
cjtpfukhf ,Ue;jJ.
 nkhopapay; Nehf;fpy; jkpo; vOj;Jf;fspd;
ghpzhk
tsh;r;rpia
Ma;tjw;F
Cf;fkspj;jJ.
 gz;ilj;jkpohpd;
nkhopawpit
czh;e;J
nfhs;s topNfhypw;W. E}w;whz;L NjhWk;
Vw;gl;l vOj;J tbt khw;wk; gw;wpa Ma;it
Nkw;nfhs;s cjtpfukhf ,Ue;jJ.
 fhye;NjhWk; Njhd;wpa ,yf;fz E}w;fNshL
jkpo;vOj;J tbtj;ij xg;gPlL
;
 Ma;it Nkw;nfhs;s cjtpfukhf ,Ue;jJ.
 khzth;fs; fzpg;nghwpapd; gad;fs; kw;Wk;
vt;thW gad;gLj;JtJ Nghd;w mwptpidg;
ngw Kbe;jJ.
 njhopy;El;gj;jpy;
cs;s
midj;J
nkDf;fs; kw;Wk; gad;ghLfs; gw;wp ngw
Kbe;jJ
 Ms word I vt;thW ekf;F Vw;wthW
Formating nra;tJ gw;wp mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 xU jftiy vt;thW gyUf;F fbjkhf
mDg;gyhk; vd;gij Mail merge cjtpapd;
%ykhf mwpe;J nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 Powerpoint Presentation gw;wpa mbg;gil
jfty;fisAk;
fy;tp
kw;Wk;
jzpfj;Jiwapy; mjd; Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ijAk;
ngw Kbe;jJ.
 Powerpoint y; Slide
bid vt;thW
nra;tJ gw;wpa mwptpidg; ngw;wdh;.
 Chart
vDk;
tifg;ghL
Kiwapid

S.No.

Course Code

7.

15PTAO12

1.

15PTAC21

2.

15PTAC22

3.

15PTAC23

4.

15PTAC24

Course Name

Course Outcome
vt;thW gad;gLj;JtJ gw;wp ngw Kbe;jJ.

 gpwo;epiy kd czh;Tfis newpg;gLj;j
cjtpw;W.
OPTIONAL - II
 ,yf;fpaq;fspd; top r%fk; rhh;e;j
,yf;fpaKk;
cstpaiyg; gw;wpa Ma;T Nehf;fpid
cstpaYk;
cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 ,isNahH> KjpNahH MfpNahhpd;
cstpaiy mwpe;J> jPu;T fhz cjtpw;W.
SEMESTER-II
 rka Ma;Tfisf; fhg;gpaq;fs; top
Nkw;nfhs;s Mjhukha; ,Uf;fpwJ.
 tho;it
newpg;gLj;jf;
$ba
mwr;rpe;jidfis czu Kbe;jJ.
 tuyhW kw;Wk; r%ftpay; Ma;tpw;F
Core - VI
cWJizaha; ,Ue;jJ.
fhg;gpak;
 khDltpay; Nehf;fpy; Ma;Tf;F toptFj;jJ.
 fhg;gpa mikg;G rhu;e;j Ma;tpw;F
J}z;LNfhyha; ,Ue;jJ.
 fpisf;fijfs; top ehl;Lg;Gwf;$Wfs;
gw;wpa Ma;tpw;F mbjskha; ,Ue;jJ.
 ciuahrpupau;fs; ciutsk; gw;wpa
xg;gPll
; ha;Tf;F cjtpw;W.
 ciuahrpupau;fspd; eilj;jpwikia
Nkyha;T nra;a top tFj;jJ.
Core VII
ciuahrphpah;fs;
 Nghl;bj;Nju;Tfis vjpu;nfhs;s cjtpw;W.
 kiwe;JNghd jkpo; E}w;fisg; gw;wpa
mwpKfk; cz;lhapw;W.
 ciufs; top rka Ma;tpw;F top tFj;jJ.
 ,yf;fpaj;ijg; gpw JiwfNshL xg;gpl;L
Ma;T nra;ag; gad;gl;lJ.
Core VIII
 khdpltpay; Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ.
jkpOk;
 Gs;sp tptu Ma;Tf;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
gpwJiwfSk;
 Nghl;bj;Nju;Tfis vjpu;nfhs;s cjtpfukhf
,Ue;jJ.
 Clfq;fspy; cs;s mYtyfg; gzptha;g;G
 Clfq;fs; top Ntiytha;g;Gr; nra;jpfis
mwpe;J tpz;zg;gpf;fg; gad;gl;lJ.
Core -IX
Clfj;jkpo;
 Ranjopy; tha;g;Gf;F top tFj;jJ.
 Clfq;fs; top njhFg;ghsu; gzpf;Fr;
nry;y tha;g;G fpilj;jJ.

S.No.

Course Code

5.

15PTAC25

6.

15PTAO21

7.

15PTAO22

1.

15PTAC31

Course Name

Course Outcome
 .gj;jpupf;if epWtdk; njhlq;fp elj;Jtjw;F
thz;g;gspj;jJ.
 nra;jp thrpg;ghsu; gzpf;Fr; nry;y
cjtpw;W.
 fhye;NjhWk; Vw;gl;l nrhy; khw;wq;fs;
gw;wpa Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ.
 NET, SLET Nju;Tfisr; re;jpf;f
Core X
cWJizaha; ,Ue;jJ.
njhy;fhg;gpak; nrhy;
 xg;gpyf;fz Muha;r;rpf;F top tFj;jJ.
 Nkw;gbg;G gbg;gjw;Fj; J}z;LNfhyha;
,Ue;jJ.
 khzth;fs; fzpg;nghwpapd; gad;fs; kw;Wk;
gy;NtW
tbtikg;Gfisg;
ghlkhf
cUthf;FtJ
Nghd;w
mwptpidg;
ngwKbe;jJ.
 Adope Photoshop njhopy; El;gj;jpy; cs;s
midj;J Menuf;fs; kw;Wk; gad;ghLfs;
gw;wp mwpaKbe;jJ.
 Photoshop I vt;thW ekf;F Vw;wthW Gjpa
glq;fs; tiujy; gw;wpj; njupe;J nfhs;s
tha;g;ghf ,Ue;jJ.
 gj;jphpif kw;Wk; Nehl;Lg; Gj;jfj;jpw;Fj;
OPTIONAL-I
Njitahd
Kd;
gf;fj;jpd;
khly;fis
fzpdpj;jkpo;- II
tbtikg;gjw;F
Corel draw
cjtpahf
,Ue;jJ.
 Photoshop, Corel draw gw;wpa mbg;gilj;
jfty;fisAk; fy;tp kw;Wk; mr;Rj;Jiwapy;
mjd; Kf;fpaj;JtKk; njupa te;jJ.
 Page maker ,y; Gj;jf tbtikg;gpid
vt;thW
jahhpj;jy;
vd;gJ
gw;wpa
mwptpidg; ngwKbe;jJ.
 tbtikg;G
tifg;ghLfis
vt;thW
gad;gLj;JtJ vd;gJ gw;wp njupe;J nfhs;s
Kbe;jJ
 cyfshtpa nkhopfspd; fl;likg;ig
OPTIONAL-II
Muha;r;rp nra;a cWJizaha; ,Ue;jJ.
xg;gpyf;fzk;
 xg;gpyf;fz Muha;r;rpf;F top tFj;jJ.
SEMESTER-III
 mwepiyaj;Jiwapy; gzpahw;w tha;g;G
Core - XI
 jyGuhz
Ma;it
Nkw;nfhs;s
cjtp
gf;jp ,yf;fpak
nra;jy;

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

15PTAC32

Core - XII
rpw;wpyf;fpak;

15PTAC33

Core - XIII
Ma;TnewpKiwfSk;
jpwdha;T
mZFKiwfSk;

4.

15PTAC34

Core -XIV
njhy;fhg;gpak; nghUs;-I

5.

15PTAN31

Non-Major Elective
jkpOk; mwptpaYk;

2.

3.

Course Outcome
 rkaj;Jiwapy; xg;gPll
; ha;it Nkw;nfhs;s
cjtpnra;jJ.
 Guhzf;fijfs;
top
ngwg;gl;l
mwf;fUj;Jf;fs; tho;itr; nrk;ikg;gLj;jg;
 gadspj;jd
 jj;Jtf;
fUj;Jf;fs;
Nkw;gbg;gpw;Fg;
gadspj;jJ.
 ,j;Jiwapy; Mrpupag;gzp tha;g;G cs;sJ.
 gs;S
,yf;fpa
topg;
ngwg;gl;l
Ntshz;ikr;
nra;jpfs;
jw;fhyj;jpw;Fk;
gad;ghL
 cilait (khL tif> ney;tif)
 NET,
SLET
Nju;Tfisr;
re;jpf;f
cWJizaha; ,Ue;jJ.
 rpq;fg;G+H> kNyrpah ehLfspy; jkpohrphpag;
gzp tha;g;G
 Nghl;bj; NjHTfisr; re;jpj;J fy;Y}hpg;
Nguhrphpauhfg; gzptha;g;G fpilj;jJ.
 Muha;r;rp Nkw;gbg;gpw;F cjtpaJ.
 xg;gPll
; ha;tpw;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
 E}yfg; gad;ghl;bidg; ngwKbe;jJ.
 Ma;T kdg;ghd;ikia Cf;Ftpj;jJ.
 gilg;ghshpd; gilg;G mZFKiwia fz;L
nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 fsMa;T
mZFKiw
rpf;fiy
czuKbe;jJ.
 gilg;ghshpd; csr;rpf;fiy czuKbe;jJ.
 mftho;T
newpKiwfisf;
fw;Wf;
nfhs;sKbe;jJ.
 mfj;jpiz
khe;jHfspd;
,yf;fpa
xg;gPll
; ha;tpw;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
 ciuahrphpaHfspd; ciuia xg;gPL nra;a
toptFj;jy;.
 NghHnewpfis czHe;J nfhs;tjd; %yk;
,d;iwa
NghHepiyia
xg;gpl;L
Ma;T
nra;a cjtpw;W.
 jkpo;
,yf;fpaq;fisf;
fw;Fk;
MHtk;
Vw;gl;lJ.
 gpwJiwg;
ghlq;fis
,yf;fpaq;fNshL
xg;gpl;L Ma;T nra;aj; J}z;baJ.

S.No.

Course Code

1.

15PTAC41

2.

15PTAC42

3.

15PTAC43

4.

15PTAC44

Course Name

Course Outcome
 gilg;ghsHfspd; Nkyhz;ikr; rpe;jidfis
czu Kbe;jJ.
 goe;jkpoHfspd; mwptpay; rhHe;j mwptpid
mwpe;J nfhs;sj; J}z;baJ.
 Rw;Wr;#oiyg;
ghJfhf;Fk;
Kiwiaf;
fw;Wf; nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
SEMESTER-IV
 tuyhw;W Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ
 cstpay; Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ
 rka Ma;Tf;F top tFj;jJ
Core-XV
 khDltpay; rhu;e;j Ma;tpid Nkw;nfhs;s
rq;f ,yf;fpak;
cWJizahf ,Ue;jJ.
 gz;ila kf;fspd; KUfpay; czu;it
mwpe;J nfhz;L mjd; %yk; gilg;ghw;wiy
tsu;j;Jf; nfhs;s cjtpaJ.
 tho;tpay; tpOkpaq;fisf; fw;Wf;nfhLj;jJ.
 ehl;L kUj;JtKiwia mwpe;J tho;tjw;F
gad;gLj;j cjtpaJ.
 jpUf;Fwis gpw ,yf;fpaq;fNshL xg;gpl;L
Ma;Tnra;a top tFj;jJ.
Core-XVI
 mw,yf;fpaq;fis
Ma;T
nra;aj;
mw,yf;fpak;
J}z;Ljy;
 gpw ePjpE}w;fisj; Njb mwpe;Jnfhs;Sk;
Mu;tj;ijj; J}z;baJ.
 gonkhopfspd; mbg;gilapy; gilg;ghw;wiy
cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 xg;gPlL
; Ma;itj; J}z;baJ.
 gpwnkhop ,yf;fpaq;fisf; fw;fKbe;jJ
 gpwnkhop
,yf;fpag;
gilg;ghw;wy;
gilg;Gj;jpwid cz;lhf;fpaJ
Core -XVII
 gilg;ghsupd;
MSikj;jpwd;>
jdJ
xg;gpyf;fpak;
MSikiA tsu;f;fj; J}z;baJ.
 xg;gPlL
; r; rpe;jidAld; E}w;fisf; fw;Fk;
jpwid cz;lhf;fpaJ.
 gpwnkhop
mwpQu;fis
mwpe;Jnfhs;s
cjtpaJ.
 kugpaypy; ,lk;ngWk; capupdg; ghFghl;il
Core XVIII
mwptpaNyhL xg;gpl;L MA;T
njhy;fhg;gpak; nra;aj; J}z;baJ.
nghUs;-II
 ,yf;fpaq;fNshL vz;tif nka;g;ghLfis

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
xg;gpl;l topNfhypaJ.
 kuGg;ngau;fis
mwptjd;
%yk;
gpioapy;yhky; ngau;fisf; $Wk; Kiwia
 mwpe;J nfhs;sKbe;jJ.
 nra;As;
mikg;gpy;
Vw;gl;l
,yf;fz
khw;wq;fis Muha top tFj;jJ.
 ctik ,yf;fzj;ij
,yf;fpaq;fNshL
gpw;fhy ,yf;fzq;fNshLk; xg;gpl;lha;T
 nra;Ak; vz;zj;ij cz;lhf;fpw;W.
 njhy;fhg;gpaj;ijj;
jpwdha;T
mZFKiwAld;
MuhAk;
vz;zj;ij
cz;lhf;fpw;W.

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No.

Course Code

1.

14HTAC11

2.

14HTAC12

3.

14HTAC13

:
:

Tamil
M.PHIL

Course Name
Course Outcome
SEMESTER-I
 Kidth; gl;l Ma;tpw;F toptFj;jJ.
 E}yfg; gad;ghl;il mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 Neh;fhzy; KiwiaAk;
CORE I:
Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ijAk; njhpe;J nfhs;s
Muha;r;rp newpKiwfs;
Kbe;jJ.
 thrpg;Gg; gof;fk; kpFjpahdJ.
 Ma;thsh; jk; jFjpia Nkk;gLj;jpf;
nfhs;s Kbe;jJ.
 Nky; gl;lg;gbg;Gf;F toptFj;jJ.
 Ma;T mZFKiwfis Ma;Ntl;by;
gad;gLj;j Kbe;jJ.
 xg;gPll
; ha;Tf;Fg; gad;gl;lJ.
CORE II :
nghoptpw;F
cWJizahf
Muha;r;rpmZFKiwfs;  rpwg;Gg;
mike;jJ.
 E}y; ntspaPl;bw;F cjtpaha; ,Ue;jJ.
 Ma;T
newpahsuhtjw;Fj;
Jiz
nra;jJ.
 gy;NtW
ciufis
xg;gPL
nra;a
gad;gl;lJ.
 ciuahrphpah;fspd; MSikj;jpwd; top
jkJ MSikj; jpwid Nkk;gLj;j
Kbe;jJ.
 E}y;fSf;F
ciu
vOJk;
Mh;tk;
CORE 111:
Vw;gl;lJ.
ciu kuGfs;
 ciuahrphpah;fspd; ciutop GJikahd
nra;jpfis mwpa Kbe;jJ.
 ciuahrphpah; njhlh;ghd fUj;juq;fpy;
gq;F nfhs;s tha;g;ghf mike;jJ.
 ,yf;fzj;ijj;
njspthfg;
Ghpe;J
nfhs;s tha;g;ghf mike;jJ.

Department of English

Name of the Department
Programme

S.No

1.

2.

3.

Course Code

15UENC11

15UENC22

15UENA11

:
:

English
UG

Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER I
 Familiarity with the Indian writers in English.
 Gain knowledge of the history and the growth
of Indian Writing in English.
 Acquire a sense of appreciation for Indian
Writing in English.
Core I :Foundation
 Understand the rich literary heritage of India.
Course - Indian
 Recognize the important contribution of India to
Writing in English world literature.
I
 Get acquainted with the Indian Writing in
English in its various genres.
 Appreciate Indian ethos, aesthetics and values.
 Attain enhancement in literary and linguistic
competence.
 Acquire a flair for reading prose in English.
 Get acquainted with interesting prose pieces.
 Get introduced to prose as a literary form.
 Comprehend how prose has addressed a variety
of personal and social issues and become a
vehicle for the exploration of the self and the
society.
Core - II: Prose
 Gain exposure to various styles of Prose writers
of different ages.
 Trace the evolution of English prose from the
Elizabethans to the 20th century.
 Improvement in creative and critical faculties
through the intensive study of prose.
 Get benefitted both from the contents as well as
the style of the selected pieces
 Be familiar with the English Literary
background.
Allied Course – I:
 Gain knowledge of different literary forms in
Literary Forms
English.
 Comprehend the best works in each form/genre.

4.

15UENN11

1.

15UENC21

2.

15UENC22

 Gain working knowledge of the characteristics
of each literary genre.
 Gain knowledge of the literary forms with
suitable examples by eminent writers.
 Understand each form in isolation and in
relation to other forms.
 Critically/creatively respond to literary works.
 Understand the literary terms while analyzing
and interpreting the works of literature.
 Improvement in language learning.
 Acquire skills to respond in English in everyday
life situations.
 Identify the mechanism of speech, to produce
Non Major Elective
English sounds correctly, to pronounce English
Course with appropriate stress and intonation.
I:Functional English  Comprehend the meaning from contexts and
understand instructions (Listening).
 Speak fluently without inhibition (Fluency
before Accuracy) and construct accurate and
meaningful sentences.
SEMESTER II
 Get familiarity with the select British poets.
 Learn to appreciate poetry in English.
 Acquire the knowledge of changing trends in
English poetry.
 Be trained to appreciate the rhyme and rhythm
and style of the poem.
Core –III: Poetry
 Obtain the ability to read poetry with knowledge
of context, content and form.
 Become skilled to observe aesthetic sense.
 Analyzing and appreciating poetry critically.
 Attain the special knowledge in appreciating
poetic sensibility and stylistic skills.
 Develop a flair for reading fiction in English.
 Get familiarity with the English Classics in
simplified forms.
Core – IV: Fiction
 Get acquainted with the major novelists in
literature through a study of the representative
novels.

3.

4.

15UENA21

15UENN21

Allied Course –II:
Social History of
England

Non Major Elective
Course –II: English
for Effective
Communication

 Identify the diverse fictional themes and
techniques.
 Enhancement in creative and imaginative
faculties through the novels of major British
writers.
 Develop the ability to interpret, analyse and
evaluate fiction in the historical perspective.
 Build up an insight to compare and contrast
works of fiction illustrative of different modes of
literary history and various literary trends.
 Achieve language proficiency, both written and
oral.
 Acquire the knowledge of social background of
England for a better understanding of the works
in British Literature.
 Understand many social changes over the
centuries.
 Familiarize with the important social and
political movements that have shaped the social
life of England.
 Learn the relation between Socio-Political and
Socio-religious events and literary works.
 Get acquaintance with the decline and growth of
society through various ages.
 Obtain a good comprehension in English
thought, culture and history reflected in the
study of literature.
 Skilled to be analytical in understanding and
appraising the work of historians.
 Gain insight on various groups and classes,
conditions of work and ways of life, families,
households, local communities, urbanization,
mobility, ethnic groups.
 Able to decipher political changes in society.
 Gain knowledge of basic concepts related to the
study of communication
 Acquire the skills of verbal and non-verbal
language, oral and written communication to
handle situations of conflict through persuasion,

1.

15UENC31

2.

15UENC32

negotiation, argument and appeal.
 Get a firm grasp of the underlying principles of
correct English usage.
 Become skilled at public speaking in English.
 Get proficiency in formal communication.
SEMESTER III
 Able to consider Drama as a social product and a
literary form.
 Illustrate the variety and richness of British
drama.
 Acquainted with the glorious history of British
drama from 17th C to the contemporary era.
 Appreciate drama as an enduring literary genre
and as a performing art.
 Gain an understanding of drama with connection
Core – V: Drama
to social reality in terms of themes and
characters.
 Enable to render an aesthetical and moralistic
approach towards drama.
 Develop a critical understanding of drama and
various kinds of theatre and a range of dramatic
skills and techniques.
 Gain a strong sense of involvement which
motivate and encourage learning through active
participation.
 Identify the genre of One-act plays which is a
powerful instrument of effective training in
mature reading and humane education.
 Learn variety of contemporary one-act plays
which used as tools for improving the language
skills.
Core – VI: One-Act
 Gain knowledge of story construction by
Plays and Short
critically appreciating its fundamental aspects.
stories
 Able to participate in group performance.
 Be familiar with drama as cultural production
and with the One-act play as a specific form of
that production.
 Enhancement in a particular form of literature.
 Able to comprehend and appreciate various







3.

15UENA31

Allied Course – III:
History of English
Literature












4.

15UENS31

Skill Based Course
–I:Translation:
Theory and Practice





cultures and the varieties of presentation in the
representative texts.
Identify how characters are developed through
the genres of One-act plays.
Gain knowledge of the chronological
development of English Literature.
Acquaint a comprehensive understanding of the
various stages in the development of the
language and literature.
Gain exposure to the historical and sociological
factors involved in the growth and evolution of
English Literature with particular reference to
the political and social changes which have
made a lasting impact on the English Language.
Able to understand the various periods of
English Literature.
Capable of understanding the Modern Literary
Movements and Trends related to English
Literature.
Proficient in placing the various writers and their
contributions in context.
Aware of the rise and fall of literary movements
and their relationships to socio-political and
socio-religious events.
Able to explore wider and universal issues, to
get better understanding of the world through
literature.
Examine the continuity, interrogation and
change from classical to contemporary times in
literary translation.
Identify translation as a highly complex activity
involving literature, linguistics and the
understanding of different culture.
Be familiar with the origin and development of
translation and theories and techniques of
translation.
Acquire the ability to translate literary and nonliterary texts from English into an Indian
language and vice-versa.

1.

15UENC41

2.

15UENC42

 Gain the skills of translating literary, religious
and scientific texts.
 Comprehend the sound knowledge of Theory
and Practice of Translation.
 Exposed to the practical problems of translation
work.
 Pursue translation as a profession.
SEMESTER IV
 Acquire familiarity with the important literary
movements and outstanding works and writers
of this period.
 Learn the American life and culture against the
background of American history.
 Gain understanding of history, major themes and
concerns reflected in American literature.
 Gain a deeper understanding of the different
social, ethical and cultural values of the
Core –VII:
American society.
American
 Examine the historical, geographical, ethnic and
Literature
cultural pressures which shape and interrogate
the American canon.
 Gain a perspective of the relative value of
American literature in the context of English
literature.
 Acquire a comprehensive historic view of the
literature of the United States of America from
the colonial period to the recent developments
and contributions of the contemporary writers.
 Be skilled to appreciate American literature.
 Understand and appreciate the dramatic art of
Shakespeare.
 Apprehend a concise view of Shakespeare‟s
plays.
Core VIII  Analyse the themes, techniques and the
Shakespeare
theatrical devices for which Shakespeare is
widely known.
 Gain an insight into the critical trends on
Shakespeare and learn the developments in
Shakespearean theatre production.

3.

4.

15UENA41

15UENO41

Allied Course –IV:
English Grammar
and Usage

Optional/ Elective
Course –I:
1.English Phonetics

 Gain an overview of some of the critical
perceptions on Shakespeare.
 Gain knowledge of the social and intellectual
background to the author and his works
 Understand Shakespeare as a product of his age
and its socio-cultural conditions.
 Able to understand the distinctiveness of
Shakespeare‟s plays with special reference to the
immortal characters he had created; his intuitive
understanding of human nature and the greatness
of his craftsmanship.
 Gain the knowledge of the underlying „rules‟ of
grammar.
 Obtain sufficient knowledge of Grammar so as
to understand the syntax of English.
 Be trained in the correct usage of the English
language.
 Become skilled in communication strategies in
the language.
 Attain enlightenment in using the English
language effectively.
 Develop insight into the structure of English
language.
 Understand the basic grammatical structures in
short conversations and discussions.
 Assimilate the correct patterns of the language.
 Learn the basic concepts of Phonetics.
 Recognize some of the differences between the
English and Cantonese sound systems.
 Overcome specific problems from mother
tongue interference.
 Discriminate various English sounds.
 Identify their flaws in English pronunciation and
have an individual plan to rectify them.
 Adapt their speech organs to get near perfect
native English pronunciation.
 Become trained to read and write transcriptions
in the International Phonetic Alphabet.
 Able to run a private institution to hone the

pronunciation skills of the learners.

5.

15UENO42

1.

15UENC51

2.

15UENC52

 Understand the cultural heritage of India through
Tagore‟s works.
 Comprehend the study of Tagore‟s works and
his narrative techniques.
Optional/ Elective
 Appreciate the impact of identity politics on
Course –I:
writings of Tagore.
2.Single Author
 Locate Indian English Literature in the Universal
Study
literary context.
(Rabindranath
 Interpret a historical background of Indian
Tagore)
history in pre and post independence era.
 Acquire a sound knowledge of Rabindranath
Tagore‟s educational vision.
 Understand and appreciate the works of Tagore.
SEMESTER V
 Understand the history and the growth of Indian
Writing in English.
 Familiarity with the basic rich literary tradition
in Indian Writing in English
 Understand and appreciate Indian ethos,
aesthetics and values.
 Acquire familiarity with various genres in Indian
Core – IX: Indian
Writing in English.
Writing in English  Recognize the reality of the Indian context in
II
literature.
 Understand the impact of English Literature on
Indian Culture and Writing.
 Appreciate the impact of identity politics on
Writing in India.
 Understand the cultural heritage of India through
Literature.
 Understand Dalit expressions
 Learn the realities of Dalit lives in India.
Core - X:
 Recognize the gender relations and gendered
Literature of the
ways of thinking.
Marginalized
 Understanding the concept of subalternity
 Decipher subaltern identities in textual readings.
 Identify the complex and varied experience of








3.

15UENC53

Core – XI:
Women‟s Writings









4.

15UENC54

Core – XII:
Common Wealth
Literature







diasporic community.
Highlight the experiences of alienation and exile
and present the cross- cultural identity of the
diaspora writers and their search for roots in
perpetual homelessness.
Appreciate the creation of a new culture which
emerges in the diasporic space
Interpret the literary writings of women with the
focus on important issues related to lives of
women.
Recognize the women writers and their literary
pieces.
Appreciate women writers with the background
knowledge of their countries, mainly from
representative writings – British, American,
Canadian and Indian.
Understand and empathize women writers.
Comprehend the themes and techniques of
women writers.
Gain insight on various trends in feminism.
Reinterpret the existing feminist criticism.
Develop feminist re-readings of texts by male
writers.
Acquaint with diverse facets of Literature in
English selected from various regions of the
Commonwealth.
Gain knowledge of literatures in common wealth
nations.
Decipher the multi dimensional aspects of
common wealth literature.
Understanding the tenor and manner of
expression in writings by non-native user of
English.
Appreciate various cultures and traditions.
Identify the literary perspectives of writers of
other countries.
Analyze techniques used by writers to record
and present human experiences, such as point of
view, plot construction, and narrative voice.

5.

6.

7.

15UENO51

Optional/ Elective
Course –II:
1.Print Journalism

15UENO52

Optional/ Elective
Course –II:
2.Indian Novels in
Translation

15UENS51

Skill Based Course
– II: English
Language Teaching

 Interpret the eco-cultural and literary atmosphere
of Common wealth countries.
 Develop the writing skills especially for
reporting, editing and writing for Journals
 Learn how to contribute articles to Journals and
magazines.
 Gain attention to become Journalists.
 Understand the basics of Print Media.
 Understand the significant role of the Print
Media.
 Gain insight through practical exposure in
various skills relevant to the Print Media.
 Develop reporting, editing and documentary
skills.
 Planning and designing advertisements for print
media.
 Demonstrate the various literary forms in Poetry,
Prose, Drama, and Fiction that were popular in
the respective ages through the study of the
representative writers.
 Acquaint with the great novels in Indian
Literature other than British through translation.
 Examine continuity, interrogation and change
from classical to contemporary times in Indian
Novels in translation.
 Recognize the literary achievements of some of
significant Indian novels which are available in
English Translation.
 Develop awareness of sub-cultural variations in
the translated works.
 Acquaint with major ancient, medieval and
modern movements in Indian thought as
reflected in the translated works.
 Attend to compare the treatment of different
themes and styles in Indian novels as reflected in
the prescribed translation.
 Decipher the methodology of teaching English
as a second language, and in the material
preparation.

8.

15UENS52

1.

15UENC61

2.

15UENC62

Skill Based Course
–III : Explorer in
English Literature I

 Incorporate effective communication skills using
the methodology of teaching of language
through literature.
 Develop theoretical concepts which serve as a
back drop for teaching English.
 Gain knowledge on how to teach in class room
situations both in schools and colleges.
 Understand how English language evolved from
multiple contexts.
 Gain insight from Chaucer to Contemporary age.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of literature to face
competitive examinations.

SEMESTER VI
 Familiarize with the major works of fiction and
poetry in European Literature.
 Appreciate European Literature their landscape,
tradition, national identity and its people.
 Recognize the wide spectrum of literature
written in continental European countries.
 Interpret the literary texts in the light of various
schools of philosophy.
 Evaluate literary works in the context of their
Core – XIII:
intellectual, cultural, socio-political and literary
European Literature
background.
 Appreciate classical texts of Europe-with
particular focus on ancient Greek and Roman
texts.
 Analyze techniques used by writers to record
and present human experiences, such as point of
view, plot construction, and narrative voice.
 Understand various themes in European
Literatures
 Locate the works of significant criticism from
Aristotle to the Present time.
Core – XIV:
 Familiarize with the development of modern
Literary Criticism
critical theory.
 Acquire familiarity with important critical
movements.

3.

4.

15UENC63

Core – XV: African
- American
Literature

15UENO61

Optional/ Elective
Course- III:
1. World Drama

 Gain first- hand knowledge of some of the works
of the great critics.
 Apply principles of criticism to literary texts.
 Undertake further reading in critical movements
and critical theories.
 Understand literary criticism and its relevance to
literature.
 Gain insight on transition from humanistic to
modern to Post modern critical traditions.
 Understand the significance of African
American Literature.
 Gain insight on certain aspects of African
American history and culture.
 Gain a perspective of the literary trends in
African American Literature.
 Appreciate the literature of African Americans
critically
 Understand the significant contribution of
African American writers to literature.
 Analyse the themes in African American
Literature.
 Understand the uniqueness of the African –
American writings.
 Acquire knowledge on the historical and cultural
elements in the literature of African Americans.
 Explore the glorious history of world drama
from Classics to the Contemporary era.
 Appreciate drama as an enduring literary genre
and as a performing art.
 Learn the avenues of creativity through Drama.
 Interpret the fundamentals of Drama - structure,
dialogue, mood, setting, scenes, language etc.,
 Gain insight on the dramatic changes that took
place in the world.
 Gaining an overall exposure about World
Drama.
 Identify the central concerns of the dramatists‟
vis-à-vis the age they were writing in.
 Learn the different schools and movements




5.

15UENO62

Optional/ Elective
Course- III: Mass
Communication








6.

15UENS61

Skill Based Course
IV – Explorer in
English Literature II





having a direct bearing to World Drama.
Get familiarity with the concepts of Mass
Communication.
Understand the theories and principles of Mass
Communication.
Gain awareness on the impact of mass media on
society.
Enhancement in writing and editing skills.
Gaining communicative skills for seeking jobs
which require extensive written analysis,
reporting and data collection.
Contribute articles to journal and magazines.
Gain an insight on challenges in mass media.
Take up career in print media, radio, television
and cinema.
Gain knowledge of literatures from various
nations.
Acquaint with the different literary theories .
Gain an in-depth knowledge of literature to face
competitive examinations.

Name of the Depatment
PROGRAMME
S.No

1.

2.

3.

Course Code

17PENC11

17PENC12

17PENC13

: English
: PG
Course Name

Course outcome

SEMESTER I
 Display a familiarity with select pieces of authors
from Chaucer to Ben Jonson.
 Gain first-hand knowledge of some of the works
of the great writers.
 Evaluate the literary movements and favoured
genres of the period.
 Acquaint with major trends and writers in
English Literature through detailed study of
specific literary works.
Core-I : Modern
 Analyze the linguistic competence and the
Literature-I
literary competence of students.
 Identify the changing trends in English literature
from Chaucer to Ben Jonson.
 Evaluate great masters of the early period such as
Chaucer, Spenser, Bacon, Marlowe, Ben Jonson
and Webster.
 Gain an introductory knowledge of some of the
issues exposed in influential works of the English
language tradition.
 Evaluate the changing trends in English literature
from Milton to Pre-Romantics.
 Acquire a detailed knowledge of chosen texts of
the period.
 Analyze the prose of Restoration period.
 Develop a passion for literature and language.
Core-II: Modern
 Know the salient features of Comedy of
Literature -II
Humours.
 Effectively communicate ideas related to modern
works during class & group activities
 Develop their linguistic competence and the
literary competence.
 Perform competent close reading of texts.
 Gain familiarity with select pieces of authors
from the Romantic period.
 Explore the traits of Romanticism in English
Core-III: Modern
literature.
Literature- III
 Get acquainted with the characteristics of
Romantic poetry.
 Identify the unique qualities of Charles Lamb.

S.No

4.

5.

6.

Course Code

Course Name

17PENC14

Core-IV: Modern
Literature – IV

17PENO11

Elective Optional – 1
: Introduction to
Literary Criticism

17PENO12

Elective Optional – 2
: Literature And
Psychology

Course outcome
 Comprehend the characteristics of Scott‟s and
Jane Austen‟s novels.
 Attain a detailed knowledge of chosen texts of
the period.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of the prescribed
texts in the period.
 Understand texts in their cultural and historical
contexts.
 Get introduced to select authors of the period
from Tennyson to Virginia Woolf.
 Gain familiarity with select pieces of those
authors.
 Display a working knowledge of British Prose,
Poetry, drama and novel as a literary genre.
 Develop the linguistic competence and the
literary competence.
 Analyze the changing trends in English literature
from Tennyson to Virginia Woolf.
 Get acquainted with major trends and writers in
English literature through detailed study of
specific literary works.
 Appreciate critically the literary works by the
major English authors.
 Get acquainted with the literary movement and
favoured genres of the period.
 Get exposed to the various literary theories.
 Gain familiarity with the important critical
movements.
 Acquire first-hand knowledge of some of the
works of great critics.
 Apply principles of criticism on literary texts.
 Understand further reading of critical movements
and critical theories
 Examine the various schools of literary criticism.
 Develop the critical ability.
 Understand the key concepts and texts of literary
criticism.
 Understand the inter-disciplinary interface
between literature and psychology.
 Comprehend the unconscious and its cognates
and deterministic nature and function as
explained by Freud and Jung.
 Decipher the application of psychology in

S.No

1.

2.

Course Code

17PENC21

17PENC22

Course Name

Course outcome

understanding literary texts.
 Learn the psychological terms used by Freud and
Jung.
 Evaluate the inter-section of literature and
dynamic psychology.
 Employ the various modes of psychology to
interpret different genres of literature.
 Think and write critically about literature and
psychology.
 Apply psychological concepts and principles to
literature.
SEMESTER II
 Display a working knowledge of British Prose,
poetry, drama and novel as a literary genre.
 Identify
and
describe
distinct
literary
characteristics of the time period.
 Analyze literary works for their structure and
meaning using correct terminology and examples
from different genres.
Core-V : Modern
Literature-V
 Write analytically about modern literature.
 Effectively communicate ideas related to modern
works during class & group activities.
 Perform competent close reading of texts.
 Understand texts in their cultural and historical
contexts.
 Develop working knowledge of the Principal
works, authors or genres.
 Identify and describe distinct literary, cultural
and historical characteristics of Shakespearean
plays.
 Display a working knowledge of dramatic
structures present in Shakespeare‟s works.
 Display a familiarity with many of the varied
interactions, analyses and dramatizations of these
works since the 16th century.
Core-VI:
Shakespeare
 Identify the distinct literary genres of the
tragedies, comedies and histories present in
Shakespeare‟s work
 Demonstrate greater reading fluency of
Elizabethan English.
 Write analytically about Shakespeare‟s plays for
their structure and meaning, using correct
terminology.
 Effectively communicate ideas related to

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course outcome




3.

17PENC23

Core-VII: American
Literature









4.

17PENC24

Core-VIII:
Contemporary
Literary Theories








5.

17PENO21

Elective Optional – 3
: History of English
Language





Shakespeare‟s plays during class and group
activities.
Identify
and
describe
distinct
literary
characteristics in American Literature.
Analyze literary works from various genres for
their structure and meaning using correct
terminology.
Write analytically about American Literature
from the 19th century to the present.
Recognize and analyze basic themes in American
Literature.
Recognize and describe literary conventions in
the genres of Poetry, Fiction and Drama in
American Literature.
Locate key authors and literary works within
their historical and cultural contexts.
Effectively communicate ideas related to the
literary works during class and group activities.
Understand significant developments in the
history of English and American Literary
theories.
Apply theoretical approaches to critical reading
of literary texts.
Develop an appreciation of how the formal
elements of language and genres shape meaning.
Gain knowledge of the major traditions of
literatures written in English.
Develop a richer understanding of literary texts.
Appreciate literature‟s ability to elicit feelings &
cultivate imagination.
Get an introductory knowledge of some of the
issues explored in influential works of the
English-language tradition.
Gain knowledge of some of the stylistic
strategies writers have used to expose those
issues.
Understand the etymological developments of
words.
Acquaint the methods that led to the growth of
English words.
Comprehend the various process of wordformation in English.
Explain the facts and features of English
language.

S.No

6.

1.

2.

Course Code

17PENO22

17PENC31

17PENC32

Course Name

Course outcome

 Gain an adequate knowledge about the History of
English language.
 Identify the changes that have taken place in the
English language from the Old English period to
the Modern Period.
 Understand the evolution of English language.
 Perceive the differences in English spoken in
different countries.
 Display a working knowledge of plays from
Aristophanes to the present.
 Identify
and
describe
distinct
literary
characteristics of European Drama.
 Identify and Emphasize changing approaches to
theatre as well as the social, cultural and
philosophical implications in representative
plays.
Elective Optional – 4
 Analyze plays for their structure and meaning
: European Drama
using correct terminology.
 Write analytically about European Drama.
 Display a working knowledge of historic, sociopolitical and dramatic trends in plays by the most
important playwrights from different periods.
 Effectively communicate ideas related to the
works during class and group activities.
 Develop a passion for literature & language.
SEMESTER III
 Understand the recent Indian Literary trends.
 Evaluate the works of the representative writers.
 Get familiarity to a wide range of Indian Writing.
 Identify the rich literary tradition in Indian
writing in English.

Evaluate the cultural heritage of India through its
Core-IX : Indian
literature.
Writing in English
 Get acquainted with the eminent Indian Writers
in English.
 Locate Indian writers in English in its various
genres.
 Identify the major movements and figures of
Indian literature in English.
 Understand the scope of literary study by relating
Core-X : New
different national literatures
Literatures in
 Identify New Literatures as a new trend of
English
writing.

S.No

3.

Course Code

17PENC33

Course Name

Core-XI : English
Language Teaching

4.

17PENC34

Core-XII :
Introduction to
Comparative
Literature

5.

17PENN31

Inter Department
Course – English for

Course outcome
 Get familiarity with the recent works of writers
from different pockets of the world.
 Interpret literature from the continents and
countries other than UK, USA and India.
 Appreciate the cross cultural aspects, and
traditions from these writings.
 Gain familiarity with literatures written in
English by writers of various countries.
 Locate the writers of New Literature.
 Identify and appreciate various cultures.
 Get acquainted with the methodology and
preparation of materials for teaching English
language.
 Introduce different types of tests and evaluation
processes.
 Understand the essential components and
concepts of language teaching.
 Comprehend the techniques of Teaching English
as a Language.
 Gain expertise in key areas such as second
language learning theories and teaching
methodologies.
 Employ the use of various procedures and aids to
make teaching effective.
 Decipher the methods and techniques of teaching
English language.
 Comprehend the sound system of English and
describe the sounds in English.
 Get acquainted with a knowledge of using
comparison as a tool of criticism
 Inculcate the idea of oneness of Literature.
 Introduce the nature and scope of comparative
literature.
 Expose the methodologies and applications of the
theories of Comparative literature.
 Understand the Thematology and genre studies.
 Get acquainted with the history of School of
Comparative Literature.
 Interpret the various Schools of Comparative
Literature.
 Cultivate reading across linguistic boundaries.
 Communicate effectively.
 Improve the ability to communicate in everyday

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Effective
Communication

6.

1.

2.

17PEEEX1

17PENC41

17PENC42

Course outcome

circumstances.
 Initiate the realm of professional communication.
 Acquire competence in communicating in
particular contexts.
 Perform well in group discussions and
interviews.
 Develop reading, listening and comprehension
skills.
 Employ writing techniques and presentation
techniques.
 Communicate effectively and appropriately in
their real life situations.
 Achieve perfection in competitive test solving.
 Acquire the skill of tackling objective English
questions of competitive Examinations.
 Gain familiarity with the current trends & types
of questions asked.
Employability
 Analyze qualitative inputs to prepare for
Enhancement
competitive examinations.
Programme (Set/Net

Gain the tips and tricks for all sorts of
Coaching – I)
competitive examinations.
 Enhance the mental level through aptitude tests.
 Plan to clear the National and the State Eligibility
tests.
 Acquaint with an array of objective questions
along with answers.
SEMESTER IV
 Gain familiarity with the techniques involved in
translation.
 Gain knowledge of theory and practice in
translation.
 Get acquainted with the problems in translation.
Core-XIII:
 Identify the different theories of translation.
Translation Theory
 Employ the practice of translation.
and Practice
 Improve the skill of comprehending and the skills
of expressing.
 Enhance
the
global
or
international
communication.
 Overcome linguistic barriers in the pursuit of
scholarship.
Core-XIV :
 Get exposed to the present trend of feminist and
Women‟s Writings
non-feminist literature.
 Gain familiarity with various trends in feminism.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course outcome










3.

17PENC43

Core-XV :
Journalism and Mass
Communication









4.

17PENC44

Core-XVI : Research
Methodology








Acquaint with the theories of feminism.
Analyze women writers and their writings.
Understand the works from a female perspective.
Develop and uncover Female tradition of writing.
Realize the social realities of the patriarchal
society.
Generate some signs of awakening in the minds
of women
Get exposed to the growth and development of
journalism.
Understand the theories of mass communication.
Comprehend the theoretical aspects of journalism
and mass communication.
Analyze the theories and principles of journalism.
Enhance the writing and editing skills.
Develop the skills in seeking jobs which require
written analysis, report and data-collection.
Motivate to contribute to journals and magazines.
Acquaint with the perspective of Mass
Communication as a Science of communication
studies.
Gain knowledge of the fundamental aspects of
research.
Gain familiarity with the basics of research and
research writing.
Sharpen the critical insight of the Researchers
Identify topics and formulate productive enquiry.
Analyze the appropriate methods and sources for
Research.
Evaluate critically the sources they find.
Identify appropriate sources for Research.
Employ the use of different Research Sources
and Document them.

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

1.

16HENC11

2.

16HENC12

:
:

ENGLISH
M.PHIL
Course Name

Course outcome

SEMESTER I
 Employ the critical thinking skills
through analyzing the research process.
 Interpret different research paradigms.
 Consider the commitment to research
ethics.
 Develop the ability to appreciate, select
and cite information sources related to
Core Course I :
different research topics.
Research
 Familiarize in effective preparation of
Methodology
a research proposal.
 Evaluate the critical insight of the
researchers.
 Expose learners to philosophy of
research.
 Analyse the theory and mechanics of
research writing
 Acquaint with the works of significant
criticism.
 Gain knowledge of the transition from
humanistic to modern to postmodern
critical traditions.
 Analyze literary writings based on ever
evolving traditions of criticism.
Core Course II :
 Undertake further reading in critical
Modern Literary
movements and critical theories.
Theory and
 Apply principles of criticism to literary
Criticism
texts.
 Introduce the most enabling forms of
literary study.
 Gain a holistic idea of criticism, the
history of and trends in literary critical
assessment.
 Understand the present day Literary
Criticism

S.No

3.

4.

5.

Course Code

16HENO11

16HENO12

16HENO13

Course Name

Optional / Elective
Course I :
1. Canadian
Feminist
Fiction

Optional / Elective
Course I :
2. Modern
English Drama

Optional / Elective
Course I :

Course outcome
 Understand and evaluate the themes of
Canadian literatures.
 Analyze Canadian landscape, tradition
and national identity.
 Attend to the legal rights of women in
the society.
 Consider the status of women in society
with reference to their political and
cultural states.
 Comprehend the avenues of creativity
through fiction.
 Learn the fundamentals of fictionstructure, dialogue, setting etc.
 Appreciate the works of great writers
and thinkers of Canada.
 Identify various techniques and patterns
employed
 Evaluate Drama as a social product and a
literary form.
 Illustrate the variety and richness of
British drama.
 Acquaint with the glorious history of
drama in the contemporary era.
 Appreciate drama as an enduring literary
genre and as a performing art.
 Gain an understanding of drama with
connection to social reality in terms of
themes and characters.
 Enable to render an aesthetical and
moralistic approach towards drama.
 Develop a critical understanding of
drama and various kinds of theatre and a
range of dramatic skills and techniques.
 Gain a strong sense of involvement
which motivate and encourage to learn
through active participation.
 Attend to a literary sensibility and
emotional response to the literary texts.

S.No

6.

Course Code

16HENO14

Course Name

Course outcome

3. Indian Writing  Implant the sense of appreciation of
in English
literary text.
 Interpret the artistic and innovative use
of language employed by the writers.
 Instill values and develop human concern
in students through exposure to literary
texts.
 Enhance
literary
and
linguistic
competence of students.
 Appreciate the rich literary heritage of
India.
 Evaluate the underlying unity among the
diverse literatures of India.
 Appreciate the changing trends in Indian
Literature in English from pre to postIndependence era.
 Identify the techniques and trends in
fiction.
 Analyze various aspects of a novel
critically.
 Develop the skills of interpreting and
explaining individual fiction in the
context of a range of historic
possibilities.
Optional / Elective
Course I :
 Identify the concepts of “modernism”
4. Modern
and “modernity”.
Fiction
 Assess the aesthetics of a particular genre
of fiction.
 Identify the literary conventions and
elements of fiction writing.
 Appreciate modernist and postmodernist
discourses in fiction.
 Interpret fiction with reference to its
generic features.

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

1

15UENL11

2

15UENL21

3

15UENL31

:
:

English
UG General English- I, II, III, IV

Course Name
Course outcome
SEMESTER I
 Get acquainted with prose, poetry and
short stories in English and to make them
enjoy and appreciate the pieces.
 Obtain the ability to skim and scan for
specific information.
 Advancement in comprehensive ability.
General English - I  Get proficiency in using basic grammar.
 Acquire insight in LSRW skills.
 Gain knowledge of using grammatically
correct language.
 Empowerment in fluency and accuracy
in the use of English Language.
 Improvement in Communication skills
 Get acquaintance with simple Prose,
Poetry and Fiction.
 Able to read the works of popular
writers.
 Enhancement in enlarging word power.
 Acquire proficiency in LSRW skills and
communicative effectively.
General English - II
 Able to use grammatically correct
language.
 Get upgrading in comprehensive ability.
 Able to skim and scan for specific
information.
 Empowerment in acquiring fluency and
accuracy in the use of English Language
 Get acquaintance with simple Prose,
Poetry and one act plays.
 Able to read the works of popular
General English - III
writers.
 Enhancement of comprehensive skills
through prescribed texts.
 Understand the importance of effective










4

15UENL41

General English - IV








communication skills which are essential
for good job placement.
Acquire competence in communicating
in particular contexts.
Able to use grammatically correct
language.
Communicate effectively through writing
in formal situations.
Gain confidence in the usage of English.
Get acquaintance with simple Prose,
Poetry and Shakespeare‟s play.
Develop reading and listening skills,
writing techniques and presentation
techniques.
Gain interactive skills through Group
discussion and role plays.
Acquaint with literary pieces in English.
Improvement in communication skills
through grammar and its usage.
Write clear, concise and grammatical
English in an appropriate style.
Acquire greater skills in speech
mechanism and eradicate grammatical
errors in speech and writing.
Achieve a high degree of fluency in
English.

Department of Mathematics

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

:
:

Mathematics
UG
Course Name

Course Outcome
SEMESTER - I

1.

15UMAC11

Foundation Course –
Basic Mathematics

2.

15UMAC12

Differential Calculus
and its applications

3.

15UMAN11

Fundamentals of
Mathematics

4.

15UMAE11

MS-Office

 Apply the rules of limits to calculate limits.
 Use the limit concept to determine the point of
continuity of a function.
 Calculate derivatives of functions defined
implicitly.
 Calculate a definite integral as a limit of
approximating sums.
 Develop skill in 2 dimensional space
 Find the distance between two points.
 Find the centroid, incentre of the triangle.
 Understand the concept of differentiation.
 Find the higher derivatives.
 Gain an in-depth
knowledge of partial
differentiation using Euler‟s theorem.
 Find critical points, and use them to locate
maxima and minima.
 Use the derivative to find tangent lines to
curves.
 Demonstrate the method of curve tracing
 Able to find LCM and HCF of nmbers
 Use sets and/or Venn diagrams to solve a stated
problem
 Learn the differentiation rules for products,
quotients and the chain rule
 Find critical points, and use them to locate
maxima and minima.
 Demonstrate fundamental knowledge of MS
Word.
 Relate real-life MS Word applications for
professional or personal use.
 Develop an informal business letter.
 Apply MS Word techniques to create
promotional hand-outs.
 Understand a Word Processor Create, Edit and

1.

15UMAC21

2.

15UMAC22

3.

15UMAN21

Format documents
 Work with Tables, Import and Export data
between Files Proofing a Document Save,
Protect and Print documents
 Determine and use various workplace
application software to develop, document, and
manage office projects, procedures and systems
SEMESTER - II
 Attain the basic knowledge about equations and
to solve equations in different Methods
 Learn the concept of rational roots, irrational
roots , imaginary roots and the relation between
the roots and coefficient of the equations.
 Gain knowledge of symmetric function of the
roots.
Theory of Equations
 Make a good background on basic concepts of
algebra.
 Gain knowledge of removal of terms using
theorems like Rolle‟s theorem and strum‟s
theorem.
 Find the roots of biquadratic and cubic
equations by using Cardon‟s method.
 Define and represent geometrical shapes in a
numerical way and extracting numerical
information from shapes' numerical definitions
and representations.
Analytical Geometry  Enable the students to develop their skill in 3
– 3D
dimensional Cartesian Co-ordinates system
 Learn the properties of straight lines and
spheres.
 Derive the conditions for parallelism and
perpendicularity of two lines.
 Enable the students to understand the meaning,
definition, nature, importance and limitations of
statistics.
Statistical Methods
 Able to create, read, and interpret graphs, charts,
histograms, and diagrams .
 Understand and use the basic measure of central
tendency.

4.

15UMAE21

Integral Calculus

 Explain the relevance and use of statistical tools
for analysis and forecasting.
 Classify angles as acute, right, obtuse, or
straight.
 Find measures of angles, parallel and
perpendicular lines.
 Find the missing measurements in a pair of
similar triangles.
 Understand the meaning of the derivative in
terms of a rate of change and local linear
approximation.
 Familiarize themselves with the techniques of
integration and differentiation of functions with
real variables.
 Able to compute the limit of a function when x
→∞
 Write the equation of a line tangent to the curve
of f(x) at a given point.
 Write given function in terms of sine and cosine
terms in Fourier series and also to get
knowledge in Fourier transforms.
 Able to solve finite difference equations using
Z transforms.
 Able to solve improper integrals using beta,
gamma functions.
 Apply method of least square to find the curve
of best fit for the given data.

SEMESTER - III

1.

15UMAC31

Sequences and Series

 Provide a formal introduction to the concept of
limit and compute the limits of sequences.
 Gain knowledge of some simple techniques for
testing the convergence of sequences.
 Apply the properties of limits summarized in
Theorems and recognize when a sequence is
increasing, decreasing, bounded and monotonic.
 Gain knowledge of the various aspects of
divergence of sequences.
 Relate the convergence or divergence of the
series using the sequence of partial sums.

2.

15UMAC32

Numerical Methods

3.

15UMAA31

Programming in C

4.

15UMAS31

Theory of Numbers

 Recognize the infinite series and determine
whether they converge or diverge.
 Study about the integral test which shows the
equivalence between the convergence of a series
and that of an associated integral.
 Know about the alternating series and its
properties.
 Gain knowledge for testing the convergence of
series of positive terms.
 Give procedures for solving numerically
different kinds of problems occurring in
engineering and technology
 Find solution of system of linear equations,
roots of non-linear equations
 Learn the concept of interpolation
 Able to approximate the functions and to
estimate the errors.
 Use the numerical techniques to solve algebraic
and differential equations
 Develop skills in solving problems using
numerical techniques.
 Understand the basic terminology used in
computer programming
 Write, compile and debug programs in C
language.
 Use different data types in a computer program.
 Design programs involving decision structures,
loops and functions.
 Explain the difference between call by value
and call by reference
 Understand the dynamics of memory by the use
of pointers.
 Use different data structures and create/update
basic data files.
 Understand the basic knowledge of numbers and
its types.
 Introduce the notion of Euler‟s function .
 Develop the skill about the criteria of
divisibility of number by 3,9 and 11

 Explain congruences and its properties.

5.

15UMAV31

1.

15UMAC41

2.

15UMAC42

Data Interpretation

 Get in insight into divisibility using Fermat‟s
Theorem and generalized Fermat‟s Theorem.
 Learn about the characterization of prime
numbers using Wilson‟s theorem.
 Able to independently read mathematical and
statistical literature of various types, including
survey articles, scholarly books, and online
sources.
 Communicate statistical ideas clearly in both
oral and written form using appropriate
statistical terminology.
 Generate reports that show statistical expertise
in writing and model implementation.
 Methods to summarize a collection of data by
describing what was observed using numbers or
graphs.
 Ability to deal with the collection, organization,
presentation, computation and interpretation of
data.

SEMESTER - IV
 Able to construct free-body diagrams and to
calculate the reactions necessary to ensure static
equilibrium.
 Understand the analysis of distributed loads.
 Able to calculate centroids and moments of
Mechanics
inertia.
 Gain knowledge of kinetic energy and
momentum methods for particles and systems of
particles.
 Acquire knowledge of the general principles of
dynamics.
 Understand the basic concepts of graphs
 Able to present a graph by matrices.
 Understand the properties of trees
Graph Theory
 Understand Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs.
 Apply the Planarity Algorithm
 Demonstrate the usage of Euler's Formula

3.

15UMAA41

Object Oriented
Programming with
C++ and Visual Basic

4.

15UMAO41

Trigonometry

5.

15UMAO42

Fourier Series and
Laplace Transform

 Explain the need and importance of OOP using
C++.
 Distinguish basic data types, custom
input/output operators and illustrate class
definition
 Using member functions.
 Apply concept of overloading, type conversion
and virtual functions.
 Demonstrate templates, use and handle
exceptions.
 Describe inheritance, polymorphism and
concepts related to files.
 Discuss the concept of pointers, make use of
constructors and destructors themselves and
manage a class' resources using dynamic
memory allocation and de-allocation.
 Able to use formulae for arc length and sector
area in terms of radians.
 Familiarize themselves with basic properties of
sine, cosine and tangent functions.
 Determine the six trigonometric function values
for any angle in standard position
 When the coordinates of a point on the terminal
side are given.
 Evaluate inverse trigonometric functions.
 Learn about the hyperbolic functions.
 Apply logarithms to the solution of problems
encountered in mathematics and the sciences.
 Apply trigonometric techniques as tools in the
analysis of mathematical, physical, and
scientific problems.
 Gain knowledge of Even and odd Functions .
 Introduce the concept of half range Fourier
series.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of the various
aspects of cosine series and change of interval.
 Inculcate the insight knowledge of Laplace
Transforms and the conditions for its existence.
 Demonstrate the idea of inverse Laplace

6.

15UMAO43

Mathematical
Modeling

Transforms
 Find the inverse Laplace Transform of certain
functions by the method of partial fractions.
 Evaluate the ordinary differential equations with
constant coefficients by using Laplace
Transform.
 Able to solve certain equations involving
integrals by Laplace Transform.
 Familiarize themselves with the basic
knowledge of mathematical modelling and its
techniques.
 Gain knowledge of Mathematical modelling
through Geometry, Algebra and Calculus.
 Learn about the limitations of Mathematical
modelling.
 Understand the idea of Mathematical modelling
through Differential Equations.
 Study about Linear Growth and non linear
growth with Decay Models.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of Mathematical
modelling in dynamics through ordinary
differential equations
 Study the concept of Models in terms of
directed Graphs and signed Graphs
 Develop the idea of Mathematical Modelling in
terms of Unoriented Graphs.
SEMESTER - V

1.

15UMAC51

Modern Algebra

2.

15UMAC52

Real Analysis

3.

15UMAC53

Operations Research

 Understand the relationships between abstract
algebraic structures with familiar numbers
systems such as the integers and real numbers.
 Learn the concepts of the relationships between
operations satisfying various properties.
 Learn the concepts and properties of various
algebraic structures.
 Use results from elementary group theory to
solve contemporary problems
 Demonstrate ability to think critically by
interpreting theorems and relating results to
problems in other mathematical disciplines
 Learn the elementary theorems and proof
techniques of group and ring theory
 Apply the theorems, proof techniques and
standard computations of group and ring theory
to solve problems.
 Learn the basic ingredients of reals and
understand the properties of functions defined
on the Real line.
 Develop a sound knowledge and appreciation of
the ideas and concepts related to metric spaces
 Give a strong foundation to take up advanced
level courses in analysis.
 Construct proofs, counter arguments or counter
examples in reals.
 Construct the field axioms of the reals, covers,
density, monotonicity, boundedness,
 Demonstrate completeness, limits, continuity.
 Describe and prove continuity conditions for
real
 Demonstrate
compactness
and
its
characterization.
 Make the student a good background on basic
real analysis.
 Identify and develop operational research models
from the verbal description of the real System.
 Understand the mathematical tools that are needed to
solve optimisation problems.
 Develop a report that describes the model and the

solving technique, analyse the results and propose
recommendations in language understandable to the
decision-making processes.

4.

15UMAC54

Mathematical
Statistics I

5.

15UMAO51

History of
Mathematics

 Able to design new simple models, like: CPM,
PERT ,etc to improve decision –making and
develop critical thinking and objective analysis
of decision problems.
 Formulate simple reasoning, learning and
optimization problems, in terms of the
representations and methods presented.
 Evaluate analytically the limitations of these
algorithms, and assess tradeoffs between these
algorithms.
 Demonstrate the hand execution of basic
reasoning and optimization algorithms on
simple problems.
 Gain knowledge in basic mathematical statistics.
 Able to collect, organise, and represent data, and
be able to recognise and describe relationships
 Demonstrate the relevance and use of statistical
tools for analysis and forecasting
 Gain the basic knowledge of measures of
dispersion like mean, median and mode.
 Obtain a point estimate for the variance and
standard deviation of the conditional distribution
of the response variable given a value for the
predictor.
 Know about the concept of correlation and
regression.
 Construct a confidence interval for the slope of
the regression line.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of the various
aspects of curve fitting of curves.
 Know about the concept of Index numbers.
 Understand the concept of Attributes.
 Acquire knowledge of the history of
mathematics.
 Able to communicate mathematical ideas with
others.
 Know and demonstrate understanding of the

6.

7.

15UMAO52

Vector Calculus

15UMAO53

Mathematical
Methods in Social
Sciences

concepts from the five branches of mathematics
(number, algebra, geometry and trigonometry,
statistics and probability, and discrete
mathematics)
 Use appropriate mathematical concepts and
skills to solve problems in both familiar and
unfamiliar situations including those in real-life
contexts.
 Understand and be able to articulate the
differences between inductive and deductive
reasoning.
 Gain knowledge about the dot product of
vectors, lengths of vectors, and angles between
vectors.
 Evaluate line integrals of scalar functions or
vector fields along curves.
 Recognize conservative vector fields, and apply
the fundamental theorem for line integrals of
conservative vector fields.
 Evaluate surface integrals; compute surface
area.
 Evaluate integrals over parametric surfaces.
 Identify various quadric surfaces through their
equations.
 Apply the divergence theorem to give a physical
interpretation of the divergence of a vector field.
 Evaluate the velocity and acceleration of a
particle moving along a space curve.
Apply triple integrals to find volumes and center of
mass.
 Understand the mathematical methods that are
most widely used in economics, both from a
formal, abstract perspective, and an intuitive
perspective.
 Know how to read, understand, and construct
mathematical proofs, and appreciate their role in
the derivation of mathematical concepts and
structures.
 Apply mathematical methods and techniques
that are formulated in abstract settings to

8.

15UMAS51

9.

15UMAS52

1.

15UMAC61

concrete economic applications.
 Static (or equilibrium) analysis in which the
economic unit (such as a household) or
economic system (such as a market or the
economy) is modeled as not changing.
 Able to recognize, identify, classify and
describe the problems of set theory so that they
can differentiate between functions and relations
 Understand abstract algebra, posets, lattices,
Boolean algebra.
 Gain an the insight into the types of lattices and
Lattices and Boolean
its properties.
Algebra
 Demonstrate the concepts of Boolean algebra.
 Draw a Karnaugh map for a logic system with
up to four inputs and use it to minimise the
Boolean expression.
 By studying mathematical logic, they will be
able to learn to use logically valid forms of
arguments.
 Able to apply quantitative reasoning and
mathematical analysis methodologies to
understand and solve problems.
 Understanding the properties of proportion and
its usage.
 Able to add, subtract, multiply and divide whole
Quantitative Aptitude
numbers, decimal numbers and fractions.
I
 Manipulate equations and formulas in order to
solve for the desired variable.
 Able to perform operations with surds and
indices.
 Determine the square roots, cube roots of
positive whole numbers, decimals and common
fractions.
SEMESTER - VI
 Present basic concepts of vector spaces
 Inculcate basic concepts of matrices and matrix
Linear Algebra
algebra
 Present methods of solving systems of linear
equations

2.

15UMAC62

Complex Analysis

3.

15UMAC63

Differential Equations
and its Applications

 Demonstrate concepts of linear transformations
 Learn about the span of a set and linear
independence.
 Demonstrate ability to work within vector
spaces and to distil vector space properties.
 Present methods of computing and using eigen
values and eigenvectors.
 Present the concept of and methods of
computing determinants
 Able to find the change-of-basis matrix with
respect to two bases of a vector space
 Explain the fundamental concepts of complex
analysis and their role in modern mathematics
and applied contexts
 Demonstrate accurate and efficient use of
complex analysis techniques
 Gain knowledge about the elementary
transformation and bilinear transformation
 Compute the fixed points of a bilinear
transformation.
 Understand the significance of differentiability
for complex functions and be familiar with the
Cauchy-Riemann equations;
 Evaluate integrals along a path in the complex
plane and understand the statement of Cauchy's
Theorem
 Compute the Taylor and Laurent expansions of
simple functions, determining the nature of the
singularities and calculating residues
 Identify the isolated singularities of the function
and determine whether they are removable,
poles or essential.
 Compute innermost Laurent Series at an isolated
singularity and determine the residue.
 Use the Residue theorem to compute complex
line integral and real integrals.
 Understand some basic definitions and
terminology associated with differential
equations and their solutions

4.

15UMAC64

Mathematical
Statistics II

 visualize the direction field associated with a
first-order differential equation
 Use analytical methods of solution by direct
integration; separation of variables; and the
integrating factor method.
 identify a general method for constructing
solutions to inhomogeneous linear constantcoefficient second-order equations
 Show an awareness of initial and boundary
conditions to obtain particular values of
constants in the general solution of second-order
differential equations.
 Determine solutions to first order linear
differential equations.
 Determine solutions to first order exact
differential equations.
 Determine solutions to second order linear
homogeneous differential equations with
constant coefficients.
 Convert separable and homogeneous equations
to exact differential equations by integrating
factors.
 Classify the differential equations with respect
to their order and linearity.
 Learn the concepts and methods of probability
and distribution theory.
 Gain wide knowledge in probability which plays
a main role in solving real life problems.
 Frame distribution functions and its types.
 Learn the applications of Binomial and Poisson
distributions.
 Apply the standard discrete probability
distribution to different real life situations.
 Determine a probability distribution of random
variable (one or two dimensional) in the given
situation
 Able to understand the significance of the
connection between statistics and probability
and their applicability to the real world

5.

15UMAO61

Fuzzy sets and Logic

6.

15UMAO62

Stochastic Processes

7.

15UMAO63

Optimization

 Gain knowledge about the multivariate
distributions.
 Explain the fundamental concepts of fuzzy set.
 Demonstrate the concept of 𝛼-cut and its
properties.
 Learn about Linguistic variables using fuzzy
number.
 Compute the fuzzy number using the arithmetic
operations.
 Able to know the relation of fuzzy set.
 Get the inference from conditional, quantified
proposition.
 Understand the basic applications of fuzzy in
engineering
 Get insight into interpersonal communication as
an application of fuzzy.
 Apply the specialised knowledge in probability
theory and random processes to solve practical
problems.
 Gain advanced and integrated understanding of
the fundamentals of and interrelationship
between discrete and continuous random
variables and between deterministic and
stochastic processes.
 Analyse the performance in terms of
probabilities and distributions achieved by the
determined solutions.
 Demonstrate essential stochastic modelling tools
like Markov chains .
 Evaluate the n-step transition probability.
 Learn about renewal theory.
 Demonstrate the transition function
 Know about the Birth – Death and Yule process
 Study the properties of Poission process and
their characterization.
 Understanding of the relationship between the
purpose of a model and the appropriate level of
complexity and accuracy.
 Understand and identify the need of using

Techniques













8.

15UMAS61

Quantitative Aptitude
II








9.

15UMAV61

Astronomy



Operations Research techniques.
Find optimum solution for real life problems.
Gain the knowledge of transportation problem
using many techniques.
Find optimum solution using assignment
method.
Develop the ability to solve the transhipment
problems.
Inculcate the basic knowledge of sequencing
problems.
Enhance the ideas for solving the problems in
crew scheduling.
Describe about the concept of Dynamic
programming.
Make a wide knowledge in Dynamic
programming for solving real life problems.
Able to apply quantitative reasoning and
mathematical analysis methodologies to
understand and solve problems.
Examine how to calculate using Simple and
Compound formulas.
Able to demonstrate an understanding of the
difference between area and perimeter.
Apply general mathematical models to solve a
variety of problems.
Apply the properties of logarithms to write
logarithmic expressions in different forms, and
evaluate the resulting expressions.
Able
to
solve
applications
involving
permutations and combinations.
Understanding event, outcome, trial, simple
event, sample space and calculate the
probability that an event will occur.
Apply
scientific
reasoning
to
future
astronomical discoveries to understand their
validity as well as to everyday situations.
Demonstrate an understanding that science is
based upon observations of the universe and
how that is used to understand some basic

1.

15UPHA11
/15UCHA11

1.

15UPHA21
/15UCHA21

phenomenon of our world.
 Develop analytical skills and the ability to solve
problems.
 Achieve a good understanding of physical laws
and principles.
 Gain experience with measurement techniques
and equipment, and develop the ability to assess
uncertainties and assumptions.
 Understand the scale of items within the
Universe
 Appreciate the wide variety of objects contained
in the Universe
 Understand the relative sizes of the planets
within the Solar System
 Calculate how long it takes for light to reach the
Earth from the Sun.
 Describe the solar nebula model.
SEMESTER - I
 Impart knowledge in basic mathematical
statistics.
 Inculcate the basic knowledge of measures of
dispersion like mean, median and mode.
 Know about the concept of correlation and
regression.
 Gain in-sight knowledge in the various aspects
of fitting curves.
 Understand the concept of Index numbers.
Mathematics-I
 Understand and identify the need of using
Operations Research.
 Find optimum solution of real life problems.
 Gain knowledge of linear programming
technique using graphical solution method.
 Find optimum solution using assignment
method.
 Gain knowledge of transportation problem
using many techniques.
SEMESTER - II
 Attain the basic knowledge about equations and
Mathematics-II
to solve equations in different Methods.

1.

15UCSA11
/15UCAA11
/15UITA11

1.

15UCSA21
/15UCAA21
/15UITA21

 Develop an analytic thinking in the concept of
Transformation of equations.
 Demonstrate reciprocal equations
 Understand the concept of differentiation.
 Introduction about the higher derivatives.
 Endew with an in-depth knowledge of partial
differentiation using Euler‟s theorem.
 Equip with the basic knowledge of integration.
 Expose to the various techniques like integration
by parts and integration using reduction
formula.
 Develop the skill of solving differential
equations.
 Learn about exact differential equations and
solving equations using integrating factor.
SEMESTER - I
 Understand
the
basic
knowledge
of
Mathematical logics.
 Explain about the conditional statements and
well formed formulas.
 Demonstrate the idea of sets and operations on
sets.
 Understand the functions and relations which
are defined on a set.
Mathematical
Foundation
 Gain knowledge about matrices and its basic
operations.
 Evaluate the inverse and rank of a matrix.
 Present the idea of graph theory and basic
definitions which are related to graphs.
 Represent the graph as a matrix.
 Learn about the operations on graphs.
 Get acquainted with some special graphs.
SEMESTER - II
 Present the history, nature and scope of
operation research.
 Demonstrate the main Characteristics of
Operations Research
Operations Research
 Inculcate the insight knowledge of Linear
programming problem.

1.

1.

15UCSA31

15UCSA41

 Evaluate the solution of linear programming
problem using Graphical method.
 Understand the computational procedure of
simplex method.
 Find the solution of Linear programming
problem using simplex method, Big M Method
and Two phase method.
 Find optimum solution using assignment
method.
 Learn the application of assignment problem in
real life situations.
 Study the computational procedure of
Transportation problem.
 Gain knowledge of transportation problem using
many techniques.
SEMESTER - III
 Understand the meaning, definition, nature,
importance and limitations of statistics.
 Able to create, read, and interpret graphs, charts,
histograms, and diagrams.
 Understand and use the basic measure of central
tendency.
Fundamentals of
 Demonstrate the relevance and use of statistical
statistics
tools for analysis and forecasting.
 Learn about the measures of dispersion.
 Inculcate knowledge about Correlation and
Regression
 Understand the concept of probability.
 Evaluate the addition and multiplication
theorem.
SEMESTER - IV
 Introduce the learners to the methods of solving
equations.
 Enable students to use numerical techniques to
Computer Oriented
tackle problems that are not analytically
Numerical
solvable.
Methods
 Inculcate the basic knowledge of algebraic and
transcendental equations.
 Introduce the concept of simultaneous linear










equations.
Find the solutions of simultaneous linear
equations using Gauss elimination, Gauss
Jordan and Gauss seidal methods.
Introduce the concept of Interpolation which
will be used to predict the data.
Understand the concept of numerical
differentiation.
Find the derivatives using numerical formulae.
Use various techniques like trapezoidal rule ,
simpson‟s rule and weddle‟s rule in solving s
numerical integration problems.
Learn about the solution of differential
equations using different techniques like taylor‟s
series method and Runge Kutta method.

Name of the Department : Mathematics
Programme
: PG
S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER - I

1.

15PMAC11

Algebra I

2.

15PMAC12

Analysis I

 Learn the concepts and develop the working
knowledge on Groups, Normal Subgroups,
Automorphism groups, Finite groups and
Rings.
 Understand the concepts and develop the
working knowledge on class equation,
solvability of groups and finite abelian groups.
 Knowledge about Group Theory and Ring
Theory mainly, the Sylow‟s theorems and
polynomials rings.
 Understand the concepts of group, ring, field,
homomorphism, isomorphism, and quotient
structure, and to apply some of these concepts
to real world problems.
 Knowledge about direct product of groups,
Structure of finite abelian groups.
 Knowledge about Ring of polynomials, prime,
irreducible elements and their properties, UFD,
PID and Euclidean domains. prime ideal,
maximal ideals.
 Knowledge about various algebraic structures.
 Establish the algebraic concept to apply in
other disciplines.
 Learn the basic ingredients of reals.
 Study the properties of functions defined on
the Real line.
 Exhibit knowledge of relevant definitions,
techniques and mathematical results.
 Develop a sound knowledge and appreciation
of the ideas and concepts related to metric
spaces
 Give a strong foundation to take up advanced
level courses in analysis.
 Make the student knowledgeable in the area of
infinite series and their convergence so that he/

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

3.

15PMAC13

Graph Theory I

4.

15PMAC14

Statistics

Course Outcome

she will be familiar with limitations of using
infinite series approximations for solutions
arising in mathematical modeling.
 Demonstrate compactness, Completeness,
limits, continuity.
 Get the analytical skill about continuity and
derivability.
 Inculcate
the
basic
knowledge
of
differentiation, expansion of functions and
their applications.
 Write precise and accurate mathematical
definitions of objects in graph theory
 Able to formulate problems in terms of graphs,
solve graph theoretic problems and apply
algorithms taught in the course
 Know when a connected graph is a tree and
how trees arise in applications
 Prove Euler's result on Eulerian graphs
 Able to formulate Dual graphs
 Explain basic terminology of a graph
 Identify Euler and Hamiltonian cycle
 Represent graphs using adjacency matrices
 Know about many different coloring problems
for graphs.
 Able to study the graph concepts in directed
graphs
 Apply the specialised knowledge in set theory
and probability set function.
 Demonstrate
ability
to
use
formal
mathematical argument in the context of
conditional distributions and expectations
 Understand the binomial and related
distributions
 Gain knowledge about various distributions
like the Gamma and Chi-square distributions
,the normal distribution ,the bivariate normal
distribution.
 Introduce the concept of sampling theory.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

5.

15PMAO11

Combinatorial
Mathematics

6.

15PMAO12

Differential
Geometry

Course Outcome

 Present the ideas about the Beta, t, and F
distributions
 Evaluate the concept of moment generating
function technique
 Learn the concept of
Limiting moment
generating functions
 Formulate and analyze mathematical and
statistical problems, precisely define the key
terms, and draw clear and reasonable
conclusions using various discrete distributions
and estimation theory techniques.
 Use statistical techniques to solve well-defined
problems and present their mathematical work,
both in oral and written format.
 Learn about the use of generating functions for
enumeration of combinatorial structures,
including partitions of numbers, permutations
with restricted conditions.
 Study the solution of recurrence relations;
methods of enumeration with restricted
conditions.
 Comprehend the features characterizing
problems in combinatorial mathematics;
 Develop skills required to analyze and solve
problems in combinatorial mathematics;
 Appreciate the overlap between mathematics
and other areas of applied and pure
mathematics.
 An improved ability to communicate
mathematical ideas.
 Describe and explain theories, design
principles and empirical results in the area
of specialization.
 Apply the ideas in real life situations.
 Know to classify the counting.
 Explain the concepts and language of
differential geometry and its role in modern
mathematics.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

7.

15PMAO13

Automata and
Formal
Languages

8.

15PMAO14

Modern Applied
Algebra

Course Outcome

 Demonstrate the contact between curves and
surfaces.
 Know about the surfaces of revolution.
 Parametrize a plane and a space curve and to
calculate its curvatures and Frenet-Serret
apparatus and arc-length
 Gain knowledge of families of curves.
 Present the concept of Geodesic and their
properties.
 Identify the principle of curvature of a curve.
 Understand the developable associated with
space curves
 Able to know the minimal and ruled surfaces.
 Prove properties of languages, grammars and
automata with rigorously formal mathematical
methods.
 Design automata, regular expressions and
context-free grammars accepting or generating
a certain language.
 Describe the language accepted by automata or
generated by a regular expression or a contextfree grammar.
 Acquire a fundamental understanding of the
core concepts in automata theory and formal
languages.
 An ability to design grammars and automata
(recognizers) for different language classes.
 An ability to identify formal language classes
and prove language membership properties.
 An ability to prove and disprove theorems
establishing key properties of formal languages
and automata.
 Identify different formal language classes and
their relationships.
 Design grammars and recognizers for different
formal languages.
 Demonstrate accurate and efficient use of
advanced algebraic techniques

S.No

1.

Course Code

15PMAC21

Course Name

Algebra II

Course Outcome

 Demonstrate capacity for mathematical
reasoning through analyzing, proving and
explaining concepts from advanced algebra
 Apply problem-solving using advanced
algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other
mathematical contexts
 Demonstrate accurate and efficient use of
advanced algebraic techniques
 Demonstrate capacity for mathematical
reasoning through analyzing, proving and
explaining concepts from advanced algebra
 Apply problem-solving using advanced
algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other
mathematical contexts
 Analyze an application using a function
developed from data
 Use the outputs of a Johnson shift counter to
generate specialized waveforms utilizing
various combinations of the five basic gates.
 Develop a comparison of the Boolean
equations and truth tables for the five basic
gates.
SEMESTER - II
 Inculcate an insight into algebraic structures.
 Demonstrate the vector spaces and the concept
of linearity.
 Develop some important algebraic systems like
Inner product Spaces.
 Develop an analytic thinking in the concept of
linear transformation.
 Learn the Canonical form and Jordan form.
 Provide an introduction to the concept of
matrices.
 Give a thorough knowledge of the various
aspects of Trace and Transposes.
 Provide the concept of determinants using the

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

2.

15PMAC22

Analysis II

3.

15PMAC23

Differential
Equations

Course Outcome

operation of matrices.
 Inculcate the basic knowledge of Hermitian
and Unitary transformations.
 Illustrate the real and quadratic forms of a
matrix.
 Inculcate an insight into Riemann integration
 Understand the basic concepts underlying the
definition of the Riemann integral.
 Understand the statement and proof of the
fundamental integral convergence theorems,
and their applications.
 Demonstrate the main results on integration
and an ability to apply these in examples
 Find the domain, derivatives, and integral of
power series and express known functions as
power series.
 Identify uniformly and non-uniformly
convergent sequences of functions, and apply
results related to uniform convergence
 Inculcate
the
basic
knowledge
of
differentiation, expansion of functions and
their applications.
 Provide a good background on advanced
analysis
 Appreciate
ODE and system of ODEs
concepts that are encountered in the real world
 Work with Differential Equations and systems
of Differential Equations in various
situations and use correct mathematical
terminology, Notation,
and
symbolic
processes in order to engage in work,
study, and conversation on topics involving
Differential equations.
 Solve exact differential equations, linear
differential equations and understand the basics
of non -linear differential equations.
 Learn the concepts of series solution of
differential equation and solution of Bessel‟s,

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

4.

15PMAC24

Mechanics

5.

15PMAO21

Numerical
Analysis

Course Outcome

Legendre‟s equations and their properties;
 Formulate and solve
partial differential
equations arising in a number of practical
problems
 Identify an ordinary differential equation and
its order and degree
 Determine the general solution of higher order
linear equations with constant coefficients
 Determine whether a system of functions is
linearly independent using the Wronksian
 Analyse mechanical behaviour of particle.
 Obtain simple mathematical and physical
relationships between mechanics and materials.
 Achieve mastery in moments and products of
Inertia, Equimomental systems.
 Ability to study generalized coordinates,
Scleronomic and Rheonomic systems.
 Able to study Lagrange's equations for various
systems
 Solve orbit problems using the conservation of
angular momentum and total energy.
 Recognize the principles written in form of
mathematical equations.
 Able to work out the centre of gravity and
moment of inertia of various plane areas.
 Demonstrate understanding of common
Numerical methods and how they are used
to obtain approximate solutions to otherwise
intractable mathematical problems.
 Apply various mathematical operations and
tasks, such as interpolation, differentiation,
integration, the solutions of linear equations
and the solutions of differential equations
and partial differential equations.
 Examine
approximate
solutions
to
mathematical problems.
 Understand basics of finite precision
arithmetic, conditioning of problems and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

6.

15PMAO22

Graph Theory II

7.

15PMAO23

Fuzzy Analysis

Course Outcome

stability of numerical algorithms.
 Solve dense systems of linear equations and
least squares problems and have a working
knowledge of LU and QR factorizations for
these problems.
 Understand and apply appropriate techniques
for numerical differentiation and integration.
 Solve initial value problem ordinary
differential equations with explicit or implicit
methods as appropriate solution.
 Compute eigen values and eigenvectors of
matrices numerically.
 Increase
the
accuracy
of
numerical
approximations by extrapolation.
 Have increased ability in graph theoretic
problem solving.
 Able to formulate applied problems as coloring
problems.
 Calculate the chromatic number and chromatic
index of a given graph
 Apply the Planarity Algorithm
 Calculate the chromatic polynomial of a graph
using the algorithm
 Able to use these methods in subsequent
courses in the design and analysis of
algorithms, computability theory, software
engineering, and computer systems.
 Able to solve Turan‟s problem
 Gain knowledge about constructing the
appropriate fuzzy numbers corresponding to
uncertain and imprecise collected data.
 Gain knowledge about finding the optimal
solution of mathematical programming
problems having uncertain and imprecise data.
 Knowledge about fuzzy cluster analysis and
how to solve basic problems using fuzzy
cluster analysis
 Distinguish between the crisp set and fuzzy set

S.No

Course Code

8.

15PMAO24

1.

15PMAC31

Course Name

Course Outcome

concepts through the learned differences
between the crisp set characteristic function
and the fuzzyset membership function
 Draw a parallelism between crisp set
operations and fuzzy set operations through the
use of characteristic and membership functions
respectively.
 Able to define fuzzy sets using linguistic words
and represent these sets by membership
functions.
 Know fuzzy-set-related notions; such as αlevel sets, convexity, normality, support, etc.
 Apply the specialised knowledge in probability
theory and random processes to solve practical
problems.
 Gain advanced and integrated understanding of
the fundamentals of and interrelationship
between discrete and continuous random
variables and between deterministic and
stochastic processes.
 Analyse the performance in terms of
probabilities and distributions achieved by the
determined solutions.
Stochastic
 Demonstrate essential stochastic modelling
Processes
tools like Markov chains .
 Evaluate the n-step transition probability.
 Learn about renewal theory.
 Demonstrate the transition function
 Know about the Birth – Death and Yule
process
 Study the properties of Poission process and
their characterization.
 Understand the relationship between the
purpose of a model and the appropriate level of
complexity and accuracy.
SEMESTER - III
Field Theory and
 Inculcate the basic knowledge of extension
Lattices
fields.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

2.

15PMAC32

Measure Theory

3.

15PMAC33

Functional
Analysis

Course Outcome

 Learn the concept of splitting field and its
properties.
 Develop the famous theory of field extension,
the Galois Theory of polynomial equations.
 Gain knowledge of solvable group by radicals.
 Understand the relation between symmetric
roots of a polynomial and its solvability.
 Study about finite fields and its properties.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of finite fields
using general theorems like wedderburns
theorem, Jacobson theorem and square
theorem.
 Introduce a new algebraic structure namely
Lattices using partially ordered sets.
 Study the types of lattices and the concept of
Boolean algebras.
 Learn the concept and properties of measure
starting with outer measure and then the
Lebesgue measure.
 Study measurable sets and measurable
functions and their properties.
 Understand the basic concepts underlying the
definition of the general Lebesgue integral
 Study spaces of measurable Lebesgue
integrable functions.
 Understand Lebesgue integral and its relation
with Riemann integral
 Apply the theory of the course to solve a
variety of problems at an appropriate level of
difficulty.
 Build a good background for more advanced
analysis
 Exhibit knowledge of relevant definitions,
techniques and mathematical results.
 Gain an insight into normed space.
 Understand the concept of continuity and
boundedness of linear maps
 Study the characterization of Hahn – Banach

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

4.

15PMAC34

Topology

5.

15PMAN31

Bio Statistics

Course Outcome

Theorem.
 Gain knowledge of central concepts of the
open mapping and closed graph theorems.
 Demonstrate the Bounded Linear maps on
Banach spaces
 Present the uniform boundedness principle on
Banach spaces.
 Learn about Spectrum of a bounded operator
 Evaluate the spectral radius formula
 Demonstrate the concept of weak and weak*
convergence
 Able to get idea of reflexivity using Helly‟s
theorem and Milman theorem
 Learn the basic concepts of topology
 Become competent in writing proofs
 Gain knowledge about the fundamental groups
and covering spaces.
 Able to work new ideas with Mathematics.
 Gain knowledge about topological examples
and counterexamples
 Establish an introduction to the field of
topology, with emphasis on those aspects of
the subject that are basic to higher
mathematics.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the properties
of probability and probability distributions and
their role as the foundation for statistical
inference.
 Demonstrate an
ability to use formal
mathematical argument in the context of
probability and statistics.
 Understand sampling distributions of sample
means and sample proportions
 Estimate a population mean and a population
proportion from a sample
 Evaluate the accuracy of sample estimates
using standard errors
 Evaluate interpret margins of error for both

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

6.

15PMAN32

Business
Statistics

7.

15PMAN33

Quantitative
Aptitude

Course Outcome

qualitative and quantitative data
 Identify the use of confidence intervals and
hypothesis tests
 Gain knowledge about statistical significance.
 Distinguish marginal, joint, and conditional
probabilities
 Understand and apply the concept of
independence of events.
 Enhance the knowledge of statistics in business
management.
 Develop analytical skills in both private and
public business organics in the country.
 Build a culture of informed decision making
using statistical models
 Describe data with descriptive statistics
 Perform statistical analyses
 Interpret the results of statistical analyses
 Make inferences about the population from
sample data.
 Calculate and apply measures of location and
measures of dispersion --grouped and
ungrouped data cases.
 Apply discrete and continuous probability
distributions to various business problems.
 Analyze and understand the meaning of the
measures of central tendency: mean, median
and mode
 Be able to apply quantitative reasoning and
mathematical analysis methodologies to
understand and solve problems.
 Understand the properties of proportion and
how to use them.
 Be able to add, subtract, multiply and divide
whole numbers, decimal numbers and
fractions.
 Manipulate equations and formulas in order to
solve for the desired variable.
 Be able to perform operations with surds and

S.No

Course Code

9.

15PMAC41

10.

15PMAC42

Course Name

Course Outcome

indices.
 Determine the square roots, cube roots of
positive whole numbers, decimals and
common fractions.
SEMESTER - IV
 Introduce the concept of Analytic Function,
rational function etc.,
 Inculcate an insight into the characterization of
some special series
 Describe and parameterize curves and regions
in two-dimensional space
 Study about the families of circles
 Evaluate fundamental theorem of calculus and
Complex
Cauchy‟s integral formula
Analysis
 Find the Taylor series of a function and
determine its circle or annulus of convergence
 compute the residue of a function and use the
residue theory to evaluate a integral over the
real line
 Understand the concept of reflection principle
 Learn about Partial fractions.
 Demonstrate the concept of Infinite productsCanonical products
 Solve problems in elementary number theory
 Able to effectively express the concepts and
results of Number Theory.
 Apply elementary number theory to
cryptography
 Understand the mathematical ideas underlying
the theory of error- detection and errorNumber Theory
correction using linear codes.
and Cryptography
 Apply the theory of error-detecting and errorcorrecting codes.
 Understand the mathematical ideas underlying
the theory of cryptography.
 Apply the theory of cryptography.
 Able to understand the logic and methods
behind the major proofs in Number Theory.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

11.

15PMAC43

Operations
Research

12.

15PMAO41

Microsoft Visual
Basic

Course Outcome

 Able to understand the principles and theory of
error-correcting codes, and the various
methods for constructing them.
 Learn the applications of shortest route
algorithm
 Gain knowledge of Queuing model.
 Relate the exponential and Poisson distribution
 Present the idea of servicing models
 Demonstrate the Aspiration Level Model.
 Learn the necessary and Sufficient Conditions
of Unconstrained problems
 Understand the concept of Direct Search
Method of Quadratic Programming.
 Able to know Linear Combinations method
and SUMT Algorithm.
 Understand .NET Framework and describe
some of the major enhancements
to the new version of Visual Basic.
 Load, modify, and save changes made to forms
and projects in the Visual Basic environment
 Write syntactically correct statements using
local and global variables, sub procedures,
forms, and Windows environment calls.
 Define and implement form objects including
data arrays, control arrays, text boxes, message
boxes, dialog boxes, labels, controls, menus,
frames, picture boxes, pull-down menus, and
combo boxes
 Manipulate strings using various String
functions
 Identify the difference between Random
Access files and Sequential files
 Use one dimensional array in your
applications
 Create applications that use ADO. NET
 Identify and perform the steps necessary to
convert Visual Basic programs to executable
files that will run in the Windows environment.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

13.

15PMAO42

Advanced
Functional
Analysis

14.

15PMAO43

Advanced
Statistics

Course Outcome

 Gain an insight into the compact linear maps.
 Understand the concept of Spectrum of a
compact operator
 Study the characterization of approximate
solutions.
 Gain knowledge of central concepts of inner
product spaces
 Demonstrate the concept of orthonormal sets
 Represent the projection using Riesz
representation theorems.
 Present the ideas of bounded operators and
Adjoints.
 Learn about Normal, Unitary and self-adjoint
operators
 Able to get idea of Compact self-Adjoint
operators.
 Inculcate an insight into Confidence intervals
for means and their differences.
 Understand the concept of Chi-Square tests
 Study the characterization of sufficient
statistic.
 Demonstrate the concept of Fisher information
and the Rao-Cramer inequality.
 Present the idea of Limiting distributions of
maximum likelihood estimators .
 Understand the ideas of the sequential
probability ratio test
 Evaluate the Noncentral  2 and noncentral F.

15.

15PMAO44

Advanced
Topology

 Able to get idea of a regression problem.
 Demonstrate an understanding of the concepts
of metric spaces and topological spaces, and
their role in mathematics.
 Prove basic results about operators on Hilbert
the properties of bounded spaces.
 Prove basic results about completeness,
compactness, connectedness and convergence
 these structures.
 Able to find various fundamental constructions

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome

in General Topology, such as the Stone-Cech
compactifications.
 Gain knowledge about fundamental concepts
as
compactness,
compactifications,
paracompactness,
 Connectedness and disconnectedness.
 Gain knowledge about the handling of several
topological techniques.
 Able to apply Tychonoff‟s theorem,
fundamental metrization theorems to construct
several mathematical objects.
 Use ideas and methods of coverings to prove
fundamental results related with metrisabilty
and characterizations of Paracompactness.
 Analyse basic techniques related with
coverings of topological spaces.

Name of the Department: Mathematics
Programme
: M.Phil
S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER - I

1.

15HMAC11

Research
Methodology

2.

15HMAC12

Commutative
Algebra

 Present basic idea of objectives of
Research and its types.
 Familiar with the basic concepts of
Research Methods versus methodology.
 Gain knowledge of Survey of Literature,
Journals, Periodicals, Patents and
Abstracts.
 Demonstrate concepts of Serials and
Monographs.
 Learn about the idea of publishing
research articles in mathematics.
 Demonstrate ability to work within
Thesis Layout.
 Know about Editors in latex and Texnic
center.
 Present the idea of Converting an article
to a presentation.
 Study about Elementary properties of
dominating sets in graphs.
 Inculcate the insight knowledge of
Algebraic Topology.
 Inculcate the basic knowledge of Rings
and Ideals.
 Learn the concept of Zero divisors,
Nilpotent elements, Prime ideals and
Maximal ideals.
 Explain the concept of Nil radical and
Jacobson radical.
 Develop the idea of Modules and module
homomorphisms.
 Gain knowledge of Sub modules and
quotient modules.
 Understand Tensor product of modules
and its exactness properties.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

3.

15HMAO11

Algorithmic Graph
Theory

4.

15HMAO12

Advanced Analysis

Course Outcome

 Understand the concept of modules of
fractions and its local properties.
 Learn about first and second uniqueness
theorems.
 Gain an in-depth knowledge of integral
domains and valuation rings.
 Introduce new algebraic structures
namely Noetherian rings and Artin rings.
 Provide a formal introduction to the
concept of Algorithmic complexity.
 Introduce the concept of NP.
 Learn about the Sorting algorithms and
Greedy algorithms
 Gain knowledge of trees and its
properties.
 Explain the tool for finding Blocks.
 Evaluate the Distance in Graphs and
weighted Graphs.
 Gain an insight knowledge into the
concept of matchings.
 Get the idea of maximum matchings in
general Graphs and in bipartite graphs
also.
 Introduce the concept of Hamiltonian
Graphs and its Characterizations.
 Gain the knowledge about Eulerian
Graphs and its Characterizations.
 Explain the fundamental concepts of
advanced analysis such as topology and
Lebesgue integration and their role in
modern mathematics and applied
contexts.
 Demonstrate accurate and efficient use of
advanced analysis techniques.
 Apply problem-solving using advanced
analysis techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and
other mathematical contexts.

S.No

5.

Course Code

15HMAO13

Course Name

Fuzzy Topology

Course Outcome

 Prove important theorems, such as the
Intermediate Value Theorem, Rolle's
Theorem and Mean Value Theorem, and
will continue the study of power series
and their convergence.
 Apply limiting properties to describe and
prove continuity and differentiability
conditions for real and complex
functions.
 Able to solve unseen mathematical
problems in real analysis.
 Gain
knowledge
about
the
interdependency of different areas of
mathematics, as well as connections
between
mathematics
and
other
disciplines.
 Gain knowledge about the concept of
subsets of Euclidean space are
homeomorphic by constructing a
homeomorphism.
 Use the definitions of the subspace
topology, the product topology and the
quotient
topology,
 Understand the use and proof of their
universal properties and be familiar with
standard examples such as topological
surfaces
 Understand whether or not a topological
space is Hausdorff.
 Familiarize the basic properties of
Hausdorff spaces and their proofs;
 Determine whether a collection of
subsets of a set determines a topology;
 Understand whether or not a subset of a
topological space is compact and be
familiar with the basic properties of
compact subsets and their proofs.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome









6.

15HMAO14

Stochastic
Processes











7.

15HMAO15

Advanced
Complex Analysis





Understand of the basic mathematical
elements of the theory of fuzzy sets.
Gain knowledge of important parts of
fuzzy set theory, which will enable them
to create effective mathematical models.
Apply the specialised knowledge in
probability theory and random processes
to solve practical problems.
Gain
advanced
and
integrated
understanding of the fundamentals of and
interrelationship between discrete and
continuous random variables and
between deterministic and stochastic
processes.
Analyse the performance in terms of
probabilities and distributions achieved
by the determined solutions.
Demonstrate
essential
stochastic
modelling tools like Markov chains.
Evaluate the n-step transition probability.
Learn about renewal theory.
Demonstrate the transition function
Know about the Birth – Death and Yule
process
Study the properties of Poission process
and their characterization.
Understand the relationship between the
purpose of a model and the appropriate
level of complexity and accuracy.
Explain the fundamental concepts of
complex analysis and their role in
modern mathematics and applied
contexts
Demonstrate accurate and efficient use
of complex analysis techniques.
Introduce
the concept of analytic
function, rational function etc.,
Gain an insight into the sequence of

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome










analytic functions using Weierstrass
theorem.
Learn about Riemann mapping theorem
in the complex plane.
Evaluate the conformal mappings of
doubly connected regions and regions of
finite connectivity
Get the idea of simply connectedness
and its equivalent conditions
Understand the significance of analytic
automorphisms of regions in the complex
plane
Present the idea of Univalent functions
defined on the open unit disc.
Explain the brief history of the
Bieberbach conjecture and its solution.

Department of Physics

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course
Code

:
:

PHYSICS
UG
Course Name

Course outcome

SEMESTER-I

1.

15UPHC11

Core I: Foundation Course Basic Physics

2.

15UPHC12

Core -II: Properties of Matter

3.

15UPHN11

Non Major Elective Course -I:
Physics in everyday life I

4.

15UPHE11

Enrichment course I :
Introduction to PC Software

 Acquire knowledge in the basic
concepts of Basic Physics
 Familiarize with vectors and various
vector operations
 Gain knowledge in Newton‟s laws of
motion and wave motion
 Understand the basic concepts of
thermal physics and electrostatics.
 Acquire skill in electric current and
solving simple circuits
 Able to distinguish between the
different forces that hold atoms together
 Understand the elastic properties of
Solids
 Gain knowledge on the basic concept of
capillarity and its applications
 Acquire
knowledge in Bernoulli,s
theorem will helps to understand the
working of flying object like aeroplanes
etc
 Enable to solve problems in properties
of matter.
 Understand and solve the simple
problems in thermal physics
 Gain knowledge on the working of
filament and CFL lamps
 Able to solve simple problem based on
Ohm‟s law
 Gain awareness on need for renewable
energy resources
 Acquire the skill to use the various
option in MS Word
 Develop to create the mail merge

S.No

Course
Code

Course Name

Course outcome
document
 Apply the Excel function for scientific
application
 Gain knowledge in preparing charts
using excel worksheet

SEMESTER-II

1.

15UPHC21

Core: III Mechanics and Sound

2.

15UPHC22

Core: IV: Gravitation and
Relativity

3.

15UPHN21

Non Major Elective Course II:
Physics in everyday life II

 Gain knowledge on the basic concepts
of mechanics and sound
 Acquire knowledge in conservation of
energy under conservative and nonconservative forces
 Able to calculate moment of inertia for
different objects
 Acquire knowledge on different types
of collision and loss energy in different
types of collision
 Understand the concepts related to
velocity of sound in different media and
Doppler effect
 Understand the theory of reflection of
sound and various application of
Ultrasonic waves
 Able to solve problems in gravitation
and relativity
 Get familiarity in planetary motion and
law governing the planetary motion
 Gain knowledge in the basic concepts of
rocket and satellite motion
 Understand the basic difference Newton
Relativity & Einstein,s relativity
 Acquire
knowledge in the basic
concepts of physics
 Decipher the concept of memory storage
devices
 Understand the internet and intranets
communication system
 Familiarize with the design and

S.No

4.

Course
Code

15UPHE21

Course Name

Enrichment Course II:
Photography

Course outcome
operation
of
fiber
optical
communication
 Develop the creative ways to solve the
variety of photography strategies.
 Apply a high level of understanding to
the issues surrounding the creation of
digital artwork.
 Know how to use various features of the
camera to have creative control of
photographs.
 Understand the use of photo editing
software to improve the overall
appearance of images.

SEMESTER-III

1.

15UPHC31

Core – VI : Optics

2.

15UPHC32

Core – VII : Electricity

3.

15UPHS31

Skill Based Course – I :
Thermal Physics

 Apply the fundamental principles of
optics to solve problem in future
careers.
 Enable to handle microscope and form
thin film and measure the radius of
curvature of Plano convex lens.
 Understand the dispersion of light and
determine the dispersive power of the
prism.
 Application of interference, diffraction
and polarization experiment.
 Gain knowledge to solve electric fields
for various charge distributions.
 Enable to understand the concepts and
properties of lines of force.
 Analyze the combination of resistances
in series and parallel.
 Handle the galvanometers like Moving
coil and D‟ Arsonval galvanometer.
 Developed the skill to solve queries in
the mechanism of heating effect.
 Thorough knowledge in fundamental
principles of thermodynamics.

S.No

4.

Course
Code

15UPHV31

Course Name

Value Based Course – I :
Physics of Household
Appliances – I

Course outcome
 Ability to understand the difference
between different types of engines.
 Acquire knowledge in liquefaction of
different gases.
 Understand the basic concepts of
cryogenics.
 Able to understand the basic concepts of
Statistical Mechanics.
 Ability to understand the wire
connection like single phase, three phase
and fuse circuit
 Develop the practical knowledge on
various home lighting system
 Gained knowledge in the electrical
heating systems like water heater,
electric stove, induction cooker
 Decipher the different types of motor,
and practical applications
 Familiarize with principle and working
of water cooler and air conditioner.

SEMESTER-IV

1.

15UPHC41

Core – VIII : Electromagnetism

2.

15UPHC42

Core - IX : Spectroscopy and
laser Physics

 Thorough knowledge in the basic
concepts of electromagnetic induction.
 Able to derive expression for growth
and decay of current in different AC
circuits.
 Develop skill in constructing different
AC bridges.
 Understand the basic properties of
magnetic materials.
 Ability to understand the significance of
Maxwell‟s equations.
 Understand the electromagnetic waves
and their interaction with matter.
 Knowledge about molecular structure
using molecular methods (IR ,Raman)
 Acquire knowledge to determine the

S.No

3.

Course
Code

Course Name

15UPHO41

Optional / Elective Course – I :
1.Programming in C

15UPHO42

Optional Course I:
2. Statistical Mechanics.

15UPHO43

Optional Course I:
3..Mathematical Physics

Course outcome
important functions of laser system
 Develop the practical applications of
laser spectroscopic methods in science
and technology.
 Acquired knowledge in C programming.
 Enable to write simple C- programs
 Able to solve simple Physics problems
using C – Language
 Develop an interest to study various
computer languages.
 Understand the basic rules of probability
theory.
 Ability to understand the different types
of ensembles.
 Understand the basic difference between
the distribution laws like MaxwellBoltmann, Fermi-Dirac,Bose- Einstein
Statistics.
 Basic knowledge acquired in quantum
Statistics.
 Be able to solve simple problem in
Statistical Mechanics.
 Familiarize with vector concepts.
 Ability to understand matrices and make
use of them.
 Apply Fourier and Laplace transforms
to solve Physics problems
 Gained knowledge in numerical
 methods to solve problems

SEMESTER – V

1.

15UPHC51

Core – XI : Atomic Physics and
Quantum Mechanics

 Enable to understand the depth concepts
in atomic physics.
 Solve the numerical problems in atomic
physics.
 Familiarize with the methods of X-ray
spectrometer.
 Understanding the medical applications
of laser.

S.No

Course
Code

Course Name

Course outcome
 Able to solve simple problems in
quantum mechanics

2.

15UPHC52

Core – XII :
Analog Electronics

3.

15UPHC53

Core – XIII :
Classical Mechanics

15UPHO51

Optional / Elective Course – II
1. Programming in C++

4.

 Acquire knowledge in the basic
concepts of Analog Electronics
 Developed to design circuits in Analog
Electronics
 Capable of solving problems in Analog
Electronics
 Familiarize with applications of junction
diode and IC voltage regulators
 Gained knowledge in CE mode single
Stage transistor amplifier and related
topics
 Understand the construction and
working of different types of oscillators.
 Understand the fundamental concepts of
communication system.
 Understand
the basic difference
between Newtonian Mechanics and
Lagrangian Dynamics
 Able to frame equation of motion for
various system like simple pendulum
using
Lagrangian Dynamics
 Develop the frame equation of motion
for various system like Compound
pendulum using Hamilton Dynamics
 Familiarize with two body central force
problem.
 Acquire knowledge of variation
principle and its application
 Decipher the higher level concept in
classical Mechanics While doing their
post graduate
 Understand the basic concepts of C++
language.
 Enable to solve the problems in physics

S.No

5.

Course
Code

Course Name

15UPHO52

Optional / Elective Course – II
2. Astro Physics

15UPHO53

Optional / Elective Course – II
3. Opto electronics

15UPHS51

Skill Based Course – II :
Medical Physics

Course outcome
using C++ language.
 Acquire knowledge in principles of
heritance
 Able to use the pointers in the C++
programs.
 Gained knowledge in planetary motion.
 Enable to understand the formation of
stars.
 Acquired knowledge in cosmological
models.
 Understand perturbation in universe.
 Analyze the fundamental concepts of
optoelectronics
 Impart knowledge of Active and passive
display device.
 Able to analyze the physics behind
semiconductor optoelectronics devices.
 Develop knowledge in transmission of
light through fibers.
 Acquired skill on different types of data
storage devices.
 Develop medical physics methods and
tools related to physics, radiation
biology and radiation detection and
computation in research setting.
 Gained integrated knowledge in a
specialized area in efforts to form a
foundation for future research in
medical physics.
 Understand the principles and use of
imaging devices and instrumentation.
 Apply knowledge of X- rays systems
and to analysis and compare the
performance of the X-ray imaging
system.
 Learn many of the techniques from
system that have proven useful in

S.No

Course
Code

6.

15UPHS52

1.

15UPHC61

2.

15UPHC62

Course Name

Course outcome

improving quality and safety in health
care.
 Evaluate the role of different energy
sources in today and future energy
supply.
 Understand the availability of biomass
in different area and weather condition
and their potential attributes to biofuels
production.
Skill Based Course - III :
 Gain knowledge in substainable energy.
Energy Physics-I
 Compare the benefits and drawbacks of
different
energy
resources
and
technologies such as wind, geothermal,
solar and biomass.
 Measure and evaluate different solar
energy technologies through the
physical function of the devices.
SEMESTER – VI
 Gained knowledge in the basic concepts
of Condensed Matter Physics
 Familiarize with types of bonding and
theories of specific heat capacity
 Evaluate various types of crystal
structure
and
X-ray
diffraction
Core – XIV :
techniques
Condensed matter
 Enable to understand the concept of
Physics
occurrence of superconductivity
 Analyze different types of magnetic
materials, dielectric materials and its
applications.
 Enable to solve problems in condensed
matter physics
 Gained knowledge in different Nuclear
Models.
Core – XV : Nuclear Physics
 Familiarize with half life and mean life
period of radioactive elements.
 Understand
the
importance
of

S.No

3.

Course
Code

Course Name

15UPHC63

Core – XVI :
Digital Electronics

15UPHO61

Optional / Elective
Course – III : 1. Electronic
communication

15UPHO62

Optional / Elective
Course – III :
2. Microprocessor
Fundamentals

15UPHO63

Optional / Elective
Course – III :

4.

Course outcome
applications of radio-isotopes.
 Able to recognize the need of nuclear
power plants.
 Analyze the various types of
electrostatic accelerators.
 Apply quark models to analyze weak
interactions such as beta decay and
Kaon decay.
 Understand the application of digital
devices /circuits
 Able to solve problem in digital
electronics using K-map
 Construct various digital circuit like
multipliers adders
 Enable to design simple memory
circuits.
 Analyze the use of various registers in
the field of communication
 Utilize the basic knowledge in
electronics
in
the
field
of
communication
 Ability to design and conduct
experiments as well as to analyze and
interpret data.
 Ability to identify and prevent various
hazards and timing problems in a digital
design.
 Ability to understand the different types
of modulation.
 Understand the microprocessor memory
unit.
 Able to execute a simple program.
 Familiarity with the looping, Counting,
and indexing.
 Gained knowledge in code conversion.
 Understand the need of nanometer-sized
devices.

S.No

Course
Code

Course Name
3. Nanotechnology
and Instrumentation

5.

5.

S.No

15UPHV61

15UPHS61

Course
Code

Value Based Course – II :
Physics household appliances –
II

Skill Based Course - IV :
Energy Physics – II

Course Name

Course outcome
 Able to synthesis nanoparticles by
simple methods.
 Analyze the structure of nanomaterials.
 Familiarize with basic knowledge of
quantum nanostructures.
 Enhance the interest for pursuing
research in the field of nanotechnology.
 Able to understand the various
applications of nanotechnology.
 Familiarize with types of cells and basic
requirements modern electronic devices
 Able to understand the functioning of
modern display devices
 Acquired knowledge on working of
office devices like laptop, laser printer,
3D printer
 Understand basic idea on space
communication system.
 Recognize the need of using of nonconventional energy resources.
 Apply the acquired knowledge to design
new type of ocean energy and wave
energy devices.
 Familiar
with
future
energy
technologies.
 Gained knowledge in power conversion
and power generation techniques
Course outcome

Allied Physics
SEMESTER-I/III

1.

15UMAA11/
15UCHA31

Allied Course I/II:
Allied Physics – I

 Acquire knowledge in mechanics, wave
motions, properties of matter and
thermal physics.
 Ability to understand the applications
of different organ pipes.

2.

15UMAA21/
15UCHA41

 Familiarities with different types
moduli of elasticity and calculations of
Young‟s modulus using different
methods.
 Thorough knowledge in viscosity,
surface tension and its applications.
SEMESTER-II/IV
 Acquire
knowledge
in
optics,
electrostatics, electronics and nuclear
physics
 Understand the effect of interference,
refraction, diffraction and polarization
of light.
Allied Course I/ II:
 Able to calculate electric field due to
Allied Physics – II the charge arrangements and magnetic
field due to current carrying
conductors.
 Apply electronics in a creative and
innovative way to design develop and
produce useful products.

Department of Chemistry

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

1

15UCHC11

2

15UCHC12

3

15UBYA11/
15UBTA11

: Chemistry
: UG

Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER I
 Understanding the basic concepts of co
– ordination compounds.
 Skill to calculate the atomic weight,
molecular weight, equivalent weight,
normality and mole.
Core – I: Foundation
 Familiarity
with
periodicity
in
Course - Basic Concepts
properties.
of Chemistry
 Ability to write IUPAC nomenclature
of compounds
 Understanding the basic concept of
physical chemistry.
 Ability to understand the basic concept
in organic chemistry
 Understand the preparation and
properties of alkane and alkene
 Knowing the Concept of Ozone
depleting compounds and allylating
agent
 Role of common ion effect and
solubility product in qualitative analysis
 Skill in balancing the various chemical
Core-II : Organic,
equation in various medium
Analytical & Physical
 Develop familiarity in vanderwaals
chemistry
equation and compressibility factor
 Understanding the behavior of gases at
various conditions
 Knowing the Application of Brownian
movement in the Avogadro‟s number
calculations
 Concept
understanding
through
pictorial and graphical representations
of the properties of gases
Allied– I: Organic,
 Knowing the basic structure of nucleus
Inorganic and Physical
and its disintegration
chemistry-I
 Significant knowledge in nuclear fission

S.No

Course Code

4

15UCHN11

5

15UCHE11

Course Name

Course Outcome

in the stars and the sun and hydrogen
bomb
 Identifying the role of glucose, fructose,
starch and cellulose in the living system
 Understanding
the
preparation,
properties and uses of polymer
 Gain ideas about the basic principle of
chemical bonding
 Acquire the concept of hybridization
and MO theory for the study of
structure and the bonding nature of
molecules
 Enhance knowledge in the electrical
properties of the substance.
 Gain knowledge in various types of
electrode and its importance in the
analysis and in aero space industry
 Understanding the various factor
affecting the quality of milk and its
products
 Knowing the concept of setting of
Non-major Elective
cement and its quality affected by
course -I Industrial
various conditions
chemistry
 Learning the knowledge about the
polymers, fibers and their role in day today life
 Create awareness on the water pollution
and its purifications
 Developing the knowledge about hard
water and soft water.
 Knowing boiler troubles.
 Learning the conditioning methods used
Enrichment course-I
for softening of water.
Water Technology
 Understanding the chemical analysis of
water.
 Creating an idea about water pollution
and water treatment.
SEMESTER II

S.No

1.

2

Course Code

Course Name

15UCHC21

Core-III : Organic,
Inorganic & Physical
chemistry

15UCHC2P

Core-1V : Semi micro
Inorganic qualitative
analysis (Lab)

Course Outcome
 Gain
knowledge
about
the
Organometallic reagent and its role in
synthetic chemistry
 Application of supramolecules and thiol
compound importance in the synthesis
 Understanding periodicity of properties
and its impact in the ionic and covalent
compounds
 Learning of Molecular structure through
the various bond theories
 Acquire knowledge for identifying
structure of molecules using parachor,
refractive index, viscosity and optical
exaltation
 Getting more knowledge about the
applications of liquid crystals due to its
wide range of industrial applications.
 Deepening the ideas about catalysis,
Types, Theory and applications owing
to its scope on research in synthetic
chemistry.
 Mastering the techniques involved in
the qualitative analysis
 Get an idea about the interfering and
non-interfering anions
 Learn the importance of interfering
radical elimination before the separation
of cation
 Knowing the role of common ion effect
and solubility product in the separation
of cations
 Analyse the mixture through simple test
like flame test and spot test
 Familiarise the effect of acid and base
addition in excess or deficient in the
analysis
 Gaining the way of reporting the
mixture in the ordered form

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

3

15UBYA21/
15UBTA21

Allied– II: Organic,
Inorganic and Physical
chemistry-II

4

15UBTA2P/1
5UBYA2P

Allied Practical Ancillary chemistry
practical

5

15UCHE21

Enrichment course-II :
Basics of computer in
Chemistry

6

15UCHN21

Non-major Elective

Course Outcome
 Enrich the skill to identify the cation by
the systematic procedure.
 Understanding
the
theory
and
classification of dyes
 Knowing the application of dyes
 Gaining
the
knowledge
in
thermodynamics concept
 Get idea about the physical significance
of entropy and Gibbs free energy
 Enhance the concept of acid and bases
through various theories and to explain
the HSAB concept
 Gain awareness in formation theory and
control of air pollution, water pollution
and green house effect
 Develop proficiency in water treatment
method and its procedure
 Impact of fertilizer in the current
scenario and its limitation
 Learn the importance of Quantitative
analysis
 Knowing the different types of
Volumetric analysis
 Get an idea about the role of indicator at
different pH range in the acidimetry and
alkalimetry
 Enhancing the skill to determine the
strength of the solution and its
molecular weight
 Gaining idea about the oxidation and
reduction of ions in redox titrations
 Knowledge about history, development
and components of computers
 Knowing the different types of
computer and programming language
 Skill to use the internet and e-mail
 In-depth knowledge in MS-word
 Knowing the manufacturing process of

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
course–II : Applied
Chemistry

1

15UCHC31

2

15UCHC32

Course Outcome

household materials like wax candles,
shoe polish
 Skill to prepare cleaning powder,
washing powder and phenoyls
 Gain knowledge about the composition
of soap and detergents.
 Deepening the knowledge about paint
and varnishes.
SEMESTER III
 Knowing the various preparations of
aldehyde
 Deliberating the various methods to
prepare ketone
 Significant knowledge in carboxylic
acids
 Understanding the stability and
conformational
analysis
of
cycloparaffins
Core-V : Organic
 Gain knowledge in the separation and
Chemistry - I
distinction of primary, secondary &
tertiary amines
 Acquire ideas in preparation and
properties of amino acids.
 Skill to identify the aromatic,antiaromatic and non-aromatic compounds
using Huckel‟s rule
 Deepening
the
knowledge
of
preparation and properties of substituted
benzene
 Aquire knowledge about various
metallurgical process
 Gaining the ideas about the composition
Core-VI : Chemistry of
and applications of alloys
metallic and nonmetallic  Apply
in-depth
knowledge
on
compounds
analytically and industrially oriented
inorganic compounds
 Gain understanding the role of metal
oxide as catalyst in industrial process

S.No

3

4

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome

15UPHA31

Allied– I: Organic,
Inorganic and Physical
chemistry-I

15UCHS31

Skill Based Course –I :
Paper And Pulp
Technology

 Knowing the periodic properties of
Group-IV elements
 Understanding the concept of nitrogen
and its compounds role as inorganic
reagents
 Learn about the pseudohalogen,
interhalogen compound
 Mastering in the oxyacids and oxides of
Group 17 elements
 Knowing the basic structure of nucleus
and its disintegration
 Significant knowledge in nuclear fission
in the stars and the sun and hydrogen
bomb
 Identifying the role of glucose, fructose,
starch and cellulose in the living system
 Understanding
the
preparation,
properties and uses of polymer
 Gain ideas about the basic principle of
chemical bonding
 Acquire the concept of hybridization
and MO theory for the study of
structure and the bonding nature of
molecules
 Enhance knowledge in the electrical
properties of the substance.
 Gain knowledge in various types of
electrode and its importance in the
analysis and in aero space industry
 Gather the historical development of
paper industries in India
 Acquire
knowledge
on
the
manufacturing process in paper pulp
 Learning the chemical process of
preparation of sulphite, sodalime and
rag pulp
 Realise the various process involved in
the manufacture of paper and its

S.No

Course Code

5

15UCHV31

1

15UCHC41

2

15UCHC4P

Course Name

Course Outcome

applications
 Understand the History and Preparation
of Lucifer and Safety Matches
 Obtain Knowledge in the preparation,
Value Based Course –I :
properties of Match Head Chemicals
Match industry
 Know the preparation, properties of
Match side chemicals
 Realising Manufacturing process of
Match Industry.
SEMESTER IV
 Knowing the factors influencing
adsorption and its applications
 Deliberating first, second, third and
pseudo order reactions
 Significant knowledge in rate law,rate
constant,order and molecularity of
reactions
 Understanding the theories of reaction
Core-VII : Adsorption,
rate
chemical kinetics and
 Gain knowledge on primary and
solid state
secondary salt effect
 Acquire ideas about X-ray diffraction
study of crystals
 Skill to identify symmetry elements of
crystal systems and calculate Miller
indices
 Deepening the knowledge of types of
crystals
 Learn the importance of Quantitative
analysis and complex preparations
 Knowing the different types of
Volumetrically analysis
Core-VIII Volumetric
 Get an idea about the role of indicator at
Analysis & complex
different pH range in the acidimetry and
preparations(Lab)
alkalimetry
 Enhancing the skill to determine the
strength of the solution and its
molecular weight

S.No

3

4

Course Code

Course Name

15UPHA41

Allied– II: Organic,
Inorganic and Physical
chemistry-II

15UPHA4P

Allied Practical Ancillary chemistry
practical

Course Outcome
 Gaining idea about the oxidation and
reduction of ions in redox titrations
 Expertise the skill in the determination
of hardness of water by EDTA method
 Develop the synthetic knowledge in the
complex preparation
 Report the complex preparation through
the geometry and the yield comparison
with theoretical value
 Understanding
the
theory
and
classification of dyes
 Knowing the application of dyes
 Gaining
the
knowledge
in
thermodynamics concept
 Get idea about the physical significance
of entropy and Gibbs free energy
 Enhance the concept of acid and bases
through various theories and to explain
the HSAB concept
 Gain awareness in formation theory and
control of air pollution, water pollution
and green house effect
 Develop proficiency in water treatment
method and its procedure
 Impact of fertilizer in the current
scenario and its limitation
 Learn the importance of Quantitative
analysis
 Knowing the different types of
Volumetric analysis
 Get an idea about the role of indicator at
different pH range in the acidimetry and
alkalimetry
 Enhancing the skill to determine the
strength of the solution and its
molecular weight
 Gaining idea about the oxidation and
reduction of ions in redox titrations

S.No

Course Code

5

15UCHO41

6

15UCHO42

1

15UCHC51

Course Name

Course Outcome

 Knowing the twelve major principles of
Green Chemistry
 Gaining significant knowledge in
methods of practising green chemistry
 Gain knowledge in aqueous phase
reaction, ionic liquid, solid state and
Optional Course - I
solid support reactions
1. Green Chemistry  Acquire ideas about sonication in green
synthesis
 Gain considerable knowledge in theory,
technique and the application s of
microwave in dry media synthesis
 Gain proficiency in the principle,
advantages and applications of PTC
 Knowing
the
definition
and
classification of drugs
 Aquiring significant knowledge in
methods of administration, mechanism
of action and metabolism of drugs
 Understanding different types of
Optional Course - I
analgesics and antipyretic drugs
2. Medicinal
 Acquire ideas about chemotherapy
Chemistry
 Gain considerable knowledge about
hormones, vitamins and anesthetics
 Get proficiency in diagnostic tests,
detection of anemia, diabetes and
poisons
 Skill to identify antidotes for poisoning
SEMESTER V
 Acquire proficiency in understanding
the geometrical and optical isomerism
 Skill to identify the configurations for
geometrical isomers using E/Z notation
Core IX : Organic
and optical isomers using R/S notation
Chemistry - II
 Significant
knowledge
in
conformational analysis of organic
compounds
 Understanding the reaction, structure

S.No

2

Course Code

15UCHC52

Course Name

Core-X : Inorganic
chemistry - I

Course Outcome
and interconversion of monosaccharides
 Knowing the concept of mutarotation
 Acquire ideas about disaccharides and
polysaccharides
 Skill to manipulate the mechanism of
organic name reactions
 Expertise on the applications of
benzene diazonium chloride
 Deepening
the
knowledge
of
polynuclear hydrocarbons and their
derivatives
 Gain meaningful knowledge on
chromophore - auxochrome theory and
classification of dyes
 Knowing the theories of coordination
compounds
 Acquire proficiency in nomenclature of
coordination compounds
 Deepening the knowledge of extraction
of lanthanides lanthanide contraction
 Understanding
the
concept
of
lanthanide
contraction
and
its
consequences
 Gain knowledge about preparation,
properties and extraction of actinides
 Get meaningful idea about volumetric
estimations
 Significant
knowledge
in
conformational analysis of organic
compounds
 Understanding the reaction, structure
and interconversion of monosaccharides
 Knowing the concept of mutarotation
 Acquire ideas about disaccharides and
polysaccharides
 Skill to manipulate the mechanism of
organic name reactions
 Expertise on the applications of

S.No

3

4

Course Code

Course Name

15UCHC53

Core-XI :
Thermodynamics &
Photo chemistry

15UCHO51

Optional Course – II
1. Perfume and
sweetening

Course Outcome
benzene diazonium chloride
 Deepening
the
knowledge
of
polynuclear hydrocarbons and their
derivatives
 Gain meaningful knowledge on
chromophore - auxochrome theory and
classification of dyes
 Knowing the importance of I law of
thermodynamics
 Understanding the concept of Cp, Cv
and - Joule Thomson effect.
 Deepening the knowledge on I law of
thermodynamics and efficiency of heat
engine.
 Acquire proficiency in chemical
potential
 Gain knowledge about van‟t Hoff
reaction isotherm, van‟t Hoff isochore,
and Lechatelier principle
 Understanding the concept of Nernst
heat theorem.
 Get meaningful idea about various laws
of photochemistry
 Gain significant knowledge in Quantum
yield
 Understanding
the
various
photophysical process by Jablonski
diagram
 Knowing the concept of Photo chemical
kinetic reaction.
 Knowing the various alcohols and
ketones used in the perfume industry
 Acquire significant knowledge in
methods of production of natural
perfumes
 Understanding the essential oils and its
importance.
 Acquire ideas about various flavours

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

5

15UCHO52

Optional Course – II
2. Polymer chemistry

6

15UCHS51

Skill Based Course – I
Nano Chemistry

7

15UCHS52

Skill based course –III :
Drug Chemistry

Course Outcome
used in perfume industry.
 Gain considerable knowledge about
sweetening agents used in perfume
industry
 Get
proficiency
in
flavouring
components.
 Knowing the polymers and its types
 Significant
knowledge
in
the
mechanism of polymerization
 Acquire
ideas
about
various
polymerization techniques
 Understanding the application of
polymer in day to-day life
 Acquire ideas about molecular weight
determination of polymers
 Gain considerable knowledge in
properties of polymers
 Gain knowledge about preparation and
uses of individual polymers.
 Expertise on processing technique in
polymers
 Getting the knowledge about various
types of nanomaterials
 Gaining idea about the types of nano
composite
 Acquire in-depth knowledge on various
synthetic route for nano materials
 Knowing
the
properties
of
nanomaterials.
 Understanding the instrumentation
techniques like TEM, SEM, EDAX, UV
- DRS.
 Getting the ideas about important
terminologies in drug
 Gaining the knowledge on various
antibiotics.
 In-depth knowledge on different
systems of medicines

S.No

1

2

Course Code

15UCHC61

15UCHC62

Course Name

Course Outcome

 Knowing the role of vitamins in body „s
health .
 Understanding the Analgesic and
antipyretic drugs
 Gain considerable knowledge in various
anasthetics
SEMESTER VI
 Acquire proficiency in molecular
rearrangement
 Significant knowledge in preparation,
detection and stability of free radicals.
 Understanding the theory and principle
of UV and IR spectroscopic techniques
 Skill to calculate λmax of conjugated
dienes and conjugated dienones using
Woodward
Fieser rule.
 Knowing the theory, principle and
instrumentation technique of NMR
spectroscopy.
 Skill to solve the organic problems
Core-XV :
using UV, IR and NMR spectroscopy.
Organic Chemistry – III
 Significant knowledge in nomenclature,
preparation
and
properties
of
heterocyclic compounds
 Understanding
the
structure,
classification
and
synthesis
of
Alkaloids.
 Acquire knowledge in the classification,
properties, structure and synthesis of
terpenes.
 Gain ideas about the primary,
secondary, tertiary and quarternary
structure of proteins
 Understanding the structure of RNA
and DNA.
Core-XVI :Concept of  Knowing the various concepts of acids
Bio-inorganic,
and bases.

S.No

3

Course Code

15UCHC63

Course Name

Course Outcome

organometallic &
 Deepening the knowledge of non –
Environmental chemistry
aqueous solvents
 Understanding the importance of
porphyrin ring in the living system.
 Gain knowledge about structure of
myoglobin and hemoglobin and their
role in biological system
 Acquire knowledge in electron transfer
agents.
 Develop basic knowledge about Role of
alkali and alkaline earth metal ions in
biological systems
 Gain
significant
knowledge
in
nomenclature,
classification,
preparation
and
properties
of
organometallic compounds.
 Get an idea about ferrocene
 Understanding the various sources of
air pollution and water pollution.
 Expertise on BOD and COD.
 Knowing the importance of Faraday‟s
laws of electrolysis
 Understanding the concept of transport
number and its determination
 Deepening
the
knowledge
on
Kohlrausch‟s law and its application.
 Acquire proficiency in Conductometric
precipitation titrations
Core-XVII :
Electrochemistry,
 Gain knowledge about various types of
Quantum mechanics &
reversible electrodes
Phase rule
 Understanding the thermodynamical
concept of electrochemistry.
 Get basic knowledge about Quantum
mechanics
 Skill to solve problems based on Eigen
value equation
 Understanding the basic concepts of
Gibbs phase rule

S.No

4

5

Course Code

Course Name

15UCHC6P

Core-XII : Organic
qualitative analysis &
estimations(Lab)

15UCHC6Q

Core-XIII : Physical
chemistry Practicals
(Lab)

Course Outcome
 Knowing the concept one component
system.
 Learn the importance of Quantitative
and qualitative organic analysis
 Knowing the confirmation of the
sample through the functional group
and its derivative
 Get an idea about the hydrocarbon,
nitrogen, carbonyl compounds and its
analysis
 Enhancing the skill for the estimation
through iodometric analysis
 Gaining idea about the bifunctional
group analysis
 Expertise the skill to distinguish
primary, secondary and tertiary amine
compounds
 Develop the synthetic knowledge in the
derivative preparation
 Report the sample in a systematic way
of proceedings
 Knowing the importance of the various
physical properties by practical
 Skill to determine the molecular weight
of unknown substance by rast method
and transition temperature method
 Pursuing the role of phase diagram to
understand the simple eutectic method
 Ability to know the effect of impurity in
the strength of the substance by CST
method
 Enrich the concept of thermodynamics
through heat of solution determination
 Finding the composition of mixture
through viscosity method
 Application of Nernst distribution law
in the determination of partition coefficient

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Rate of the reaction study through
kinetic method
 Impact of the conductivity and
potentiometry methods to study the
electrical properties of the ionic
substance, acids and bases

6

7

15UCHC6R

15UCHO61

Core-XIV : Gravimetric
& organic preparations
(Lab)

Optional / Elective
Course – III
1. Chromatographic
Techniques

 Understand the step to be followed for
the
preparation
of
Gravimetric
precipitate
 Impact of the effect of acid and base
addition in excess or deficient in the
analysis
 Role of organic complexing agent in the
precipitation of metal ions as complex
through gravimetry
 Get proficiency in the role of coprecipitation and post precipitation in
gravimetric analysis
 Preparation of disubstituted
and
trisubstituted organic compound
 Understand the role of electrophilic and
nucleophilic substitution reagent in the
synthetic reaction
 Applying the knowledge of directive
influencing effect in the organic
compound preparation
 Learn
how
to
convert
the
monosubstituted compound into di and
tri substituted compound
 Knowing
the
principle
and
classification
of
chromatographic
technique
 Significant knowledge in adsorption
and partition chromatography
 Understanding the principle of column
chromatography.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Acquire ideas about applications of size
exclusion,
ion
exchange
chromatography.
 Gain considerable knowledge in gas
chromatography
 Get proficiency in Separation of
enantiomers by chiral HPLC

8

15UCHO62

Optional / Elective
Course – III
2.Analytical chemistry

9

15UCSS6P

Skill Based Course –IV:
Sugar Chemistry

10

15UCSV61

Value Based Course – II:
Pyrotech

 Knowing the conditions for gravimetric
precipitation.
 Significant
knowledge
in
coprecipitation, post precipitation and
precipitation
from
homogeneous
solution.
 Acquire
skill
in
Understanding
significant figures.
 Understanding the principle and
application of TGA, DSC and DTA..
 Gain ideas about the principle and
application of AAS and flame
photometry.
 Get
proficiency
in
fluorimetry,
turbidimetry and nephelometry
 Knowing the sugar Industry in India.
 Significant knowledge in recovery of
sucrose from molasses Defection.
 Understanding
the
concept
of
sulphitation and carbonation process.
 Gain ideas about testing and estimation
of sucrose.
 Get knowledge in the preparation and
uses of bagasse and alcohol.
 Knowing the various oxidizers used in
pyrotech industry..
 Significant knowledge in colour
producers and colour intensifiers
 Awareness about the various physical
factors responsible for accidents

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Understanding the safety measures to
be adopted in pyrotech industries.
 Gain ideas about the manufacturing of
fireworks products

Name of the Department : Chemistry
Programme
: PG
S.No
Course Code
Course Name
SEMESTER I

Course Outcome






1.

15PCHC11

Core I - Concepts-Reaction
Mechanism And Stereo
Chemistry











2.

15PCHC12

Core II : Bonding and
Solid state chemistry





Get an idea about the basic concepts of
organic chemistry
Enhance the knowledge on chemical
reactivity by theoretical approach
Study the organic reaction mechanism
by non kinetic methods
Enhance the ideas about order,
molecularity, kinetics of organic
reactions and its kinetic measurement
Gain knowledge about various
aliphatic and aromatic substitution
reactions
Deepen the ideas of electrophilic
substitution reactions
Understand the concepts of chirality
and its operations in organic molecules
Knowing the concepts of asymmetric
synthesis and geometrical isomerism
Understand
the
concepts
of
conformation and its application to
various organic molecules
Enhance the knowledge on stereo
chemical
aspects
of
organic
compounds
Know the periodic properties and its
trend in physical and chemical
properties of inorganic compounds
Enhance the knowledge on acid, base
concepts and non aqueous solvents
Understand the concepts of various
types of solids and its properties
Deepen the ideas of properties of solid
into its various applications
Gain knowledge on conductor,
semiconductor and its application

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
















3.

15PCHC13

Core III - Chemical
Thermodynamics &
Electro chemistry









Course Outcome
Idea about the defects of crystals and
its application
Understand the concept of theories on
chemical bonding and its usage in the
structure detection of inorganic
molecules
Enhance the ideas of ionic bond and
its nature in crystal
Know the concepts involved in the
inorganic polymer and conducting
inorganic polymers
Increase the ides of electron deficient
molecules, cluster compounds and its
chemical reactions
Understand the concept of laws of
thermodynamics and its need in
chemistry
Increase the knowledge on the need of
partial molar properties and its
derivation
Apply
the
concepts
of
thermodynamics into quantum based
thermodynamics
Deepen the ideas of statistical
thermodynamics by various statistical
theory and heat capacity theories
Gain knowledge on various types of
conductance,
conductance
measurements and its application
To know the concepts of electrolyte,
electrolysis and its law
To understand the various concepts
such as common ion effect, pH
measurement using electrochemistry
To gain the knowledge on indicators
and the theories behind indicator
To deepen the idea of theory of strong
electrolyte and its derivation

S.No

Course Code

Course Name








4.

15PCHO11

Major Elective:
1. Medicinal and
Pharmaceutical chemistry












5.

15PCHO12

Major Elective:
2. Polymer chemistry






Course Outcome
To know the concepts of equilibrium
and electrochemistry
Understanding the definitions of
medicinal chemistry, pharmacology
and molecular pharmacology
Knowing
the
concept
of
pharmacokinetics, bioisomerism and
pharmacodynamics
Familiarity with medically useful
antibiotics and steroids
Acquire the ability to understand the
structural features and mode of action
of antibiotics
Gain knowledge in classification and
synthesis of antineoplastic agents.
Knowing the various terms involved in
the medicinal chemistry
Analyse the drug action through
QSAR study, Hansch approach
Gainsssing the knowledge of mode of
action of anti-inflammatory and CNS
drug
Proficiency of Anti-Histamines drug
and Antihypertensive drug
Role of Antibiotics and its derivatives
in the treatment of generic diseases
Knowing the polymers and its types
Significant
knowledge
in
the
mechanism of polymerization
Acquire
ideas
about
various
polymerization techniques
Understanding the application of
polymer in day to-day life
Acquire ideas about molecular weight
determination of polymers
Gain considerable knowledge in
properties of polymers
Gain knowledge about preparation and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name













6.

15PCHC1P

Core IV - Organic
Preparations, Qualitative
and Quantitative Analysis
(Lab).










1.

15PCHC21

Course Outcome
uses of individual polymers.
Expertise on processing technique in
polymers
Get idea about the physical properties
of polymers
Understanding the way of techniques
involved in the degradation of
polymers
Learn the importance of Quantitative
and qualitative organic analysis
Knowing the confirmation of the
sample through the functional group
and its derivative
Get an idea about the hydrocarbon,
nitrogen, carbonyl compounds and its
analysis
Enhancing the skill for the estimation
through
iodometric
analysis,
Bertrand‟s method
Develop the synthetic knowledge in
the derivative preparation
Report the sample in a systematic way
of proceedings
Knowing the concept involved in the
multistep synthesis
Preparation of disubstituted
and
trisubstituted organic compound
Role of electrophilic and nucleophilic
substitution reagent in the synthetic
reaction
Applying the knowledge of directive
influencing effect in the organic
compound preparation
Learn
how
to
convert
the
monosubstituted compound into di and
tri substituted compound

SEMESTER II
Core V - Reaction
 Understanding the concepts of various

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
mechanism and natural
products



















2.

15PCHC22

Core VI : Bioinorganic and
coordination compounds





Course Outcome
types of rearrangement reactions
involved in organic chemistry
Enhance the ideas of rearrangement
reactions into C-C, C-O, C-N
migration reactions
To increase the knowledge on
electrophilic and nucleophilic addition
reactions and its stereo chemical
aspects
Deepen the ideas of elimination
reactions and its stereo chemical
aspects into various types of
elimination reactions
Gain knowledge about aromatic
electrophilic and nucleophilic reaction
with various examples
Deepen the ideas of orientation in
aromatic electrophilic and nucleophilic
reactions
Get ideas of the classification of
terpenes and structural elucidation of
specific terpenoids
Understand the structure and synthesis
of various vitamins
Knowing
the
preparation
and
properties of
various heterocyclic
compounds
Enhance the knowledge on the
biosynthesis
of
heterocyclic
compounds
Understanding the basic ideas of
coordination
compounds,
nomenclature
of
coordination
compounds and its isomerism
Knowing the various theories and its
effects explaining the stability and
geometry of coordination compounds
Ain knowledge about various types of
reactions and its mechanism involved

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
















3.

15PCHC23

Core VII - Quantum, Phase
rule and Chemical
Equilibria







Course Outcome
in coordination chemistry
Deepening the ideas of the concepts of
coordination chemistry into electron
transfer reactions, photochemical
reactions
Deliberating the concepts of structure
and work function of various bio
inorganic compounds
Gain proficiency on electron transfer,
respiration,
photosynthesis
in
biological process by bio inorganic
compounds
Expertise the knowledge on coenzymes and trace elements in
biological systems
Boost the ideas of ion pumps in
biological systems
Gain knowledge on metal toxicity and
detoxification
Realise the ideas of chemotherapy,
chelation therapy and anticancer drugs
To understand the basic concepts of
quantum chemistry such as operators,
uncertainty principle
To know the ideas of postulates of
quantum mechanics, eigen function,
orthonormal set
To apply the concepts of quantum
mechanics into particle in a box, ring,
rigid rotator
To gain knowledge on the quantum
mechanical concepts by hydrogen
atom problem, shapes of various
atomic orbitals
To know the need of approximation
method in quantum mechanics and its
application to many electron systems
To deepen the ideas of perturbation
theory and its application to many

S.No

Course Code

Course Name















4.

15PCHO21

Major Elective:
3. Instrumentation
Techniques with
cheminformatics









Course Outcome
electron system, VB theory and MO
theory
To introduce the concept of phase
equilibria and its application to various
one component and two component
system
To enhance the ideas of phase
equilibria into three component system
To know the concepts of chemical
equilibrium and various relations
involved in chemical equilibrium
To
understand
concept
of
thermodynamic
derivation
of
equilibrium
constant
and
Lechatelier‟s principle.
Apply the knowledge of accuracy and
precision in the analysis
Known about the Separation of
compounds
through
various
chromatographic techniques
Learn the Principles of AAS and flame
photometry method in metal ion
concentration analysis
Developed skill towards the Laser
technology and its application in the
analytical and Medicinal field,
Molecular
weight
determination
through Turbidimetry
Know the Various substance physical
characteristic through TGA, DSC
Knowing the redox character of the
compound through the potential study
of Cyclic voltammeter and Coulometry
Framing of programme through Clanguage for Concentration of the
solution
Syntax and Structural format of Clangauage in the chemistry Basic laws
QSAR application and drug design

S.No

Course Code

Course Name









5.

15PCHO22

Major Elective:
4.Introduction to nano
science










Course Outcome
through cheminformatics studies
Learn about the Molecular Docking
Software and its importance in the
pharma industry.
Understand the basic concepts Nano
chemistry.
Gain knowledge about crystal structure
and its types
Get an idea of various special
properties of nano materials
Make deeper knowledge about various
methods for synthesis of nano
particles.
Knowing
the
instrumentation
techniques of characterization of nano
materials.
Deepening
the
knowledge
of
application of nano particles in the
various fields.
Enhance the ideas about UV-Visible
and Photoluminescence and IR
spectroscopy.
Perceptive the knowledge of optical
and magnetic properties on nano
particles.
Know the concepts hall effect and
electronic properties.
Discerning the knowledge about
biological application of nanomateials

S.No

Course Code

Course Name








6.

15PCHC2P

Core VIII – Inorganic
Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis and
Preparations (Lab)









Course Outcome
Mastering the techniques involved in
the qualitative analysis
Get an idea about the analysis
involving mixture of familiar and less
familiar cations
Learn the importance of group
separation for the analysis of cation
Knowing the role of common ion
effect and solubility product in the
separation of cations
Impact of the effect of acid and base
addition in excess or deficient in the
analysis
Gaining the way of reporting the
mixture in the ordered form
Enrich the skill to identify the cation
by the systematic procedure
Know how to synthesis inorganic
complex and its condition to maintain
the stability of it
Separation of mixture of metal ion
through gravimetric and volumetric
estimation
Importance of complexing agent and
the role of buffer solution in the
precipitation of metal ion and also in
the estimation

SEMESTER III

1.

15PCHC31

Core IX - Organic
spectroscopy, reagents and
synthetic methods

 Know the basic concepts, principles
involved in UV spectroscopy, IR
spectroscopy and ORD spectrum
 Deepen the ideas of the spectroscopic
principle into its application to identify
the organic compounds
 Gain knowledge on the basic
principles, concepts of resonance
spectroscopy such as 1H NMR and
13C NMR

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
















2.

15PCHC32

Core X - Physical methods
in inorganic chemistry






Course Outcome
Enhance the ideas of the application of
1H and 13C NMR to organic
compounds
Understand the principles of mass
spectrometry and various peaks
observed in organic compounds
Boost the ideas of fragmentation of
various organic compounds using mass
spectrum
Understand the various types of
mechanism,
application
and
stereochemical aspects of oxidation
and reduction reactions
Know the various concepts of the
reagents involved in organic synthesis
Know the concepts of retro synthesis
and total synthesis
Deepen the idea of functional group
inter conversion
Understand the concepts of electronic
transition using electronic spectra and
selection rule involved in metal
complexes
Enhance the ideas of magnetic
properties of complexes and its
determination
in
coordination
compounds
Deepen the ideas of analysis of
coordination complexes using IR and
Raman spectroscopy
Understand the concepts of Mossbauer
spectroscopy and its application in the
study of iron and tin complexes
Know the application of 31P, 19F and
15N NMR spectroscopy to inorganic
metal complexes
Understand the principle of ESR
spectroscopy and its application in
transition metal complexes

S.No

Course Code

Course Name













3.

15PCHC33

Core XI - Group Theory &
Spectroscopy









Course Outcome
Develop the principles and application
of NQR spectroscopy
Gain the knowledge on photoelectron
spectroscopy, Auger spectroscopy and
its applications
Understand the concepts of metal
metal bonds in various poly nuclear
complexes
Deepen the ideas of polyatomic zintl
ions, metal carbonyls and metal
clusters
Gain the knowledge on various
symmetry
elements,
symmetry
operation involved in molecules and
its classification by point group
assignment
Develop the concepts of matrix
algebra to symmetry elements,
reducible
representations,
Great
orthogonality
theorm
into
the
construction of character table
Deepen the basic ideas of group theory
for the application of finding normal
modes of vibrations, symmetry
selection rule for IR, Raman and
electronic spectroscopy
Enhance the knowledge on froup
theory using quantum mechanics to
find hybridization, HMO calculation
for simple molecules
Develop the theoretical knowledge on
rotational spectroscopy
Gain knowledge on the theoretical
aspects of vibrational spectroscopy and
the principle involved
Enhance the ideas of vibrational,
rotational concepts with Raman
spectroscopy and laser Raman spectra
Understand the principles involved in

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
NQR spectroscopy
 Gain knowledge on various NMR
instrumentation techniques
 Know the principles and concepts
involved in ESR spectroscopy

4.

15PCHN31

Non-Major Elective(any
one):
1. Industrial
chemistry

Non-Major Elective(any
one):
5.

15PCHN32

2. Environmental
Science

 Understand the basic concepts of
chemical technology
 Desgining and modeling of chemical
industry
 Gain knowledge about the petroleum
product
 Induce the knowledge to idea about the
chemical corrosion and its preventive
measures
 Get an idea of various pollutants
involved in water pollution and its
prevention methods
 Boosting the basic idea related to
water pollution and the treatment of
sea water into soft water
 Knowing the manufacturing process
involved in matches and fireworks
 Learning the knowledge about the
cement and ceramic in large scale
industry
 Enrich the chemical knowledge
towards the framing of small scale
industry like cosmetics, soap and
detergents
 Initiate the process involved to design
a chemical industry and its various
aspects
 Create the awareness about the
environment studies to make pollutant
free environment
 Impact of various natural cycles in the
environment and its current issue

S.No

Course Code

Course Name


















6.

15PCHC3P

Core XII - Physical
chemistry practical (lab)






Course Outcome
about them
Demerits of Green house gases, Ozone
layer depletion and the steps taken to
reduce them
Awareness on current global issues
and its threatening matter in the future
Know the water pollutant and the role
of microorganism in the merit and the
demerit way in the water pollution
Idea towards the government project in
the desalination process of sea water to
rectify the scarcity of water
Realization of deforestation effect and
disposal of solid waste into the land
Effect of soil erosion and its impact to
the microorganism in the soil and idea
about its remedial measure
More
appreciation
of
various
organization
involved
in
the
remeditation of social issues
Create awareness about the various act
involved in the protection of
environment
Knowing the importance of the various
physical properties by practical
Pursuing the role of potentiometric
method to study pH of the buffer
solution
Ability to know the solubility product
of sparingly soluble salt through
potentiometric method
Enrich the concept of precipitation
titration of halide mixture via
potentiometry
Finding the strength of the mixture of
acid through conductometric method
Rate of the reaction study through
kinetic method

S.No

Course Code

Course Name








Course Outcome
Impact of the conductivity and
potentiometry methods to study the
electrical properties of the ionic
substance, acids and bases
Interpretation of the potentiometric
curve through first order derivative
and second order derivative
Applying Frendlich and Langmuir
Adsorption theory practically to study
monolayer adsorption occur by acid
solution on the surface of charcoal
Knowing the dissociation of weak acid
through potentiometric and
conductometric method

SEMESTER IV

1.

15PCHC41

Core XIII Photochemistry and
natural products

 Know the structure of various
disaccharides, polysaccharides and its
determination
 Understand the concepts of peptides,
proteins, enzymes and biosynthesis of
aminoacids
 Enhance the idea of types of
electrocyclic reactions using frontier,
Huckel, molecular orbital theory and
gain the knowledge on various
photochemical reactions
 Deepen the ideas of free radical
formation, stability and various free
radicals mediated organic reactions
 Gain the knowledge on the general
structural determination of alkaloid
 Enhance the ideas of structural
elucidation to specific alkaloid
 Know the classification, and structural
elucidation of steroids
 Understand
the
structure
and
properties of sex harmones
 Knowing the definition, structure and

S.No

2.

3.

Course Code

Course Name

15PCHC42

Core XIV – Nuclear
chemistry, lanthanides,
actinides and
organometallic chemistry

15PCHC43

Core XV - Chemical
kinetics and Surface
Chemistry

Course Outcome
synthesis of antibiotics
Understand the concept og prostaglandins
 Know the radioactive series and the
equilibrium in nuclear chemistry
 Deepen the ideas of nuclear reaction
by nuclear fission, fusion reactions and
its applications
 Gaining the knowledge of the
application of radioactive isotopes in
various fields
 Know the chemistry of inner transition
elements and its position in the
periodic table
 Deepen the ideas of oxidation state,
spectral and magnetic properties of
inner transition elements
 Enhance the ideas of various
organometallic
compounds,
their
stability, metal carbonyls
 Understand the concepts of π acceptor,
metal alkyls, multicentre bond in
organometallic compounds
 Knowing the preparation, properties
and structure of sandwich complexes
 Enhance the ideas of the applications
of organometallic compounds in
catalysis
 Enhance the concept of activation
energy and activated complex by
collision theory
 Gain the knowledge on collision
theory and absolute reaction rate
theory
 Develop the concept of molecularity
and its classification
 Deepen the basic ideas of molecularity
by the study of various theories
 Enhance the knowledge on mechanism

S.No

Course Code

Course Name















4.

15PCHO41

Major Elective:
5. Concepts of Green
chemistry









Course Outcome
and kinetics of chin reaction and the
application of steady state treatment
Develop the theoretical knowledge on
primary and secondary salt effect and
kinetics of fast reaction by different
techniques
Gain proficiency in the theoretical
aspects
of
homogeneous
and
heterogeneous catalysis
Enhance the ideas of enzyme catalysis
and acid-base catalysis
Understand the characteristics and
terms involved in adsorption
Gain knowledge on various adsorption
isotherms, B.E.T equation and
applications of adsorption in everyday
life
Understanding the requirement of
global needs to reduce the pollution
created by the various chemical
industry
New method of way and technology
for the Greener environment and the
basic principle of green chemistry
Awareness about the atom economy of
the reaction and its improvement for
the higher efficiency of the reaction
Enrichment of Modern technology like
microwave, sonochemistry, one pot
synthesis, water medium and the
solvent free medium
Role of Greener solvents, catalyst and
its importance in the synthetic
chemistry
Techniques to know the Reduction of
multistep synthetic process into one
pot synthesis with minimium amount
of waste disposal
Realise the current movement of

S.No

Course Code

Course Name















5.

15PCHO42

Major Elective:
6. Supramolecular
chemistry









Course Outcome
resources like renewable source,
alternative feedstock in organic
synthesis
Intiation towards the supporting
catalyst of polymer, ionic liquid, phase
transfer catalyst in the synthesis
Preference to the solvent free reaction,
smart technology for the less
consumption of various factors in the
chemical industry
Role of biodegradable waste in the
synthesis of the raw material which is
the building block for the synthesis
Milestone for the synthesis of organic
compounds using novel technical
methods
Understand the various nonbonding
interaction involved in supramolecular
chemistry
Knowing the basic ideas of Host-Guest
interaction
Learn the structure and the synthesis of
dendrimers and cryptands
Deepen the concept of dendrimers and
cryptands into its applications
Get the idea of types of cyclodextrins
and its role in chemistry
Enhance the knowledge of application
in the pharma and chemical industry
Know the chemistry of fullrenes and
its application
Understand the synthesis, properties
involved in Cucurbitnrils
Enrich the knowledge on the crown
ether compound as phase transfer
catalyst and other applications
Learn the synthesis, application of
calixarenes

Department of Botany

Name of the Department: BOTANY
Programme: UG
S.No.
Course Code
Course Name
Course Outcome
SEMESTER I
 Describe the essential features diversity of
plant kingdom and their salient features
 Provided a thorough knowledge about
structure and life cycle pattern of algae
and bryophytes.
 Students get grasp of the economic
importance of algae and bryophytes.
15 UBYC11
Algae & Bryophytes
1.
 To study about the Characteristics and
ecology of major groups of algae and
bryophytes
 Learn to the methods for sampling algae
and bryophytes in the field observation
 Assessed the environmental problems of
algae and bryophytes
 Create an interest on plant world to has
science students
 Providing the knowledge about the plants
and its role on earth.
 Improving the familiarize students on
15 UBYN 11
Plant World I
2.
plant food production.
 Assessed the native plants
 Learning to the medicinal uses of wild
plants
 Studied the process of essential oil
SEMESTER II

S.No.

1.

Course Code

Course Name

15UBYC21

Fungi, Lichens & Plant
Pathology

2.

15UBYN21

Plant World II

3.

15UBYE21

Horticulture

Course Outcome
 Improve the knowledge on fungi, lichens
& plant pathology and their importance.
 Providing the knowledge about the general
aspects of plant diseases and their control.
 Study that the structure, reproduction,
culture, classifications, life-cycle of fungi,
lichens and plant pathology.
 Explain the ecological distribution,
morphology and economic importance of
Fungi and lichens
 Describe the Function of lichens with
significance of ectomycorrhiza and
endomycorrhiza.
 Distinguish
the plant
pathogenesis,
classification and host-parasite interaction.
Define plant diseases in crops and
their management, significant contributions
of plant pathologists and usage of various
techniques in plant protection.
 Provide the knowledge based on various
plant products the humanity depends on.
 Explain the relation with plants and
human life.
 Define the student‟s dependence in man
and plants.
 Improve the traditional knowledge about
the important medicinal plants.
 Analyzed the processing methods of
medicinal plants
 Learning to the conservation and
utilization of threatened plants
 Improved
knowledge
of
various
techniques in horticulture and gardening.
 Explain the basic cultivation method of
horticultural crops.
 Describe the importance of horticultural
crops and their propagation methods.
 Define the types of gardens and their

S.No.

4.

1.

Course Code

15UBYC2P

14 UBYC31

Course Name

Course Outcome
establishment.
 Learning to educate floriculture and fruit
culture, green house and nursery
management
 Studied that the bonsai methods
 To become an entrepreneur through the
knowledge of horticultural techniques.
 Explain to identify various forms of Algae
 Describe the internal and reproduction
structure of Bryophytes
 Learning to the mounting techniques of
various biological specimens
Lab in Algae Fungi,
Lichens, Bryophytes &  Improve the knowledge and skills in
Plant Pathology
identifying the museum specimens
 Define the various plant diseases.
 Studied the various types of microbial
techniques.
 Learning to the pure culture technique
SEMESTER III
 Understand the salient features of
Pteridophytes,
Gymnosperms
and
Paleobotany
 Students learning to the importance of
fossils and fossilization process in tracing
evolution.
 Provide a thorough knowledge about
structure and life cycle pattern of
Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms.
Pteridophytes,
Gymnosperms and
 Explain the structure and reproduction of
Paleobotany
various genera mentioned in the syllabus.
 Describe the Morphology and Anatomy
characters of
Pteridophyte and
Gymnosperm
 Understand the Reproduction and
evolutionary trends in Pteridophytes and
Gymnosperm.
 Studied the structure and method of fossil
formation.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name




2.

15 UBYA31

Zoology I








3.

14UBYV31

Mushroom Cultivation









4.

14UBYS31

Herbal Botany







Course Outcome
Learning to the geological era.
Understand the nature and control
measures of malaria.
Knowledge on formation of Coral reefs
and its applications.
Understand the morphology and other
features of worm.
Knowledge on the life cycle of sea
organisms.
Complete understanding on life cycle of
invertebrates.
Provide the information about mushroom
and their uses
Studied to be more familiar in mushroom
cultivation
Understand the cultivation process of
mushrooms.
Provide the knowledge about spawn
preparation technique
Understand the various types mushroom
diseases and control
Provide the Knowledge about processing
of mushrooms.
To become a entrepreneur through the
knowledge of mushroom cultivation
Provide the knowledge about the
importance of medicinal plants.
Studied to be more familiar in medicinal
plants cultivation and conservation.
Learn to the making and process of
medicinal plants.
Understand the systematic position,
diagnostic feature and medicinal uses of
selected plants.
Improved knowledge about different
systems of medicinal plants (Siddha,
Ayurveda and Unani)
Studied that the conservation methods of

S.No.

Course Code

1.

14UBYC41

2.

15UBYC4P

3.

14UBYA41

Course Name

Course Outcome
medicinal plants.
SEMESTER IV
 Provide information about internal
structure of stem, root and leaf.
 Improve the knowledge about the general
aspects of plant reproductive organs and
embryo and its development.
 Studied with a fundamental practices of
plant embryology
Plant Anatomy &
 Provide the knowledge about the various
Embryology of
aspects of morphogenesis
Angiosperms
 Identifying the key aspects of embryology
of Angiosperms
 Understand the process of formation of
male and female sexual representatives,
 Studied the mechanism of fertilization in
angiosperms.
 Improve the knowledge
embryo
development and endosperms
 Helps to identify various forms of
cryptogams
 learn mounting techniques of various
biological specimens
 Enrich their knowledge and skills in
Lab in Pteridophytes,
identifying the museum specimens
Gymnosperms,Anatomy  Impart the knowledge about various
and Embrology
developmental stages of plant
reproduction
 Students to be more familiar with Plant
tissue culture.
 Studied those morphological and
anatomical cell structures of plants.
 Complete understanding on life cycle of
chordates.
 Knowledge on flightless birds and its
Zoology-II
migration.
 Understand the digestive, excretory and
reproductive system of amphioxus.

S.No.

4.

5.

1.

Course Code

14UBYA4P

14UBYO41

14UBYC51

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Understand the digestive, excretory and
reproductive system of shark.
 Knowledge on the adaptation of aquatic
animals.
 Ability to differentiate the microscopic
spotters of various invertebrates.
 Ability to differentiate the microscopic
spotters of chordates.
Lab in Ancillary
 Understand the dissemination of annelid.
Zoology
 Understand the dissemination of
arthropoda.
 Knowledge on differentiation various
reptiles
 Help students to know the fundamentals of
biochemistry in relation to botany
 Studied the structure of protein and lipids
 Understand the structure of DNA and
RNA
Biochemistry
 Know the mechanism of enzyme action
 Understand the concept and laws of
thermodynamics
 Learning to the operating systems of
instruments
SEMESTER V
 Understand the morphological features of
vegetative, inflorescence, fruits and seed
characters.
 Provide
knowledge
on
botanical
nomenclature, classifications, merits and
demerits of various systems of
classifications.
Taxonomy of
Angiosperms
 Understand the systematics positions of
the selected families of the flowering
plants with their economic importance.
 Helps to have improved the knowledge on
the economically important plants with
their systematic treatment.
 Provide the knowledge about the

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name






2.

14UBYC52

Plant Physiology








3.

14UBYC53

Cell Biology







4.

14UBYC5P

Lab in Taxonomy of
Angiosperms



Course Outcome
identification of plant species.
Students to be familiar with local flora and
herbarium techniques
Provide a thorough knowledge about
physiological fractions of Plants.
Understand the role of water and its
relationship in plants
Gain knowledge on functions of various
elements in plants
Provide an idea on biological synthesis of
plant hormones, photosynthesis and
respiration.
Understand the metabolic activities of
plants
Students to have knowledge on structure,
properties and significance of water osmotic and non-osmotic uptake of water
Relations.
Improve the knowledge of Photosynthesis
and respiratory systems of plants.
Studied that about the structure and
function of Cells.
Provide the knowledge on advances in cell
biology.
Students to be studied about microscopy,
cell organelles of Prokaryotic and
Eukaryotic cells.
Understand
gene
regulation
and
chloroplast and mitochondria genome
organization.
Helps to study the significance of mitosis
and meiosis cell divisions
Understand about the cellular components
Gain knowledge about cell biology to
selected examples of changes or losses in
cell function
Helps to assign various plants to their
respective families

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name








5.

14UBYC5Q

Lab in Plant Physiology
and Cell Biology









6.

14UBYO51

Biodiversity and
Consrvation





7.

14UBYO52

Ethnobotany and
Bioresources

Course Outcome
Understand the floral and morphological
characters of various families
Helps to know the permanent herbarium
preparation techniques
Improve the knowledge about the plant
identification
Learn to the key preparations of families,
Genus and species
Provide knowledge about ethnobotanical
studies of in and around areas.
Explain to acquire the basic skills of Plant
Physiology
Learning to the adaptive features of plant
growing in various habitats
Describe the chromatographic techniques
Studied that about the cell division
techniques.
Define photosynthesis respiration systems
of plants
Gain thorough knowledge to observe the
various cell organelles
Provide a thorough knowledge on Plant
diversity.
Helps to study the ecological adaptations
of plants
Explain the concept of biodiversity and
conservation strategies
Understand the importance of Biodiversity
and Bioresources.
Studied about the biodiversity hotspots of
the world and India
Learning to the conservation of threatened
plants.


 Provide a thorough knowledge
Ethanomedicinal plants.
 Provide
sufficient
knowledge
Indigenous system of medicine.

of
on

S.No.

Course Code

8.

15UBYS51

9.

15UBYS52

1.

15UBYC61

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Understand the basic knowledge of
Traditional system of medicine.
 Documented the wild edible and medicinal
plants species of the local areas
 Studied the various types tribes and there
life system.
 Learning to the different western
medicinal systems of India.
 Learning to different types of
microscopes and their uses of biological
science laboratories.
 Studied the methods mounding media
and slide preparations
 Explain the sectioning processors of the
Biological Techniques
rotary microtome and their uses.
and Biostatistics
 Understand the principle, Applications
and different methods of chromatography.
 Expose the students to the basic
principles of different techniques.
 Improve the knowledge of data collection
and Biostatistics methods.
 Help the students to understand the
importance and value of forest and its
products
 Create awareness on conservation and
sustainable utilization of forest and its
resources.
 Understand the ecological relationship,
Forest Botany
hydrological cycle and vegetation
dynamics of forest.
 Learn various ecosystems of forest
 Understand the Keystone species of wild
life
Helps to study various products of
forest
SEMESTER VI
Plant Ecology and
 Provide a thorough knowledge about
Phytogeography
environmental biology and ecosystem.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name












2.

15UBYC62

Genetics






3.

15UBYC63

Microbiology





Course Outcome
Provide
sufficient
knowledge
on
phytogeography.
Understand
the
Approaches
to
Phytogeography – Climate of India & its
climatic zones
Gain an appreciation of Earth‟s geological
history and understand the role of
historical biogeography in interpreting
plant distributions
Gain knowledge about the environmental
pollution and causes of pollutions
Investigate the relationship between
systematic
and
biogeography
(phylogeography)
Provide
knowledge about Vegetation
types
Study the principles and concept of
Mendelian law
Gain knowledge about mutation and
population genetics
Understand basic structure and function of
DNA and chromosomes
Provide
sufficient
knowledge
of
hybridization and concepts of genetics
Understand the concept of genetic
recombination‟s at molecular level
Studied the origins of the human species
Understand the basics knowledge of
microbiology includes types of microbes,
classification & characterization.
Studied the history of microbiology and its
applications
Describe the classification of bacteria
Explain the different types of viruses and
plant diseases
Provide the sufficient knowledge about the
types of symptoms and their causative
agents of diseases.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name





4.

14UBYC6P

Lab in Plant Ecology
and Phytogeography
And Genetics









5.

14UBYC6Q

Lab in Microbiology







6.

14UBYO61

Palynology and
Pollination Biology





Course Outcome
Understand the diversity of microbes and
importance
of
classification
of
microorganisms.
Studied the adaptive features of plant
growing in various habitats
Understand the principals concept of
biodiversity
Provide the sufficient knowledge about
different vegetations of ecosystem
Helps to work out problems on
Monohybrid and Dihybrid ratios
Learning to the cell division methods
mitosis
Describe the transaction methods and
species richness
Demonstrate
safe
practices
in
a microbiology laboratory
Acquire the knowledge about basic skills
in microbiology techniques
Helps to the students in culturing,
identification
and
maintenance
of
microbes
Enrich their knowledge and skills in
identifying the museum specimens
Understand and explain environmental
factors that influence microbes
Studied the staining methods and slide
preparations
Learning about Palynology.
Provide the knowledge on Pollination in
plants.
Understand the sexual incompatibility in
plants.
Students to be familiar with embryonic
processes
Understand the various pollinations
periods
Explain the seeds dispersal mode of

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome





7.

14UBYO62

Economic Botany





8.

14UBYS61

Plant Biotechnology








9.

14UBYV61

Bioinformatics





plants.
Learn economic uses of plants
Provide the knowledge on Economic
importance of plants
Improve the knowledge of various plant
cultivation techniques
Study developing a framework for
exploring the economic uses of plants for
food, beverages, textiles, medicine, shelter
and fuel.
The course provides students with a
general background in the basic principles
of botany and plant ecology
Understand to the expand the human
relationship with plants into the future.
Provide a thorough knowledge on
techniques of in vitro plant propagation
Understand the Plant Biotechnology
techniques.
Provide
the
knowledge
about
embryogenesis.
Learning to the various gene transfer
techniques
Helps to study the preservation methods
Provide students with a practical and the
theoretical knowledge of DNA sequences.
Study that protein sequences and protein
structure of information
Understand the vast quantities of data
generated in the fields of Molecular and
Biological Sciences.
Explain the acquire problem-solving skills
and gain experience biotechnology
industries
Understanding, handling and developing
important
software
used
in
pharmaceutical,
chemical
and
biotechnology Techniques.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Learning to summarize the challenges
facing clinical applications in the light of
growing research results in genomic
medicine and bioinformatics.

Name of the Department : BOTANY
Programme
: PG
S.No. Course Code
Course Name

1.

17PBYC11

Taxonomy of
Angiosperms

2.

17PBYC12

Developmental
Botany

3.

17PBYC13

Instrumentation and
Bio-techniques

Course outcome
 Understand the morphological features of
vegetative, inflorescence, fruits and seed
characters.
 Provide
knowledge
on
botanical
nomenclature, classifications, merits and
demerits
of
various
systems
of
classifications.
 Understand the systematics positions of the
selected families of the flowering plants
with their economic importance.
 Provide the knowledge about the
identification of plant species.
 Students to be familiar with local flora and
herbarium techniques.
 Provide information about internal structure
of stem, root and leaf.
 Improve the knowledge about the general
aspects of plant reproductive organs and
embryo and its development.
 Studied with a fundamental practices of
plant embryology.
 Provide the knowledge about the various
aspects of morphogenesis.
 Identifying the key aspects of embryology
of Angiosperms.
 Understand the process of formation of
male and female sexual representatives.
 Studied the mechanism of fertilization in
angiosperms.
 Improve
the
knowledge
embryo
development and endosperms.
 Learning to different types of microscopes
and their uses of biological science
laboratories.
 Describe the pH measurement in soil and
water samples

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

4.

17PBYC1P

Practical I Lab in
Taxonomy of
Angiosperms,
Developmental
Botany,
Instrumentation and
Biotechniques

5.

17PBY011

Herbal Botany

Course outcome
 Realise the need of centrifuges and their
uses in research
 Understand the principle, Applications and
different methods of chromatography.
 Realise the importance of UV-Visible.
 Describe the principle of flame photometer
and bomb calorimeter
 Understand the floral and morphological
characters of various families.
 Helps to know the permanent herbarium
preparation techniques.
 Improve the knowledge about the plant
identification.
 Learn to the key preparations of families,
Genus and species.
 Improve the knowledge about the general
aspects of plant reproductive organs and
embryo and its development.
 Learning to different types of microscopes
and their uses of biological science
laboratories.
 Realize the need of centrifuges and their
uses in research
 Understand the principle and different
methods of chromatography.
 Provide the knowledge about the
importance of medicinal plants.
 Studied to be more familiar in medicinal
plants cultivation and conservation.
 Learn to the making and process of
medicinal plants.
 Understand the systematic position,
diagnostic feature and medicinal uses of
selected plants.
 Improved knowledge about different
systems of medicinal plants (Siddha,
Ayurveda and Unani).
 Studied that the conservation methods of

S.No.

Course Code

1.

17PBYC21

2.

17BYC22

3.

17PBYC23

4.

17PBYC2P

Course Name

Course outcome

medicinal plants.
SEMESTER II
 Describe the essential features diversity of
plant kingdom and their salient features.
 Provided a thorough knowledge about
Plant Diversity
(Algae, Fungi and
structure and life cycle pattern of algae and
Lichens, Bryophytes,
bryophytes.
Pteridophytes and
 Study that the structure, reproduction,
Gymnosperms)
culture, classifications, life-cycle of fungi.
 Understand the salient features of
Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms.
 Studied that about the structure and
function of Cells.
 Provide the knowledge on advances in cell
biology.
 Students to be studied about microscopy,
cell organelles of Prokaryotic and
Cell and Molecular
Eukaryotic cells.
Biology
 Understand gene regulation and chloroplast
and mitochondria genome organization.
 Helps to study the significance of mitosis
and meiosis cell divisions.
 Understand about the cellular components.
 Gain knowledge about cell biology to
selected examples of changes or losses in
cell function.
 Improve the knowledge of data collection
and Biostatistics methods.
 Understand various media, sterilization,
Bioinformatics,
totipotency, cell induction, organogenesis.
Biostatics and Plant
 Able to apply the techniques to develop a
Biotechnology
standard protocol for Plant Tissue Culture.
 Have comprehensive knowledge on GM
technology, bio-safety relations and
germplasm storage.
Practical –II –Lab in
 Describe the essential features diversity of
Plant Diversity Cell
plant kingdom and their salient features.
and Molecular
 Studied that about the structure and

S.No.

Course Code

5.

17PBYN21

1.

17PBYC31

2.

17PBYC32

Course Name

Course outcome

Biology,
Bioinformatics,
Biostatics and Plant
Biotechnology

function of Cells
 Understand various media, sterilization,
totipotency, cell induction, organogenesis.

 Understand the cultivation process of
mushrooms.
 Provide the knowledge about spawn
preparation technique.
Mushroom
 Understand the various types mushroom
Cultivation
diseases and control.
 Provide the Knowledge about processing of
mushrooms.
 To become a entrepreneur through the
knowledge of mushroom cultivation.
SEMESTER III
 Understand the basics knowledge of
microbiology includes types of microbes,
classification and characterization.
 Studied the history of microbiology and its
applications.
 Describe the classification of bacteria.
Microbiology and
 Explain the different types of viruses and
Plant Pathology
plant diseases.
 Provide the sufficient knowledge about the
types of symptoms and their causative
agents of diseases.
 Understand the diversity of microbes and
importance
of
classification
of
microorganisms.
 Study the principles and concept of
Mendelian law.
 Gain knowledge about mutation and
Genetics and
population genetics.
Evolution
 Understand basic structure and function of
DNA and chromosomes.
 Provide
sufficient
knowledge
of
hybridization and concepts of genetics.
 Understand the concept of genetic

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

Course outcome




3.

17PBYC33

Biochemistry





4.

17PBYC3P

Practical- III: Lab
in Microbiology,
Plant Pathology,
Genetics, Evolution
and Biochemistry









5.

17PBY031

Biodiversity and
Conservation







6.

17UBYO32

Palynology and
Pollination Biology






recombination‟s at molecular level.
Studied the origins of the human species.
Discuss different metabolic pathways.
Relate the characteristics and role of
enzymes.
Comprehend the lipid metabolism.
Understand Hormones, Vitamins and
Alkaloids
Understand the basics knowledge of
microbiology includes types of microbes,
classification and characterization.
Provide the sufficient knowledge about the
types of symptoms and their causative
agents of diseases.
Study the principles and concept of
Mendelian law.
Understand basic structure and function of
DNA and chromosomes.
Comprehend the lipid metabolism.
Understand
vegetation
and
their
relationship with the ecosystem.
Provide a thorough knowledge about
environmental biology and ecosystem.
Acquire
knowledge
on
ecosystem
organization, biogeochemical cycle and
ecosystem stability.
Comprehend
the
information
on
biodiversity, threats and conservations.
Learning about Palynology.
Provide the knowledge on Pollination in
plants.
Understand the sexual incompatibility in
plants.
Students to be familiar with embryonic
processes.
Understand the various pollinations periods.
Explain the seeds dispersal mode of plants.

S.No.

Course Code

1.

17PBYC41

2.

17PBYC42

3.

17PBYC4P

Course Name

Course outcome

SEMESTER IV
 Describe the physiological phenomena of
plants in terms of mechanisms.
 Will know the overview of biorhythms;
Plant Physiology
stress physiology of plants.
 Understand photoperiodism and physiology
of flowering.
 Understand
vegetation
and
their
relationship with the ecosystem.
 Provide a thorough knowledge about
Plant Ecology
environmental biology and ecosystem.
 Acquire
knowledge
on
ecosystem
organization, biogeochemical cycle and
ecosystem stability.
 Comprehend
the
information
on
biodiversity, threats and conservations.
 Understand
vegetation
and
their
relationship with the ecosystem.
 Provide a thorough knowledge about
Practical IV- Lab in
environmental biology and ecosystem.
Plant Physiology and
 Acquire knowledge on physiological
Plant Ecology
response of plants to various factors.
 Understand the photosynthetic mechanism
and related events of plants.

Department of
Biotechnology

Name of the Department: Biotechnology
Programme: UG
S.No Course Code
Course Name

1.

15UBTC11

2.

15UBTC1P

3.

15UBTN11

4.

15UBTE11

Course Outcome

SEMESTER I
 Thorough knowledge about structure and function
of Cells, bio molecules and cellular development.
 Knowledge about the role of the major cell
organelles.
 Fundamental features of prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells and methods used to examine
Cell Biology
them.
 Knowledge on the specific processes and
proteins involved in membrane transport.
 Understand the major stages of the cell cycle.
 Awareness on the
latest advances in cell
biology.
 Practical skills on Cell Biology.
 Basic techniques of cell biology.
 Knowlege about the organelles of cells and
function.
Lab in Cell Biology &
 Different stages in mitosis and meiosis cell
Genetics
division.
 Understand the difference between monohybrids
and dihybrids of plants.
 Knowledge on starch utilization in plants.
 Understand the ubiquitous nature of pathogens and
host - pathogen relationships
 Awareness on diseases caused by the
Human Diseasesmicroorganisms and the prevention methods and
Communicable
vaccination
Diseases
 Understand about the diagnosis and treatment of
various diseases.
 Awareness on diseases and ensure the sanitation
and hygiene
 Knowledge in genetics and science
 Understand about monohybrid and dihybrid plants
Fundamendals of
 Structure and function of genes, chromosomes and
Genetics
genomes
 Understand how traits get passed down through

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBTC21

2.

15UBTC2P

3.

15UBTN21

4.

15UBTE21

Course Name

Course Outcome

generations
 Fundamentals of molecular biology
SEMESTER II
 Knowledge about structure and function of Cells,
bio molecules and cellular development.
 Awareness on the latest advances in cell biology.
 Concepts of molecular and functional organization
of a cell and its sub cellular components.
 Understand structure and interrelationship of
Biochemistry
various biomolecules and consequences of
deviation from normal.
 Awareness about digestion and assilimation of
nutrients and consequences of malnutrition.
 Understand the various aspects of metabolism and
their regulatory pathways.
 Familiar in basic biochemistry laboratory
techniques.
 Understand the basic Biochemical estimations.
 Analyze the methods including graphing and
Lab in Biochemistry
statistical analysis.
 Problem solving skills and analytical thinking
skills
 Familiar with laboratory skills.
 Knowledge about the Health and Diseases
 Understand about various metabolic related
Human Diseases disorders
Non Communicable
 Awareness on in borne metabolic disorders
Diseases
 Understand about diagnosis, treatment and
prevention method.
 Understand the
structure, composition and
function of various biomolecules.
 Understand the fundamentals of biotechnology.
 Role of biotechnology in Spirullina cultivation and
Basic Concepts of
its applications
Biotechnology
 Novel methods for production of antibiotic.
 Importance of mushroom and its cultivation
technique.
 Application of biotechnology in pollution control.

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBTC31

2.

15UBTC3P

3.

15UBTA31

4.

15UBTA3P

Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER III
 Apply appropriate terminology relating to the
structure, metabolism, genetics, and ecology of
prokaryotic
microorganisms,
eukaryotic
microorganisms, and viruses.
 Understand the nutritional requirement of
microorganisms.
 Knowledge about the interactions between
pathogenic microorganisms and susceptible hosts
Microbiology
that results in infection and disease.
 Knowedge on methods of sterilization used in the
control of microorganisms and apply this
understanding to the prevention and control of
infectious diseases.
 Understand the life cycle of algae bacteria and
fungi and viruses.
 Understand the interaction between the
microorganisms and plants, animals.
 Perform safe practices in a microbiology
laboratory.
 Understand the use of culture media.
 Identify unknown bacteria using biochemical
testing.
Lab in Microbiology
 Perform proper streaking for isolation using the
quadrant method
 Perform appropriate staining technique.
 Interpret biochemical test results properly to
determine species identification
 Knowledge about the modern system of
classification of plants.
 Analyze the Economic importance and Life history
of Algae, Fungi and Bryophytes.
Biological Sciences
 Understand the Classification and Life history of
Pteridophytes, Gymnosperms.
 Salient features of Monocot and Dicot plants.
Characteristic features of invertebrates and their
suitable examples
Lab in Biological
 Handling and identifation of plants, animals and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Sciences

Course Outcome






5.

15UBTS31

Human Physiology







6.

15UBTV31

1.

15UBTC41

lower plants.
Practical knowledge on ecological techniques.
Basic techniques of cell biology
Understand about nutrition and their values
In depth analysis of the internal organs and their
working mechanisms.
Understand about important of hormones and their
role in health
Importance of health and exercise.
Knowledge about physiology of digestion and
absorption of nutrition.
Awareness on the ultra structure and
activities of bones and muscles.

Identify medicinal plant taxa and habitats
threatened by non-sustainable harvest.
 Understand the present and future prospectus of
the medicinal plants.
 High levels of trade, environmental degradation,
and other factors contributing to loss of species
and genetic diversity.
 Work with local, regional, national, and global
Medicinal Plants
partners to design and implement conservation
action plans for priority medicinal plant taxa and
habitats.
 Opportunities for consumers, industry, and other
beneficiaries to understand and participate more
directly in conservation.
 Marketing of Medicinal plants in India and World
level.
SEMESTER IV
 Knowledge about the bacterial and eukaryotic
DNA replication, transcription, translation and
post translational modification,
Molecular Biology&  Regulation of gene expression in prokaryotes.
Molecular Genetics
 Knowledge about genetic diseases and causes of
genetic diseases.
 Knowledge on mutation and various aspects of
DNA repair mechanism.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name



2.

15UBTC4P

Lab in Molecular
Biology
Molecular Genetics








3.

15UBTA41

Food Biotechnology








4.

15UBTA4P

Lab in Food
Biotechnology







5.

15UBTO41

Biostatistics





6.

15UBTO42

Fundamentals of Drug
Designing




Course Outcome
Knowledge about the types of mutation and it‟s
causing agents.
Ensure the students understand about transposable
elements and transposition mechanism
Understand the principle of bacterial conjugation.
Isolation of bacteriophage and their titration.
Understanding the mechanism of mutation.
Knowledge about the differenciation auxotrophic
and prototrophic mutants.
Isolate the DNA from plants, animals,plasmids
Awareness about the food contamination by
microorganisms.
Understand the production of cheese, bread, wine.
Production of single cell protein and their
economic importance.
Understanding of food preservation techniques.
Awareness on food hazardous and food analysis
Knowledge about the basic food biotechnology
techniques.
Knowledge about the isolation and identification
of food contaminants.
Identify the quality of milk.
Identify the water quality analysis.
Awareness on microbiological examination of soft
drinks.
Understand about basic knowledge on biostatistics
and their important in applied biology
Understand about history of biostatistics and their
role
Knowledge in mean, median and mode and the
difference in tabulation
Understand about diagrams and tabulations and
their role in experimental studies
Knowledge about ANNOVA and their application
in research studies.
Understand about basic knowledge on biostatistics
and their important in applied biology
Understand about history of biostatistics and their

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBTC51

2.

15UBTC52

Course Name

Course Outcome

role
 Knowledge in mean, median and mode and the
difference in tabulation
 Understand about diagrams and tabulations and
their role in experimental studies
 Knowledge about ANNOVA and their application
in research studies.
SEMESTER V
 Understand the cells and organs involved in the
immune system of the body
 Familiar with the body‟s natural defense
(immunity), its mechanism and active immunity by
vaccination
 Understand the mechanisms of humoral and cell
mediated immune response
Immunology
 Handling skills of different immunotechniques for
&Immunotechnology
disease diagnosis and identification
 Theoretical understanding
of transplantation
immunology and immunosuppressive agents
 Understand how to combat the disease and
immunotherapies available
 Highlight
the
current
applications
of
immunological research in practice
 Understand the scope and applications of
Industrial Biotechnology.
 Basic knowledge about fermentors and its types
for the production of recombinant proteins.
 Knowledge about the innovative microbial food
products.
 Explore the methods of potential improvement of
Industrial
efficient strains to increase the yield of microbial
Biotechnology
products
 Knowledge on immobilization of enzymes and
cells and downstream processing of biologicals
 Understand the mechanism for the production of
secondary metabolites.
 Understand the importance of single cell protein
and single cell oils

S.No

Course Code

Course Name





3.

15UBTC53

Animal Biotechnology











4.

15UBTC5P

Lab in Immunology &
Immunotechnology







5.

15UBTO51

Bioinformatics

Course Outcome
Explore diagnostic method and therapy for mortal
diseases.
Expose to genetic engineering for the production
of regulatory proteins, vaccines and hormones.
Understand the basic principles of animal tissue
culture and handling procedures
Knowledge on the concept of transgenesis and
methods of transferring genes using various
vectors into the host.
Understand the fundamentals of animal genomics.
Basic understanding about genetically modified
organisms.
Understand the ethical issues related to animal
biotechnology and to introduce the concepts and
importance of intellectual property rights- patents,
copyright, tradesecrets, trademark.
Understand human genome project and gene
therapy.
Identify the blood groups using antibody specific
to each blood group antigens and to study the
principle of transfusion
Knowledge on different types of antigen, hapten,
adjuvants and immunization methods to elicit
polyclonal antibody production in animals
Expose to the different immunotechniques for
disease diagnosis and identification
Isolate and separate B and T lymphocytes from
total human blood using nylon wool column
Enumerate WBCs and RBCs from human blood
using haemocytometer
Detect the specific protein (antigen) present in the
unknown protein sample using western blotting
Detect the presence or absence of antigen/antibody
present in the unknown sample using ELISA
Practical and the theoretical knowledge of DNA
sequences, genomes, protein sequences and protein
structure information that will prepare them for
careers in bioinformatics, academia, industry and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome










6.

15UBTO52

Marine Biotechnology







7.

15UBTS51

IPR, Bioethics &
Biosafety






8.

15UBTS52

Cancer Biology




research.
Understand the vast quantities of data generated in
the fields of Molecular and Biological Sciences
(databases available for different organisms).
Problem-solving skills and gain experience in
understanding, handling and developing important
software used in pharmaceutical, chemical and
biotechnology industries.
Understand the basic algorithms of bioinformatics
and to learn with the fundamentals of sequence
retrieval and alignment and to study the
phylogenetic relationship between the different
organisms
Understand with application of structural biology
and molecular docking and to impart knowledge
on drug designing.
Awareness on the physical and chemical elements
present in Sea.
Understand the bioactive compounds of the sea.
Knowledge on the biodiversity of different
organisms in marine environment.
Application of marine organisms for production of
antibiotics.
Importance of Intellectual property rights and
productions
Awareness on patenting, Bioethics, Biopiracy and
its importance
Operation of Biosafety and hazards of
environmental management
Understand about the ethics of cloning and stem
cell research
Knowledge on guidelines of ICMR and DBT
Mechanisms of transformation of normal cell into
cancerous cell
Understand the physical, chemical and biological
agents that causes cancer
Understand the genes (oncogenes and tumor
suppressor genes) involved in cancer progression

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBTC52

2.

12UBTC53

Course Name

Course Outcome
and termination
 Knowledge on the classical and advance methods
of diagnosis of cancer
 Explore the current trends of cancer research such
as nanomedicine and therapies available
 Understand the gene silencing process using RNAi
technology of cancerous cells
SEMESTER VI
 Basic principles of recombinant DNA technology
and its pros and cons
 Knowledge on the bacterial vectors, viral vectors
for the construction of recombinant molecule
 Knowledge on the construction of recombinant
molecule and how to transform the recombinant
molecule into the desire host
Recombinant DNA
 Knowledge on methods of gene transfer into
Technology
bacteria, plant, animal
 Knowledge on molecular techniques such as PCR,
RFLP, genomic library, DNA fingerprinting and
RAPD and to highlight the methods of gene
sequencing
 Detect DNA, RNA, Protein by blotting techniques
 Understand the application of rDNA in industrial
enzyme production
 Knowledge of Plant Genome Organization
organelles organization.
 Perception of Plant Tissue Culture and the
techniques involved.
 Knowledge on the regulation of gene expression in
plant development
 Basic concepts of plant genetic engineering and its
Plant Biotechnology
application such as edible vaccines, plantibodies,
improved nutritional content resistance to
bacterial, fungal and viral infections
 Influence of plant hormones in plant tissue culture
 Understand the molecular mechanism of
agrobacterium mediated gene transfer and to study
the plant-pathogen interaction

S.No

Course Code

Course Name





3.

15UBTC6P

Lab In Recombinant
DNA Technology










4.

15UBTC6Q

Lab in Plant Tissue
Culture









5.

15UBTO61

Stem Cell Biology

6.

15UBTO62

Biochemical




Course Outcome
Basic knowledge on gene silencing using RNAi
technology
To perform DNA isolation from different
organisms such as plant, bacteria and human
blood.
To study the transformation of recombinant DNA
into bacteria
To amplify the gene of interest by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)
To perform the cloning of the gene of interest in
vector and screening of the recombinants and non
recombinants
To identify the gene of interest by southern
hybridization
To identify the protein of interest by western
blotting
To provide hands on experience on molecular
techniques to every students
Basic knowledge of plant tissue culture such as
surface
sterilization,
media
preparation,
contamination and other handling procedures
Understand the techniques involved in plant tissue
culture & to generate in vitro propagated plants
Knowledge on hardening techniques
Handling skills for agrobacterium mediated gene
transfer and host–plant pathogen interactions
Isolation and purification of protoplasts
Hands on experience to all students
Importance of marketing the plants from plant
tissue culture
Understand the properties and types of stem cell.
Knowledge about the techniques used for studying
stem cell.
Application of stem cell biology in medicine.
Justify the ethical consideration of stem cell
research.

 Basic principles of biological instruments such as

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Techniques








7.

15UBTS61

Functional Genomics








8.

15UBTV61

Nanobiotechnology




9.

12UESR61

Environmental Studies




Course Outcome
microscopy, flow cytometry
Knowledge on chromatographic, electrophoretic,
spectroscopic and radioisotopic techniques for
analysis of biological compounds
Application of instruments for the biological
research
Techniques of two dimensional gel electrophoresis
and MALDI-TOF.
Information on immunotechniques for disease
diagnosis and identification.
Theoretical knowledge of Proteome and genomes
Understand the various proteomic and genomic
analysis techniques
Understand the principle of DNA sequencing and
mapping of the genome
Acquire problem-solving skills and gain
experience
used
in
biotechnology,
pharmaceutical, chemical and industries
Applications of DNA array and protein array
Basic concepts of pharmacogenomics in the
identification of drug targets
Understand the basic concepts and historical
aspects of nanotechnology
Understand the different physical, chemical and
biological methods of synthesis of nanoparticles
Analyse of nanoparticles using UV spectrometry,
microscopic techniques such as SEM, TEM and Xray diffraction
Applications of nanoparticles in anticancer,
antiangiogenic, drug delivery and imaging
Understand the scope of nanomedicine in near
future
Understand that living and non living things are
interlinked from micro to macro level as an
unbroken chain from sun to soil
Gain Knowledge about the general aspects of eco
system and their structure
Identify the diversity of animals and plants and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
their conservation
 Learn the Core concepts and methods from
ecological and physical sciences and their
application in environmental problem solving.
 Understand the transnational character of
environmental problems and ways of addressing
them, including interactions across local to global
scales.
 Address the lethal impact of global warming and
control measures

Name of the Department: Biotechnology
Programme: PG
S.No

Course code

1.

15PBTC11

2.

15PBTC12

3.

15PBTC13

Course name
Course outcome
SEMESTER I
 Developed sufficient background for those
students who wish to study more advanced
biochemistry.
 Aware on thermodynamics and biological
energy
 Indepth knowledge in the classification,
structure, function and metabolic pathways of
carbohydrate, lipids and fatty acids
Biochemistry
 Understand the molecular structure and function
of amino acids and proteins
 Analyze the structure and function of DNA and
biosynthesis of nucleotides
 Basic knowledge on bioactive compounds and
secondary metabolites
 Familiar with various basic biochemistry
techniques
Ability of thinking in biochemistry fields
 Understand the basic structure and function of
cell and cell organelles in prokaryotes and
eukaryotes
 Understand the history of genetic transformation
principle of DNA
 Analyse the Watson and Crick helical structure
Cell and Molecular
of DNA and to understand the different forms of
Biology
DNA, mRNA, rRNA and tRNA
 Explore the mechanisms of DNA replication,
transcription and protein translation in both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes
 Role of physical, chemical and biological
agents that causes mutation and DNA damage
 Analyse the mechanisms of DNA repair
 Understand the mechanism of regulation of gene
Microbial Genetics
expression
 Basic concept of gene transfer methods-

S.No

Course code

Course name

4.

15PBTC1P

Lab in Biochemistry

5.

15PBTO11

Bioinformatics

Course outcome
conjugation, transformation and transduction.
 In depth knowledge about the jumping genes
and the process of transposition mechanism
 Understand the genetics of viral phage,
replication and integration in the host genome
 Awarness on genetic organization of the
chromosomes and its abnormalities
 Basic concepts in genetics of drosophila, as a
model organism
Understand what is gene linkage, crossing over
and chromosomal mapping
 Basic information on concepts of biochemistry
including pH, buffer preparation and
calculations
 Hands on training to every students in the
laboratory.
 Knowledge on chromatographic techniques,
enzyme assay, electrophoretic techniques.
 Facts on screening and identification of
industrially important enzymes
 Extraction and purification of enzymes isolated
from different sources
 Understand the kinetics of enzyme production
Basic concepts of protein precipitation,
purification and detection by SDS-PAGE
 Practical and the theoretical knowledge of DNA
sequences, genomes, protein sequences and
protein structure information that will prepare
them for careers in bioinformatics, academia,
industry and research.
 Understand the vast quantities of data generated
in the fields of molecular and biological
sciences (databases available for different
organisms).
 Understand
the
basic
algorithms
of
bioinformatics.
 Fundamentals of sequence retrieval and
alignment.

S.No

Course code

6.

15PBTO12

1.

15PBTC21

2.

15PBTC22

Course name

Course outcome
 Analyse the phylogenetic relationship between
the different organisms
 Basic applications of structural biology and
molecular docking and knowledge on drug
designing
 Acquiring problem-solving skills and gain
experience in understanding, handling and
developing important software used in
pharmaceutical, chemical and biotechnology
industries.
 Differences between the four different protein
levels.
 Understand the role of macromolecules in
biological membranes.
Biophysics and Structural  Ability to understand the theoretical aspects of
Biology
biophysical techniques.
 Understand the role of structural biology in
biology.
 Knowledge in the application of structural
biology.
SEMESTER II
 Enable students to understand the diversity of
microbes and importance of classification of
microorganisms
 Knowledge of different types of microorganisms
that are invisible to our naked eyes.
 Understand the host-pathogen relationships
 Knowledge on infections caused by bacteria,
virus and fungi
Microbiology
 Analyze the physiology of the bacteria and
control mechanisms to prevent their growth
 Understand the students the influence of
microorganisms
and
microbiological
applications on everyday life.
 Role of microorganisms in composting, biogas
production,
sewage
treatment
and
biodegradation
 Understand the scope and applications of
Bioprocess Technology

S.No

Course code

Course name

3.

15PBTC23

Recombinant DNA
Technology

4.

15PBTC2P

Lab in Microbial Genetics

Course outcome
industrial biotechnology.
 Methods of potential improvement of efficient
strains to increase the yield of microbial
products
 Information of basic fermentors and its types.
 Knowledge on immobilization of enzymes and
cells and downstream processing of biologicals
 Knowledge on the process of production of
secondary metabolites.
 Awareness on innovative fermented food
products
 Basic principles of recombinant DNA
technology and its pros and cons
 Knowledge on the bacterial vectors, viral
vectors for the construction of recombinant
molecule
 Understand how to transform the recombinant
molecule into the desire host
 Acquire knowledge on methods of gene transfer
into bacteria, plant, animal.
 Gain knowledge on molecular techniques such
as PCR, RFLP and RAPD.
 Awareness on the important discovery of gene
sequencing
 Detect DNA, RNA, Protein by blotting
techniques
 Understand the application of rDNA in
industrial enzyme production
 Enable the students to acquire the knowledge
about basic technical skills in microbiology lab.
 Enable the students in the culturing, storage and
maintenance of microbes
 Knowledge on biochemical identification of
microbes
 Knowledge on analysis of water quality and
food samples
 Methods of transformation of DNA by
conjugation

S.No

Course code

Course name

5.

15PBTC2Q

Lab in Recombinant
DNA Technology

1.

15PBTC31

Course outcome
 Isolation of bacteriophage from sewage samples
 Knowledge on antibiotic susceptibility of
bacteria
 Hands on experience to every students.
 Hands on experience on molecular techniques to
every students.
 Perform DNA isolation from different
organisms such as plant, bacteria and human
blood.
 Practical knowledge in transformation of
recombinant DNA into bacteria
 Amplify the gene of interest by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)
 Perform cloning of the gene of interest in vector
and screening of the recombinants and non
recombinants
 Identify the gene of interest by southern
hybridization
 Identify the protein of interest by western
blotting

SEMESTER III
 Understand the basic principles of animal tissue
culture.
 Knowledge on the concept of transgenesis and
methods of transferring genes using various
vectors into the host
 Understand fundamentals of animal genomics.
 Understand the ethical issues related to animal
biotechnology
Animal Biotechnology
 Understand about the production of recombinant
products.
 Knowledge on biotechnological application for
HIV diagnosis and gene therapy
 Basic concepts and importance of intellectual
property rights- patents, copyright, tradesecrets,
trademark
 Understand the principles of
genetically
modified organisms

S.No

Course code

Course name

2.

15PBTC32

Immunology &
Immunotechnology

3.

15PBTC3P

Lab In Immunology And
Animal Tissue Culture

Course outcome
 Understand the cells and organs involved in the
immune system of our body
 Familiar with the body‟s natural defense
(immunity), its mechanism and active immunity
by vaccination
 Understand the mechanisms of humoral and cell
mediated immune response
 Practical skills on different immunotechniques
for disease diagnosis and identification
 Basis of transplantation immunology and
immunosuppressive agents
 Understand how to combat the disease and
immunotherapies available
 Awareness on the current applications of
immunological research in practice
 Handling of animals, antigen preparation and
bleeding techniques
 Practical knowledge on antigen-antibody
techniques
 Identification of
the blood groups using
antibody specific to each blood group antigens
and to study the principle of transfusion
 Isolation and separate B and T lymphocytes
from total human blood using nylon wool
column
 Skills on performing immunodiagnostic
techniques of infectious diseases
 Enumerate immune cells from human blood
using haemocytometer
 Detect the specific protein (antigen) present in
the unknown protein sample using western
blotting
 Detect the presence or absence of
antigen/antibody present in the unknown sample
using ELISA
 Isolate and purify the monoclonal antibody from
polyclonal antibody using column
 Knowledge on preparation of animal cell culture

S.No

Course code

Course name

Course outcome
media, culturing and maintenance of cell lines

4.

15PBTO31

Enzymes and Enzyme
Technology

5.

15PBTO32

Molecular Oncology

6.

15PBTN31

Concepts in
Biotechnology

 Awareness on Enzyme Nomenclature and its
types.
 Understand the mechanism of enzyme
inhibition.
 Role of active site and its orientation effects.
 Knowledge on commercial applications of
enzymes.
 Technique of immobilizing enzymes.
 Understand the basic concepts and types of
cancer
 Understand the molecular biology of tumor
invasion and metastasis
 Ability in differentiating Oncogenes and Proto
oncogenes.
 Understand the molecular mechanisms of
apoptosis and signaling pathways
 Understand the classical and advance methods
of diagnosis of cancer
 Awareness on the current trends of cancer
research and therapies available
 Understand the cancer markers and its
applications
 Enable the students to understand about the
basic concepts of modern biotechnology
 Knowledge about the plant tissue culture, gene
manipulation and genetic engineering
 Knowledge on the methods of microbial
screening
 Production of microbial biomass such as
spirulina, yeast, metabolites such as vitamins,
amino acids, antibiotics
 Understand the concept of transgenesis and
artificial insemination
 Awareness on the process of fermentation and
fermentor.

SEMESTER IV

S.No

Course code

Course name

1.

15PBTC32

Plant Biotechnology

2.

15PBTC32

Lab in Plant Tissue
Culture

3.

15PBTO41

Genomics & Proteomics

Course outcome
 Knowledge of plant genome organization &
organelles organization
 Knowledge on the regulation of gene expression
in plant development
 Perception of Plant Tissue Culture and the
techniques involved
 Principle of plant genetic engineering and its
application
such
as
edible
vaccines,
plantibodies, resistance to bacterial, fungal and
viral infections
 Influence of plant hormones in plant tissue
culture
 Understand the molecular mechanism of
agrobacterium mediated gene transfer
 Basic knowledge on gene silencing using RNAi
technology
 Analyze the plant-pathogen interaction
 Basic knowledge of plant tissue culture such as
surface sterilization, media preparation,
contamination and other handling procedures
 Understand techniques involved in plant tissue
culture & to generate in vitro propagated plants
 Knowledge on hardening techniques
 Handling skills on agrobacterium mediated gene
transfer
 Isolation and purification of protoplasts
 Hands on experience to all students
 Importance on marketing of plants from plant
tissue culture and horticulture
 Understand the
theoretical knowledge of
proteome, genomes.
 Understand the various proteomic and genomic
analysis techniques.
 Understand the principle of DNA sequencing
and mapping of the genome
 Basic ideas about protein size, pI, identification
and analysis by 2D techniques
 Acquire problem-solving skills and gain

S.No

4.

Course code

Course name

15PBTO42

Environmental
Biotechnology-

Course outcome
experience used in
biotechnology,
pharmaceutical, chemical and industries.
 Applications of DNA array and protein array
 Importance of pharmacogenomics in the
identification of drug targets
 Understand the basic concepts of environment
and role of biotechnology in it.
 Knoweldge about the biological treatment of
waste water.
 Understand the role of bioremediation in
environment
 Ability to analyse the role of biotechnology in
managing the hazardous compounds present in
environment.

Name of the Department: Biotechnology
Programme: M.Phil., (Biotechnology)
S.No

1.

Course Code

15HBTC11

Course Name
SEMESTER I
Research
Methodology

Course outcome







2.

15HBTC12

Advanced
Biotechnology





3.

15HBTC13

Applied
Biotechnology





Understand the basics of research
Ability to design an experiment
Ability to write research manuscript
Understand the theoretical aspects of
biotechnological techniques.
Understand the recent advances in
biotechnology.
Understand the gene expression process in
prokaryotes and Eukaryotes.
Ability to use bioinformatics tools and
softwares.
Ability to understand the strageties of
cloning.
Understand the application of biotechnology
in various fields
Ability to use IPR and its methods.
Understand
the
core
features
of
nanotechnology.
Understand the future prospective of
biotechnology.

Department of Computer
Science

Name of the Programme
Programme

:Computer Science
: UG
SEMESTER I

S No

Course
Code

Course Name

1.

15UCSC11

Digital Principles
and C Programming

2.

15UCSC1P

Programming in C
lab

3.

15UCSN11

Introduction to
Computer Science

4.

15UCSE1P

Digital lab

Course outcome
 Understand the functions of basic electronic gates.
 Obtain a basic knowledge of digital electronic
circuits.
 Design sequential and combinational circuits such
as flip-flop, half-adder ad full-adder etc.
 Develop their art of programming in c.
 Write codlings using branching and looping with
c.
 Write codlings with the knowledge of arrays,
structures, unions etc.
 .Understand the fundamentals of C programming
 Utilize looping and decision making statements to
solve the problem‟
 Skilfully implement different operations on arrays
 Use functions to solve the given problem
 Understand in pointers, structures and unions
 Acquire knowledge to implement file operations in
C programming
 Obtain the basic knowledge in computer science.
 Familiarize Understand the basic concepts,
terminology of computer science and familiar use
the use of computer based applications.
 Acquire knowledge in the functionality of CPU
and ALU.
 Gain knowledge in the basics of internet and its
functionality, which leads in improvisation of
computer skill.
 Understand different number systems, codes, logic
gates Boolean laws & theorems
 Analyze and design various combinational and
sequential circuit.
 Design & implement different types of
combinational logic circuit using logic gates.

 Design & implement different type‟s of sequential
logic circuits using flip-flop.

1.

15UCSC2
1

2.

15UCSE2
1

3.

15UCSN2
1

4.

15UCSC2
P

SEMESTER II
 Understand the difference between object oriented
programming and procedural oriented languages
and data types in c and C++
 Develop programmes using C and C++ features
such as composition of objects, operator
overloading, inheritance, polymorphism etc
 Understand the concept of object-oriented
language, and create a static object functions and a
dynamic behavioural functions of the system.
Advanced C and
 Understand the approaches to class design and
OOPs with C++
object design, and the techniques of translating
design to implementation.
 Acquire knowledge in object-oriented language
and procedural oriented language to provide
solutions to the real-world software develop
problems.
 Simulate the problem in subjects like operating
system, computer networks and real world
problems.
 Understand the basic structure of computer.
 Perform computer arithmetic operations.
 Understand the control unit operations.
Computer
 Understand the concept of cache mapping
Organization
techniques.
 Understand the concept of I/O organization.
 Conceptualize instruction level parallelism.
 Enrich knowledge in origin and growth of internet.
 Gain knowledge to send mail and subscribe in
Introduction to
news groups.
Internet
 Develop simple websites.
 Acquire knowledge to access internet connection.
 Understand the Advanced concepts of C
 Exposed to create classes and Objects
Advanced C and C++
 Gain familiar it‟s with use and Access of
Programming Lab
Constructor and Destructor
 Acquire skills to implement the concepts of

1.

15UCSC3
1

2.

15UCSC3
P

3.

15UCSC3

Function overloading & operator Overloading
 Understand the Concepts of Inheritance
 Gain the knowledge in File Operation &
Templates
SEMESTER III
 Understand the difference between object oriented
programming and procedural oriented languages
 Understand the object oriented programming
concepts in problem solving
 Understand the designing of complex classes:
friend functions and static member functions,
inline functions, constant functions
 Understand the inheritance: single inheritance,
multi-level inheritance, hierarchical inheritance,
hybrid inheritance and multiple inheritance
Object Oriented
 Understand the file handling: Writing and reading
Programming with
data from the file, reading and writing the objects
Java
into the file
 Understand the concept of abstract classes and
interfaces
 Ability to understand the Exception Handling:
Catch, block, make user-defined exceptions.
 Understand the concepts of Objects, Classes,
Methods, Constructors and Destructors
 Understand the full set of Event driven UI widgets
and other components, including windows, menus,
buttons, checkboxes, text fields, scrollbars and
scrolling lists, using Swings
 Understanding the concepts of Operators
 Gain skill to Implement the concepts of Method
Overloading
 Understanding in concepts of Various Inheritance
Object Oriented
 Implement the concepts of Interface
Programming with
 Understand the concepts of Dynamic Method
Java Lab
Dispatch
 Implement the concepts of Multithreading
 Work skilfully with Packages
 Apply the concepts of String
Data Structures and
 Identify appropriate data structure as applied to

2

1.

15UCSC4
1

2.

15UCSC4
P

3.

15UCSO4
1

Algorithms

specified problem definition
 Acquire skill to Handle operations like searching,
insertion, deletion, traversing mechanism etc. on
various data structures
 Gain knowledge to describe and simulate various
linear data structures like stacks, queues, linked
lists
using static and dynamic allocation and use them
in solving problems
 Acquire knowledge to simulate nonlinear data
structures like binary search tree and use them in
designing applications like sorting, expression
trees etc
SEMESTER IV
 Understand the database concepts
 Gain adequate knowledge to design various
database models, schemas and SQL statements
 Understand the
insights of security and
Relational Database
authorization
Management System
 Improve database efficiency using normal form.
 Qualify to write queries using algebraic and
calculus notations
 Access data from various databases.
 Create table with necessary fields.
 Obtain knowledge to Capable to create data from
multiple tables using DDL Commands
 Familiarizing in adding constraints at schema
RDBMS Lab
designing
 Ability to work with data and string function.
 Qualify to through built-in and user defined errors.
 Understand the usage of triggers, cursor,
procedures are used.
 Understand the leadership role of Management
Information Systems
 Identify the role of information systems in
Management
influencing decision making processes
Information System
 Ability to understand the leadership role of
Management Information Systems in achieving
business competitive advantage through informed

4.

5.

6.

1.

decision-making
 Understand the major functional areas of Business
 Understand the fundamental database concepts and
apply these concepts to the design and
development of relational databases
 Gain knowledge in analytical and reflective skills
in decision making.
 Understand the architecture and programming of
the microprocessor 8085.
 Understand the interface and various applications
of microprocessor.
 Understand the microprocessor applications and
Assembly Language
interface techniques.
15UCSO4
Programming :
 Understand the 8085 microprocessor kit,
2
Microprocessor and
knowledge of 8085 instruction set and utilize it in
Microcontroller
applications.
 Understand the real mode Memory addressing and
interface in various devices to the microprocessor.
 Gain knowledge about architecture and
programming and various applications in advanced
microprocessor
 Analyse the Basic output primitive, drawing
algorithms along with 2D Transformation concepts
 Learn the core concepts of CG
 Design algorithms for graphics applications
15UCSO4
Computer Graphics
 Gain knowledge of Windows Clipping & view
3
and Multimedia
object representation in relation to images
displayed on screen
 Create interactive graphics applications
 Discern the rapid change of technology &
methodology in multimedia environment
 Solve number problems, probability and profit and
loss.
 Develop reasoning ability.
15UCSV4
Numerical Ability
1
 Got introduction to the competitive exams.
 Acquire knowledge to solve train and boat, work
and age problem.
SEMESTER V
15UCSC51 System Software and  Understand system software‟s such as assembler,

Operating System









2.

15UCSC52

ASP .NET










3.

15UCSC5P

.NET Lab







interpreter, linker, loader and compilers
Understanding towards design for Intermediate
Code Generation in compiler.
Understand the principles and working of
computer systems.
Learn different types of operating systems along
with concept of file systems and CPU scheduling
algorithms used in operating system
Acquire knowledge in memory management and
deadlock handling algorithms.
Understand the process and scheduling algorithms
Gain knowledge in server side web applications
Attain skills in working standard controls
Acquire knowledge in validation control types and
its usage
Acquire in depth skill to implement login control,
various menu control and database control for their
website
Skilfully handle master page and themes
Gain Knowledge on types of web services and web
security
Create simple application using web controls
Work with master pages, themes & ad rotator
control
Expressed use calendar control, tree view control,
login control & validation controls
Ability to query textbox and displaying records by
using database
Ability to insert record into a database & delete
record from a database
Develop Data binding using data grid & data grid
control template
Gain knowledge in Data grid hyperlink & data grid
button column
Get knowledge to work in inheritance, interface
and constructor
Gain knowledge to work on stored procedure in
SQL server
Work on crystal reports and graphics

4.

15UCSC5Q

PHP Lab

5.

15UCSO51

R Tool

6.

15UCSO52

Mobile Application
Development

7.

15UCSO53

Data Mining and
Data Warehousing

 Gain knowledge in Basic HTML Tags
 Learn how to embed PHP coding with HTML
Tags
 Acquire the knowledge in File Uploading, date and
Time Functions
 Analyze the concepts of Cookies & Sessions and
apply in Websites
 Familiarization in Validation
 Qualify to create Database in SQL and learn to
insert, Update and Delete rows in SQL table from
PHP
 Gain knowledge in working with R tool.
 Enhance the knowledge of vectors and bar charts.
 Learn about decision making and working with R
Lists.
 Gain the ability to work with different packages.
 Understand the concept of R programming.
 Develop the art of programming.
 Apply general programming knowledge in the
field of developing mobile applications
 Learn specific requirements, possibilities and
challenges in developing for a mobile context
 Get understanding work on Android Development
Environment
 Develop effective .apk files
 Understand interaction between user interface and
underlying application infrastructure
 Develop and design work including developing
prototype that can be evaluated with specified user
group
 Enhance practical skills and knowledge to
construct software for a mobile application
 Understand warehouse architecture.
 Gain knowledge on various data storage models.
 Retrieve interesting patterns.
 Acquire skills to plot data in multidimensional
space.
 Qualify to generate rule from data-set.
 Gain Familiarity with classification algorithm.

8.

15UCSJ51

9.

15UCSS5P

10.

15UCSS5Q

1.

15UCSC61







Understand Corporate work culture
Enabling to work as learn
On Job Training
Develop project
Exposure to company environment
Identify the significance of softskills in working
environment
 Learn to connect and work with others to achieve a
set of task
 Ability to handle emotions and respect for the
Soft Skill Training
opinions,personal space
 Ability
to
Develop
self-motivation,raised
aspirations and beliefs in one‟s own abilities
 Excel with focused approach in working
environment
 Ability to communicate effectively with creativity
 Recognize the difference between various object
relationships
 Construct various UML models using the
appropriate
UML Lab
notation.
 Analyse and design complex problems.
 Design case documents that capture requirements
for a software system.
SEMESTER VI
 Evaluating and selecting projects against strategic,
technical and economic criteria and use a variety
of cost benefit evaluation techniques for choosing
among competing project proposals
 Learn different software development process
models and software engineering principles and
develop an ability to apply them to software design
Software
of real life problems
Engineering
 Monitor and track project deadlines and produce a
work plan and resource schedule
 Understanding towards teamwork and quality
management in software project management
 Create a test plan for the software
 Analyze and test a software system, when it is
evolved to accommodate a set of change



2.

15UCSC6P

DTP and Multimedia
Lab









3.

15UCSC62

Computer Networks







4.

15UCSO61

Software Testing








5.

15UCSO62

Computer Security





requirements such as adding new functionalities,
bug fixing
Acquire skills to work with various designing tools
Acquire Creativity in banner / logo / invitation /
visiting card designing
Develop various effects on images using coreldraw
Edit photo using photo editor tool
Create graphical designs
Apply various animation on images
Learn the fundamentals of computer science.
Gain knowledge in the functionalities of each and
every layer in network.
Ability to realize and compare different LAN
topologies.
Implement and Compare the performance of Data
Link Layer protocols.
Analyze the services and features of the various
layers in the protocol stack.
Differentiate different routing algorithms and their
usage.
Gain knowledge to write Test cases and Test
Scripts for different types of testing
Learn Methods to implement Test generation from
requirement
Implementation of test plan, reporting and its
practices in real IT projects
Apply project metrics in QA
Acquire skills to work in all kinds of testing
methodologies
Use manual testing and automation testing tools
Identify the major types of threats to information
security and the associatedattacks.
Develop strategies to protect organization
information assets from common attacks.
Understand how security policies, standards and
practices are developed.
Understand the role of management in enforcing
security policies, standards and practices.
Understand firewalls and packet filtering.

6.

15UCSO63

Cloud and
Information Storage
Management

7.

15UCSS6P

Image Processing
Tool Lab

8.

15UCSV61

Biometrics

 Design and implement firewall solutions.
 Understand the role of cryptography in
information security.
 Gain deep knowledge in Cloud Computing
Concepts
 Qualify to understand the concepts of Storage
System Architecture
 Familiar use with Networked Storage Concepts
 Gain Knowledge in Information Storage Systems
 Acquire skills to know Remote replication
technologies & backup Recovery
 Gain knowledge in Information Security and
Virtualization in Applications
 Understand the basic concepts of Image
Transformation
 Learn how to restore and enhance various kinds of
images
 Work with different types of noise models
 Gain knowledge in implementing Image
processing in research
 Learn privacy issues of biometric technology.
 Familiarisation in friction ride pattern and feature
 Ability to match finger print and palm print.
 Ability to know image acquisition and face
detection.

Name of the Department :Computer Science
Programme : PG
SEMESTER I

S No

Course Code

Course Title




1.

16PCSC11

Discrete
Mathematics







2.

16PCSC12

Data Structures
and Algorithms








3.

16PCSC13

Advanced C and
C++

4.

16PCSC14

Operating
System









Course outcome
Familiarity with construction proofs
Learn the strategies for comparing graphs and trees
Solve problems in Computer Science using logical
notations
Understand Boolean Algebra and Truth tables
Apply the rules of inference,predicate calculus &
mathematical induction
Learn to express logical sentences in terms of
connectives
Learn to choose appropriate data structure as applied
to specified problem definition.
Acquire skills to use operations like searching,
insertion, deletion,
Traversing mechanism etc. on various data structures.
Students will be able to apply concepts learned in
various do mains like DBMS, compiler construction
etc.
Use linear and non -linear data structures like stacks,
queues , linked list etc
Describe stack, Queue and linked list operations.
Gain knowledge to use pointers and reference
parameter
Implement features of OOP‟s to solve real world
problems
Solve the given problems using Arrays
Implement file operations for given applications
Design algorithmic solution for given problem
Acquire master in handling TSR Routine
Gain mastery functions, structures and history of
operating systems
Understand design issues associated with operating
systems
Identify various process management concepts
including scheduling, synchronization, deadlocks

5.

16PCSC1Q

6.

16PCSC1P

1.

16PCSC21

2.

16PCSC22

 Learn multithreading
 Gain knowledge in memory management including
virtual memory
 Master issues related to file system interface and
implementation, disk management
 Familiarization of language environment
 Apply C features including arrays, structures and
pointers
 Understand Object oriented features in real world
Advanced C &
problems
C++ Lab
 Utilize the concept of polymorphism and inheritance
 Develop applications using Console I/O and File I/O.
 Employ good software engineering practices such as
incremental development
 Analyze the time and space efficiency of the data
structure
 Identity the appropriate data structure for given
problem
Data Structures  Acquire practical knowledge on the application of
& Algorithms
data structures
Lab
 Develop skills to design and analyze simple and non
linear data structures.
 Identify the appropriate data structures for given
problem.
 Design & implement graph data structure
SEMESTER II
 Acquire Basic Knowledge in Advanced Java
 Gain knowledge in Swing and Networking, and JSF
 Handle all classes, inheritance and polymorphism
Advanced Java
 Acquire Knowledge in handling swing components
Programming
and containers
 Apply handle network sockets.
 Work with database connection and JSF framework
 Learn the fundamentals of computer science.
 Gain knowledge in the functionalities of each and
Data
every layer in network.
Communication
 Ability to realize and compare different LAN
and Networks
topologies.
 Implement and Compare the performance of Data






3.

16PCSC23

Relational
Database
Management
System









4.

16PCSO21

Mobile
Application








5.

16PCSO22

Compiler
Design





Link Layer protocols.
Analyze the services and features of the various
layers in the protocol stack.
Differentiate different routing algorithms and their
usage.
Understand the basic concepts & constructing queries
using SQL
Familiar with basic database storage structures &
access techniques
Analyse an information and express it in the form of
E-R Diagrams
Recognise the usage of relational algebra and
schemas
Handle recovery techniques, used to recover from
crashes
Develop sophisticated queries to extract information
from large datasets
Apply general programming knowledge in the field of
developing mobile applications
Understand specific requirements, possibilities and
challenges in developing for a mobile context
Acquire skills to work on Android Development
Environment
Develop effective .apk files
Understand interaction between user interface and
underlying application infrastructure
Plan and carry out a design work including
developing prototype that can be evaluated with
specified user group
Acquire practical skills and knowledge to construct
software for a mobile application
Gain knowledge of lex tool & yacc tool to develop a
scanner & parser
Understand building symbol tables and generating
intermediate code.
Identify the code optimization techniques to improve
the performance of a program in terms of speed &
space
Acquire knowledge in modern compiler & its features

6.

16PCSO23

Data Mining

7.

16PCSC2P

Advanced Java
Programming
Lab

8.

16PCSC2Q

RDBMS Lab

1.

16PCSC31

Web
Technology

 Understand the new tools and technologies used for
designing a compiler
 Understand the patterns, tokens & regular
expressions.
 Gain knowledge in data mart designing and
implementation.
 Understand principles and applications of warehouse.
 Design physical, logical and conceptual model.
 Understand various classification algorithms.
 Acquire skills measure the classified data.
 Apply mining concepts in real world issues.
 Develop basic programs using control statements,
Arrays, Inherited classes and Exception
 Gain knowledge in handling Net Beans Environment
 Acquire knowledge in developing basic swing
programs
 Utilize Object Serialization
 Possess knowledge in handling Synchronization
 Perform Network and Database programs
 Populate and query a database using SQL DML/DDL
commands.
 Apply PL/SQL including stored procedures, stored
functions, cursors, packages in application
development
 Design different views of tables for different users
 Design and build a GUI application using database
 Design and implement a database with data
consistency
 Apply current technical concepts and practices in the
core information technologies
SEMESTER III
 Gain knowledge about Internet and World Wide Web
 Design webpages using XHTML tags and attributes
 Acquire knowledge about server side and client side
program.
 Write Javascript programs with arrays, cookies and
objects
 Gain knowledge about Creating and Validating
Forms using PHP

16PCSC32

Software Project
Management

3.

16PCSO31

Network
Security and
Cryptography

4.

16PCSO32

Neural
Networks

2.

 Connect PHP with MySql.
 Ability to handle JQuery.
 Ability to manage the selection and initiation of
individual projects and of portfolios of projects in the
enterprise.
 Conduct project planning activities that accurately
forecast project costs, timelines, and quality.
Implement processes for successful resource,
communication, and risk and change management
 Learn practical application of project management to
formulate strategies allowing organizations to achieve
strategic goals
 Develop critical-thinking and analytical decisionmaking capabilities to investigate complex business
problems to propose project-based solutions
 Acquire skills to manage creative teams and project
processes effectively and efficiently
 Develop team-building skills to managing projects,
project teams, and stakeholders.
 Understand how the communication works in
computer networks and the basic terminology of
computer networks.
 Understand the use of client/server architecture, inter
process communication and to explain the basic
communication protocols.
 Understand the role of protocols in networking and to
analyze the services and features of the various layers
in the protocol stack.
 Explore the design issues in network security and to
understand security threads, security services and
mechanisms to counter them.
 Apply the network authentication services and
mechanisms and skills obtained to study further
concepts in network
 Gain knowledge about information security, public
and secret key cryptosystems.
 Understand the approaches to syntax and semantics
machine learning the various types of network
models.

5.

6.

16PCSO33

16PCSN31

Object Oriented
Analysis and
Design

Internet
Technologies

 Analyse the elements of formal learning law theorem,
and types of learning process and computational
process.
 Identify the basic pattern strategies for neurons
structure the pattern structure and algorithms for
pattern approaches and mapping, clustering a pattern.
 Apply the fundamental algorithms and techniques in
the area of neural network.
 Learn the neural network direct applications in
Natural Language Processing and speech recognition
techniques the various types of language processors,
and the vowels and verbal communications.
 Acquire knowledge to solve problems in areas
ranging from optimization problems to text analytics
in neural networks.
 Understand the concept of object oriented
development, and create a static object model and a
dynamic behavioural model and a functional model of
the system.
 Understand the approaches to system design and
object design and the techniques of translating design
to implementation.
 Understand the object oriented modelling and design
patterns to provide solutions to the real world
software design problems.
 Understand the implementation of various designs
patterns in UML, Data flow, use case and class design
techniques.
 Understand the development stages of object oriented
analysis and design and estimating system
performance.
 Gain knowledge to perform object oriented analysis
and design for different projects.
 Acquire knowledge in the concepts of HTML and
JavaScript
 Gain knowledge in data transferring via internet
 Acquire knowledge in Basic HTML tags
 Design a HTML page using tables, links, frames and
list

 Understand fundamentals of JavaScript
 Create forms using JavaScript
 Gain knowledge about Necessity of using Open
Source Tools
 Acquire knowledge in Open Source Operating
System – Linux
 Handle Linux Basic and advanced commands
 Gain knowledge about the Design Technique UML
 Design UML diagrams using an open source tool.
 Acquire knowledge in constructing SQL queries.
 Handle MySQL Environment
 Develop server side programs using PHP.
 Ability to connect PHP with MySQL
 Gain an understanding of the Microsoft .NET
architecture
 Learn how to build object-oriented applications using
VB and C-sharp
 Acquire a working knowledge of creating rich
internet Web application using the .NET Framework
including ASP.NET,ADO.NET ,C# and Web
Services
 Real Time Configure and deploy a Microsoft DOT
NET application.
 Acquire Professional ethics in design and deploying
an application
 Procure employability in IT sector IT industry

16PCSC3P

Open Source
Tools Lab

16PCSC3Q

Dot Net
Programming
Lab

1.

16PCSC41

2.

16PCSC42

SEMESTER IV
 Describe the operation of modern and high
performance computers.
 Undertake performance comparisons of modern and
high performance computers.
Advanced
 Improve the performance of applications on modern
Computing
and high performance computers.
 Understand the application areas of IOT
 Realize the revolution of Internet of mobile devices,
cloud &server networks
 Understand building blocks of IOT and characteristics
Employability
 Understand the significance of soft skills in working

7.

8.

Skills






environment
Learn to connect and work with others to achieve a
set of task
Handle emotions and respect for the opinions,
personal space
Develop self-motivation, raised aspirations and
beliefs in one‟s own abilities
Excel with focused approach in working environment
Communicate effectively with creativity

Department of Computer
Applications

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

1.

15UCAC11

2.

15UCAC1P

3.

15UCAE1P

4.

15UCAN11

: Computer Applications
: UG
Course Name

Course Outcome

SEMESTER I
 Able to develop the programming and logical
skills in C.
 Learn the files, structure and pointer concepts
implementations.
 Be skilled at the basic conditional statements such
Core I –
as while, do while and for statements.
Programming in
 Implementation of arrays and functions in various
C
applications.
 Learn how to develop C program using Array,
Structure, Union, Pointers and File concepts.
 Understand how to use programming in day to
day Applications
 Able to understanding compilation process.
 Understand the basic data types and their
operations.
 Learn Flow control in C.
 Skilled to use C program using Array, Structure,
Core II Union, Pointers and Files.
Programming in  Gain knowledge of design / implementation
C Lab
issues involved with variable allocation and
binding.
 Be skilled at using programming in day to day
Applications.
 Gain an insight the concepts of syntax,
translation, abstraction, and implementation
 Able to prepare document, slide show.
 Being capable of prepare slides with animations.
 Trained to prepare excel sheet, chart display.
Enrichment
Course I –
 Acquire proficiency in creating database.
Office
 Be familiar with pivot table.
Automation Lab  Understand the knowledge in Query.
 Gain a practical knowledge on generation of
reports.
Non Major
 Be able to access the Internet, Worldwide Web,

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UCAC21

2.

15UCAC2P

Course Name
Elective CourseI Fundamentals
of Computers

Course Outcome
as
well
as
use
Internet
directories
and search engines, and locate www addresses.
 Develop an intuitive sense of how computers
work and how they can be used to make your
academic work more efficient.
 Be able to find and evaluate information on the
Web.
 Acquired basic word processing skills with
Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel.
 Be acquainted the basic concepts of operating
system.
 Able to understand the basic concepts of
Topologies.
 Comprehend the concepts of Networks and its
types.
SEMESTER II
 Gain the basic knowledge on Object Oriented
concepts.
 Obtain the ability to develop applications using
Object Oriented Programming Concepts.
 Able to explain programming fundamentals,
including statement and control flow and
recursion.
 Articulate the principles of object-oriented
Core IIIproblem solving and programming.
Programming
 Able to simulate the problem in the subjects like
with C++
Operating system, Computer networks and real
world problems.
 Learn to implement features of object oriented
programming to solve real world problems.
 Analyze, write, debug, and test basic C++ codes
using the approaches introduced in the course.
 Be familiar with using C++ functions and the
concepts related to good modular design.
 Be able to develop, design and implement simple
Core IVcomputer programs.
Programming in  Understand functions and parameter passing.
C++ Lab
 Be able to do numeric (algebraic) and stringbased computation.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name


3.

15UCAN21

1.

15UCAC31

2.

15UCAC3P

Course Outcome
object-oriented

Understand
design
and
programming.
 Understand dynamic memory allocation and
pointers.
 Be able to design, implement, and test relatively
large C++ programs.
 Able to analyze, write, debug, and test basic C++
codes using the approaches introduced in the
course.
Grasping the new ideas related to programmin
 Know the fundamentals of internet
 Be able to access the Internet, Worldwide Web,
as well as use Internet directories and search
engines, and locate www addresses.
 Be able to find and evaluate information on the
Non Major
Web.
Elective CourseI: Web
 Learn basic HTML tags of formatting text, table,
Programming
ordered list and unordered list, internal and
external links.
 Learn various tags in HTML.
 Understand the basic functionality of a browser.
 Know the browser embedded.
SEMESTER III
 Get acquainted with basics of java programming.
 Get acquainted with the concept of class and
object.
 Get acquainted with the concepts of
Multithreading.
Core V –
 Apply proficiency in String manipulation.
Programming in
 Be familiar with the model of object oriented
JAVA
programming.
 Be familiar with the abstract data types,
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism
 Able to develop an applet window.
 Learn the file manipulation in files.
Core VI –
 Familiar with the main features of the Java
Programming in
language.
JAVA Lab
 Able to write a Java program to solve a well

S.No

Course Code

Course Name













3.

15UCAA31

Allied Course III
– Digital
Principles

&Computer
Organization





4.

15UCAS3P

Skill Based
Course I DIGITAL LAB







Course Outcome
specified problem.
Able to debug and test Java programs.
Get familiarity with major parts of Java 6 SE
libraries.
Understand how to read Java doc library
documentation and reuse library code.
Build software development skill using java
programming for real world applications.
Gain working knowledge of frontend and
backend of an application.
Solve
classical
problems
using
java
programming.
Apply the basic concepts of RMI.
Able to understand the graphics concepts of
APPLET.
Understand and be able to use Assembly
Language.
Understand number systems and the ASCII
character set as to how they relate to developing
and writing Assembly Language programs.
Understand the basic architectural structure, and
the various hardware components including
Input/Output, Memory, and Control Systems.
Understand the purpose of each of the
architecture registers.
Be able to employ Assembly Language
procedures to simplify and modularize programs.
Recognize the relationship of high-level
programming language constructs to the
equivalent Assembly Language instructions.
Students will be able to learn & use the new
technologies in computers.
Know the functions of basic electronic gates.
Know how to implement the circuits using gates.
Describe physical models of basic components.
Understand the nature and scope of modern
electronics.
Prepare students to perform the analysis and

S.No

Course Code

5.

15UCAV31

1.

15UCAC41

2.

15UCAC4P

Course Name

Course Outcome
design of various digital electronic circuits.
 Create a digital system using discrete digital ICs.
 Simulate a data path in hardware description
language.
 Design a hardwired / micro programmed control
circuit.
 Understand IC descriptions and select proper IC
in a given circuit based on its timing
characteristics.
 Verify the working of various IC‟s.
 Solve the numerical and quantitative aptitude
problems.
 Evaluate real life situations by resorting to
analysis of key issues and factors.
 Ability to read between the lines and understand
various language structures.
Value Based
 Demonstrate various principles involved in
Course I –
solving mathematical problems.
Numerical
 Reducing the time taken for performing job
Aptitude
functions.
 Understand the ethics for the surrounding
problems.
 Demonstrate proficiency with number sense.
 Apply the rules, procedures, and techniques of
appropriate deductive systems (e.g., algebra,
geometry, logic) to analyze and solve problems.
SEMESTER-IV
 Create applications that use ADO. NET.
 Work with XML Documents .
 Using Crystal Reports .
Core VII - Dot
 Maintain session and controls related information
Net
for user used in multi-user web applications.
Programming
 Use Delegates and handle Events.
 Use Exception Handling to avoid runtime errors.
 Create multithreaded applications.
Core VIII - Dot  Display proficiency in C# by building stand-alone
Net
applications in the .NET framework using C#.
Programming
 Create distributed data-driven applications using

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Lab














3.

15UCAO42

Elective I –
Computer
Oriented
Numerical
Methods









4.

15UCAO41

Elective I –
Fundamentals of
Data Structures
& Algorithms




Course Outcome
the .NET Framework, C#, SQL Server and
ADO.NET
Create web-based distributed applications using
C#, ASP.NET, SQL Server and ADO.NET
Utilize DirectX libraries in the .NET environment
to implement 2D and 3D animations and gamerelated graphic displays and audio.
Utilize XML in the .NET environment to create
Web Service-based applications and components.
Develop working knowledge of C# programming
constructs and the .NET Framework.
Write an object oriented program using custom
classes.
Build and debug well-formed Web Forms with
ASP. NET Controls.
Perform form validation with validation controls.
Create custom controls with user controls.
Solve problems in numerical solution of non
linear equations.
Know about the system of linear equations,
interpolation, numerical differentiation.
Provide conceptual understanding of Numerical
Integration.
Learn about numerical solution of ordinary
differential equations.
Understand the fundamentals, concepts and
practical use of these methods in the field of
computer science and applications.
Provide conceptual understanding of Inverse
Interpolation.
Use numerical methods for solving linear
algebraic equations which occur in Engineering
and statistical problems.
Apply important algorithmic design paradigms
and methods of analysis.
Synthesize efficient algorithms in common
engineering design situations.
Choose the data structures that effectively model
the information in a problem.

S.No

Course Code

5.

15UCAO43

1.

15UCAC5P

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Judge efficiency trade-offs among alternative
datastructure implementations or combinations.
 Apply algorithm analysis techniques to evaluate
the performance of an algorithm and to compare
data structures.
 Implement and know when to apply standard
algorithms for searching and sorting.
 Recognize and apply design patterns, and make
judgments
about
when
a
particular pattern will improve a design.
 Learn various techniques of Compiler Design.
 Learn various techniques and different levels of
translation.
 Learn how to optimize and effectively generate
machine code.
Elective I Principles of
 Understand, design and implement a lexical
Compiler Design
analyzer.
 Understand, design and implement a parser.
 Understand, design code generation schemes.
 Understand optimization of codes and runtime
environment.
SEMESTER-V
 Understand process of executing a PHP-based
script on a webserver.
 Be able to develop a form containing several
fields and be able to process the data provided on
the form by a user in a PHP-based script.
 Understand basic PHP syntax for variable use,
and standard language constructs, such as
Core X - Web
conditionals and loops.
Programming
 Understand the syntax and use of PHP objectwith PHP Lab
oriented classes.
 Understand the syntax and functions available to
deal with file processing for files on the server as
well as processing web URLs.
 Understand the paradigm for dealing with formbased data, both from the syntax of HTML forms,
and how they are accessed inside a PHP-based
script.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name



2.

15UCAC52

Core XI –
Relational
DataBase
Management
System
Concepts










3.

15UCAC51

Core IX- Web
Programming
with PHP







4.

15UCAC5Q

Core XII –
Relational
Database
Management
System Lab




Course Outcome
Implement databases and applications software
primarily in the relational model.
Use querying languages, primarily SQL, and
other database supporting software.
Apply the theory behind various database models
and query languages.
Implement security and integrity policies relating
to databases.
the basic principles behind data warehousing and
prepare for data analytics.
Work in group settings to design and
implementing database projects.
Understand the Relational Algebra and calculus
Notations.
Using if/elseif/else statements to control
processing conditionally.
Employing the break, continue, and exit
statements to modify default loop behaviors.
Using and writing functions, including many new
PHP7 features such as type declarations, REST
parameters and argument unpacking.
Using the PHP MyAdmin utility to administer the
MySQL database.
Manipulating strings in PHP using built-in
functions.
Maintaining state using cookies, session
variables, hidden form fields and query strings.
Learn the file uploading and downloading in files
concepts.
Differentiate database systems from file systems
by enumerating the features provided by database
systems and describe each in both function and
benefit.
Define the terminology, features, classifications,
and characteristics embodied in database systems.
Analyze an information storage problem and
derive an information model expressed in the
form of an entity relation diagram and other

S.No

Course Code

Course Name







5.

15UCAC53

Core XIII Computer
Networks and
Security












6.

15UCAO53

Elective II Management
Information
System








Course Outcome
optional analysis forms, such as a data dictionary.
Demonstrate an understanding of the relational
data model.
Transform an information model into a relational
database schema and to use a data definition
language and/or utilities to implement the schema
using a DBMS.
Formulate, using relational algebra, solutions to a
broad range of query problems.
Formulate, using SQL, solutions to a broad range
of query and data update problems.
Demonstrate an understanding of normalization
theory and apply such knowledge to the
normalization of a database.
Understand the use of computer networks.
Understand the functions soft network layers.
Analyze the services and features of the various
layers in the protocol stack.
Understand design issues in Network Security.
Understand security threats, security services.
Understand the basic concept of Multiplexing.
Understand the concept of active document.
Identify the major management challenges to
building and using Fault tolerant systems.
Learn how to find appropriate solutions to those
challenges.
Define an IT infrastructure and describe its
components.
Learn the core activities in the systems
development process.
Cultivate skills and experience in the
development and implementation of Fault tolerant
systems projects.
Understand the basic concepts and technologies
used in the field of management information
systems.
Have the knowledge of the different types of
management Fault tolerant systems.

S.No

7.

Course Code

15UCAO51

Course Name

Elective II Software
Engineering and
Testing











8.

9.

15UCAO52

15UCAS5P

Elective– II:
Object Oriented
Analysis and
Design

Skill Based
Course – II:
Tally Lab


















10.

15UCAS5Q

11.

15UCAV51

Skill Based
Course III - Mat
Lab




Value Based

Course II - Soft

Course Outcome
Learn basic principles of software engineering.
Learn the basics in designing model.
Make the students understand the software
concepts.
Learn clarity and completeness of documentation.
Know Consistency of specification.
Know the Quality of design.
Understand whether your design implements your
specification.
Understand the basic principles of object
orientation.
Understand the basic concepts and terms of object
orientation and the associated UML notation.
Appreciate the strengths of object orientation.
Basic Principles of Object Orientation.
Basic Concepts of Object Orientation.
Strengths of Object Orientation.
Analyzing and designing an application, system,
or business.
Improve the knowledge of accounts.
Know the basic concepts of purchase & sales.
Understand the ledger creation.
Understand stocking of item.
Know various tax creations.
Understand the purchase and sales operations.
Know how to make reports in tally
Learn the basic principles of modelling with
Simulink
Learn the basic of Image Transformation
Learn the importance of Adding and Removing
Noise
Understand the concept of Image Enhancement
Handling the area selection and holes filling
Performing the image segmentation
Learning the Blurring and Deblurring the images.
Understand the various personality development
skills.

S.No

1.

2.

Course Code

Course Name
Skill

15UCAC61

Core XIV –
Operating
System

15UCAC62

Core XV Advanced
Computing
Techniques

Course Outcome
 Improve the attitude.
 Work with team.
 Understand the timing skills.
 Improve the stress management concepts.
 Know the dress code, behavior, facial
expressions.
 Improve the presentation skills & Group
discussions.
SEMESTER-VI
 Learn the mechanisms of OS to handle processes
and threads and their communication.
 Gain knowledge on distributed operating system
concepts that includes architecture.
 Know the components and management aspects
of concurrency management
 Learn programmatically to implement simple OS
mechanisms
 Understand what a process is and how processes
are synchronized and scheduled.
 Know the components and management aspects
of Real time, Mobile operating Systems.
 Gain knowledge Mutual exclusion algorithms,
Deadlock detection algorithms and agreement
protocols.
 Understand the various Concepts of advanced
computing techniques.
 Understand about the basics of distributed
computing techniques and also their use in some
real life situation
 Analyzing the performance of current multi-core
and future many-core systems
 Introduce a variety of methodologies and
approaches for reasoning about concurrent and
distributed programs.
 Able to design and implement Grid computing
applications using Globus or similar toolkits.
 Enable students to explore and obtain awareness
on the state-of-the-art of research in pervasive

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome






3.

15UCAC63

Core XVIComputer
Graphics












4.

15UCAC6P

Core XVII Computer
Graphics Lab





5.

15UCAO63

Elective III–
Artificial






computing.
Acquire knowledge to adopt green computing
practices to minimize negative impacts on the
environment.
Know about various drawing Algorithms in
Computer Graphics.
Provide comprehensive introduction about
computer graphics system.
Gain the knowledge about graphics hardware
devices and software
Provide introduction about two dimensional
transformations in computer graphics system.
Make the students familiar with techniques of
clipping Algorithms.
The computer graphics course prepares students
for activities involving in design, development
and testing of modeling, rendering and shading.
Understand three dimensional concepts, Provide
introduction
about
three
dimensional
transformations in computer graphics system.
Train in Graphics programs.
Familiar with various Graphics techniques.
Know about Drawing Algorithms in Computer
Graphics.
Provide comprehensive introduction about
computer graphics system
Provide introduction about two dimensional
transformations in computer graphics system.
Make the students familiar with techniques of
clipping Algorithms.
Provide students for activities involving in
design, development, rendering, reflection and
shading.
Understand basic designing in Flash.
Create animations.
Create a multimedia presentation.
Learn the appreciation for and understanding of
both the achievements of AI and the theory

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Intelligence

















6.

15UCAO61

Elective III Fundamentals of
Data Mining &
Bioinformatics








Course Outcome
underlying those achievements.
Have a basic proficiency in a traditional AI
language including an ability to write simple to
intermediate programs
Have an understanding of the basic issues of
knowledge representation and blind and heuristic
search,
Have a basic understanding of some of the more
advanced topics of AI such as learning, natural
language processing, agents and robotics, expert
systems, and planning.
Learn and analyze important historical and
current trends addressing artificial intelligence.
Analyze a problem, and identify and define the
computing requirements appropriate to its
solution
An ability to design, implement, and evaluate a
computer-based system, process, component, or
program to meet desired needs
Understand the basic principles, concepts and
applications of data warehousing and data
mining.
Have an ability to do Conceptual, Logical, and
Physical design of Data Warehouses OLAP
applications and OLAP deployment.
Have a good knowledge of the fundamental
concepts that provides the foundation of data
mining.
Give students an introduction to the basic
practical techniques of bioinformatics.
Application of bioinformatics and biological
databases to problem solving in real research
problems.
Reach a familiar with the use of a wide variety of
internet applications, biological database and will
be able to apply these methods to research
problems.
Impart knowledge on basic techniques of
Bioinformatics.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name










7.

15UCAO62

Elective IIIIntroduction to
Soft Computing










8.

9.

15UCAS6P

15UCAV6Q

Skill Based
Course IV –
Virtual Gaming

Value Based
Course III -











Course Outcome
Learn various techniques for mining data streams.
Learn Event Modelling for different applications.
Analyze data through statistical and graphical
summarization, supervised and unsupervised
learning algorithms.
Knowing about the basics of soft computing
techniques and also their use in some real life
situations.
Solve the problems using neural networks
techniques.
Find the solution using different fuzzy logic
techniques
Use the genetic algorithms for different
modelling
Integrate the various soft computing techniques
Learning Process and Learning Task, Supervised
Learning – Single and Multi Layer Network,
Associative Memory,
Genetic
algorithms
and
evolutionary
computation, Applications of Genetic Algorithms
& Hybrid Systems
Learn the basics of genetic algorithms and their
applications in optimization and planning
Familiarize with neural networks and learning
methods for neural networks
Developing skills thorough understanding of the
theoretical and practical aspects of Soft
Computing.
Learn the basic functions of graphics.
Understand the color modulation.
Learn about working with text
Understand the concept of animation.
Know about basic concept of 2D & 3D
animation.
Learn the basic Gaming functions.
Know the various effects in image.
Performing file operations
Performing Directory Operations

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UENE11

2.

15UENE21

3.

15UENV6P

Course Name
UNIX Lab

Course Outcome
 Understand the rights of file.
 Know about the Redirection operator.
 Understand the file manipulating commands
 Understand the string functions.
 Know about sorting and merging.
B.A.(English)
 Prepare them to create documents
 Give them preparation of tables and its
Enrichment
formatting.
Course I –
 Make them to create database.
Windows
 Know about pivot table.
Fundamental
 Understand the knowledge in Query.
Lab
 Give practical knowledge on generation of
reports.
 Make them to prepare slides with animations.
 Be able to access the Internet, Worldwide Web,
as well as use Internet directories and search
engines, and locate www addresses.
 In general, develop an intuitive sense of how
computers work and how they can be used to
make your academic work more efficient.
Enrichment
Course II – Web  Be able to find and evaluate information on the
Lab
Web.
 Learn basic word processing skills with Microsoft
Word, PowerPoint and Excel.
 Know the fundamentals of internet.
 Be able to access the Internet, Worldwide Web,
as well as use Internet directories and search
engines, and locate www addresses.
 Understand about Morphing
 Know about Creation of Animation.
 Learn about story board
Value Based
Course II – AD  Understand different animation effects.
Designing
 Learn about screen saver
 Understand the text effect
 Learn about the picture masking.

Department of Information
Technology

Name of the Department: Information Technology
Programme : UG
S.no Course code
Course name

Course outcome

SEMESTER I

1.

2.

3.

15UITC11

Core – I:
Programming in C

15UITC1P

Core – II:
Programming in C
Lab

15UITN11

Non Major Elective
Course – I :
Principles of
Information

 Gaining experience about structured programming
 Helping students to understand the implementation
of C language
 Familiarizing the students with basic concepts of
computer programming
 Understanding the syntax and semantics of the “C”
language as well as data types offered by the
language
 Allowing the students to write their own programs
using standard language infrastructure regardless of
the hardware or software platform
 Providing ability to work with characters and strings.
 Letting the students to know the power of Modular
Programming through Functions
 Providing skills to use Pointers for dynamic
programming
 Enhancing the knowledge on storage through using
Files
 Letting the students to learn C programming
language through practical experience
 Providing students the ability to solve complex
problems in a reasonable time
 Learning problem solving techniques in C
 Equipping the students to debug their own programs
 Understanding how to implement Programs with
pointers and arrays
 Performing various operations on Strings
 Providing ability to work with Functions
 Providing knowledge on programming with
Structures
 Enabling students to learn File concept
 Introduce the importance of Information in IT
 Understand the Evolution of computers
 Explain a beginner how computer works
 Understand the various software and hardware

S.no

Course code

Course name
Technology










4.

15UITE1P

Enrichment Course –
I: DTP Lab








Course outcome
components of computer
Understanding the networks concept
Creating awareness about Internet and its purpose
Learning various protocols on Internet
Allowing students to know about E-Mail and other
internet accounts
Getting basic knowledge on Corel Draw
Understanding the local needs of learning a
designing package
Improving the skills of graphics creation
Introducing text effects for various illustrations
Understanding graphic formats and conventions that
gives publications a quality look
Writing and editing a basic shape to create a
different figure
Learning how to design a certificate with transparent
backgrounds
Developing logos and badges to improve own
creativity
Providing skills to design invitations and banner
Learning how to design a Calendar
Learning zipper &twister effects of shapes

SEMESTER II




1.

15UITC21

Core – III: Object
Oriented
Programming With
C++







Understanding how C++ improves C with objectoriented features
Learning the syntax and semantics of the C++
programming language.
Learning how to write inline functions for efficiency
and performance
Learning how to design C++ classes for code
reusability
Learning how to implement copy constructors and
class member functions
Learning how to overload functions and operators in
C++.
Learning how containment and inheritance promote
code reuse in C++.
Learning how inheritance and virtual functions

S.no

Course code

Course name









2.

15UITC2P

Core – IV:
Object Oriented
Programming With
C++ Lab










3.

15UITN21

Non Major Elective
Course – II:
Office Automation





4.

15UITE2P

Enrichment Course –
II:
PC Software Lab








Course outcome
implement dynamic binding with polymorphism
Understanding the concept of data abstraction and
encapsulation
Learning how to design and implement generic
classes with C++ templates.
Learning how to use exception handling in C++
programs.
Learning how to work with strings in C++
programming language
Improving problem solving skills using C++
Understanding the difference between C structures
and C++ classes
Enabling the students to effectively use Constructors
& Destructors
Implementing programs to obtain Overloading
concept
Learning the concept of various Inheritance
techniques
Implement Friend Functions to understand the code
reusability in C++
Learning exception handling mechanisms
Implement file concepts using C++
Giving knowledge of computer fundamentals
Introducing Windows OS and its Accessories
Achieving better typing and editing documents
through Word that helps to improve quality of
document
Learning the Mail Merge concept
Simplifying operations and minimizing manual
errors by using Excel
Understanding how to present data for better
communication through Excel
Helping Data management using Access
Gaining the presentation ability through Power point
Giving knowledge on MS Office package
Learning to insert pictures to create advertisements
Designing newspaper with header & footer
Learning how to do Mail Merge practically

S.no

Course code

Course name






Course outcome
Understanding the concept of Macros
Providing ability to understand Excel functions
Understanding the graphical representation of
compact data using Excel charts
Providing better skill to effectively use Power point
for presentation
Learning the main use of Access for storage and
retrieval through queries

SEMESTER III

15UITC31

Core – V: Data
Structures and
Algorithms

2.

15UITC3P

Core – VI: Data
Structures and
Algorithms lab

3.

15UITA31

Allied – III: Digital

1.

 Understanding the basic concepts of data structures
and algorithms
 Understanding the concepts about searching and
sorting techniques
 Learning basics about dynamic data structure
 Knowing about algorithm design paradigm based on
multi-branched recursion
 Understanding the concepts of Stack & Queue
 Gaining knowledge on Trees
 Learning different approaches like Divide &
Conquer, Dynamic Programming, Greedy and
Backtracking
 Learning algorithms which are used to give optimal
solutions to every problem
 Improving the ability of students to choose
appropriate data structure as applied to specified
problem definition
 Getting knowledge on efficient storage mechanisms
of data for an easy access
 Knowing the different searching algorithms
 Making the students to be able to use linear and nonlinear data structures like stacks, queues
 Understanding simple sorting algorithms that
repeatedly sort
 Learning complex sorting algorithms that produce
less time complexity than other algorithms
 Understanding various linked list concepts
 Evaluating data through Trees
 Applying the principles of Boolean algebra to

S.no

Course code

Course name
Principles and
Computer
Organization














4.

15UITS3P

Skill Based Course –
I: Digital Principles
Lab







5.

15UITV31

Value Based Course –
I: Management
Information System






Course outcome
manipulate and minimize logic expressions
Understanding the basic principles of Digital
Systems
Designing logic functions with AND, OR, NAND,
NOR and XOR gates with minimum number of gate
delays or literals.
Understanding the use of K-maps to minimize and
optimize two-level logic functions
Analyzing the operation of sequential circuits that
built with various flip-flops
Understanding the operations of state-of-the-art
components to design and build complex digital
systems.
Understanding the concepts of data paths, control
units, and micro-operations and building blocks of
digital systems
Articulating how modern microelectronics has
impacted society
Getting good knowledge about the concepts of
digital electronics
Exploring the process of all logic gates
Training students with all the equipments which will
help in improving the basic knowledge on gates
Demonstrating circuit operation that can be
implemented in properly constructed digital circuits
Gaining knowledge on applying theorems
Understanding the implementation of sequential
digital logic circuits
Analyzing a circuit and compare its theoretical
performance with actual performance
Understanding the purpose of analytical and
reflective skills in decision making
Improving communication effectively in both orally
and in writing
Recognizing legal and ethical issues of a firm
Contributing to the performance of a group within a
business setting
Knowing the differences among global economies,

S.no

Course code

Course name

Course outcome
institutions, business practices and cultures
 Analyzing and gathering requirements and design
systems
 Understanding of develop, control and manage
projects

SEMESTER IV

1.

15UITC41

Core – VII: RDBMS

2.

15UITC4P

Core – VIII: RDBMS
Lab

 Providing a sound introduction to the discipline of
database management
 Familiarizing the students with the uses of database
environments towards an information-oriented dataprocessing framework
 Giving an introduction to systematic database design
approaches covering conceptual design, logical
design and an overview of physical design
 Giving a good formal foundation on the entity
relationship model of data
 Familiarizing with the process of organizing the
attributes and relations of relational database to
reduce data redundancy and improve data integrity
 Presenting the concepts and techniques related to
query processing by SQL engines
 Getting familiar with procedural language as
extension to standard SQL
 Providing a way to execute procedural logic on the
database
 Learning to use PL/SQL program associated with
specific database table to implement various
concepts
 Familiarizing with query language
 Giving a good formal foundation on the relational
model of data
 Having a good understanding of DML commands
and DCL commands
 Presenting the concepts and techniques related to
query processing by SQL engines
 Familiarizing advanced SQL queries
 Letting student to define own exceptions according
to the need of program

S.no

Course code

Course name











3.

15UITA4P

Allied Course – IV:
Unix Lab










4.

15UITO41

Optional / Elective
Course – I:
1. Operating System








Course outcome
Understanding cursor programming concept
Presenting the concepts and techniques relating to
ODBC and its implementations
Enabling student to familiar with “business logic”
Learning to create own functions
Understanding of programming in PL/SQL using
various concepts
Learning basic Unix commands
Understanding the concept of C Programming with
Unix
Getting knowledge on various shell commands used
in files
Understanding the SED command and its purpose
Learning ideas about using the AWK and Grep
commands
Getting knowledge on Directory structure commands
Understanding the difference between programming
in Windows and Unix platforms
Enabling students to write their own shell scripts for
various concepts
Demonstrating the Unix OS structure through wide
variety of commands
Understanding the major difference between
commands of same category and performance
Learning the fundamentals of Operating Systems
Understanding the structure and services of operating
system
Learning the mechanisms to handle process and its
communication
Knowing scheduling systems of CPU
Providing the knowledge of basic concepts towards
process synchronization and related issues
Gaining knowledge on handling multi processor
problems
Getting knowledge on distributed systems
Learning the memory management capabilities of
OS
Studying about methods and data structures that are

S.no

Course code

Course name

Course outcome






5.

15UITO42

Optional / Elective
Course – I:
2. Artificial
Intelligence









6.

15UITO43

Optional / Elective
Course – I:
3. Compiler Design








used by OS
Understanding the I/O devices used by system to
communicate with OS
Knowing of Artificial Intelligence techniques
Understanding the development of computer
functions associated with human intelligence
Getting knowledge on AI techniques
Learning basics about knowledge representation and
its issues
Understanding the well designed game playing
systems
Understanding of syntactic processing, semantic
analysis of Natural Language Processing
Learning the mental phenomena by interconnected
networks of simple and uniform units
Providing ability to solve complex problems by
reasoning about knowledge
Learning expert system and robot architecture
Introducing various phases of compiler design
Learning the basics of compiler which convert high
level language into low level language
Understanding lexical analysis
Familiarizing with parsers which uses semantic
analyzer
Identifying the similarities and differences among
various parsing techniques
Providing knowledge on address codes
Understanding the exact compilation process
Knowing about optimizer used to reduce the size of
program

SEMESTER V

1.

15UITC51

Core – IX:
Programming in Java

 Learning the basic concept of Java Programming
 Understanding how to use Java in day to day
applications
 Learning basics like loops, arrays, input/output
structures, events, exceptions, and threads.
 Understanding various forms of data, control and
object structures supported by the Java language

S.no

Course code

Course name












2.

15UITC5P

Core – X:
Programming in Java
Lab










3.

15UITC52

Core – XI: Dot Net
Programming









Course outcome
Recognizing similarities and common characteristics
between Java and other programming languages
Understanding the interaction with Files in Java
Learning the importance of AWT
Understanding the graphical user interface
components.
Providing
knowledge
on
developing
and
implementing applets
Gaining knowledge on Networking using Java
Understanding the
basic
fundamentals
of
Programming such as variables, conditional and
iterative execution, methods etc.
Learning Java Programming with object-oriented
concepts
Knowing how to use Java's API in applications.
Understanding abstract data types, encapsulation,
inheritance and polymorphism
Understanding the concept file operations
Learning about the applet programs with thread
implementation
Studying the concepts of AWT components
Learning how to use Threads
Introducing knowledge on testing, documenting and
preparing a professional looking Package
Learning the implementation of Applets
Knowing about exception handling mechanisms and
Networking through Java.
Setting up a programming environment for VB.net
programs.
Understanding of configuringanVB.net application.
Understanding the features of .Net frameworks
Creating ASP.Net applications using standard .net
controls.
Developing a data driven web application.
Connecting to data sources and managing them.
Maintaining session and controls related information
for user used in multi-user web applications
Understanding the fundamentals of developing

S.no

Course code

Course name










4.

15UITC5Q

Core – XII: Dot Net
Programming Lab










5.

15UITO51

Optional / Elective
Course – II:
1. Computer
Networks







Course outcome
modular application by using object oriented
methodologies
Improving proficiency in C# by building stand-alone
applications in the .NET framework using C#.
Creating distributed data-driven applications using
the .NET Framework, C# and ADO.NET
Creating web-based distributed applications using
C#, ASP.NET and ADO.NET
Understanding .NET Framework and describing
some of the major enhancements to the new version
of Visual Basic.
Describing the basic structure of a Visual Basic.NET
features of the integrated development environment
(IDE)
Creating applications using Microsoft Windows
Forms
Learning how to use Crystal Reports
Understanding and using the concepts of objects,
primitive value, message, method, selection control
structure, repetition control structures, object
reference, container, and method parameter
Developing a working knowledge of C#
programming constructs and the .NET Framework.
Building and debugging well-formed Web Forms
with ASP. NET Controls.
Creating applications that use ADO. NET
Using ADO.NET in a web application to read, insert,
and update data in a database
Explaining how communication works in computer
networks and to understand the basic terminology of
computer networks
Explaining the role of protocols in networking and to
analyze the services and features of the various
layers in the protocol stack.
Providing students with an overview of the concepts
and fundamentals of data communication and
computer networks
Familiarizing with the basic taxonomy and

S.no

Course code

Course name











6.

15UITO52

Optional / Elective
Course – II:
2. Client/Server
Computing











7.

15UITO53

Optional / Elective
Course – II:
3. Neural Networks






Course outcome
terminology of computer networking area.
Experiencing the designing and managing of
communication protocols while getting a good
exposure to the TCP/IP protocol suite
Understanding Routing mechanisms
Becoming familiar with mechanisms and protocols
for reliable data communications in various
computer network architectures.
Studying about the Network architecture OSI,
TCP/IP etc.
Learning about the Protocols HTTP and FTP and
protocol designs.
Knowing about the Network applications in each
layer.
Defining a client/server network.
Describing how the hardware and software are
combined to implement Client/server computing.
Implementing the current client/server standards.
Describing the basic client/server models.
Demonstrating the concepts of a typical client
operating system.
Implementing typical client software.
Demonstrating the difference between client and
server hardware technology.
Demonstrating the uses of client/server software and
hardware.
Understanding the different Server OS
Defining the role of Backup & recovery mechanisms
Understanding the role of neural networks in
engineering, artificial intelligence, and cognitive
modeling.
Providing knowledge of supervised learning in
neural networks
Providing knowledge of computation and dynamical
systems using neural networks
Providing knowledge of reinforcement learning
using neural networks.
Learning about different memory definitions

S.no

Course code

Course name








8.

15UITS5P

Skill Based Course –
III: Soft Skill
Training













9.

15UITS5Q

Skill Based Course –
IV: Network
Programming Lab








Course outcome
Knowing about the concepts of hands-on experience
in selected application
Understanding the basic signal processing.
Realizing the basic neural network models
Studying about counter propagation networks
Knowing about Self Organizing Maps
Helping the students to understand interpersonal
skills.
Enhancing holistic development of students and
improve their employability skills.
Supporting students in building interpersonal skills.
Giving better the ability to work with others.
Developing inter personal skills to be an effective
goal oriented team player.
Developing professionals with idealistic, practical
and moral values.
Developing communication and problem solving
skills.
Understand Re-engineering attitude and its influence
on behavior.
Developing effective communication skills
Developing effective presentation skills.
Mastering the terminology and concepts of the OSI
reference model and the TCP- IP Reference model.
Mastering the concepts of UDP & TCP protocols,
Understanding
network
interfaces
and
design/performance issues in networks
Familiarizing with client/server concept
Familiarizing with contemporary issues in
networking technologies
Introducing network tools and
network
programming through sockets
Providing knowledge on connection less and
connection oriented services
Introducing the layer concept through C
Programming
Understanding a single client/server and multi
client/server technologies

S.no

Course code

Course name





10.

15UITJ5P

On Job Training







Course outcome
Providing self confidence to handle a major project
Allowing students to have a pre experience of
writing an abstract
Introducing recent techniques to do a project easily
and usefully
Helping students to understand the company
environment
Analyzing students performance through their
Record submission
Making students to have different ideas over
different projects
Giving exposure to new hardware / software
Understanding the capabilities of a developer
Making the students more vigilance in selecting their
major project

SEMESTER VI

1.

15UITC61

Core – XIII: Web
Technology

2.

15UITC6P

Core – XIV: Web
Technology Lab

 Demonstrating competency in the use of common
HTML code.
 Understanding XML and its purpose
 Creating web pages using DHTML.
 Constructing pages that meet the needs of an
identified audience.
 Understanding various Script languages like
VBScript, Javascript
 Demonstrating proficiency in the use of a
WYSIWYG design software.
 Learning how to embed scripts within a HTML code
 Creating web pages using PHP and Java script
 Understanding how CSS affects web page creation.
 Designing and implementing dynamic websites with
good aesthetic sense
 Getting a good grounding of Web Application
Terminologies, Internet Tools, E – Commerce and
other web services.
 Designing web pages through code using HTML and
DHTML.
 Understanding how to use Dream Weaver IDE
 Familiarizing the concept Scripting.

S.no

Course code

Course name










3.

15UITC62

Core – XV: Software
Engineering










4.

15UITO61

Optional / Elective
Course – III:
1. Data Mining
& Data
Warehousing








Course outcome
Understanding the usage of JavaScript and VBScript
Providing knowledge on Event Handling and
Validation
Learning PHP syntax, variables, loops and
constructs.
Learning XML Technologies
Understanding CSS with HTML.
Providing an ability to apply knowledge of
mathematics, science, and engineering.
Creating an ability to design and conduct
experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data.
Learning different stages in software development
Giving an ability to design a system, component, or
process to meet desired needs within realistic
constraints
Introducing an ability to function on multidisciplinary teams.
Providing an ability to identify, formulate, and solve
engineering problems.
Understanding of professional and ethical
responsibility.
Giving an ability to design software effectively.
Providing the broad education necessary to
understand the impact of engineering solutions
Educating the techniques on software testing
Giving knowledge of software maintenance.
Introducing the basic concepts of Data Warehouse
and Data Mining techniques.
Getting knowledge on OLAP operations.
Discovering interesting patterns and analyze
supervised and unsupervised models and estimate the
accuracy of the algorithms.
Processing raw data to make it suitable for various
data mining algorithms.
Discovering and measure interesting patterns from
different kinds of databases.
Applying the techniques of clustering, classification,
association
finding,
feature
selection
and

S.no

Course code

Course name










5.

15UITO62

Optional / Elective
Course – III:
2. Cloud
Computing










6.

15UITO63

Optional / Elective
Course – III:
3. Embedded
Systems







Course outcome
visualization to real world data.
Understanding various algorithms in DM
Developing practical work of DM techniques and
design hypotheses based on the analysis to
conceptualize a DM solution to a practical problem.
Learning different clustering techniques.
Exploring Data mining and data ware housing
applications in bio informatics
Understanding Infrastructure and operations
Identifying the cloud-computing-related IT services
Documenting the internal processes that will be
affected by the identified cloud services.
Mapping applications and workloads to the
associated cloud services.
Delivering a commitment of quality of work to the
public
Protecting information resources from supply chain
threats.
Securing assurances associated with the hardware
and software used.
Learning different services offered by Cloud
Preventing unauthorized access to cloud computing
infrastructure resources.
Expertise of service delivered by our well trained
professional personnel
Understanding real time cloud based web services
Understanding the basics of embedded system,
processor architecture
Knowing network devices and communication buses,
device drivers
Knowing about applying programming concept to
embedded devices using C and C++
Understanding the program modeling concepts
Knowing the processes, threads and inter process
communications
Enriching real time operating system and its services,
process management
Understanding the functionalities of Real time OS

S.no

Course code

Course name







7.

15UITS61

Skill Based Course –
V:
Biometrics and
Information Security













8.

15UITV6P

Value Based Course –
II:
Multimedia Lab








Course outcome
Providing introduction to IPC for modeling concepts
Giving knowledge on Processor and Memory
organization
Explaining real word interfacing techniques
Understanding basics of biometric and its policy
Knowing Biometric technologies through interaction
with finger biometric
Understanding the impact biometric authentication
like face, voice, Iris
Knowing various classical encryption techniques
Knowing cryptography methods like public key
Knowing message authentication and hash functions
Learning various cryptographic algorithms
Enforcing students to follow basic bio metric
techniques to protect information
Introducing various techniques for information
security
Giving knowledge on security risks
Understanding the package Adobe Photoshop
Designing different shapes
Providing knowledge on moving pictures and stable
pictures
Stimulating students to create wide variety of
animations of their own
Making students to create interesting edited images
Allowing students to improve their designing skill
Giving ideas on Macromedia Flash
Introducing various techniques to video editing
Providing knowledge on flash buttons
Making students to create interesting patterns behind
their own website designs

Department of Hotel
Management and Catering
Science

Name of the Department : Hotel Management and Catering Science
Programme : UG
S.no
Course code
Course name
Course outcome
SEMESTER I
 Understand and use basic grammatical structures
necessary for rudimentary conversation and polite
greeting
 Communicate information about daily functions,
1.
15UHIL11
Practical Hindi
such as eating, sleeping,, travelling etc.
 Understand and use vocabulary for basic objects,
place, food, basic colours, months, days of week
of a few common verb forms
 Express opposites such as good/bad etc.
 Expand listening skills that require when listening
for information and key words
 Developed oral communication skills over
students
2.
15UHML11
Hospitality English
 Improve the use of the English language
confidence in term of fluency
 Developed the basic knowledge about the
telephonic conversation
 Demonstrate knowledge of the basic working
knowledge of all areas of hospitality

Demonstrate knowledge of basic concepts of hotel
Introduction to
3.
15UHMC11
industry
Hospitality Industry
 Demonstrate
knowledge
about
catering
establishments
 Develop basic skills in culinary operations
 Understand the meaning of tourist, tour and
differences
 Outline and communicate the history of tourism
Introduction to
4.
15UHMC12
 Identify and reflect on the factors that motivate
Tourism Industry
tourist travel
 Illustrate the types of tourism
 Outlined the basic components of tourism
 Demonstrated the origin of culinary industry
 Demonstrated about the various methods of
cooking techniques
Basic Culinary Arts &  Illustrated the organizational structure of the
5.
15UHMC13
culinary department in the hotel industry
Patisserie
 Enumerated the kitchen equipments also care and
maintenance of the equipments
 Demonstrated the classification of ingredients,
vegetables etc.

S.no

Course code

Course name



6.

15UHMN11

Fundamentals of
Tourism
Administration







7.

15UHME11

Basic Food &
Beverage Service





1.

15UHMC21

2.

15UHMC2P

Course outcome
Developed knowledge in the culinary terms used
in the hotel industry
Described the coordination between inter
departmental
Basic knowledge about tour, tourism and tourist
Described the various types of tourism
Illustrated the basic components and elements of
tourism
Basic knowledge in setting up a travel agency and
the duties of a travel agent
To understand the foundations and objectives of
Food and Beverage Service basic things about
service
Described the structure of food service industry
Understand basic knowledge about menu and the
French classical menu
Various procedures followed in the food service
industry

SEMESTER – II
 Describe the reporting hierarchy and flow of
information in front office department
 List out the factors for job description and job
specification
 Understand the role front office in hotel operation
 Understand the different types of guest rooms and
Basic Front Office
facilities offered
And Accomodation
 Described the importance of reservation and
various stages in reservation
Operation
 Importance of housekeeping department in hotel
industry
 Duties and responsibilities followed by the
housekeeping personnel‟s
 Various cleaning procedures followed in the
housekeeping department
 Illustrated the rules and regulations followed in
the front office department
Basic Front Office &  Understand the requirements of different types of
guests
Accommodation
 List the elements of good personal presentation
operation pracical
 Identify the personal traits and social skills of
staff required for staff handling guests
 Identify various forms and formats used in front

S.no

Course code

3.

15UHMC2Q

4.

15UHMC22

5.

15UHMN21

6.

15UHME2P

1.

15UHMJ31

Course name

Course outcome
office department
 Learned the basic cleaning procedures followed in
the hotel industry
 Understand the various linens used in the
housekeeping department
 Described the step by step bed making procedures
followed in the hotel industry
 Understand the basic practical knowledge of
culinary
 Explained the classification of raw materials
based on their characters
Basic Culinary Arts &  Illustrated the basic cuts of vegetables
Patisserie Practical
 Demonstrated the basic mother sauce preparation,
basic stock preparation etc.
 Understand the parts of chicken, pork and their
cutting techniques
 Explained the basic egg cookery procedures
 Describe the evolution and growth of tourism
 Understand the basic constituents of tourism
 Explained the various modes of travel used in the
tourism industry
Tourism Management  Explained the classification of tourism on the
basis of character
 Communicate the basic knowledge and skill
required in the tourism field
 Explained about the tourist related information of
our state and the wonders of the world
 Understand the basic knowledge about the hotel
industry
Fundamentals Of
 Described about the various major departments in
Hotel Administration
the hotel industry and their main duties
 Illustrated the staff hierarchy of various
departments ad their duties and responsibilities
 Familiarize and handle various service
equipments used in service
Basic Food And
 Understand the personal attributes of F&B service
Beverage Service
personnel
 Understand the do‟s and don‟ts in the restaurant
Practical
 Adopt different skills and techniques required for
food service operation
SEMESTER – III
Industrial Exposure
 During training students gets exposed to the
nuances of professionalism and understands its
Training Project And

S.no

Course code

Course name
Viva Voce

Course outcome







2.

15UHMA3P

Hotel Computer
Application






3.

15UHMO3P

Quantity Training
Kichen Practical






4.

15UHMO3Q

Training Restaurant
Practical






5.

15UHMO3R

Room Management
Practical




importance
Hotels taught them to play myriad roles at a time
– trouble shooting, problem solving and
multitasking skills to the students
The real update on the latest trends, technical
advances takes place
Interact with guests become responsible and
brings confidence with them during their entire
professional life
Network which may help us during the final
placement
Gained the Basic Knowledge about Computer
Understand about the various functions in MS
OFFFICE software
Impart the Knowledge on MS WORD and its uses
Communicate
the
Knowledge
MS
POWERPOINT
Learned about the features of INTERNET AND
EMAIL
Understand and prepare Indian regional menus in
large quantities to suit the occasion.
Described the students to the concepts of
Specialty Cuisines
Establish the importance of bulk cooking within
the Hospitality Industry.
Understand the basic knowledge of service
equipments & its uses
Understand the rules for waiting at the table and
laying of the table
Understand about mise en place and mise en
scene
Understand the concept menu planning and menu
compiling
Understand different types of rooms and its
features
Understand the standard amenities supplied in the
hotel rooms
Understand the cleaning procedures and handling
of equipments used in housekeeping department
Understand the knowledge about registers
maintain in housekeeping department

SEMESTER – IV

S.no

Course code

Course name

1.

15UHMC41

Quantity Food
Production

2.

15UHMC4P

Quantity Food
Production Practical

3.

15UHMC42

Food & Beverage
Service

4.

15UHMC4Q

Food & Beverage
Service Pracical

5.

15UHMC43

Travel Agency
Management

Course outcome
 Understand and prepare Indian regional menus in
large quantities to suit the occasion.
 Described the students to the concepts of
Specialty Cuisines
 Establish the importance of bulk cooking within
the Hospitality Industry.
 It also prepares the student to acquire basic skills
and knowledge. Necessary to successfully identify
the required standards in this area.
 Understand the difficulties in the bulk cooking
process
 Prepared Indian Regional Menus in Large
Quantities to suite the Occation
 Understand the Difficulties in bulk cooking
Process
 Described the special ingredients used in vaarious
cuisines
 Introduced the basic classification of alcoholic
beverages
 Demonstrated the wine making procedures and its
classification
 Understand the basic knowledge of beer, wine and
sprits
 Explained the manufacturing process of various
spirits
 Described the legal responsibilities followed in
serving alcohol
 Advice customers on their choice of beverages
including explaining the content and methods of
production
 Demonstrate practical ability in the service of
range of beverages
 Observe the establishment conventions in service
of beverages
 Operate within legal requirements governing the
sale of alcoholic beverages
 Use appropriate skills and hygienic and safe
working practices at all times
 Adopt appropriate liaison with other staff working
with in food and beverage areas
 Basic knowledge in subjects concerning with the
business of travel agency and tour operator
 Define and explain the relationship between travel

S.no

Course code

6.

15UHMA41

7.

15UHMA4P

8.

15UHMV41

1.

15UHMC51

2.

15UHMC5P

Course name

Course outcome
agency and tour operator
 Understand the legal requirements for setting up a
travel agency
 Explained the meaning of mass tourism, FIT etc.
 Explained the organization structure of uniformed
staff
 Have an understanding of the importance of
reservation and its procedure
Front Office and

Understanding the concept of over booking and
Accommodation
forecasting room reservation
Operation
 Explained the terminologies used in the front
office department
 Define the tariff procedures followed in the hotel
industry
 Gained the basic knowledge of various
equipments handled in the front office department
in hotel industry
 Basic communication skill used in the front office
department
Front Office and

Impart the knowledge of current affairs and
Accommodation
currency rates
Operation Practical
 Demonstrated the various surface cleaning
methods followed in the hotel industry
 To have a basic understanding of customer
service and confidence level to handle customer
complaints
 Understands the concept impacts of tourism,
merits and de merits of impacts
Impacts of Tourism
 Described the various range of impacts
 Understand the impacts on physical, cultural,
economical etc.
SEMESTER – V
 Demonstrated the skills, knowledge and attitudes
required to International Cuisine
 Developed professional cooking skills towards the
Advanced Food
hospitality industry
Production And
 Understand
the
Functions
of
Gardemangeradequate knowledge of Yield and
Patisserie
Kitchen Management
 Described the importance of Dairy products in
Culinary usage

Demonstrated the important recipes followed in
Adavnced Food
French, Italian and Mexican cuisines
Production And
 Understand the cooking techniques in Chinese

S.no

Course code

Course name
Patisserie Practical

Course outcome






3.

15UHMC52

Advanced Food &
Beverage Service
Management







4.

15UHMJ51

National Tour Project
And Viva Voce




5.

15UHMO51

Entrepreneurship
Management







6.

15UHMO52

Event Management




cookery
Making the dough for various breads and sponges
Understand the concept flambé used in the
cooking skills
Ability to create their own menu according their
specialisation
Understand the knowledge on liqueurs, aperitif
and digestif
Understand the concept of function catering,
procedure to book a function catering and types of
function catering
Apply basic beverage and bar operations
knowledge
Apply the principles of menu planning and layout
to the development of menus
Execute professional practices based on the
occupational standards step of service
Distinct from course aims they are concerned with
achievements of the learner rather than the
intentions of the teacher
Learned in depth knowledge about a particular
state
Its tourism places and its importance, impact of
tourism in the economical growth of the state as
well as country
Various special ingredients used in the particular
state and the cooking procedures followed in the
state
Understand the basic concept of entrepreneurship
Understand the support institutions for
entrepreneurship training program
Concept of project report, components of project
and the essential steps in developing a project
Develop and implement financial initiatives based
on event objectives through methods such as
sponsorship programs, grant applications and
fund raising initiatives
Plan design and coordinate effective site and
facility operations
Apply the principles of marketing to events
Create,
plan,
and
implement
effective
programming for events
Apply the principles of professionalism and ethics
to event management

S.no

Course code

7.

15UHMO53

8.

15UHMS51

9.

15UHMS5P

1.

15UHMC61

Course name

Course outcome

 Explain major food preservation techniques and
underlying principles
 Determine suitable methods of processing
techniques for a chosen food
Food Preservation
 Identify the purpose and principles of food
packing
 Understanding preservation methods by chilling,
freezing, canning, dehydration, smoking, by
chemical agents and non thermal techniques
 Understand the role of front office in marketing &
sales
Advanced Front
 Demonstrated the classes of fire and various fire
Office And
extinguishers used in fire fighting
Accommodation
 Understand about linen and its classification
Management
 Basic concepts about flower arrangement and its
types
 Understanding the importance of forecasting,
revenue management and reservation technologies
Advanced Front
and the impact it has on a hotel
Office And
 Have an understanding of the PMS system used in
Accommodation
the hotel industry
Management Practical
 Have an understanding of up selling techniques
for a front office personnel
SEMESTER –VI
 Demonstrated ability to identify solutions to
problems related to the processing of food and to
apply and expand upon the theoretical concepts
presented in lectures.
 Demonstrated familiarity and competence with
the practical skills and techniques used to process
food. This will include planning a production run,
preparation of raw materials, the use of processing
Professional Food
equipment and appropriate methods of packaging
Production and
and storing finished product.
Patisserie
 Ability to use terminology, appropriate to the field
Management
of food processing, correctly and contextually.
 Ability to explain the benefits and limitations
(scientific and ethical) of producing processed
foods and be able to recommend, justify and
critique commonly used methods of food
processing.
 Capacity to formulate foods that meet specified
requirements and which are intended to contribute

S.no

Course code

Course name




2.

15UHMC62

Professional Food &
Beverage Service
Management








3.

15UHMC63

Professional Room
Division Management







4.

15UHMC6P

Professional Food
Production and
Patisserie
Management Practical







5.

15UHMC6Q

Professional Food &
Beverage Service
Management Practical






Course outcome
to reducing community health concerns.
Demonstrate to guests, in a professional manner,
the interpersonal and selling skills required in a
food and beverage service operation.
Demonstrate the product knowledge required for a
food and beverage operation.
Perform common service techniques and section
management.
Demonstrated the legal requirement needed for
beverages in hotel industry.
Understand about the concept cellar and cellar
management
Follow the required steps for monetary
transactions.
Knowledge about cost control, budget and
forecasting
Demonstrated the various record maintaining in
the housekeeping department
Understand the procedures has to be followed in
the record keeping
Understand about night auditing process, creation
and maintenance of accounts
Described the concept interior design, various
kind of lights used in hotel industry
Understand the role of colors in interior designing
Demonstrated about the latest techniques
followed in the hotel industry
Understand and explain the kitchen supervisory
functions;
Understand and explain the menu developing and
engineering;
Understand and explain the recipe costing and
pricing;
Understand the planning of functions;
Understand and explain kitchen communication
with stakeholder
Understand about the various cocktail making
methods
Demonstrated the setup for various occasions like
Christmas, valentines etc.
Demonstrated the set for various theme
Ensure that development needs are related to the
aims and objectives of the establishment
Make contributions to the planning and

S.no

Course code

Course name





6.

15UHMC6R

Professional Room
Division Management
Practical








7.

15UHMO61

Huuman Resource
Management






8.

15UHMO62

Hotel Administration






9.

15UHMO63

Organisational
Behaviour




Course outcome
implementation of development activities which
are relevant to the individuals, the team and the
organization
Evaluate the development activities undertaken
and report on effectiveness
Demonstrated about the various functions in Front
office.
Basic Knowledge about Flower arrangement and
Laundry Management
Ability to make flower arrangement for various
theme functions
Communicate the Knowledge Waste Management
Demonstrated the procedurefor filling up various
forms used in the front office department
Demonstrated about C- form and the procedure to
follow to fill up C-form.
Contribute to the development, implementation,
and evaluation of employee recruitment,
selection, and retention plans and processes.
Administer and contribute to the design and
evaluation of the performance management
program.
Develop, implement, and evaluate employee
orientation, training, and development programs.
Facilitate and support effective employee and
labour relations in both non-union and union
environments.
Impart the Knowledge management principles
and process
Understand the Basic Knowledge about Human
Resource Management
Demonstrate the Basic Knowledge about Hotel
Accounts
Gain basic knowledge about the Hotel
Engineering
Understand the concepts of organizational
behaviour and its application in managing people
Apply the different approaches to organizational
behaviour and enhance the human relationships
within the organization.
Explore the relationships among the various
components of organizational behaviour and their
effectiveness.
Explain organizational culture and describe its

S.no

Course code

Course name


10.

15UHMS61

Tourism Marketing






11.

15UHMV61

Tourism Planning




Course outcome
dimensions and to examine various organizational
designs
Understand the importance of tourism marketing
for the economical growth of country
Understand the basic knowledge about the types
of tourism market and Tourist behavior
Describe about the tourism pricing strategies
Appreciate the need for planned tourism
development
Understand key terms, concepts and approaches
related to tourism planning and development
Describe the tourism planning process as well as
the components of a typical tourism plan
Evaluate tourism plans and strategies in terms of
their objectives and broader development goals

Department of Management
Studies
BBA (R)

Name of the Department
Programme

S.No

Course Code

:
:

MANAGEMENT STUDIES
UG

Course Name
SEMESTER I

1.

15UVKL11

tzpf fbjq;fs;

2.

15UBAC11

Core – I: Principles of
Management

Course Outcome
 gy;NtW
epWtdq;fs;
gw;wpAk;>
mtw;wpd;
fbj
mikg;GfisAk;
gw;wpa njspe;j Ghpjy;
 epWtdj;jpd;
jfty;
ghpkhw;w
epiyfisAk;>
mtw;wpd;
fbj
Nehf;fj;ijg; gw;wpa tpsf;fk;.
 tzpf
eltbf;iffis
fbj
Nghf;Ftuj;jpd; thapyhf njhptpf;Fk;
epiyfs;.
 fbjj;jpd;
Jiz
nfhz;L
epWtdj;jpd; ew;ngaiu Nkk;gLj;Jk;
Kiwfs;.
 epWtdj;jpd; khWjy;fis fbjj;jpd;
thapyhf
thbf;ifahsUf;F
njhptpj;jy;.
 muRj;Jiw
epWtdq;fSf;F
tq;fpfSf;F> %yf;$Wfs; toq;Fk;
gpw epWtdq;fSf;F fbjk; vOJk;
Kiwfis tpthpj;jy;.
 mwpf;if
jahhpj;jy;
kw;Wk;
gj;jphpf;if MrphpaUf;F vOJk; fbj
tiffSf;fhd tpsf;fk;.
 tzpf
eltbf;iffs;
midj;jpw;Fkhd
Mjhuq;fis
ghJfhj;jy; Kiw.
 Enable the students acquaint with the
principles of management.
 Helps the students to understand the
various functions of management like
planning, organising, staffing, directing
and controlling.
 Assist the students to involve in Event
Management activities
 Provide a platform to organize the
Business behaviour
 Enrich
the
students‟
managing
competency, decision making skills and

S.No

Course Code

Course Name










3.

15UBAC12

Core – II:
Fundamentals of
Accounting








4.

15UBAA11

Allied Course – I:
Managerial Economics






Course Outcome
leadership skills
Facilitates the students to realize the
importance of communication in an
organization for smooth flow of
operations.
Helps the students to understand the
evolution of scientific management
concepts and its application in increasing
productivity
Helps the students to apply the
principles of management in solving real
life problems
Enable the students to develop the skills
in concepts and conventions of
accounting and the maintenance of
accounts
Train the students to prepare the
accounts of trading and non- trading
concerns
Educate the students for the preparation
of final accounts
Helps them to acquire the skills in
preparing the method of depreciation
Make the students to know the way of
preparing income and expenditure
account.
Enrich the students to upgrade their
knowledge in cash, bank transactions
Familiarizing the learners to learn basic
micro and macroeconomic concepts
Understanding the internal and external
decisions to be made by managers
Identifying the economic analysis in the
formulation of business policies
Improving the ability with economic
reasoning to solve the business
problems.
Analyzing the demand and supply

S.No

5.

Course Code

15UBAN11

6.

15UBAE11

1.

15UAML21

Course Name

Course Outcome
conditions and assess the position of a
company
 Imparting knowledge of price concepts
to the students
 Analyzing
real
–world
business
problems with a systematic theoretical
framework by identifying the cost
function
 Familiarize the learners to learn the
basic principles of Management
 Make the students to learn the scientific
Non-Major Elective
decision making skills and problem
Course – I:
solving techniques
Fundamentals of
 Educate the students about the forms of
Management
organisation and organizational structure
 Provide the knowledge of levels of
management
 Equipping the students by knowing the
different forms of organization.
 Make the students to take Independent
decision will be made by Individual by
means of starting sole proprietorship
Enrichment Course – I:
concern.
Introduction to
 Make the students to understand even
Business Organisation
minors are also eligible to become
partners option will be given by Hindu
undivided family.
 Make the students realize co-operative
enterprise eliminates middlemen and
capitalism.
SEMESTER II
 mYtyfk;
vd;gjd;
jiyaha
flikia czHj;Jjy;.
 mYtyfj;jpd;
mbg;gilahd
mtrpaq;
f
isAk;
>
Nehf;
fq;fisAk;
mYtyf Nkyhz;ik
GhpJiuj;jy;.
 Nfhg;gl
P ;bd; gad;ghLfisAk; kw;Wk;
gad;gLtjd;
Nehf;fq;fisAk;
fw;WzHj;jy;.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name














2.

15UBAC21

Core – III: Business
Environment






Course Outcome
Nfhg;gl
P ;bd; ghJfhg;G mk;rq;fis
Muha;jy;.
nra;jpfis ghpkhw;Wk; tpjk; kw;Wk;
tiffs; gw;wpa Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ij
tpsf;Fjy;.
rkpQ;iQ
Mw;Wk;
msg;nghpa
fhhpaq;fis vLj;Jf;fhl;Lld; nraw;
tpsf;fkspj;jy;.
jdpg;gl;l
kw;Wk;
gutyhf;fg;gl;l
(ikag;gLj;jg;gl;l)
mYtyf
Kiwfis gFj;JzHj;jy; kw;Wk;
mjpypUe;J
Vw;gLk;
rpf;fy;fis
fisj;jy;.
mYtyf
mikg;G
Kiwfspdhy;
Vw;gLk; ed;ikfis vl;Lk; tpjj;ij
tpijj;jy;.
njhiynjhlHG rhjdq;fshy; Vw;gLk;
rpf;fy;fs; kw;Wk; tpLngWjy;fis
czHj;Jjy;.
mjpfhu – gfpHT kw;Wk; mjpfhu –
cr;r tuk;G Kiwfis tpsf;fpr;
nrhy;Yjy;.
Enabling the students to understand the
different dimensions of environment and
its impact on business
Helps the students to know the legal
framework within which the business
has to survive and grow
Further the students to learn about the
global corporations and multi level
corporations and their impact on Indian
business
Inculcating the exposure in the field of
business and culture
Make them to understand the corporate
social responsibilities towards Society,
Employees, Government and Others
Students learn about the impact of
technology, Total quality management
and strategies implementation to claim
the status of market leader.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name














3.

15UBAC22

Core – IV: Cost
Accounting







Course Outcome
Integrate appropriate technologies in
developing solutions to business
opportunities and challenges.
Evaluate the dynamic of the global
business
environment
from
a
competitive and economic perspective.
Knowing the concepts of socialism,
capitalism and mixed economy
Aware about the functions of Public
sector, Private sector and joint Sector
Express the place and role of cost
accounting in the modern economic
environment
Helps the students to know about how
cost sheet is prepared.
Select the costs according to their impact
on business
Differentiate methods of calculating
stock consumption
Identify the different methods of costing
used by manufacturing companies in
producing products
Apply cost accounting methods to
evaluate
and
project
business
performance.
The Students understand the cost
concepts, cost behaviors, and cost
accounting techniques that are applied to
manufacturing and service businesses to
know the cost per unit of product /
service
Know the legal aspects of cost
accounting for a manufacturing business
Application of cost concepts and cost
behaviors in the solving of management
decision
The students expertise in determine the
costs of products and services.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name





4.

15UBAA21

Allied Course – II:
Monetary Economics








5.

15UBAN21

Non-Major Elective
Course – II:
Entrepreneurial
Development








6.

15UBAE2P

Enrichment Course – II:
Business Practicals in
Documentation






Course Outcome
Knowing the macroeconomic aspects to
the students
Analyzing the circular flow of money
Inculcating the knowledge of types of
money
Make them to understand the monetary
standard
Equip the students to understand the
principles of note issue
Understanding the consequences of
inflation
Identifying the new trends in
commercial banking system
Analyzing the credit control measures
taken by banks
Provide
knowledge
about
the
entrepreneurial traits and entrepreneurial
motivation and culture
Make the students familiar about the role
of entrepreneurship to develop economy
Make the students to understand the
legal
aspects
of
business,
an
entrepreneur has to follow to start and
run a business.
Help the students to know the different
sources of business idea and methods of
solving complex business problems
Providing Knowledge on the basic
Practices of Preparing and Preserving
documents.
Elevating them to have the knowledge of
foreign and Indian Companies CEO‟s.
Make them to understand the basic
documents used in Post-office.
Make them to realize field experience is
always better than the theoretical
knowledge.
Make them to realize the differentiation

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBAC31

2.

15UBAC32

Course Name

Course Outcome
of Brand name as well as Brand
symbols.
SEMESTER III
 Providing the learners with a basic
knowledge about law relating to
business transaction.
 Developing an awareness of the legal
framework within which business
operates in India.
 Understanding the role and significance
of business laws in the successful
management of an organization
 Know about the essentials of a valid
Core – V: Business
contract
Law
 Inculcating the remedies for breach of
contract
 Imparting the knowledge of the bailment
 Identifying the contract of sale of goods
 Familiarizing the sale and agreement to
sell to the students
 Creating awareness the consumer
protection act to the students
 Understanding the central and state
protection council
 The students are expected to develop a
clear understanding and knowledge
about the functioning of a Commercial
bank.
 Students
will
develop
their
understanding and expertise in various
Core – VI: Banking
matters relating to operations of a
Practices
commercial bank.
 Students are expected to have good
command understanding of banking
system and banks.
 The students are also expected to have
better understanding of various concepts
of E-banking.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name














3.

15UBAC33

Core – VII:
Management
Information System









4.

15UBAC34

Core – VIII:
Organizational



Course Outcome
Explain the basis of the banker/customer
relationship which gives rise to
contractual rights and obligations
Analyse the rights and duties of bankers
and customers and the consequences of
any breach of these rights.
Identify the rules regarding termination
of contract between banker and
customer.
Understand the characteristics of
negotiable instruments and the law
applicable to the banker and customer.
Equipping the students knowing the MIS
concepts.
Elevating the students knowing the
importance of Functional Information
System.
Make them to understand the importance
of Decision making.
Realizing the students simon‟s model
step-by-step processes of decision
making.
Equipping the students in knowing
signals displayed quality contents.
Equipping the students in knowing about
the band-width ranges in order to
carrying capacity.
Make them to understand how the
modern approaches give storage space
preventing from the hiccups.
Make them to understand SQL
answering simple to complex problems.
Elevating the students in knowing the
effectiveness of Pre-planning.
Make them to understand overhaul on
system –maintenance.
Make the students to understand the
overview in the field of Organizational

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
Behavior















5.

15UBAA31

Allied Course – III:
Business Statistics









Course Outcome
Behavior
and
the
context
of
organisational setting
Enable the students to assess the
concepts of OB principles, concepts and
theories, individual behavior, group
behavior and learning in organizations
Enrich the students to have the reliable
views on the theories of Employee
Motivation and Rewards Systems
Facilitating the students to recognize the
Group Dynamics, Teambuilding and
Decision Making
Develop
the
knowledge
of
Organizational Conflict, Organizational
Change , Organizational Development
and Organizational Culture
Graduates are able to use analytical
thinking and problem-solving skills to
address specific business problems.
This course enables the students to know
the important concepts in Statistics.
This course acquires knowledge in
statistical tools applied in Business.
Learning basic objectives and functions
of statistics.
The students get exposure about the
classification, coding, tabulation of Data.
Impart the fundamental knowledge of
measures of central tendency to the
learners.
Inculcate the methods of measuring
correlation.
The students study about the Regressionanalysis in this course for their research
work.
The students have a clear idea about the
consumer Price Index Number methods.
This course identifies the methods of

S.No

6.

7.

1.

Course Code

15UBAS31

15UBAV31

15UBAC41

Course Name

Course Outcome
Measuring Trend of Sales, profit and
other transactions.
 Enlighten the student‟s knowledge about
measures of Dispersion.
 Insist the meanings and interpretations
of the gestures
 Make the students to understand the
necessity of hand shaking styles
 Inform the learners about the ways to
reveal their emotions through the facial
expressions
Skill Based Course – I:
 Provide an idea to familiarize the male
Understanding Body
courtship gestures and female courtship
Language
gestures
 Inform the students to follow the space
distance and leg positions in a social
gathering.
 Motivate the students to analyze the
behavior of the individuals and their
gestures
 Help students to appreciate and
understand how financial markets and
institutions operate.
 It introduces financial institutions and
other market participants, their roles in
the financial system and the ways they
Value Based Course –
interact with each other.
I: Introduction to
 A second and equally important
Financial Market
objective is to help students to
understand commonly used financial
instruments and how they work.
 The students are able to know the parties
involved in the primary and secondary
markets and their functions
SEMESTER IV
 Know the method of application of
Core – IX: Industrial
various laws to practical situations
Law
 Acquaint the knowledge of the various

S.No

Course Code

Course Name














2.

15UBAC42

Core – X:
Entrepreneurial
Development










Course Outcome
branches of law relating to business
Imparting the knowledge of legal rules
and principles to factual situations in
problem solving exercises
Identifying the Industrial Disputes to the
students
Knowing the privileges of a registered
trade union
Make them to understand the workmen
compensation to the students
Familiarizing the legal rules of social
security
Understanding the basic benefits of
contribution
Know about the employees provident
fund scheme and payment of bonus and
wages
Provide knowledge about the
entrepreneurial traits and entrepreneurial
motivation and culture
Make the students familiar about the role
of entrepreneurship to develop economy
Make the students to understand the
legal aspects of business, an
entrepreneur has to follow to start and
run a business.
Help the students to know the different
sources of business idea and methods of
solving complex business problems
Facilitates the students that innovation in
any forms is the basis for the growth of
any business.
Gain knowledge of the women
entrepreneurs and their functions
Know the steps in starting a small scale
unit and the procedure to obtain the
licensing of the SSI unit.
Understand the importance of project

S.No

Course Code

Course Name







3.

15UBAC43

Core – XI: Computer
Application for
Manager – Theory











4.

15UBAC4P

Core – XII: Computer
Application for
Manager – Practical






Course Outcome
appraisal and project report of the
business
Provide the knowledge about the tax
concessions of the business unit.
Imparting knowledge on the
fundamentals of computer.
Make them to understand importance of
Peripheral devices while transmission.
Overhaul about the system conversion
process.
Educates storing capacity of memory
units, components of Input and Output
devices.
Accumulates the knowledge on the
software, compiler and Interpreter
processes.
Make them to realize operating system is
the supporting organ of computer.
Know the concepts of Programming
languages.
Understand the overview of Network.
Know the process of network
connectivity.
Make them to understand MIS concepts.
Practice them how to open the Microsoft
word in computer.
Prepare them to write a leave letter using
MS-Word.
Make them to create a time table using
MS-Word.
Prepare them to write a resume using
MS-Word.
Help them to create an advertisement
using MS-Word.
Enable them to create Mail Merge using
MS-Word.
Prepare them to create a student‟s Mark
Details using MS-Excel.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name







5.

6.

15UBAA41

Allied Course – IV:
Business Mathematics

15UBAO41

Optional / Elective
Course - I: Research
Methodology

Course Outcome
Enable them to prepare a Employee Pay
Roll calculations using MS-Excel.
Practice them to design a Photo Album
using MS-PowerPoint.
Make them to design an Advertisement
using MS-PowerPoint.
Understanding the basic applications of
set theory by independently solving
business related problems.
Enhance them to develop their
knowledge
in
the
fundamental
operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division through
exponential and logarithmic expressions

 Enable the students to solve the
problems in the areas of simple interest,
compound interest, Bankers‟ loan,
Bankers‟ discount and depreciation
 Enrich them to define the basic terms in
the areas of business
 Acquire the knowledge with practical
problems through probability
 Gain the analytical knowledge on the
business applications of matrices
 Understanding the different types of
research and its usefulness in solving
business problems
 Understanding the sampling techniques
and analyse the data for interpretation
 Understand some basic concepts of
research and its methodologies
 Identify appropriate research topics
 Select and define appropriate research
problem and parameters
 Prepare a project proposal to undertake a
project
 Organize and conduct research in a more
appropriate way

S.No

Course Code

Course Name









7.

15UBAO42

International Finance









8.

15UBAO43

Organizational
Development





Course Outcome
Induce to get an idea about the literature
review
Desire to get intellectual way of doing
some creative work
Get an idea of report writing
Assess historical and contemporary
international financial systems, and
compare their relevance to markets.
Identify key factors that influence
foreign direct investment and its drivers.
Determine how capital flows to
international
markets
and
how
internationalization of markets drive
portfolio construction
Understanding of the theories of
international finance and monetary
issues and apply them to real world
situations.
Differentiate the models with capital
flows and show their relevance to the
global financial crisis.
Discuss the issues of international
governance and management of
financial flow.
Understand
international
capital
currency and foreign exchange market
Identify and appraise investment
opportunities in the international
environment
Improving the analytical and operational
approach to system wise organizational
changes
Know
about
the
organization
development process
Understanding the different change
models
Analysing diagnostic tools used to assess
organizational effectiveness

S.No

Course Code

1.

15UBAC51

2.

15UBAC52

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Identifying the types of organizational
development interventions
 Know about the steps in organization
culture
 Inculcate the students to develop the
organizations in modern way
 Know about the changing phenomenon
in the organization
 Equip the various methods of executive
development
 Understand
the
development
of
organization implementation
SEMESTER V
 Equip the students knowing the crew
activities.
 Elevate the students knowing the
importance of scheduling procedures.
 Making them to understand the factors
influencing the plant location in order to
makes cripple condition.
 Realize the students about good plant
layout and its relative advantages of an
organization.
Core – XIII: Production  Equip the students knowing the
& Operations
effectiveness of control techniques.
Management
 Elevate the students knowing the
components of operation strategy.
 Making them to understand production
planning and control ignites every
aspects.
 Realize the students about the method
study and work measurement.
 Elevate the students knowing the quality
of control standards.
 Making
them
to
understand
effectiveness of ISO.
Core – XIV: Marketing  Provide a business idea on the basis of
Management
marketing activities

S.No

Course Code

Course Name
















3.

15UBAC53

Core – XV: Human
Resource Management






Course Outcome
Inculcate the behavior of the customer in
the decision making
Make the students to understand the
product policies.
Equip the learners with required skills to
develop a new product.
Familiarize the students with the modern
pricing methods and new product pricing
Impart the practices of the distribution
channels
Make the students to analyze the impact
of advertising media
Insist the importance of after sales
service to ensure repeat purchase
Help the students to understand that
customer delightness is the success of
the business
Equip the learners with required skills to
be a good marketing manager.
Demonstrate ethical and socially
responsible behaviour.
Importance of human resources and their
effective management in organisations
Contribute
to
the
development,
implementation, and evaluation of
employee recruitment, selection, and
retention plans and processes
Build effective internal and external
relationships
using
influencing,
communication and consultative skills.
Develop self leadership strategies to
enhance personal and professional
effectiveness.
Develop, implement, and evaluate
employee orientation, training, and
development programs.
Facilitate
and
support
effective
employee and labour relations in both
non-union and union environments.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name









4.

15UBAC54

Core – XVI: Financial
Management







5.

15UBAO51

Optional / Elective
Course – II: Financial
Services





Course Outcome
Evaluate the effectiveness of HRM
practices in supporting the strategic and
operational needs of the organization in
a global economy.
Recommend
processes
supporting
organizational change and leadership
development allowing organizations to
react effectively in the dynamic global
environment.
Enable the students to understand the
basic concepts of financial decisions,
investment liquidity and dividend
decisions
Critically evaluate the theories of capital
structure adopted in the company form
of organisation
Appraise the risk profile of firms and
estimate the costs of capital, including
debt and equity capital, using financial
data.
Gain practical knowledge on capital
budgeting and project appraisal.
Understand the concepts of dividend
policies expected by the shareholders
and the theories of dividend policy
Gain practical knowledge on working
capital management, venture capital and
lease financing
Understanding the fund-based and fee
based financial services offered by
financial
intermediaries
such
as
nonbanking finance companies, banks
and financial institutions.
Provide
knowledge
about
the
organisation and management of mutual
funds
Enable the students to aware about the
investors with the knowledge of risks
and rewards of investing in mutual funds

S.No

Course Code

Course Name










6.

15UBAO52

Consumer Behaviour









7.

15UBAO53

Labour Welfare




Course Outcome
Understand Mutual Fund and it‟s
Structure.
Understanding of risks involved in
venture capital, Methodologies for rating
credits and Factors considered for credit
analysis and scoring
Credit rating practices of specialized
rating agencies and evaluate the
performance of a company based on
qualitative and quantitative frameworks
and tools
Explore the reasons for development of
consumer behavior.
Equip the students knowing the
consumer behavior
Get a knowledge on hierarchy of needs
Explore measurement and arousal of
motives.
Explore attitude formation by various
sources.
Explore cognitive dissonance and
various attribution theory.
Make them realize various model to the
decisions.
Make them understanding step-by-step
process of need recognition.
Equip the students the importance and
the sources of collecting research data.
Make them to understand drawbacks of
consumer research.
Know about the labour welfare activities
followed in business unit
Familiarizing the principles of labour
welfare
Equip
the
International
labour
organization and its role and functions
Identifying
the movement of trade
union in India and its role

S.No

Course Code

Course Name











8.

15UBAS51

Skill Based Course – II:
In-Plant Training









9.

15UBAS52

Skill Based Course –
III: Case Analysis




Course Outcome
Understanding the powers of Trade
Unions
Making the procedures for collective
bargaining and grievance settlement
procedure
Providing the workers participation in
management to the students
Making them understand the issues for
quality work life
Exploring the Practices of questioning
and also observing capacity.
Elevating the Practices of accumulating
(or) gathering, storing, re-trieving data
for presentation.
Getting the knowledge for preserving
document (data).
Training them to gather details about
company and company background.
Training them to overhaul on the
functional areas of the company
Understand the importance of after sales
service.
Understand the production process as
flow (or) continuous.
Understand
the
functions
of
transportation, purchase department,
storage
department
and
sales
department.
Equip the students to understand
practical knowledge and provide
employment opportunities
Demonstrates the theoretical concepts in
action
Understand the relationship between the
business and functional objectives.
Establish rapport with the company and
give significant others to gain good
working relationship for the success

S.No

1.

Course Code

15UBAC61

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Provide employment opportunities by
analyzing societal cases
 Provide a clear structure for all of the
various activities that organizations
carryout
 Induce to achieve the stated objectives
within the time period
 Enable to reveal their professional
ability and skills to respond to a business
scenario
 Make to understand the simplified
processes relating to environment
compliance
 Ability to examining the causes and
provide alternative courses of actions for
a problem
 Motivate the learners to investigate the
cases in further aspects and diversified
angles
 Make to get the strong knowledge in the
field of decision making
SEMESTER VI
 Demonstrates the theoretical concepts in
action
 Understand the relationship between the
business and functional objectives.
 Establish rapport with the company and
give significant others to gain good
working relationship for the success
Core – XVII: Strategic  Provide a clear structure for all of the
Management
various activities that organizations
carryout
 Induce to achieve the stated objectives
within the time period
 Enable to reveal their professional
ability and skills to respond to a business
scenario
 Make to understand the simplified

S.No

Course Code

Course Name










2.

15UBAC62

Core – XVIII: Sales and
Distribution
Management









3.

15UBAC63

Core – XIX:
Management
Accounting






Course Outcome
processes relating to environment
compliance
Ability to examining the causes and
provide alternative courses of actions for
a problem
Motivate the learners to investigate the
cases in further aspects and diversified
angles
Make to get the strong knowledge in the
field of decision making
Equip the students knowing the process
of sales management.
Know the qualities of a successful
salesman.
Make them to understand goal setting
process in sales management.
Make them realize designing sales
territories and sales quota.
Explore sales force management.
Explore evaluation and analysis.
Equip the students knowing the process
of Distribution management.
Equip the student knowing distributors
policies and strategies.
Understanding the channel distribution
management.
Make them realize training the
distributors‟ sales team.
Understanding the basic concepts and
processes used to take management
related decisions
Able to interpret financial statements
and ratio analysis
Enable the students to analyze and
evaluate the fund flow and cash flows of
the organisation
Make the students to get proficiency in
marginal cost analysis

S.No

Course Code

Course Name








4.

15UBAC64

Core – XX: Secretarial
Practices










5.

15UBAO61

Optional / Elective
Course – III:
Advertising and Sales
Promotion






Course Outcome
Gain practical knowledge on budgetary
control
Understand the students in the area of
application
of
marginal
costing
technique
Equip the learners on the procedures
relating to the affairs of a company.
Enable the learners to have an idea about
the proceedings of a meeting.
Make the learners to know about the
duties and responsibilities of a secretary.
Familiarizing the concepts of secretarial
practice to the learners
Providing the documents relating to
formation of a joint stock company
Identifying the share capital to the
students
Know about the essentials of a valid
meeting to the students
Understanding the learners about rules
of drafting minutes
Inculcate the students to develop the
secretarial duties relating to statutory
meetings
Equip the students knowing the
components of Promotional mix.
Elevate the students knowing the recent
trends in advertising .
Make them to understand budget ignites
unnecessary cost.
Make them to understand Crew of
advertising copy.
Equip the students knowing the capacity
and speciality of printing plates.
Realize them knowing the step-by-step
process of compaign planning.
Realize them training makes the salesman perfect and also become best

S.No

Course Code

Course Name











6.

15UBAO62

Security Analysis and
Portfolio Management











7.

15UBAO63

Training and
Development





Course Outcome
contender to the competitors.
Provide employment opportunities in the
field of advertising
Equip the students knowing the
necessity of after-sales service.
Equip the students knowing the
fascinating of sales promotional
instruments.
Understand the various alternatives
available for investment.
Learn to measure risk and return.
Find the relationship between risk and
return.
Value the equities and bonds.
Gain knowledge of the various strategies
followed by investment practitioners.
Apply efficient markets and behavioral
finance theory to finance scenarios.
Employ the concepts of risk, return, and
diversification to investments.
Apply financial tools and knowledge to
evaluate the basic structure, functioning
and regulation of banking institutions
Identify and apply basic finance
relationships and concepts.
Students should understand the basic
characteristics
of
key
financial
securities.
Understanding the fundamental and
technical analysis to study the movement
of price of the shares
Know about the various methods of
training.
Identifying the training needs
Understanding the evaluation of training
Analyse the training techniques based
on its usefulness in bringing the desired
output

S.No

Course Code

Course Name











8.

15UBAV61

Value Based Course –
II: Retail Management






Course Outcome
Provide the internal and external
selection methods of training in modern
way
Evaluate the training effectivenss in
management
Equip the evolving development policy
Know
about
the
Management
Development Programme.
Design development programmes for
the benefit of the organization
Understanding the training budget and
its preparation and approval
Get familiarity with the role of retailor
in the distribution channel
Identifying the functions of a retailor
Developing the benefits of retail sectors
in the society to the learners
Understanding the wide variation of
retail organizations in terms of product
orientation and format
Identifying the store,nonstore,generalist,specialist and service
retailing
Equip the students to get employment in
retail stores.
Familiarity with the factors and
arrangement of self service, check out
system in retail markets.

Department of Management
Studies
BBA (Computer Application)

Name of the Department:
Programme:

S.No

1.

2.

MANAGEMENT STUDIES

UG (BBA(CA))

Course Code

Course Name
SEMESTER I

15UVKL11

tzpf fbjq;fs;

15UBPC11

Core – I:
Fundamentals of
Computer – Theory

Course Outcome
 gy;NtW
epWtdq;fs;
gw;wpAk;>
mtw;wpd;
fbj
mikg;GfisAk;
gw;wpa njspe;j Ghpjy;
 epWtdj;jpd;
jfty;
ghpkhw;w
epiyfisAk;>
mtw;wpd;
fbj
Nehf;fj;ijg; gw;wpa tpsf;fk;.
 tzpf
eltbf;iffis
fbj
Nghf;Ftuj;jpd; thapyhf njhptpf;Fk;
epiyfs;.
 fbjj;jpd;
Jiz
nfhz;L
epWtdj;jpd; ew;ngaiu Nkk;gLj;Jk;
Kiwfs;.
 epWtdj;jpd; khWjy;fis fbjj;jpd;
thapyhf
thbf;ifahsUf;F
njhptpj;jy;.
 muRj;Jiw
epWtdq;fSf;F
tq;fpfSf;F> %yf;$Wfs; toq;Fk;
gpw epWtdq;fSf;F fbjk; vOJk;
Kiwfis tpthpj;jy;.
 mwpf;if
jahhpj;jy;
kw;Wk;
gj;jphpf;if
MrphpaUf;F
vOJk;
fbj tiffSf;fhd tpsf;fk;.
 tzpf
eltbf;iffs;
midj;jpw;Fkhd
Mjhuq;fis
ghJfhj;jy; Kiw.
 Make them to know about the basics of
computers.
 Help them to understand the basics of
internet and its role in management.
 Define and distinguish hardware and
software components of computer
system.
 Understand the classification of
computers.
 Gain knowledge about five generations
of computer system.

3.

4.

15UBPC1P

Core – II:
Fundamentals of
Computer – Practical

15UBPA11

Allied Course – I:
Fundamentals of
Accounting

 Analysing problems, and designing and
implementing algorithmic solutions.
 Solving problems properly, achieving
an implementation that is correct,
effective and efficient.
 Using computers at user level,
including operative systems and
programming environments.
 Knowledge of computer equipment,
including both hardware and software.
 Identifying information needs to solve
problems, recovering information and
applying it to the resolution.
 Practice them how to open the
Microsoft word in computer.
 Prepare them to write a leave letter
using MS-Word.
 Make them to create a time table using
MS-Word.
 Prepare them to write a resume using
MS-Word.
 Help them to create an advertisement
using MS-Word.
 Enable them to create Mail Merge
using MS-Word.
 Prepare them to create a student‟s Mark
Details using MS-Excel.
 Enable them to prepare a Employee Pay
Roll calculations using MS-Excel.
 Practice them to design a Photo Album
using MS-PowerPoint.
 Make them to design an Advertisement
using MS-PowerPoint.
 Enable the students to develop the skills
in concepts and conventions of
accounting and the maintenance of
accounts
 Train the students to prepare the
accounts of trading and non- trading








5.

15UBPN11

Non-Major Elective
Course – I:
Fundamentals of
Management







6.

15UBPE11

Enrichment Course –
I: Introduction to
Business
Organisation





1.

15UAML21

concerns
Educate the students for the preparation
of final accounts
Helps them to acquire the skills in
preparing the method of depreciation
Make the students to know the way of
preparing income and expenditure
account.
Enrich the students to upgrade their
knowledge in cash, bank transactions
Familiarize the learners to learn the
basic principles of Management
Make the students to learn the scientific
decision making skills and problem
solving techniques
Educate the students about the forms of
organisation
and
organizational
structure
Provide the knowledge of levels of
management
Equipping the students by knowing the
different forms of organization.
Make the students to take Independent
decision will be made by Individual by
means of starting sole proprietorship
concern.
Make the students to understand even
minors are also eligible to become
partners option will be given by Hindu
undivided family.
Make the students realize co-operative
enterprise eliminates middlemen and
capitalism.

SEMESTER II
 mYtyfk;
vd;gjd;
jiyaha
flikia czHj;Jjy;.
mYtyf
 mYtyfj;jpd;
mbg;gilahd
Nkyhz;ik
mtrpaq;fisAk;> Nehf;fq;fisAk;
GhpJiuj;jy;.

2.

15UBPC21

Core – III:
Programming with C
– Theory

 Nfhg;gl
P ;bd; gad;ghLfisAk; kw;Wk;
gad;gLtjd;
Nehf;fq;fisAk;
fw;WzHj;jy;.
 Nfhg;gl
P ;bd; ghJfhg;G mk;rq;fis
Muha;jy;.
 nra;jpfis ghpkhw;Wk; tpjk; kw;Wk;
tiffs; gw;wpa Kf;fpaj;Jtj;ij
tpsf;Fjy;.
 rkpQ;iQ
Mw;Wk;
msg;nghpa
fhhpaq;fis vLj;Jf;fhl;Lld; nraw;
tpsf;fkspj;jy;.
 jdpg;gl;l
kw;Wk;
gutyhf;fg;gl;l
(ikag;gLj;jg;gl;l)
mYtyf
Kiwfis gFj;JzHj;jy; kw;Wk;
mjpypUe;J
Vw;gLk;
rpf;fy;fis
fisj;jy;.
 mYtyf mikg;G Kiwfspdhy;
Vw;gLk; ed;ikfis vl;Lk; tpjj;ij
tpijj;jy;.
 njhiynjhlHG
rhjdq;fshy;
Vw;gLk;
rpf;fy;fs;
kw;Wk;
tpLngWjy;fis czHj;Jjy;.
 mjpfhu – gfpHT kw;Wk; mjpfhu –
cr;r tuk;G Kiwfis tpsf;fpr;
nrhy;Yjy;.
 Enable the students to learn the
concepts of C Programming Language.
 On successful completion of this course
the students should know the basic
concepts of C and how to write the
programs using C.
 Help them to understand the concepts
of operators and types of operators in
C.
 Make them to managing I/O operations.
 Equipping the learners with the
decision making and branching.
 Practice the learners how to use the
looping concepts in C.
 Prepare them how to declaring an array
in C programme.
 Enable them to learn all string functions








3.

15UBPC2P

Core – IV:
Programming with C
– Practical











4.

15UBPA21

Allied Course – II:
Cost Accounting







in C.
Prepare the learners to knowing the
concepts of pointers.
Make them to understand the pointer
concepts in C.
Know them to check the Armstrong
Number using C.
Make them to solve the Quadratic
Equation.
Guide them to find given matrix is
symmetric or not.
Make the learners to knowing string
concepts in C.
Guide the learners to search a given
element in array using C.
Equipping them to find factorial of a
number in C.
Teach the learners to multiply the
matrix using pointers.
Enable them to knowing the structure
concepts in C.
Train the learners how to sorting the
numbers in file.
Exhibit the learners how to draw a
simple diagram using ellipse, rectangle
in C.
Express the place and role of cost
accounting in the modern economic
environment
Helps the students to know about how
cost sheet is prepared.
Select the costs according to their
impact on business
Differentiate methods of calculating
stock consumption
Identify the different methods of
costing used
by manufacturing
companies in producing products
Apply cost accounting methods to












5.

15UBPN21

Non-Major Elective
Course – II:
Entrepreneurial
Development







6.

15UBPE2P

Enrichment Course –
II: Business
Practicals in
Documentation






evaluate
and
project
business
performance.
The Students understand the cost
concepts, cost behaviors, and cost
accounting techniques that are applied
to
manufacturing
and
service
businesses to know the cost per unit of
product / service
Know the legal aspects of cost
accounting for a manufacturing
business
Application of cost concepts and cost
behaviors in the solving of management
decision
The students expertise in determine the
costs of products and services.
Provide
knowledge
about
the
entrepreneurial
traits
and
entrepreneurial motivation and culture
Make the students familiar about the
role of entrepreneurship to develop
economy
Make the students to understand the
legal aspects of business, an
entrepreneur has to follow to start and
run a business.
Help the students to know the different
sources of business idea and methods of
solving complex business problems
Providing Knowledge on the basic
Practices of Preparing and Preserving
documents.
Elevating them to have the knowledge
of foreign and Indian Companies
CEO‟s.
Make them to understand the basic
documents used in Post-office.
Make them to realize field experience is
always better than the theoretical
knowledge.

1.

15UBPC31

2.

15UBPC3P

 Make them to realize the differentiation
of Brand name as well as Brand
symbols.
SEMESTER III
 Understand the various tags in HTML
 Enrich the knowledge of web
designing.
 Equip the knowledge with formatting
tags in HTML.
 Inculcate the knowledge on ordering
lists and Building the tables using tags
in HTML.
 Exhibit the learners how to use image
Core – V: Web
tag and frame tag.
Technology –
 Make the learners to acquire knowledge
Theory
about form tag and input tag.
 Understood the concepts of Java scripts
by applying web technology.
 Inculcating the knowledge of functions
in Java scripts.
 Equipping the
knowledge
with
operators and expressions in Java
script.
 Inculcate knowledge on looping
concepts in JavaScript.
 Train them how to create a bio-data
using HTML tags.
 Practice them how to prepare a student
mark list using table.
 Make them how to prepare a Hotel
menu using Lists.
Core – VI: Web
 Train them how to create an
Technology –
Application form using Forms.
Practical
 Help them how to reserve a railway
ticket using Forms.
 Practice them how to create website
using Frames.
 Prepare them how to create an Image
gallery using Images.

3.

4.

15UBPC32

Core – VII:
Principles of
Management

15UBPC33

Core – VIII:
Organizational
Behaviour

 Train them how to do Arithmetic
Operations using JavaScript.
 Make them how to create a Login form
in JavaScript.
 Help them how to create an E-mail ID
using JavaScript.
 Enable the students acquaint with the
principles of management.
 Helps the students to understand the
various functions of management like
planning, organising, staffing, directing
and controlling.
 Assist the students to involve in Event
Management activities
 Provide a platform to organize the
Business behaviour
 Enrich
the
students‟
managing
competency, decision making skills and
leadership skills
 Facilitates the students to realize the
importance of communication in an
organization for smooth flow of
operations.
 Helps the students to understand the
evolution of scientific management
concepts and its application in
increasing productivity
 Helps the students to apply the
principles of management in solving
real life problems
 Make the students to understand the
overview in the field of Organizational
Behavior and the
context of
organisational setting
 Enable the students to assess the
concepts of OB principles, concepts
and theories, individual behavior, group
behavior and learning in organizations
 Enrich the students to have the reliable















5.

15UBPA31

Allied Course – III:
Business Statistics










views on the theories of Employee
Motivation and Rewards Systems
Facilitating the students to recognize
the Group Dynamics, Teambuilding
and Decision Making
Develop
the
knowledge
of
Organizational Conflict, Organizational
Change , Organizational Development
and Organizational Culture
Graduates are able to use analytical
thinking and problem-solving skills to
address specific business problems.
This course enables the students to
know the important concepts in
Statistics.
This course acquires knowledge in
statistical tools applied in Business.
Learning basic objectives and functions
of statistics.
The students get exposure about the
classification, coding, tabulation of
Data.
Impart the fundamental knowledge of
measures of central tendency to the
learners.
Inculcate the methods of measuring
correlation.
The students study about the
Regression-analysis in this course for
their research work.
The students have a clear idea about the
consumer
Price
Index
Number
methods.
This course identifies the methods of
Measuring Trend of Sales, profit and
other transactions.
Enlighten the student‟s knowledge
about measures of Dispersion.

6.

15UBPS31

7.

15UBPV31

1.

15UBPC41

 Insist the meanings and interpretations
of the gestures
 Make the students to understand the
necessity of hand shaking styles
 Inform the learners about the ways to
reveal their emotions through the facial
expressions
Skill Based Course –
 Provide an idea to familiarize the male
I: Understanding
courtship gestures and female courtship
Body Language
gestures
 Inform the students to follow the space
distance and leg positions in a social
gathering.
 Motivate the students to analyze the
behavior of the individuals and their
gestures
 Help students to appreciate and
understand how financial markets and
institutions operate.
 It introduces financial institutions and
other market participants, their roles in
the financial system and the ways they
Value Based Course
interact with each other.
– I: Introduction to
 A second and equally important
Financial Market
objective is to help students to
understand commonly used financial
instruments and how they work.
 The students are able to know the
parties involved in the primary and
secondary markets and their functions
SEMESTER IV
 Enable the students to learn the
fundamentals of E-Commerce and its
related Technologies.
Core – IX: E On successful completion of this course
Commerce &Mthe students should have understand the
Commerce – Theory
various concepts of E-Commerce and
M-Commerce.
 Equipping them to understand the
foundations and importance of E-



















2.

15UBPC4P

Core – X: ECommerce &MCommerce –
Practical







Commerce.
Able to analyze the impact of ECommerce on business models and
strategy.
Make them to know the internet trading
relationships including business to
consumer, business-to-business, Intra
organizational.
Help them to know the value-added
attributes, benefits, and fundamental
drivers of M-Commerce.
Enable them to understand the mobile
computing infrastructure that supports
M-Commerce.
Able to develop the M-Commerce
applications in banking and financial
services.
Equipping them to understand the
growth of M-commerce, the wireless
internet and wireless devices.
Prepare them how to construct the
infrastructure and services required for
wireless and M-commerce.
Train them how to create a mail ID.
Practice them how to apply for online
examination.
Make them how to registration for
employment.
Help them how to do employment
renewal in online.
Enable them how to do E- Exam.
Prepare them how to do online data
entry operation.
Prepare them how to buy a product
from online shopping.
Train them how to buy EB bill in
online.
Make them how to recharge a mobile
through official web.

3.

4.

15UBPC42

Core – XI: Banking
Practices

15UBPC43

Core – XII:
Marketing
Management

 Enrich them how to do through mobile
application.
 The students are expected to develop a
clear understanding and knowledge
about the functioning of a Commercial
bank.
 Students
will
develop
their
understanding and expertise in various
matters relating to operations of a
commercial bank.
 Students are expected to have good
command understanding of banking
system and banks.
 The students are also expected to have
better understanding of various
concepts of E-banking.
 Explain
the
basis
of
the
banker/customer relationship which
gives rise to contractual rights and
obligations
 Analyse the rights and duties of bankers
and customers and the consequences of
any breach of these rights.
 Identify the rules regarding termination
of contract between banker and
customer.
 Understand the characteristics of
negotiable instruments and the law
applicable to the banker and customer.
 Provide a business idea on the basis of
marketing activities
 Inculcate the behavior of the customer
in the decision making
 Make the students to understand the
product policies.
 Equip the learners with required skills
to develop a new product.
 Familiarize the students with the
modern pricing methods and new











5.

15UBPA41

Allied Course – IV:
Business
Mathematics








6.

15UBPO41

Optional / Elective
Course - I Research
Methodology





product pricing
Impart the practices of the distribution
channels
Make the students to analyze the impact
of advertising media
Insist the importance of after sales
service to ensure repeat purchase
Help the students to understand that
customer delightness is the success of
the business
Equip the learners with required skills
to be a good marketing manager.
Understanding the basic applications of
set theory by independently solving
business related problems.
Enhance them to develop their
knowledge
in
the
fundamental
operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division through
exponential
and
logarithmic
expressions;
Enable the students to solve the
problems in the areas of simple interest,
compound interest, Bankers‟ loan,
Bankers‟ discount and depreciation
Enrich them to define the basic terms in
the areas of business
Acquire the knowledge with practical
problems through probability
Gain the analytical knowledge on the
business applications of matrices
Understanding the different types of
research and its usefulness in solving
business problems
Understanding the sampling techniques
and analyse the data for interpretation
Understand some basic concepts of
research and its methodologies
Identify appropriate research topics

7.

15UBPO42

International Finance

8.

15UBPO43

Organizational
Development

 Select and define appropriate research
problem and parameters
 Prepare a project proposal to undertake
a project
 Organize and conduct research in a
more appropriate way
 Induce to get an idea about the
literature review
 Desire to get intellectual way of doing
some creative work
 Get an idea of report writing
 Assess historical and contemporary
international financial systems, and
compare their relevance to markets.
 Identify key factors that influence
foreign direct investment and its
drivers.
 Determine how capital flows to
international
markets
and
how
internationalization of markets drive
portfolio construction
 Understanding of the theories of
international finance and monetary
issues and apply them to real world
situations.
 Differentiate the models with capital
flows and show their relevance to the
global financial crisis.
 Discuss the issues of international
governance and management of
financial flow.
 Understand
international
capital
currency and foreign exchange market
 Identify and appraise investment
opportunities in the international
environment
 Improving
the
analytical
and
operational approach to system wise
organizational changes

1.

15UBPC51

 Know
about
the
organization
development process
 Understanding the different change
models
 Analysing diagnostic tools used to
assess organizational effectiveness
 Identifying the types of organizational
development interventions
 Know about the steps in organization
culture
 Inculcate the students to develop the
organizations in modern way
 Know about the changing phenomenon
in the organization
 Equip the various methods of executive
development
 Understand the development of
organization implementation.
SEMESTER V
 Make them to build the applications
using vb.net
 Enable them to build the applications
using asp.net
 Display proficiency in VB by building
stand –alone applications in the .NET
framework using VB.
 Create
distributed
data-driven
applications using the .NET framework,
Core – XIII: DOT
VB, SQL Server and ADO.NET
NET – Theory
 Create
web-based
distributed
applications using VB, ASP.NET,SQL
Server and ADO.NET
 Utilize XML in the .NET environment
to
create
Web
Service-based
applications and components.
 Make them to create a Web form with
server controls
 Help them to display dynamic data
from a data source by using Microsoft








2.

15UBPC5P

Core – XIV: DOT
NET – Practical











3.

15UBPC52

Core – XV: Human
Resource
Management




ADO.NET and binding.
Enable them to debug ASP.NET pages
by using trace.
Inculcating the knowledge about
ADO.NET objects and architecture
Make them to perform Arithmetic
Operation using .Net application.
Help them to prepare Student Mark List
in VB.NET.
Practice them how to calculate interest
using functions in VB.NET
Enable them to use String functions in
VB.NET
Inculcating the knowledge about class
concepts in VB.NET
Equip them to create home page using
Master Page in ASP.NET
Prepare them to create advertisement
using Adrotator control in ASP.NET
Make them to create Login page using
Build in login Controls in ASP.NET
Practice them to develop a program in
ADO.NET
Enable them to develop a program
using Crystal Report.
Demonstrate ethical and socially
responsible behaviour.
Importance of human resources and
their
effective
management
in
organisations
Contribute to the development,
implementation, and evaluation of
employee recruitment, selection, and
retention plans and processes
Build effective internal and external
relationships
using
influencing,
communication and consultative skills.
Develop self leadership strategies to
enhance personal and professional
effectiveness.














4.

15UBPC53

Core – XVI:
Financial
Management






5.

15UBPO51

Optional / Elective
Course – II:
Financial Services


Develop, implement, and evaluate
employee orientation, training, and
development programs.
Facilitate and support effective
employee and labour relations in both
non-union and union environments.
Evaluate the effectiveness of HRM
practices in supporting the strategic and
operational needs of the organization in
a global economy.
Recommend processes supporting
organizational change and leadership
development allowing organizations to
react effectively in the dynamic global
environment.
Enable the students to understand the
basic concepts of financial decisions,
investment liquidity and dividend
decisions
Critically evaluate the theories of
capital structure adopted in the
company form of organisation
Appraise the risk profile of firms and
estimate the costs of capital, including
debt and equity capital, using financial
data.
Gain practical knowledge on capital
budgeting and project appraisal.
Understand the concepts of dividend
policies expected by the shareholders
and the theories of dividend policy
Gain practical knowledge on working
capital management, venture capital
and lease financing
Understanding the fund-based and fee
based financial services offered by
financial intermediaries such as
nonbanking finance companies, banks
and financial institutions.
Provide
knowledge
about
the













6.

15UBPO52

Consumer Behaviour








7.

15UBPO53

Labour Welfare


organisation and management of
mutual funds
Enable the students to aware about the
investors with the knowledge of risks
and rewards of investing in mutual
funds
Understand Mutual Fund and it‟s
Structure.
Understanding of risks involved in
venture capital, Methodologies for
rating credits and Factors considered
for credit analysis and scoring
Credit rating practices of specialized
rating agencies and evaluate the
performance of a company based on
qualitative and quantitative frameworks
and tools
Explore the reasons for development of
consumer behavior.
Equip the students knowing the
consumer behavior
Get a knowledge on hierarchy of needs
Explore measurement and arousal of
motives.
Explore attitude formation by various
sources.
Explore cognitive dissonance and
various attribution theory.
Make them realize various model to the
decisions.
Make them understanding step-by-step
process of need recognition.
Equip the students the importance and
the sources of collecting research data.
Make them to understand drawbacks of
consumer research.
Know about the labour welfare
activities followed in business unit
Familiarizing the principles of labour














8.

15UBPS51

Skill Based Course –
II: In-Plant Training







9.

15UBPS52

Skill Based Course –
III: Case Analysis




welfare
Equip
the
International
labour
organization and its role and functions
Identifying
the movement of trade
union in India and its role
Understanding the powers of Trade
Unions
Making the procedures for collective
bargaining and grievance settlement
procedure
Providing the workers participation in
management to the students
Making them understand the issues for
quality work life
Exploring the Practices of questioning
and also observing capacity.
Elevating the Practices of accumulating
(or) gathering, storing, re-trieving data
for presentation.
Getting the knowledge for preserving
document (data).
Training them to gather details about
company and company background.
Training them to overhaul on the
functional areas of the company
Understand the importance of after
sales service.
Understand the production process as
flow (or) continuous.
Understand
the
functions
of
transportation, purchase department,
storage
department
and
sales
department.
Equip the students to understand
practical knowledge and provide
employment opportunities
Demonstrates the theoretical concepts
in action
Understand the relationship between

1.

15UBPC61

the business and functional objectives.
 Establish rapport with the company and
give significant others to gain good
working relationship for the success
 Provide employment opportunities by
analyzing societal cases
 Provide a clear structure for all of the
various activities that organizations
carryout
 Induce to achieve the stated objectives
within the time period
 Enable to reveal their professional
ability and skills to respond to a
business scenario
 Make to understand the simplified
processes relating to environment
compliance
 Ability to examining the causes and
provide alternative courses of actions
for a problem
 Motivate the learners to investigate the
cases in further aspects and diversified
angles
 Make to get the strong knowledge in
the field of decision making
SEMESTER VI
 Make the students to learn the
fundamentals of ERP and related
Technologies.
 Understand the various concepts of
ERP.
Core – XVII:
 Make them to acquire the knowledge
Enterprise Resource
about Business functions and business
Planning - Theory
process in ERP.
 Inculcate knowledge on History of ERP
& Future of ERP Packages.
 Prepare them how to manage risks on
ERP projects.
 Equip the knowledge with BPR, Data










2.

15UBPC6P

Core – XVIII:
Enterprise Resource
Planning -Practical









3.

15UBPC62

Core – XIX:
Management
Accounting






Mining, Data warehousing, OLAP, and
PLM & SCM.
Help them how to use advanced
technology and ERP security.
Enable them how to implement ERP
Methodologies & Strategies.
Inculcate
knowledge
on
ERP
implementation cycle.
Acquire the knowledge about different
phases of ERP implementation.
Practise them how to do inventory
calculation using ERP.
Train them how to calculate interest by
using ERP.
Help them how to make debit note and
credit note using ERP.
Make them how to do multiple
currencies using ERP.
Enable them how to create price lists
using ERP.
Encourage them how to prepare a Bill
wise details using ERP system.
Practice them how to create a budget
using ERP system.
Train them how to create a stock ledger
using ERP system.
Help them how to create five simple
journals using ERP.
Make them how to create a trail balance
using ERP.
Understanding the basic concepts and
processes used to take management
related decisions
Able to interpret financial statements
and ratio analysis
Enable the students to analyze and
evaluate the fund flow and cash flows
of the organisation
Make the students to get proficiency in










4.

15UBPO61

Optional / Elective
Course – III:
Advertising and
Sales Promotion










5.

15UBPO62

Security Analysis
and Portfolio
Management








marginal cost analysis
Gain practical knowledge on budgetary
control
Understand the students in the area of
application of marginal costing
technique
Equip the students knowing the
components of Promotional mix.
Elevate the students knowing the recent
trends in advertising.
Make them to understand budget ignites
unnecessary cost.
Make them to understand Crew of
advertising copy.
Equip the students knowing the
capacity and speciality of printing
plates.
Realize them knowing the step-by-step
process of campaign planning.
Realize them training makes the salesman perfect and also become best
contender to the competitors.
Provide employment opportunities in
the field of advertising
Equip the students knowing the
necessity of after-sales service.
Equip the students knowing the
fascinating of sales promotional
instruments.
Understand the various alternatives
available for investment.
Learn to measure risk and return.
Find the relationship between risk and
return.
Value the equities and bonds.
Gain knowledge of the various
strategies followed by investment
practitioners.
Apply efficient markets and behavioral















6.

15UBPO63

Training and
Development







7.

15UBPS61

Skill Based Course –
IV: Personal Selling

finance theory to finance scenarios.
Employ the concepts of risk, return, and
diversification to investments.
Apply financial tools and knowledge to
evaluate the basic structure, functioning
and regulation of banking institutions
Identify and apply basic finance
relationships and concepts.
Students should understand the basic
characteristics
of
key
financial
securities.
Understanding the fundamental and
technical analysis to study the
movement of price of the shares
Know about the various methods of
training.
Identifying the training needs
Understanding
the evaluation of
training
Analyse the training techniques based
on its usefulness in bringing the desired
output
Provide the internal and external
selection methods of training in modern
way
Evaluate the training effectivenss in
management
Equip the evolving development policy
Know
about
the
Management
Development Programme.
Design development programmes for
the benefit of the organization
Understanding the training budget and
its preparation and approval

 Explain the theories and concepts that
are central to personal selling.
 Develop the various sales techniques
needed to achieve a profitable sale.

8.

15UBPV61

Value Based Course
– II: Retail
Management

 Identifies all elements of personal
selling essential to creating successful
sales.
 Apply the interpersonal and team skills
necessary in successful relationship
selling.
 Get familiarity with the role of retailor
in the distribution channel
 Identifying the functions of a retailor
 Developing the benefits of retail sectors
in the society to the learners
 Understanding the wide variation of
retail organizations in terms of product
orientation and format
 Identifying the store, non-store,
generalist, specialist and service
retailing
 Equip the students to get employment
in retail stores.
 Familiarity with the factors and
arrangement of self service, check out
system in retail markets.

Department of Commerce (R)

Name of the Department
Programme
S. No.

Course Code

: Commerce (R)
: UG
Course Name

Course Outcome
SEMESTER I

1.

2.

3.

15UBOL11

Part I: fhg;gPL
Nfhl;ghLfSk;
eilKiwfSk;

15UCMC11

Core I Fundamentals of
Accountancy

15UCMC12

Core II Principles of
Marketing

 Acquire basic understanding of the insurance
mechanism.
 Comprehend concept of insurance and how it is
used to cover risk. How is transacted as a
business and how the insurance market
operates are also explained.
 Recognize The relationship between insures
and their terms are also listed out.
 Assess major life insurance and general
insurance products are included as well.
 Evaluate the uses and users of accounting
information;
 Explain and apply accounting concepts,
principles and conventions;
 record basic accounting transactions and
prepare annual financial statements;
 Analyse, interpret and communicate the
information contained in basic financial
statements and explain the limitations of such
statements.
 Develop the ability to use the fundamental
accounting equation to analyze the effect of
business transactions on an organization's
accounting records and financial statements.
 Develop the ability to use a basic accounting
system to create (record, classify, and
summarize) the data needed to solve a variety
of business problems.
 Understand the marketing concepts and its
merits and demerits
 Frame his/her own marketing technique
 Get familiarities with the
functions of
marketing, to gearing up their Market
 Learn segment the total market
 Understand the details regarding product life

4.

15UCMA11

5.

15UCMN11

6.

15UCME11

1.

15UIOL21

cycle to can judge product situations
 Gain knowledge with regards to fixation of
price, factors affecting product and price and
how to choose media for advertisement
 Understand the role of managerial economics
in firms
 Analyze the demand and supply condition and
assess the position of a company
Allied I  Ddesign competition in strategies including
Managerial
costing, pricing, according to the nature of
Economics
products and the structure of the market
 Acquire knowledge in analyzing the real
world business problems with a systematic
theoretical framework
 Gain an insight into the basic knowledge of
banking functions
 Get acquainted with RBI regulations for
smooth running of banking business in India
 Demonstrate an understanding of credit control
NME mechanism followed by RBI to regulate the
Introduction to
money circulation
Banking
 Recognize various negotiable instruments used
for effecting payment transactions
 Be trained in modern e-banking services
offered by the bank
 Acquire knowledge of various deposit schemes
offered by the bank
 Able to Facilitate effective Business
correspondence
 Understand
the
effective
business
communication for decision making
EC I - Business
Communication
 Develop and deliver effective presentations
 Acquire
effective
interpersonal
communications
 Get acquainted with good time management
SEMESTER II
 Develop basic understanding of the industrial
Part I : njhopy;
organisation mechanism.
mikg;G
 Understand the concept of industrial





2.

15UCMC21

Core III - Financial
Accounting








3.

15UCMC22

Core IVPrinciples and
Practice of
Banking








4.

15UCMA21

Allied II: Indian
Economy






organisation and how it is used to cover risk.
Analyze the relationship between employer and
employee and their terms are also listed out.
Understand the audit process from the
engagement planning stage through completion
of the audit, as well as the rendering of an audit
opinion via the various report options.
Apply cost accounting methods to evaluate and
project business performance.
Demonstrate an understanding of the taxation
of individual income.
Apply appropriate judgment derived from
knowledge of accounting theory, to financial
analysis and decision making.
Get experience real-world learning and
application of skills via their internship.
Demonstrate an understanding of banking
functions
Learn the instruments of credit control
procedure followed by the RBI
Be aware of the functions of Commercial banks
and RBI
Acquire knowledge in modern banking services
offered by the banks
Gain insight in negotiable instruments used for
effecting payment transactions.
Evaluate the relationship between banker and
customer in availing banking services
Understand the various aspects of India‟s
economy
Develop a perspective on the different
problems and approaches to economic planning
and development in India
Understand the role of the Indian Economy in
the global context, and how different factors
have affected this process
Know the development process in India after
independence
Understand the problems and measures in their

5.

15UCMN21

6.

15UCME21

1.

15UCMC31

2.

15UCMC32

contextual perspective
 Identify and analyse current issues
 Learn Costing at small scale level.
NME - Costing
 understand costing principles, techniques and
apply in business.
 Design and implement an e-commerce
application with a shopping cart
 Integrate user-centered design guidelines in
developing user-friendly websites
EC II - E Analyze real business cases regarding their eCommerce
business
strategies
and
transformation
processes and choices
 Analyze the effectiveness of network
computing policies in a multi-location
organization
SEMESTER III
 Evaluate the amount of depreciation from the
total value of the fixed assets and its useful life.
 Able to calculate the amount of profit from the
sale/disposal of depreciable assets.
Core V - Higher
 Learn to ascertain the profit or loss of the each
Accountancy
and every branch.
 Know the importance of the Insurance.
 Make decisions in the emergency time like fire.
 Understand the differences between cash
purchase and higher purchases.
 Able to complete and follow the legal
formalities to forming new company
 Know the characteristics and various types of
companies
 Acquire knowledge about the qualifications
qualities, types, duties and powers of company
Core VI secretary
Secretarial Practice
 Able to become a Company Secretary,
Appointment, Legal position, dismissal,
liabilities and responsibilities were ensured.
 Capable of preparing important document like
MOA, AOA, Prospects.
 Able to become a company Secretary, establish



3.

15UCMC33

Core VII -Cost
Accounting








4.

15UCMC34

Core VIII Information
Technology










5.

15UCMA31

Allied III Business Statistics






the activities within and beyond Act.
Gain knowledge of Cost Accounting to suit
with the changing trend in price fixing of goods
and services.
Understand the principles and techniques of
cost accounting
Have a clear idea about the wage fixing
terminology
Understand cost control measures in productive
industries.
Gain the rudimentary knowledge in
Technology and its latest
Obtain history, generation and classification of
computers
Able to know functional components of
computer
Understand input, output, memory and storage
unit functions.
Get acquainted with basic knowledge of
computer number system and operating system
to students
Gain Practical exposure to computer networks,
topology and internet.
Demonstrate an understanding of five
generation of programming language uses
today.
Develop an idea regarding business, marketing,
finance and industry
Describe statistical techniques relevant to solve
business problems
Have the skill necessary for careers on
statisticians in financial institutions, insurance
company and industry.
Develop
and
demonstrate
knowledge,
understanding skills and qualities
Understand the basic statistical parameters
(mean, measure of dispersion, Correlation
Regression).
Acquire knowledge to interpret the meaning of

6.

15UCMS31

7.

15UCMV31

1.

15UCMC41

the calculated statistical indicators
 Understand and assess the challenges of
turbulent business environments
 Able to evaluate and design sustainable
strategies in such environments either in
marketing, international business and/or
technology management fields and in their
intersection
 Able to apply relevant business skills
Skill based I  Able to acquire and develop relevant additional
International
knowledge and skills to support subject-based
Marketing
expertise and international readiness and
personal development
 Able to conduct and report on an independent
scientific research project
 Able to utilize strong analytical skills and apply
tools required for professional practices
 Able to show a market‐oriented, global,
entrepreneurial and sustainable mindset
 Acquire skill to become an entrepreneur by
starting up of new business
 Develop an idea about getting financial
assistance from various financial institutions
Value Based I Entrepreneurship
 Able to create awareness about women
Development
entrepreneurs.
 Be aware of project preparation relating to their
business for getting funds
 Develop the economy through entrepreneurship
SEMESTER IV
 Understand the concept of Partnership
 Comprehend the Journal entries for the
formation of Partnership
 Learn the method of maintaining partner‟s
Core IX Capital A/c
Partnership
 Able to pursue higher studies and professional
Accounting
courses
 Get acquainted with information regarding
distribution of profit and losses among
partners.

15UCMC42

Core X - Business
Environment

3.

15UCMC43

Core XI Management
Accounting

4.

15UCMC4P

Core XII - Office
Packages

5.

15UCMA41

Allied IV -

2.

 Recognize accounting treatments in various
situation like partners admission, death,
Retirement, Insolvency and dissolution
 Develop transparent ideas on licensing in case
of starting of own business
 Demonstrate an understanding of the real
environment scenario.
 Know the various micro and macro factors
affecting the business
 Obtain clear picture about competitive
situations and challenges
 Assess the role of privatization in industrial
development
 Understand the contribution of MNC‟s in
domestic business or industry
 Understand the procedure of implementing
management accounting system in the
organization
 Develop a clear idea about various concepts
and tools used for effective management of the
business.
 Analyze and interpret the financial statements
maintained in the business
 Understand ratio analysis for controlling the
profitability of the business
 Demonstrate an understanding of CVP analysis
 Able to decide the working capital needed for
the smooth survival of the business concerns
 Gain knowledge of Office Packages.
 Enrich
the
computer
employment
opportunities.
 Become trained in typing.
 Acquire proficiency in MS word.
 Familiar with the MS Excel formula and
implement the automated calculation system in
their work place.
 Train the student for preparing attractive power
point presentation in MS Power point.
 Recognize simple and compound interest, trade

Business
Mathematics











6.

15UCMO41

Optional I -1.
Human Resource
Management









7.

15UCMO42

2. Financial
Market and
Services






discounts and depreciations.
Solve business arithmetic operations with
fractions to do business problems, and be able
to select which math method to be used to do
problems
Communicate the underlying business concepts
and mathematics involved
Apply probability and describe the properties
of discrete and continuous distribution
functions
Formulate problems in the language of sets and
perform set operations and will be able to apply
the fundamental principle of counting,
multiplication principle.
Demonstrate the knowledge and skills needed
to effectively manage human resource.
Describe trends in the labour force composition
and how they affect human resource
management.
Compare the common methods for recruiting
and selecting human resources.
Summarize how to implement successful
training and development programs.
Integrate
teamwork,
leadership
and
motivational skills to organizational scenarios
and evaluate outcomes.
Able to identify and appreciate the significance
of the ethical issues in HR.
Gain the knowledge of overall financial system
in India
Be aware of the various financial services
offered by the financial systems
Comprehend various capital and money market
instruments
Recognize the services of mutual fund
companies.
Understand new issue market and stock
exchanges.
Learn factoring and forfaiting services used in

1.

15UCMC51

Core XIII –
Corporate
Accounting I

2.

15UCMC52

Core XIVBusiness Law

15UCMC53

Core XV –
Financial
Management

3.

business for collecting their debts
SEMESTER V
 Understand the basic accounting system
followed in the company
 Able to pursue higher studies and professional
courses
 Gain practical exposure to the students
regarding the maintenance of accounts in
companies
 Develop an idea about raising the required
capital for starting up of a new companies
through various sources
 Gain knowledge of the procedure of
Amalgamation and absorption of Companies to
maintain profitability
 Acquire the knowledge of underwriting of
shares and commission payable for such
underwriting
 Analyze cases, with an understanding
of ratio and obiter dictum, and a knowledge of
the methods that can be used to apply and
distinguish cases;
 Comprehend some basic strategies that can be
used to solve legal problems;
 Apply statute using the appropriate methods of
statutory interpretation;
 Conduct basic legal research, including by
using legal databases to research case law,
legislation and scholarly journal articles;
 Work in groups to solve problems and
contribute to class discussions;
 Use legal citation conventions in the course of
legal writing.
 Able to arrive the rational and scientific
decision making in relation to financial issue.
 Becomes skilled in designing the capital
structure decision.
 Understand the cost of capital for each source
and decide the best source.

15UCMC54

Core XVI –
Income Tax Law
and Practice I

5.

15UCMO51

Optional II –1.
Techniques in
Operation
Research

6.

15UCMO5P

2. Fundamentals of
Internet and
HTML

4.

 Describe the capital budgeting decision
 Learn to use the business fiancé in the proper
manner.
 Identify and determine the working capital
requirement for the company.
 Identify and apply fundamental concepts of
income tax act
 Demonstrate knowledge of the concepts,
principles, and rules of taxation of individuals
and small businesses;
 Prepare tax forms for individuals and sole
proprietorships;
 Recognize and recommend appropriate taxsaving strategies for decision making;
 Investigate and analyze current income tax
information and uses pertinent to the act
 Gain knowledge of various sources of income
and assess their income for income tax
 Know the taxable and non-taxable income and
then apply the loophole, they can avoid the tax
without evasion
 Understand various exempted income
 Identify and develop operational research
models from the verbal description of the real
system.
 Understand the mathematical tools that are
needed to solve optimisation problems.
 Use mathematical techniques to solve the
proposed models.
 Develop a suitable queuing model and the
solving queuing problems
 Design the Network for a complex problems
 Acquire the computer knowledge.
 Create the web page for company as well as to
the individual needs
 Get acquainted with the using techniques for
downloading the documents.
 Gain knowledge in relation to email sending
and receiving.

15UCMS51

Skill based II International Trade
Organisation

8.

15UCMS52

Skill based III –
Commerce
Practicals

9.

15UVED51

Value based II –
Value Education

7.

 Able to establish the Browsing centre with low
investment.
 It increases the knowledge about the online
form submission related work.
 Understand the major models of international
trade and compare and contrast them.
 Understand the principle of comparative
advantage, including its formal expression.
 Analyze the linkages between trade, labor and
capital movements, international fragmentation
of production, economic well-being and the
income distribution.
 Apply equilibrium models to analyze the
economic effects of policy interventions
including tariffs, quotas, export subsidies, antidumping duties, countervailing duties and the
creation of preferential trading agreements.
 Analyze policy interventions in terms of their
costs and benefits, including their implications
for economic well-being, performance and
competitiveness.
 Understand major recent developments in the
world trading system and comment critically
on their effects on individual economies
and on the wider international community.
 Gain practical exposure of various forms used
in business organization and banks
 Familiar with forms used in filing up of income
tax return
 Get acquainted with the fundamental
documents which are needed to set up the
business firm.
 Be aware of format to maintain statement of
accounts
 Learn ordering and stocking of goods in the
business
 Develop intrinsic moral and human value
among the students, so he/she go with right
way.

1.

15UCMC61

2.

15UCMC62

3.

15UCMC63

 Able to become a role model.
 Gain knowledge of
different religion
philosophy
 Understand history of freedom struggle.
SEMESTER VI
 Get acquainted with the terms of performing
and nonperforming asset
 Understand the different business in which the
banking company, may engage and the area
they are prohibited to trade
 Understand the accounting requirements for a
Core XVII –
corporate group and familiarity with the theory
Corporate
underlying the method used to account for inter
Accounting II
company investment
 Obtain to ability to prepare consolidated
accounts for a corporate group
 Acquire the knowledge of the advanced issues
in accounting for assets and liabilities and
owners equity.
 Recognize the different industrial relations
systems
 Able to distinguish the procedure concerning
worker
participation
and
participatory
institutions and instruments of trade union
representation
 Classify the authorized services and agencies
Core XVIII –
for employment
Industrial Law
 Distinguish employee rights and obligations
according to the scope of employment
 Defend employ rights before supervisory and
control institutions.
 Analyze the field of labor relations in an
interdisciplinary manner.
 Synthesize proposals for legislative initiatives
 Gain knowledge of preparing Income Tax
Core XIX –
 Understand the Taxable Income
Income Tax Law
 Learn to avail many deductions as per sec. 80C
and Practice II
to 80U
 Demonstrate an understanding of the various





4.

15UCMC64

Core XX Auditing








5.

15UCMO61

Optional III – 1.
Research
Methodology








6.

15UCMO62

2. Accounting for
Decision Making







7.

15UCMS61

Skill based IV –
EXIM
Documentation





types of returns and grouping of Income
Able to provide consultation to the tax payers
Gain analytical mind to verify
Develop the knowledge on internal and
external check procedures
Comprehend the professionalism of audit
Survey in the field of auditing using procedures
for audit the transaction
Understand
the
rights,
duties
and
responsibilities of an auditor
Understand the scope of auditing
Learn to draft the audit reports
Understand some basic concepts of research
and its methodologies
Identify appropriate research topics
Able to select and define appropriate research
problem and parameters
Prepare a project proposal(to undertake a
project)
Organize and conduct research(advanced
project) in a more appropriate manner
Write a research report and thesis
Capable of making a decision with regard to
make or buy the product
Gain knowledge for preparing budget for
anything
Able to comparative analysis for choosing best
one
Able to draft the report for any case
Understand and create the documents required
for completing export and import transactions
Understand the procedure for export and import
clearance
Understand the role of key government
organizations like Customs and Excise, RBI,
etc. in facilitating export transactions
Examine the foreign trade policy framework to
best utilize the opportunities available to
organizations

8.

15UCMV61

Valued based III –
Soft Skill
Development

 Know to behave and become a performer
 Acquire good body language
 Gain knowledge on resume/curriculum
vitae/bio-data and where it must be used by the
applicant
 Face the interview panel members in right way

Department of Commerce
(Computer Application)

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No

Course Code

: COMMERCE (CA)
: UG
Course Name

Course Outcomes

SEMESTER I

1.

15USPL11

Seyalar Panimuraihal

2.

15UCPC11

Fundamentals of
Accounting

 epWkk;
gw;wpa
mbg;gilia
mwpe;jjd; %yk; epWk Nkyhz;ik
mwptpidg; ngw KbAk;.
 epWtd
rl;ltpjpfisg;
gw;wpa
mbg;gil mwptpid ngw KbAk;.
 epWkk; gw;wpa jfty;fis mwptjd;
thapyhf Ntiy tha;g;G ngWk;
topia njhpe;J nfhs;syhk;.
 epWkj;ij
mikg;gjw;fhd
topKiwfis
mwpe;J
epWkk;
mikf;Fk; eilKiw mwpT ngw;W
gadila KbAk;.
 epWtdj;jpd;
$l;l
epfo;Tfis
mwpe;jjd; %yk; njhopy; $l;lk;
elj;Jk; Kiwia mwpa KbAk;.
 epWtd
rl;l
Mtzk;
gw;wp
njhpe;jjd; %yk; mij ngWk;
topia mwpe;J gadila KbAk;.
 Prepare
financial
statement
in
accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles .
 Recognize and understand ethical
issues related to the accounting
profession.
 Get the basic knowledge of functions of
accounting.
 Define effectively the needs of the
various users of accounting data.
 Identify the main financial statements
and their purposes.
 Describe the main elements of financial
accounting information - assets,
liabilities, revenue and expenses.
 Define the concept of accounting and
book keeping.
 Connect knowledge and record
business changes that are envisaged by

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes











3.

15UCPC1P

PC Software

LAB








4.

15UCPA11

PC software



the course syllabus.
Use information to support business
process and practices, such as problem
analysis and decision making.
Apply quantitative skills to help
analyze and solve business problem and
to take advantages of business
opportunities.
Gain life-long learning of computer
concepts and skills.
Develop Skills in personal, academic
and business documents
Share data in Microsoft office
Applications
Practice application oriented exercises
Use functions in Microsoft Excel to
perform basic calculations and to
convert number to text and text to
number.
Create presentation in Microsoft
PowerPoint that is interactive and
legible content
Create document in Microsoft word
Develop
skills
to
prepare
documents,spreadsheets
and
presentations
to
compete
with
technology based world
Gain familiarity with fundamental
software application skills in programs
including
Microsoft
word,Excel,Powerpoint in support of
basic business applications.
Use Microsoft powerpoint to create
compelling presentations featuring
text,tables,clip
art,charts
and
animations
Identify
and
analyze
computer
hardware and software

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

5.

15UCPN11

Principles of Accounting

6.

15UCPE1P

Computerised
Accounting Lab

Course Outcomes
 Use system development, word
processing,
spreadsheet
and
presentation software to solve basic
information system problems
 Create documents for real time
applications
 Acquire skills to use tools necessary
for professional development
 Learn the basic knowledge of
computer and its application
 Ability to learn about different
applications
including
word,
powerpoint and excel
 Prepare
financial
statements
in
accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles.
 Employ critical thinking skills to
analyze financial data as well as the
effects of differing financial accounting
methods on the financial statements.
 Effectively define the needs of the
various users of accounting data and
demonstrate the ability to communicate
such data effectively, as well as the
ability to provide knowledgeable
recommendations.
 Apply appropriate judgment derived
from knowledge of accounting theory,
to financial analysis and decision
making.
 Ability to create the company with tally
vault password and security control.
 Understand the responsibility of system
Administrated in a company.
 Develop the skill for maintaining the
accounts in the system upto the
preparation of final accounts.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes

SEMESTER II

1.

2.

15UKKL21

15UCPC21

Kappeddu kotpattuhal

 MAs; fhg;gPL kw;Wk; nghJ fhg;gPl;bd;
gad;ghl;il mwpe;J nfhs;s KbAk;.
 fhg;gPl;bd;
Kidkk;
fzf;fpLk;
Kiwfis mwpe;J MuhAk; mwptpid
ngw KbAk;.
 fhg;gPl;bd;
mbg;gilia
mwptjd;
%ykhf fhg;gPl;L tpjpfis mwpe;J
KftuhFk; Ntiy tha;g;gpid mwpa
KbAk;.
 ,e;jpa
MA+s;
fhg;gPl;L
Kiwia
mwpe;jjd;
%yk;
vjpHfhy
Nrkpg;G
gw;wpa
kdg;ghd;ikiag;
cUthf;f
KbAk;.
 fhg;gPL
jdpahH
kakhf;fy;
gw;wpa
murpd; nfhs;ifia njhpe;J nfhs;s
KbAk;.
 fhg;gPl;L xg;ge;jk; (kw;Wk;) gj;jpuq;fspd;
tifia czu KbAk;.

Advanced Accountancy
I

 Gain knowledge to prepare income and
expenditure account and receipts and
payment account.
 Gain
familiarity
with
various
accounting system maintained in
financial sector.
 Differentiate the capital nature of
transaction from revenue nature.
 Understanding the preparation and
usage of inland and foreign bill of
exchange.
 Analysing the nature of discounting and
endorsement system in Bill of
exchange.
 Obtain full fledged knowledge in
maintenance of fixed assets by using
various depreciation methods.
 Identify the importance and cause of
providing depreciation on fixed assets.
 Understand the ways of large scale
business concern maintain accounts by
using self-balancing and sectional

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes
balancing system.

15UCPC2P

Business Application
Programming in C
LAB

4.

15UCPA21

Business Application
Programming in C
(Theory)

5.

15UCPN21

Fundamentals of
Marketing

3.

 Equipping critical thinking and problem
solving skills
 Develop code in C programming for
given problem
 Create the diversified solution in C
 Adequately use the different operations
on Arrays
 Use functions to solve the Problem
 Design the solution for the given
problem
 Understand the concepts of pointers
 Write the C program for simple
applications of real life problem using
Structures and Unions
 Identify the structure of programming
styles
 Adequately
explain
about
C
Programming languages
 Explain the process of problem solving
 Design the solution for the given
problem
 Write the code for the given problem
 Trace the codes step by step manually
 Write the C program for simple
applications of real life problem using
Structures and Unions
 Understand the use of Arrays and
Pointers in C
 Acquire
an
understanding
of
fundamental concepts of Marketing
 Develop knowledge about different
pricing strategies a firm can utilize
 Analyze possible consequences of
Promotion marketing decisions on
company performance.
 Ability to identify different marketing

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes







6.

15UCPE21

Introduction to share
markets



1.

15UCPC31

problems.
Identify opportunities and challenges
presented
to
organisations
and
subsequently
develop
marketing
objectives and strategies based on
integrating the key elements of
marketing.
Apply a range of theories to analyse
opportunities in complex marketing
contexts.
Able to understand the characteristics
of financial assets.
Apply different valuation models to
evaluate fixed income securities, stocks
and how to use different derivative
securities to manage their investment
risks.
Demonstrate the rights of investors and
ensuring safety to their investment.
Develop a code of conduct for
intermediaries such as brokers and
underwriters.

SEMESTER III
 Identify the emerging technology in
designing
 Acquire
gain
knowledge
on
understanding on designing and
development tool
 Adopt rapidly to changing Multimedia
technology
Applications of
 Use the wide variety of current media
Multimedia - Theory
 Apply effectively the techniques in
Photoshop
 Master in digital design graphic tool to
become employable
 Evaluate the potential tools in Flash
 Implement
the various tools in
Photoshop

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

2.

15UCPC32

Advanced Accounting
II

3.

15UCPC33

Cost Accounting

4.

15UCPC3P

Applications of
Multimedia Lab

Course Outcomes
 Ability to understand the accounting
treatment of branch accounts.
 Gain knowledge about the nature of
expenses and the allocation of tools to
various departments.
 Learn the procedure to maintain
Insolvency accounts.
 Clearly understand the method of fire
insurance claim and application of
average clause.
 Familiarity with the accounting
treatment of lessor and lessee in royalty
account.
 Know the hire purchase system and
Installment purchase system and the
accounting entries.
 Define and apply cost accounting
concept.
 Analyse the cost volume profit
relationship and solve.
 Apply job costing and allocation of
overhead.
 Prepare and explain master budget and
responsibility accounting.
 Analyse and gain variances, flexible
budgets and management control.
 Analyse inventory costing and capacity.
 Identify and determine cost behavior.
 Familiarizing the relevant information
and analyse decision making.
 Identify the emerging technology in
designing
 Gain knowledge of designing and
development tool
 Acquire the conceptual knowledge of
animation
 Develop animation applications
 Apply effectively the techniques in

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes







5.

15UCPA31

Statistical Methods










6.

15UCPS31

Communication in
Business






7.

1.

15UCPV3P

15UCPC41

Desk Top Publishing
Lab



Photoshop
Evaluate the potential tools in Flash
Implement the various tools
in
Photoshop
Create a effective presentation in Flash
Student Recognize the function and
scope of statistics
Identify the primary data and the
secondary data
Design and draw, diagram, graph, table
and chart
Understand various types of averages
Independently calculate basic statistical
parameters (measures of central
tendency, dispersion, correlation and
regression.
Analyze the time series
Learn various statistical methods and
their application in different fields
Gain rudimentary knowledge in
statistics.
Apply appropriate communication
skills.
Demonstrate
knowledge
of
communication theory & letters.
Build and maintain healthy and
effective business relationship.
Display competence in Oral and written
communication
Enrich
the
positive
group
communication exchanges.
Enrich knowledge about publication
setup
Develop skills to operate and use
application software

SEMESTER IV
Introduction to DBMS  Define the terminology, features,
Theory
classifications,
and
characteristics

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes

















2.

15UCPC4P

DBMS LAB





embodied in database systems.
Analyze information storage problem
and derive
information model
expressed in the form of an entity
relation diagram and other optional
analysis forms.
Demonstrate an understanding of the
relational data model.
Transform information model into a
relational database schema and to use a
data definition language and/or utilities
to implement the schema using a
DBMS.
Formulate, using relational algebra,
solutions to a broad range of query
problems.
Formulate, using SQL, solutions to a
broad range of query and data update
problems.
Understanding of normalization theory
and apply such knowledge to the
normalization of acquire database.
Have a high-level understanding of
major DBMS components and their
function.
Apply current techniques, skills, and
tools necessary for computing practice.
Understand DBMS concepts, data
models and Architecture.
Use SQL for database management.
Understand
ER concepts and ER
mapping for relational model.
Apply the concepts of relational algebra
and calculus.
Apply normalization process to
construct the data base.
Understand Concurrency and recovery
strategies of DBMS.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

3.

15UCPC42

Advanced Accountancy
III

4.

15UCPC43

Accounting for
Managerial Decisions

Course Outcomes
 Apply procedures to program the data
access and manipulation.
 Understand the concepts of partnership
deed.
 Gain knowledge to prepare journal
entries for the formation of partnership
deed.
 Know the valuation of goodwill and its
accounting treatment
 Understand the method of maintaining
partners capital account
 Get analytical thinking related to
distributing profit / Loss in Partnership.
 Know the procedures for dissolution of
partnership.
 Learn the procedure of amalgamation
of partnership firm.
 Understand the cost, management
accounting techniques for evaluation,
analysis and application in managerial
decision making.
 Apply the managerial accounting
concept.
 Evaluate complex idea and tolerate
ambiguity
in
managerial
and
organizational problem solving.
 Evaluate the cost and benefits of
different
conventional
and
contemporary costing systems.
 Explain the three primary purposes of
management
accounting
namely,
product costing, decision making and
cost control.
 Compare traditional and contemporary
costing approaches for the stated
purposes.
 Develop and apply standards and
budget for planning and controlling

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes
purposes.
 Present
and
critically
analyse
information pertaining to accounting,
management, ethical and social issues
to assist management decisions.

5.

15UCPA41

Mathematical
Applications in Business

6.

15UCPO41

Banking Theory

 Gain knowledge on mathematical
application
 Solving problems in the language of
sets and perform set operations and
ability
to apply the fundamental
principle of counting
 Simplify the mathematical calculation
by using indices and logarithms
 Acquire knowledge to analyze and
problem in the area of business of
simple interest , compound interest,
depreciation and discounting of a bill
 Gain understanding in calculating
calculus
 Gain
mathematical knowledge in
facing the competitive examination
successfully
 Gain knowledge in matrics
 Obtain
pragmatic knowledge in
application for problem solving.
 Describe the basic concepts and
theories of banking
 Understand the meaning and evolution
of banking theory
 Evaluate the functions of commercial
banks and RBI
 Demonstrate
the
procedure
of
negotiable instruments.
 Evaluate the duties and responsibilities
of banker
 Identify the rules regarding partnership

S.No

Course Code

7.

15UCPO42

1.

15UCPC51

Course Name

Course Outcomes

 Acquire knowledge about lending of
funds.
 Enrich the knowledge of credit control
measures.
 Gain knowledge about Electronic
payment system.
 Able to Explain the value of Customer
Relationship Management
 Assist groups in determining to
measure the success of their
relationship management efforts.
 Develop an understanding of the terms
Customer Relationship
and benefits of CRM on a Company‟s
Management
bottom line.
 Analyze the different components of a
CRM Plan.
 Develop their checklist for readiness
and success in CRM.
 Identify developmental roles that have
the greatest impact on CRM
SEMESTER V
 Gain knowledge on different types of
shares and its accounting procedures.
 Ability to understand the debenture and
its accounting procedure
 Understanding the procedure for
underwriting of shares and debentures
 Learn the different methods of
valuation of goodwill
Advanced Accountancy
 Familiarity with the final accounts of
IV
joint stock company
 Understand
the
procedure
for
Amalgamation and absorption of Joint
Stock Company.
 Gain the knowledge on internal and
external reconstruction of Joint Stock
Company.
 Clearly understand the procedure for

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes





2.

15UCPC52

Income Tax–I










3.

15UCPC53

Visual Basic
Programming Theory







4.

15UCPC5P

Visual Basic
Programming LAB





redemption of debentures.
Identify the ways and means of how
the government procures necessary
revenues from direct taxes.
Understand thoroughly the residential
status of a person for tax implication.
Increase an awareness of the various
benefits available to working class from
employer.
Understand the privileges available
through paying taxes.
Gain knowledge on tax concession
available while starting business unit in
Special Economic zone.
Understand the various aspects of
dealing the depreciation in business
assets.
Enables to bifurcate the different
sources of income for tax calculation.
Gain knowledge to design, create, build
and debug visual basic Applications.
Explore Visual Basic‟s Integrated
Development Environment(IDE)
Implement syntax rules in visual basic
programs
Gain Familiarity with basic variables
and data types used in program
development
Develop to apply decision structures for
determining different operations
Develop skills in windows applications
using forms, controls and events
Absorb and review the basics of visual
program
Apply visual programming to software
development by designing projects with
menus and submenus
Use visual programming environment

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes











5.

15UCPO51

Mercantile Law









6.

15UCPO52

Marketing Management




to create simple visual applications
Demonstrate fundamental skills in
utilizing the tools of a visual
environment in terms of the set of
available command ,menus and toolbars
Implement Sequence, Selection and
Iteration in constructing the design of
solution
Ability to analyse program coding and
express in the form of Event driven
environment
Review the relationships of ethics and
law in business relevant legal terms in
business.
Provide the brief idea about the frame
work of Indian business law.
Familiarize to provide the students with
case law studies related to business
laws.
Describe the uniform commercial code
and domestic sales and lease contracts,
title risk and insurable interest.
Create
an
awareness
of
the
incompleteness of law and the
continuous state of development of
legal principles.
Identify and analyze the requirements
to form and terminate an agency
relationship.
Create a business plan, including
business feasibility assessment and
financial analysis projections, for an
innovative new business, product or
service.
Analyze marketing problems and
provide solutions based on a critical
examination of marketing information.
Gain knowledge of social, legal, ethical

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes









7.

15UCPS5P

MS Access Lab











8.

15UCPS51

Entrepreneurial Skills





1.

15UCPC61

and technological forces on marketing
decision-making.
Design a marketing research study that
will act as a key resource in the
development of a marketing plan.
Develop self leadership strategies to
enhance personal and professional
effectiveness.
Assess business processes relative to
organizational goals.
Understand how access is used and
how to navigate around it
Create simple access tables and forms
Create relationship between tables.
Modify the structure of an existing
table.
Extract information from tables or
queries.
Sort and filter records in a table
Create meaningful reports from tables.
Ability to manage people, processes,
and resources within a diverse
organization.
Gain knowledge to apply leadership
concepts in an integrated manner.
Analyze the internal/external factors
affecting a business/organization to
evaluate business opportunities.
Critical thinking skills in business
situations.
Develop appropriate business model.
Review the local business and global
business environment.
Apply an ethical understanding and
perspective to business situations

SEMESTER VI
Advanced Accounting
 Understand to prepare final account of
V.
commercial banks

S.No

2.

Course Code

15UCPC62

Course Name

Income Tax - II

Course Outcomes
 Absorb to prepare final account of
general insurance company and self
government
 Encourage
practice in accounting
transactions and events related to
investments
 Able to differentiate between single
and double entry system, to ascertain
profit and loss and to prepare opening
and closing statements of affairs
 Gain
understanding
to
prepare
consolidated financial statements as of
the date of acquisition and for periods
subsequent to the date of acquisition.
 Gain knowledge in techniques to be
applied in single entry system
 Describe the conceptual framework of
inflation accounting techniques
 Ability to develop in explain revenue
recognition criteria and describe
accounting for operating expense.
 Creates ability to manage their family
members‟ income for income tax
purpose.
 Gain the knowledge for treatment of
unabsorbed depreciation and loss in
business .
 Familiarize with various benefits
available to tax-payers in the name of
deductions.
 Create ability to become income tax
practitioner.
 Get more employment opportunities in
private sector and public sector.
 Prepare income tax return and
submission .
 Understand various deductions of tax at
sources.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

3.

15UCPC63

Web Designing

4.

15UCPO61

Human Resources
Management

Course Outcomes
 Analysis facts related to advance
payment of Tax and Tax refund.
 Ability to develop a dynamic webpage
by the use of java script and DHTML.
 Enable to write a well formed / valid
XML document.
 Connect a java program to a DBMS and
perform insert, update and delete
operations on DBMS table.
 Design a server side java application
called Servlet to catch form data sent
from client, process it and store it on
database.
 Inculcate a server side java application
called JSP to catch form data sent from
client and store it on database.
 Define modern protocols and systems
used on the Web (such as HTML,
HTTP, URLs, CSS, XML).
 Implement an interactive web site(s)
with regard to issues of usability,
accessibility and internationalization
 Justify and explain particular internet
application
concepts,
relevant
alternatives
and
decision
recommendations, including design
considerations for internet security
 Contribute to the development,
implementation, and evaluation of
employee recruitment, selection, and
retention plans and processes.
 Design a training program using a
useful framework for evaluating
training needs and evaluating training
results.
 Interpret salary survey data and design
a pay structure with appropriate pay
grades and pay ranges.

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes
 Evaluate company‟s implementation of
a performance-based pay system.
 Demonstrate knowledge of employee
benefit
concepts,
plan
design,
administrative
considerations
and
regulations governing employee benefit
practices.
 Facilitate to align HR systems with the
strategic business objectives of a firm
 Facilitate and communicate the human
resources
component
of
the
organization's business plan.
 Understand the basic concepts and
expertise in the labour industrial and
employment laws.
 Knowing
the
contemporary
perspectives in the existing laws.
 Ability to deal with legal and policy
issues arising in labour law discipline.
 Enrich the knowledge about exposer to
legislations relating to welfare of
workers such as payment of wages Act.
 Gain knowledge about Indian Industrial
Acts.
 Familiarity with the critical labour and
Industrial relatives practice.
 Able to design Curriculum Vitae for
relevant employment opportunities,
 Acquire
Interview
and
telecommunication skills for improve
communication,
 Nourish the positive attitude and
promote
the
team
work
for
employability,
 Augment the positive frame of mind
and perform confidently in interviews
to attain Prospective career.
 Gain basic knowledge and skill in

5.

15UCPO62

Labour Law

6.

15UCPS61

Employability Skills

7.

15UCPV6P

E- Commerce Practicals

S.No

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcomes
internet usage
 Ability to analyze real business cases
regarding their e-business strategies

Department of PG Commerce
M.Com (Computer
Application)

Name of the Department
Programme
S.No. Course Code

1.

15PCPC11

2.

15PCPC12

: PG Commerce
: PG (M.Com (Computer Applications))
Course Name
Course Outcome
SEMESTER I
 Develop an understanding of the skills of
accounting principles for effective recording of
business operations of an entity.
 Understand the contribution and inherent
limitations of financial statements in meeting
stakeholders‟ needs for financial information
 Demonstrate the ability to assess a situation,
identify issues and alternatives, and provide a
recommendation using advanced accounting
knowledge and ethical professional judgment.
Core – I: Advanced
 The ability to solve advanced problems in the case
Financial Accounting
of different entities.
 Analyze and evaluate the accounting position of
hire purchase , Branch and Departmental
accounting
 Acquainted with accounting standards and make
them familiar with the accounting procedures for
different types of business.
 Understand history, procedure and guidelines of
accounting standards
 Understand the need of convergence of IAS 1 – I
 With the nature of business environment and its
components.
 It facilitate the students to develop conceptual
framework of business environment and generate
interest in international business.
 Outline how an entity operates in a business
Core – II: Business
environment.
Environment and
 Understand how businesses are organised to
Policy
achieve their purposes
 Be acquainted with the impact of the economic,
political, legal and social factors impact on
businesses
 Know the range of different businesses and their
ownership

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

15PCPC13

Core – III:
Fundamentals of
Information
Technology

4.

15PCPC1P

Core – IV:
Computerized
Accounting and Office
Automation Lab

5.

15PCPO11

Elective: Advanced
Business Statistics

3.

Course Outcome
 Outline the importance of globalization and its
impact on international business.
 Develop a broad understanding of international
trade theory and trade policy instruments and
implications for international business.
 Evaluate and assess opportunities and threats
arising in the international environment.
 Understand the major drivers behind, and barriers
to, foreign direct investment.
 Understand the basic concepts and terms of
computers.
 Understand about the computer hardware resources
memory, input and output devices.
 Ability to understand the basic hardware and
software concepts
 Familiar with the concepts of Computer Software,
OS and software features
 Know about Computer programming languages
 Understand the need of Data Base and identify
difference between data and information
 Know about Data processing and database design
 Be aware of Internet concepts and Email
The students will be able
• Understand documentation Procedures
• Performed accounting operations
 Identified emerging technologies for use in
business applications.
 Understand the role of information system in
business world.
 Highlighted the importance of facts and figures in
day to day life.
 Equipped the students to understand the
relationship between to variable in research.
 Enhanced the capabilities of students to design the
research plan.
 Facilitated in calculating the dependent variable
from independent variable
 Helped to learn the value of the unknown variable

S.No.

Course Code

1.

15PCPC21

2.

15PCPC22

Course Name

Course Outcome
by estimation or prediction calculation.
 Students felt the thirst of research.
 Facilitated to formulate the Hypothesis.
 Aided to choose the correct statistical tool to test
the hypothesis.
SEMESTER II
 Demonstrate an understanding of tools in taking
right business decision
 Able to formulate business strategy
 Assess tool, to maximize the profit
 Learn to minimize the transportation cost by
transporting different quantities from different
origin to different destination
 Gain knowledge of the technique to arrive optimum
Core – V:Operation
solution in transportation.
Research
 Erudite the optimum allocation of jobs to workers
or machine
 Describe the behavior and structure of a complex
situation.
 Analyse the storage problems by trial and error
method
 Develop the Schedule for the large projects by
drafting a plan through a diagram
 Learn to manage human, financial and
informational resources in their organization.
 Be the functional areas of a business.
 Be acquainted with the role of the economy and its
effect on the standard of living.
 Learn to make economic decisions after assessing
available venture information
Core – VI: Small
 Recognize the importance of calculated risk
Business Development
management and perseverance
 Understand the actions taken to acquire and retain
customers; produce goods and services; and
measure/track financial performance.
 Understand the leadership skills and personal
characteristics needed to succeed in starting and
managing a small business

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name






3.

15PCPC23

Core – VII:
Programming in C and
C++








4.

5.

15PCPC2P

15PCPO21

Core – VIII-C:
Programming in C and
C++ Practical Lab

Elective Course:
Financial Markets and
Services
















Course Outcome
Able to use and apply knowledge of small
businesses to future career development
Identify the routes to growth available to small
businesses
Be acquainted with the basic concepts and
techniques of C and C++ Programming.
Be familiar with the C programming Variables,
Operators, Control structure
Recognize the Functions, Structures And Unions of
C programming
Identify the concept of pointer used in structure and
union
Identify classes, objects, members of a class and
relationships among them
Obtain an ability to implement the Structure of C++
language
Exploit the concept of Polymorphism and
Inheritance.
Employ the concept of Virtual Function
Understand the concept of C Program structure IF
and SWITCH statements
Able to work with Control statements and Array
Understand the concept of Structure and Union
Work with C file and POINTER
Understand the concepts of C++ Class and
Objects
Be aware of the concepts of Method Overloading
Understand in concepts of Various Inheritance
Be trained in employing the concepts of Interface
Able to work with the concepts of String
Ability to implement the concepts of Multithreadin
Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure
and regulation of the Indian financial services
sector.
Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial
products and services.
Gain knowledge of merchant banking activities
Understand the role, scope and growing

S.No.

Course Code

1.

15PCPC31

2.

15PCPC32

Course Name

Course Outcome
contribution of financial services in the service
 Sector of the economy.
 Comprehend the role of depository system,
dematerialization and re-materialization of the
securities, and
 Figure out the role and types of mutual funds.
 Understand in detail about Primary and Secondary
markets
 Understand about recent trends in financial markets
and non banking financial intermediaries
SEMESTER III
 Be familiar with the history and development of
Income Tax in India.
 Gain knowledge major source of Income under
Income Tax.
 Understand the status of person for calculating the
scope of Income.
 Calculate various allowances, perquists for taxation
and exemption
 Teached the building exempted from Income from
house property and the systematic way to calculate
Core – IX: Direct
Income from house property.
Taxes
 Gained the knowledge of the provision of Income
Tax.
 Trained the students to calculate tax amount of all
kinds of assessee.
 Be the hierarchy of the Income Tax officials and
their powers with the help them to apply for the
same post.
 Learn the procedural format of tax return and
assessment of Income Tax.
 Find with the TDS, TCS and Advance payment of
tax.
 Be familiar with the regulatory environment in
which the companies are formed and operate
Core – X: Corporate
 Become trained reporting requirements of the
Accounting
Corporations Act and accounting standards.
 Understand the advanced issues in accounting for

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name













3.

15PCPC33

Core – XI: Web
Programming









4.

15PCPC3P

Core – XII: Web
Programming with
Practical Lab






Course Outcome
assets, liabilities and owner‟s equity.
Be aware of the accounting requirements for a
corporate group and familiarity with the theory
underlying the methods used to account for intercompany investments.
Prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate
group.
Solve examples of amalgamation
Identify the nuances involved in mergers and
acquisition process and the techniques required to
handle post merger
Recognize the various issues of company
accounting
Able to prepare accounts in books of insurance
companies and also to calculate amount of claim
Capable of preparing of final accounts of banking
companies and consolidated balance sheet
Understand the basic Html tags and web page
Ability to design web page using html tags
Understand the XML and CSS concepts
Develop a dynamic webpage by the use of java
script and DHTML.
Be aware of Built in Function and User defined
Function of Java Script
Assess java script, various Objects and DHTML
Identify the Basic structure of PHP programs
Understand Control Structures, Built-in Functions,
User-Defined Functions , Objects, File Operations
of PHP Programs
Create Web page using Html tags
Web Page using Table
Generate Web Page using Frames and Form Input
tags
Create Interactive forms
Obtain to design Dynamic Web pages
Acquire familiarity with Java script control
statements
Able to work with java script Functions

S.No.

Course Code

5.

15PCPN31

1.

15PCPC41

2.

15PCPC42

Course Name

Course Outcome
 Get acquainted with Frames and provide link
 Gain knowledge and skills needed to run a
business.
 Recognize a business opportunity that fits the
individual student
 Demonstrate the understanding of how to launch
the individual‟s entrepreneurial career
 Articulate an effective elevator pitches to gain
Non Major Elective
support for the venture
Course –
 Apply an ethical understanding and perspective to
Entrepreneurial
business situations
Development
 Analyze the internal/external factors affecting a
business/organization
to
evaluate
business
opportunities
 Apply knowledge of leadership concepts in an
integrated manner
 Manage people, processes, and resources within a
diverse organization
SEMESTER IV
 Possess a managerial outlook at accounts.
 Various cost accounting principles
 Solve problems related to cost of production
 Critically analyse and provide recommendations to
improve the operations of organisations through the
Core – XIII:
application of management accounting techniques
Management
 Demonstrate the need for a balance between
Accounting
financial and non-financial information in decision
making, control and performance evaluation
applications of management accounting
 Evaluate complex ideas and tolerate ambiguity in
managerial and organisational problem-solving
 Students learned about the history and development
of Indirect taxes in India.
 Gained knowledge about the various duties on
Core – XIV: Indirect
manufacturing and valuation of goods.
Taxes
 Teached the procedure for removal of
manufacturing Goods for sale.
 Highlighted the reason for restructions on certain

S.No.

Course Code

Course Name










3.

15PCPC43

Core – XV: Computer
Networks









4.

15PCPO41

Major Elective Course
–Advanced cost
Accounting & cost
system







Course Outcome
goods for import and export.
Procedural checkup of goods in customs like
warehousing, Baggage rule drawback of duties are
clearly understood.
Learned the difference between Interstate sale and
Intra state sale.
Sales Tax collection procedure and principles are
clearly known.
Registration procedure under various Indirect taxes
are draft out.
Teached the ITC (Input Tax Credit) on Vat.
Gained knowledge about the offences and penalties
in various Indirect taxes.
Demonstrate understanding basic computer
network technology
Understand Data Communications System and its
components
Identify the different types of network topologies
and protocols
Recognize the concept and Functions of OSITCP/IP layers
Identify ISDN services and Switches concept
Describe the concept of Routing and Firewalls
Apply Cryptography and public Key Algorithms
Be familiar with Email and Internet
Understand the method of stock valuation and
fixing the level of stock.
Able to prepare remuneration to the employee at
different circumstance
Be aware of the importance of cost allocation and
apportionment
Be Skilled developed in preparation of cost sheet
for whole or a particular job
Able to do research in cost analysis
Become cost system acquainted with
Able to give suggestion to reduce the controllable
cost to increase the profit of the manufacturing
units.

Department of PG Commerce
M.Com (Finance)

Name of the Department : PG Commerce
Programme : M.Com (Finance)
S.No.

Course Code

Course Name

Course Outcome
SEMESTER I

1.

2.

15PCFC11

Core - I Advanced
Financial
Accounting

15PCFC12

Core - II Business
Environment and
Policy

 Develop an understanding of the skills of accounting
principles for effective recording of business
operations of an entity.
 Understand the contribution and inherent limitations
of financial statements in meeting stakeholders‟ needs
for financial information
 Demonstrate the ability to assess a situation, identify
issues and alternatives, and provide a recommendation
using advanced accounting knowledge and ethical
professional judgment.
 The ability to solve advanced problems in the case of
different entities.
 Analyze and evaluate the accounting position of hire
purchase , Branch and Departmental accounting
 Acquainted with accounting standards and make them
familiar with the accounting procedures for different
types of business.
 Understand history, procedure and guidelines of
accounting standards
 Understand the need of convergence of IAS 1 – I
 With the nature of business environment and its
components.
 It facilitates the students to develop conceptual
framework of business environment and generate
interest in international business.
 Outline how an entity operates in a business
environment.
 Understand how businesses are organised to achieve
their purposes
 Be acquainted with the impact of the economic,
political, legal and social factors impact on businesses
 Know the range of different businesses and their
ownership

3.

15PCFC13

Core – III
Computer
Application in
Business

 Outline the importance of globalization and its impact
on international business.
 Develop a broad understanding of international trade
theory and trade policy instruments and implications
for international business.
 Evaluate and assess opportunities and threats arising
in the international environment.
 Understand the major drivers behind, and barriers to,
foreign direct investment.
 Demonstrate an understanding of proper file
management techniques to manipulate electronic files
and folders in a local and networked environment.
 Complete projects that integrate business software
applications.
 Identify emerging technologies for use in business
applications.
 Demonstrate proficiency in the use of word
processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation
applications.
 Demonstrate the basic understanding of computer and
business ethics
 Apply the fundamentals of information systems used
in business, the student demonstrates appropriate use
of computers hardware and software applications in a
professional business environment.
 Apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills in
research assignments, individual and group projects,
and troubleshooting processes and practices.
 Identify and apply troubleshooting methodology to
solve problems with technology.
 Competently communicate in support of a business
office, including production and design of complex
electronic and paper-based correspondence and
documents.
 Actively assist in implementing general office
procedures, including records management.
 Demonstrate high and efficient qualities of selfmanagement and self- awareness in terms of
workplace responsibility and productivity.

4.

15PCFC14

Core - IV
Corporate
Governance

5.

15PCFO11

Elective- Advanced
Business Statistics

 Understand the role of information system in business
world.
 Analyse how corporate governance systems influence
performance, including both the performance of
individual firms and the allocation of capital within a
country;
 Examine the main actors and structures of corporate
governance and show how their interaction and
functioning differs across national economies,
industries and with the development stage of firms
 Comprehend the problems resulting from the
separation of ownership and control and the private
and social benefits of good governance.
 Understand the conflicting interests by various
stakeholders that managers are confronted with and
the mechanisms available to realign them.
 Understand how the market environment and
regulations impact corporate governance
 Be able to participate in ongoing public and political
debates on corporate governance and corporate social
responsibility.
 Be able to critically assess existing corporate
governance structures and practices.
 comprehend the implications of the nature and scope
of social and environmental accountability for
corporate governance practice
 Appraise the frameworks underlying governance law
and practice in a national and international context.
 Advise on governance issues across all sectors,
ensuring that the pursuit of strategic objectives is in
line with regulatory developments and developments
in best practice.
 Compare the responsibilities of organisations to
different stakeholder groups, and advise on issues of
ethical conduct and the application of principles of
corporate responsibility or corporate citizenship.
 Highlighted the importance of facts and figures in day
to day life.
 Equipped the students to understand the relationship

1.

15PCFC21

2.

15PCFC22

between to variable in research.
 Enhanced the capabilities of students to design the
research plan.
 Facilitated in calculating the dependent variable from
independent variable
 Helped to learn the value of the unknown variable by
estimation or prediction calculation.
 Students felt the thirst of research.
 Facilitated to formulate the Hypothesis.
 Aided to choose the correct statistical tool to test the
hypothesis.
SEMESTER II
 Demonstrate an understanding of tools in taking right
business decision
 Able to formulate business strategy
 Assess tool, to maximize the profit
 Learn to minimize the transportation cost by
transporting different quantities fron different origin to
different destination
 Gain knowledge of the technique to arrive optimum
Core - V
solution in transportation.
Operation Research
 Erudite the optimum allocation of jobs to workers or
machine
 Describe the behavior and structure of a complex
situation.
 Analyse the storage problems by trial and error
method
 Develop the Schedule for the large projects by
drafting a plan through a diagram
 Learn to manage human, financial and informational
resources in their organization.
 Be the functional areas of a business.
 Be acquainted with the role of the economy and its
Core - VI Small
effect on the standard of living.
Business
 Learn to make economic decisions after assessing
Management
available venture information
 Recognize the importance of calculated risk
management and perseverance
 Understand the actions taken to acquire and retain

3.

4.

15PCFC23

Core - VII
Accounting for
Decision making

15PCFC24

Core - VIII
Financial
Management

customers; produce goods and services; and
measure/track financial performance.
 Understand the leadership skills and personal
characteristics needed to succeed in starting and
managing a small business
 Able to use and apply knowledge of small businesses
to future career development
 Identify the routes to growth available to small
businesses
Upon completion of the subject, students will be able to
 Analyze and interpret management information and to
make decisions based on the information available
 Understand and apply the theoretical aspects of
accounting methods used for collecting, recording and
reporting financial information
 Describe the underlying theories of modern
accounting and describe the conceptual framework of
accounting
 Demonstrate costing systems, cost management
systems, budgeting systems and performance
measurement systems
At the end of this course, students should be able to:
 Possess the techniques of managing finance in an
organization
 Understand the analysis of operating and financial
activities with the help of financial statements
 Understand the concepts and functioning of finance.
 Use Financial Statements to evaluate firm
performance and to obtain Cash Flows for the firm
and equity holders.
 Calculate the cost of debt, cost of equity and the Cost
of Capital, and
 Understand the theories of capital structure.
 Describe how firms allocate their funds through the
application of capital budgeting.
 Explain the capital structure and analyze how
financing decisions influence firm value
 Describe how dividends are paid and explain factors
that affect a firm‟s dividend policy

5.

15PCFO21

1.

15PCFC31

 Compute the value of a firm using different
methodologies, and
 Discuss how management uses financial planning
models in the planning process and explain what
factors determine a firm‟s sustainable growth rate.
 Understand the importance, components and factors
influencing working capital management.
 Assess the various sources of financing of current
assets, and
 Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and
regulation of the Indian financial services sector.
 Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial
products and services.
 Gain knowledge of merchant banking activities
 Understand the role, scope and growing contribution
of financial services in the service
Elective - Financial
 Sector of the economy.
Market and
 Comprehend the role of depository system,
Services
dematerialization and re-materialization of the
securities, and
 Figure out the role and types of mutual funds.
 Understand in detail about Primary and Secondary
markets
 Understand about recent trends in financial markets
and non banking financial intermediaries
SEMESTER III
 Be familiar with the history and development of
Income Tax in India.
 Gain knowledge major source of Income under
Income Tax.
 Understand the status of person for calculating the
scope of Income.
Core –IX Direct
 Calculate various allowances, perquists for taxation
Taxes
and exemption.
 Teached the building exempted from Income from
house
property
and
the
systematic
way to calculate Income from house property.
 Gained the knowledge of the provision of Income
Tax.

2.

3.

15PCFC32

Core - X
Corporate
Accounting

15PCFC33

Core - XI
Computerized
Accounting

 Trained the students to calculate tax amount of all
kinds of assessee.
 Be the hierarchy of the Income Tax officials and their
powers with the help them to apply for the same post.
 Learn the procedural format of tax return and
assessment of Income Tax.
 Find with the TDS, TCS and Advance payment of tax.
 Be familiar with the regulatory environment in which
the companies are formed and operate
 Become trained reporting requirements of the
Corporations Act and accounting standards.
 Understand the advanced issues in accounting for
assets, liabilities and owner‟s equity.
 Be aware of the accounting requirements for a
corporate group and familiarity with the theory
underlying the methods used to account for intercompany investments.
 Prepare consolidated accounts for a corporate group.
 Solve examples of amalgamation
 Identify the nuances involved in mergers and
acquisition process and the techniques required to
handle post merger
 Recognize the various issues of company accounting
 Able to prepare accounts in books of insurance
companies and also to calculate amount of claim
 Capable of preparing of final accounts of banking
companies and consolidated balance sheet
 Able to prepare final accounts.
 Understand the method of maintaining stock with
godown details.
 Learn taxation related programs in Tally.
 Evaluate the performance of debtors through
outstanding billwise details.
 Learn the budget preparation and the compare the
actual performance of the concern with
budget.
 Understand the method of maintaining purchase and
sales order.
 Be aware of the method of payroll preparation for the
employees in a concern.

4.

15PCFC3P

5.

15PCFN31

1.

15PCFC41

 Demonstrate an understanding of accounting software.
 Able to do maintain their own business account .
 Understand the basic concept and methods of
maintaining company accounts.
 Learned method of feeding transaction in the
Accounting software.
 Able to prepare final account by using accounting
software.
Core - XII
Computerized
 Able to analyse performance of debtor by using Age
Accounting wise analysis.
Practical Lab
 Enhance skill in accounting software to get job
opportunity.
 Appreciate report generation during various period.
 Learned taxation in Tally.
 Understand the method of payroll preparation for
employees in a concern by using accounting Software.
 A clear understanding and knowledge about the
functioning of a Commercial bank.
 Analyze the functions of the Retail Clearing Banks,
Non-clearing banks, Building Societies, Private
Non Major
Banks, Credit Unions and other financial institutions.
Elective: Practical
 Investigate the different types of account and their role
Banking
in the banking system.
 Explore the factors to be considered by banks when
opening accounts with special reference to customer‟s
identity, character etc.
SEMESTER IV
 Gain knowledge about international financial market.
 Understand the sources of cross border investment
like FDI & FII.
 Be skilled to do trade on foreign currency.
 Able to do research in investment pattern of
Core - XIII international business.
International
 Understand the name multination banks which helps
Finance
to do international level business.
 Understand the various types of risk in the
international trade.
 Comprehend the short term and long term investments
in the capital market.

2.

3.

4.

15PCFC42

Core - XIV –
Indirect Taxes

15PCFC43

Core - XV Research
Methodology

15PCFO41

Elective - Cost
Analysis and Cost
Control

 Students learned about the history and development of
Indirect taxes in India.
 Gained knowledge about the various duties on
manufacturing and valuation of goods.
 Teached the procedure for removal of manufacturing
Goods for sale.
 Highlighted the reason for restructions on certain
goods for import and export.
 Procedural checkup of goods in customs like
warehousing, Baggage rule drawback of duties are
clearly understood.
 Learned the difference between Interstate sale and
Intra state sale.
 Sales Tax collection procedure and principles are
clearly known.
 Registration procedure under various Indirect taxes
are draft out.
 Teached the ITC (Input Tax Credit) on Vat.
 Gained knowledge about the offences and penalties in
various Indirect taxes.
 Comprehend the objectives of research and the steps
involved in research process.
 Use different data collection methods and sampling
design techniques in their own research.
 Analyze the collected and processed data with the help
of statistical tools, and
 Interpret the data and prepare a research report.
 Develop a comprehensive understanding of the
various approaches and tools required for special
decision situations.
 Assess the challenges while implementing sustainable
successful projects and also the project review
process.
 Evaluate the costs and benefits of different
conventional and contemporary costing systems
 Be aware of costing concepts and procedure in cost
ascertainment system.
 Evaluate the place and role of cost accounting in the
modern economic environment






Select the costs according to their impact on business
Understand methods of calculating stock consumption
Identify the specifics of different costing methods
Describe the cost concepts, cost behaviors, and cost
accounting techniques that are applied to
manufacturing and service businesses

Department of PG Commerce
M.Phil

Name of the Department : PG Commerce
Programme : M.Phil (Commerce)
S.No. Course Code
Course Name

1.

15HCPC11

2.

15HCPC12

Course Outcome

SEMESTER I
 Comprehend the objectives of research and the steps
involved in research process.
 Use different data collection methods and sampling
design techniques in their own research.
 Analyze the collected and processed data with the help
Core – I Research
of statistical tools, and
Methods in
 Interpret the data and prepare a research report.
Commerce
 Develop a comprehensive understanding of the various
approaches and tools required for special decision
situations.
 Assess the challenges while implementing sustainable
successful projects and also the project review process.
At the end of this course, students should be able to:
 Possess the techniques of managing finance in an
organization
 Understand the analysis of operating and financial
activities with the help of financial statements
 Understand the concepts and functioning of finance.
 Use Financial Statements to evaluate firm performance
and to obtain Cash Flows for the firm and equity holders.
 Calculate the cost of debt, cost of equity and the Cost of
Capital, and
 Understand the theories of capital structure.
Core – II:
Advanced Financial  Describe how firms allocate their funds through the
Management
application of capital budgeting.
 Explain the capital structure and analyze how financing
decisions influence firm value
 Describe how dividends are paid and explain factors that
affect a firm‟s dividend policy
 Compute the value of a firm using different
methodologies, and
 Discuss how management uses financial planning
models in the planning process and explain what factors
determine a firm‟s sustainable growth rate.
 Understand the importance, components and factors
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3.

15HCPO11

Elective I:
Marketing
Management









4.

15HCPO12

Elective II: Human
Resource
Management



Course Outcome
influencing working capital management.
Assess the various sources of financing of current assets,
and
Appraise the management of cash, receivables, inventory
and payable management
Identify core concepts of marketing and the role of
marketing in business and society.
Ability to apply knowledge and skills to real-world
experiences in an internship.
Knowledge of social, legal, ethical and technological
forces on marketing decision-making.
Develop marketing strategies based on product, price,
place and promotion objectives.
Design a marketing research study that will act as a key
resource in the development of a marketing plan.
Evaluate the impact of changing global, political,
economic, competitive, environmental, cultural and
social systems on marketing strategy development.
Examine the role of consumers as purchasers and users
of goods and services using various theories and models
of consumer behaviour.
Develop a strategically focused integrated marketing
communications plan based on research and analysis of a
brand, its competition, and consumer behaviour, using
appropriate communications strategies.
Work in a manner consistent with law and professional
standards, and protocols as it relates to marketing,
advertising, promotion and ethical considerations.
Recognize terminology referencing the infrastructure of
digital networked environment, interface design, online
consumer behavior, online advertising/communication,
social media, and industry leaders/organizations
Interpret, integrate and critique analyses and predictions
regarding social, cultural and economic trends and
transformations related to the digital networked
environment.
Appraise succession plans and critical staffing objectives
and evaluate the complexities of downsizing issues and
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Course Outcome
the role of HR planning in the process of downsizing
Analyze the key issues related to administering the
human elements such as motivation, compensation,
appraisal, career planning, diversity, ethics, and training
Describe the role of recruitment and selection in relation
to the organization‟s business and HRM objectives in a
Saudi Arabian context. This includes demonstrating the
appropriate use of job descriptions, application forms
and related staffing tools such as internet recruiting
Demonstrate the ability to prepare a selection strategy
for a specific job. This includes researching the different
interview processes and the advantages and
disadvantages of the different types of interviews and the
preparation of employment offers
Demonstrate appropriate implementation, monitoring
and assessment procedures of training
Demonstrate the ability to use different performance
management techniques, for example, coaching,
mentoring, career development
Research and analyze information needs and apply
current and emerging information technologies to
support the human resources function
Contribute to the development, implementation, and
evaluation of employee recruitment, selection, and
retention plans and processes.
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